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The thesis offered in this study of Charles Williams is that the 
work of this man, who regarded himself primarily as a poet and a ran of 
letters, when examined closely and as a whole reveals the fact that he 
was a Christian theologian of remarkable originality and depth. It In 
an attempt to ahoy the Way in which all his work - poetry, drona, 
criticism, fiction, occasional assays - is united by a rich and coberont 
pattern of ideas and beliefs# Despite the prodigious variety of 
literary genre and atylo, his religious concerns and theological 
positions remain constant. The point to gnade that each work reflects 
every other work and that a true undoretanding of the structures of 
thought and fooling which constitute his distinctive sensibility will not 
be obtained If any are excluded from serious consideration. 
After defining, in the Introduction, what the term Syateiatic 
Theology to intended to convoy, tho attempt Is made to trace the shape 
of his theological system by a chronological investigation of his work. 
In tho earliest poetry, despite its inferior quality, certain distinctive 
tbemoo are clearly ooundod. Those are dovoloped, extended and enriched 
in various ways in later works. A number of ruling ideas emerges the 
belief in the intimate relation between natural and supernatural and the 
ýt 
glow of Divine life in the ordinary things of the physical worlds the 
ideas of exchange, substitution and co-inherence. Around those themes 
Williams constructs his doctrines of God, man and the world; Creation, 
Incarnation and Atonement. The themes undergo many metamorphoses# but 
the pattern of thought and fooling is always recognisable and the 
integrity of the system remains unimpaired. 
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I P4 DUCTIO 
The term Systematic Theology is conveniently wido in its range of 
reference. Not only can it be used to describe works that make an 
obvious attempt at providing a closely argued and deliberately 
comprehensive schema of Christian doctrine like the Surma Theolri ice 
of Thomas Aquinas and the Institutes of the Christian 1oli, rion by John 
Calvin, Earl Berth's many-volumed Church Dogmatics and Darvoll Stone's 
handbook Outlines of Christian Dom; its use can be legitimately 
extended into less obvious areas - to cover, for instance, the deistic 
tract of Matthew Tindal. Christianity as old as Croation, Friedrich 
SchloiorDacher's Liberal Protestant 'manifesto', Der Christliche Glasabo, 
or Charles Gore's philosophical essay, The Reconstruction of Belief, 
Charles Wil, ljons never attempted to produce a work in this could, and 
the use of the term in relation to the whole body of his writing needs 
to be justified. 
Despite the diversity of ecclesiastical allegiance and theological 
outlook displayed in the vorka already cited, a co=on purposo is 
diocerniblo, and Darwoll Stono points to it in the opening chapter of 11is 
book when ho ouest8 that 
If the Christian religion can be soon to possess a groat harmony 
of consistent thoughit, that will be to many minds as strop 
6 
evidence of its truth as they think themselves likely to 
obtain. i 
And some sixty-five years later, John Miacquarrie, a scholar with an 
entirely different cast of mind, in the Preface to his own compendious 
volumo Principles of Christinn Theology doseribed his purposo is Words 
which are strongly rominioaont of Da rwell Stono'e. 
Christian Theology seeks to think the Church's faith as a 
coherent whole. It aims not only at showing the internal 
coherence of the Christian faith, that is to say, how the 
several doctrines constitute a unity, but also exhibiting the 
coherence of this faith with the many other beliefs and attitudos 
to vhich we are committed in the modern world. 2 
The significant words in these two extracts are, respectively, 'harmony' 
and 'coherence'. The systematic theologian seeks to enlighten and 
inform by demonstrating, according to the pattern of his own intellectual 
and emotional sensitivity, the inter»rolation of the doctrines of the 
Christian religion and their essential unity, however complex. 
Consequently a Systematic Theology can be thought of as something which, 
while not perhaps a single work, can be seen quite clearly to be an 
attempt at presenting a coherent account of the Church's faith. 
In the case of Charles Williams it is necessary to start with the 
brute fact that he never regarded bis primary tank to be a theological 
on®, and his abort history of the Church, The Descent of the Dove, 
(London, 1939) begins with a definition of theology that-reveals a 
t 
outlines of Christion rota, (Londons 1900), p. 1A. 
2 
Principles of Christian Thoolojt, (Lond(n, 1966), p. vii. 
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sensibility radically different from that of a eysteaatixer; and at 
adds with the, frequently narrow, enotional attitudes aad intellectual 
ira&ewor1 of the professional theologian. 
The beginning of Christianity is, strictly, in a point In, time. 
A metaphysical trigonometry finds it among the spiritual secrets, 
at the meeting of two heavenward lines one drawa fron Bethany along 
the Ascent of Mesaiae, the other from Jerusalem against the Descent 
of the Paraclete. That L. oasurement i the measurement of eternity 
in operation, of the bright cloud and the rushing wind, is, in 
effect, theology% 
In addition to a tow occasional essays, Williams produced only four 
books vMch ere directly concerned with theological questio na wall 
proportion of his entire output. Yet it is the contention of this 
present study that he was a eyste utic theologian of outstanding ability, 
and that the close examination of his, work reveals a pattern of 
theological apprehension - expressed, admittedly, in a variety of 
literary forms and with varying degrees of seriousness - that is not 
merely self-'ooasietont and comprehensive but original in ways that 
illuminate every iriportaut area of Christian thought and experience. 
Ting depth of his mind and the power of hic Imagination are the more 
remarkable in the light of the fact that Ids background was narrow and 
the ennor of his life, by contemporary standards, humdruma. Be inherited 
neither wealth nor privilege, and his formal education extended only an 
far as a brief period of study at University College, London. having 




years through lack of funds, 
I At the age of eighteen he was enployed 
at the Methodist Book Doom in Iiolborn, and, four years lator, in 1908, 
ho moved to the Oxford University Press where he mined until his 
death in 1945. ` Apart from his normal editorial work for the Press 
und his nu erous contributions to current periodicals, Williams, during 
the forty years of his working life, produced coven volumes of poems, 
nine plays, seven novolc, five works of literary criticism, four books 
of theology, and eight biograaphies. The output may not be vast but the 
range is prodigious, and it to this which makes the investigation of his 
work peculiarly difficult. The investigator ban to cope, not only with 
new, and sometimes, obscure ideas, but with a bewildering variety of 
literary foam# lAit whilo there is difficulty, there is also a 
coipensating fascination, for close oxrr$nntion of the whole body of the 
work reveals not merely the variety of Its parts but their ultimate unity 
and close coherence. Plays, novels, literary criticism, theological 
essays, poems, and oven historical biographies, reflect each other and 
cannot be fully understood in isolation from each other. Eowovor various 
the fonts, the motifs remain the some, Dorothy Sayers makes this point 




... that which in one of the novels or plays may coca merely 
entertaining, romantic, or fantastical is coon to be but the 
oxpoaition in action of some profound and challenging verity, 
1 
A,! 1 Ila, df'ield, An Introduction to Charles Wilkens (London, 1959), p"25. 
2 
Ibid., p. 3;. 
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wldch is the theological or critical books is eut tted to the 
analysis of the intellect; and conversely., 
That V111iums himself was not unaware of this quality of inter- 
dependence in his writings, and, to a certain extent even cultivated it, 
to su ostod by a remark he makes in the Preface to his critical study 
fiho 
, ýlioh 
Poetic Mnd (London, 19312). The subject under discussion 
is Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida und he refers to his own 
indifferent attempt, of three years earlier, to convey, in the form of 
verse-drama, the internal conflict which frequently accotpruios creative 
activity; which might have accompanied Shakespeare's work and might have 
been responsible for the peculiar difficulties of the play. 
... on th+o central question of Troilus I cm not conscious of owing 
any particular debt at all, Sonothing of the possibility I tried 
to put into v©rco in my flyth of Shakespeares it is here defined in 
roseo fy itallc7.2 
This is not to most that Williams's work is a carefully uni self- 
consciously constructed edifice - both the circua: etcuzceo of his life as 
an editor in a publishing house as voll as hin own temporamont mitigated 
oft such a construction - but to emphasise the fact of its 
fundaiont5l unity. It Is governed by certain ruling ideas, and these 
are essentially theological in character, their origin Is a religious 
'vision' of the world. The attempt to chart the course of that 'bright 






It is passible to examine his work in a number of ways. Two vhieb 
immediately suggest themselves are examination under the categories 
either of literary form or of Christian dogma. Dangers attend both of 
these approaches, The first kind of examination, while doing justice 
to his work as a creative artist, will tend to lead in the direction of 
the technical world of literary criticism, and the shape of Williams's 
theological apprehension might easily be obscured. The second approach 
will lay bare the intellectual framework of his activity, but will tend 
to confine the investigation within the walls of academic theology. It 
could easily fail to bring out the rich variety of his personality and 
mask the sensibility vital to a true understanding of his work. The 
first is the danger of over-subtlety, the second is the danger of over- 
simplification. A third way lies opens the consideration of the works 
in their chronological order, and it is along theso lines that i have 
chosen to conduct this study. It is not without its own dyers, the 
chief of which is the tendency to produce a study that hovers uneasily 
between the worlds of biography and comontary, none the less I beliovo 
it to be the only approach which will do justice to the variety of the 
Works and, at the sause time, reveal the pattern of religious ideas which 
draws them into a unity. It to an attempt to see in the work the 
gradual unfolding of a unique vision of life; an attempt at showing not 
only the coherence of Willig s's intellectual and Imaginative activity, 
but the growth of his ability to embody his religious apprehension in 
literary forms that are the perfect expression of his vision. 
11 
CIIAWEn I 
FARLY PAF. `rn 
Intelligent appraisal of the York of Williams is difficult to find. 
Perhaps the most perceptive criticism has come from the pen of Anno 
Fidler, herself a poet, and a close friend of Williams during the later 
years of his life. In her long Introduction to the collection of his 
ossays she entitled Themapo of the City (London, 1958) she analyses 
his literary activity in the following way: 
It is when we coax to apply tho adjective major to any particular 
fora, to spoak of him as a major poet or a major critics that the 
doubt arises. This Is partly because the ideas be was expressing 
were always more important to Charles Williams than the medium of 
expressions and the choice of a medium (apart from poetry) was 
governed for him by the demands of the moment - that to chiefly by 
the need to earn money, but also by his ovu generous readiness to 
respond to any request which he had it in his power to catiefy. i 
All those remarks are illuminating# but it is the words in paronthosoc, 
'apart from tho poetry', Uriich are the most signiftcoat. The choice of 
this sodium of expression wes always made with delibcrotion and pa uion. 
It in possible, without boing ludicrous, to say that in some r$ 
Willis resembles the Apostle Paul* i)otb man produced work the major 




the essential nature of their ideas than with the medium of their 
expression, and both became least effective In the compositions that were 
the most carefully planned and painstakingly iwrought. There is a nice 
irony in the fact that it is Paul's poetic flights and Williams's 
theological essays which have made the deepest impression on readers. 
For Williams it was a cruel ironer, and the inscription on his tombstone 
in the churchyard of St. Cross, Oxford is a bleak reminder of his personal 
tragedy: 'Charles Williams, Poet. Under the Percy'. no had a 
profound belief in himself as a poet, and this must be the starting-point 
of any serious investigation of his work. 
Throughout hio life his love of poetry van a copulmivo and 
definitive force, The deep seriousness vitb vbich he regarded the art 
to novhoro more explicitly diapiayod than in hin commuonta on Paradiao Loot 
and Hilton's doclared intontion of ' Ju3tifyina tbo ways of God to man*' 
It is not and cannot be concornod with anything but itself. Nor 
shall wo, reading those lines, expect this poetry to fulfil its own 
desire after any style but its ovn .... Wo shall, in fact, require 
only that those three lines shall prelude a sufficiently oaticfying 
sequence; in ohort, that the poo a shall justify itself. Do,,,., ink 
that, it will _come aa near _Justifying 
the wave of God to man as 
0 "i 
It would bo a mintoko to ima; in© that Williams is here reviving the 
Arnolditsn dogma by which literature boconoss a substitute for religion. 
Ilia intention in to su ont that the intuitive apprehension of a poem as 
groat as Parading Lost viii, in some senso, be an apprehension of the 
relation between God and Creations that the recognition of the 
The I fish Poetic Hind (Tondon, 1932). - PP*117-i18. 
I 
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imaginative organisation in a poem can be the Intimation of, the divine 
organisation. in the universe. Williams took the greatest delight in the 
ceremony of poetry and the constant preoccupation with imaginative style 
and artistic form reflected an integral part of his personality. 
C. S. Lewis, in a tribute to Williams, published a year. after his friend's 
death, recalls his innate love of rituals 
Firstly , bo was a man fitted by temperament to live ; in an age of 
more elaborate courtesy than our own. He was nothing if not a 
ritualist, Had modern society permitted it he would eguttlly have 
enjoyed kneeling and being knelt to, kissing hands and extending 
hands to be kissed. Burke's 'unbought grace of life'-was in him#, 
But secondly, even while enjoying such high pompa, he would have 
been aware of them as a gamo= not a silly game to be laid aside 
in privato, but a glorious game well worth the playing. i 
Like Woll. Auden 
" Williams's love of the serious game of ritual was an 
aspect of a particular kind of poetic sensibility. A poem is also a 
game - it has a formal pattern of its own - and, in a real sense, is a 
ritual. Both poetry and religious ceremonial are the outward 
expressions of the inner coherence of all existence, and it was in poetry 
that Williams found himself most intensely aware of that pattern. 
Having said all this, one is i iediatoly faced with the problem of 
William's singular failure to achieve recognition as a pro®t, With the 
exception of a handful of admirers the literary world has chosen to ignore 
i 
E sgyx pronented to Charles Wil lli (Ed. C. S. Lowia, London, 19e7), 
PP"in-x. 
2 
In 1937 Christopher Isherwood spoke of tho, rostraint he had to: exorcise 
over his follow author during the period of their collaboration. 
Auden is a musician and a ritualist .... It Anden had his way, he would turn every play into a cross between grand opera and high mass.. 
t1.? 1. Auden. A Collection of Critical Vssa a. Cd. fionroo K. Spears, 
nglowood Cliffs, 1964p p. 10. 
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him. 1 There is a variety of reasons for this attitude, k sy critics 
find the sheer strangeness of his mature style forbidding and it to 
evident that there Is an unwillingness to make the intellectual and 
Imaginative effort required in order to come to terms with works that 
appear so strange in the context of twentieth century poetry. TDut there 
is also a more serious explanation, and this lies in Willi ms'o verse 
itself. When first confronted by the poems there is little indication 
that the intellectual and imaginative effort will be rewarding. Lien 
in the beet of his poetry the reader cannot escape the sense of dichotomy 
between intention and realisation. The vision which lies behind the 
words seldom becomes actual in them. There is a general sense of 
significance which the language fails to particularise. without this 
particularisation a poom can never be felt 'in the blood and felt along 
the heart. ' Williams lacked that instinctive ease of disciplining and 
manipulating language in the specific ways the art-form requires. 
2 The 
tragedy of his position lies in the paradoxical fact that he was a man 
endowed with an artist's vision and a poet's sensibility, but was capable 
of expressing these gifts want vividly and forcefully in ways that were 
not poetic - obliquely, in analytical and discursive prose. 
Up to the ago of thirty-eight Williams produced nothing but poetry., 
The sixteen years spant 4th the Oxford University 'rose'at Amen Corner 
i C. S. Levis, Anne Ruler and John death-Stubbs are the only critics 'rho 
have expressed their admiration for Willias'o work. 
2 
ills literary ability 'will be dealt with in detail in the chapter on 
his mature poetry. 
0 
(before its removal in 1924 to Amen Douse, Warwick Square) say the 
appearance of the four volumes, wt4cb constitute all of Us early vorsc. 
1 
The, friendship and help of Wilfred and Alice Moynell led to the 
publication of his first volume The Silver Stair in 1912 by Iorbort and 
Daniel. rooms of Conformity followed five years later. In 1920 
Divorce vas produced and is 1924 Windows of Nigt. Apart from one or 
two pocnai the veroo of this early period to almost completely unknown; 
a state of affairs to be accounted for not merely by tho_fact that copies 
of the volumes are difficult. to obtain, but that the poetry itself does 
not boor much scrutiny. In his' introduction tojhe Collected Flaw of 
Charles Will iamn (i onddon, 1963)t John Iloat i-Stubby remarks . 
me early poetry follov3 a variety of styles, all, of them really 
a little outdated at the time ethos he wrote. There are verses 
Pre-Raphaelite, Chestortoniaa, 3iplingosque, 8acaulayiehw I10 . had also a great facility - an all but fatal facility - for pastiche 
of earlier etylea, that of the eoventeeath century for imstance. 2 
Aa far as the early work is concerned, -this facility for pastiche did 
prove to be fatal $ for it loft WilliaEia without two of the essential 
requirononta of a poots a distinctive diction and a roco ieable tone 
of voice. The technical proficiency frequently becenos glib and the 
reproduction of other men's tones in the idiom of earlier centuries 
prooduces# on occasions, pieces of versification which appear ludicrously 
I Tho 1930 volume Heroes and'Kinca constitutes something of a problem. 
It cannot properly be Included anonb tho Arthurian poems, nor, strictly, 
does it bolong with the first four collections, It appears as a kind 
of portentous postscript to the early poetry. A brief consideration of 




out of place in the context of the rest of Willie s'o work, An oxamplo 
of this can bo fouaL in the third poem of The Silver Stair which 
concludes with tho lines 
Thora is no"god, nor has been, nor can bo 
(Our folly this, and this our wisdom soitli) 
Who is so strong and pitiful 4 Death. i 
This is =are pootic posturing. Williama's characteristic attitndo to 
death to to regard it as a cruel obscenity. Tine verso Is pastiche 
£. ocanticism and he das never a mantic in this nineteenth century 531230 
of the term, Yet hero he indulges sentiments that weakly reprodnco the 
death- ysticissi of the nineteenth centuryt UUoreovsr the insipid 
wistfulueas of the tone and style make the pooa little more than an 
ineffective parody of that which he has taken as his model. 
The present purpose, however, is not to examine the artistic failure 
of these early poema, but to indicate the appearance of certain beliefs 
and apprehensions which become characteristic themes of the rest of his 
, work. 
Of the four volumes published between 1912 and 19240 the first is 
the least interesting. It is b collection of eighty Sonnets (moray of 
which might have been composed years before their publication) whose 
dominating motif is the cxporienco of human loves This is not an 
exclusive preoccupation howovort Poona VI is entitled #of the etery of 
God, and of the Divine Government', and Poo4 X 'Di the pose of cities#$ 
and the whole sequence taken its title from the sixty-eighth poem 'An 
The Sliver Stair, p. 5. 
1 
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Ascription#. This is a byma to tho 'holy Ghost vhieh ends 
Slave in Ha n's house, yet builder-up thereof, 
The silver and the golden stairs are Ilia, 
Tho altar Dis - yea, Rio the lupanar. 1 
The collection abounds in biblical allusions and liturgical echoes, but 
its chief conecru to ro tic love. William] speaks of love religiously 
and'of religion in terms of romantic passion. There is souOthing about 
the manner of his interweaving of those two subjects that riakes bin an 
isolated and slightly ridiculous figure against the background of 
contemporary literature. 
Lord Love, by thy keen fervency, which lit 
On her of God, surnamed Immaculate, 
And by the coming in of thy estate 
Usward, and by thy harrowing of the Pit s 
Though I be weak and of a feeble wit, 
And though my heart be light enough in weight, 
I have a prayer to thee .... ' 4. 
He deliberately adopts a 'high Style' by holding the main clause back for 
several lines in the cwanor of Einton, but his address 'Lord Love' is more 
than a matter of poetic ostentation -. it is a title of courtesy and in 
keeping with the ascription of Mary 'surnamed Immaculate', Hero, as in 
a number of the other poems, Uillia is displaying both the Influence 
of Dante and his own passionate interest in the literature of the Middle 
Ages which embodied so much of ceremoniousness and the ethos of 'amour 
courtois'. 
Towards the end'of the sequence there is ca, -group of six poem called 
1 
Ibid. i p. 73. 2 
Ibid. t p. GO. 
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by. a separate title The Passion- of Love in which tho thcnes. of religion 
and love are most closely woven together.,. It is Significant that 86;, 
in many of the poet of-the fiddle Ages, the Virgin Hary figures 
prominently and that Christ ie addresoed throu hout, ao move. Bat 
Williams i doing more than regurgitate a few of the doctrines of courtly 
love, and, despite the tawdriness of the pre-Itaphaolite styloo an 
iimport4nt note to sounded in the first poem of this little group. 
Queen in a, distant and forgotten land, 
Upon the borders of that harbourod sea 
Where glove. tbo Beatific Hiystory, 
Thy buildod palaces of silver otand: 
And fain are all who see them to deed 
In holy fear and mighty love toward thoo 
That they may follow thy virginity 
Nor lose their Lope by any vor n's had. 
But we, for whom no gladness shall restore 
past things, may cuter in tIoeo courts no morn, - 
However pleasant be their shade and cool: 
Wbo1 while the stars on their uhito pillars shino, 
Dro only, listening by an orchard pool, 
Of a dear lace, too amorous for thine. 
(Our Lady tI o Virgin)' 
In the traditloaa1 Petrarchan manner a pause occurs after the octave and 
a coiaple outary attitude emerges in the closing linos. Into this 
pattern Willicuis fits his contrast of the two possible states of lifer 
dedicated virginity and excel love. The image of the budded palaces 
in the fourth line stands over against that of the orchard pool in the 
thirteenth, line. Sexual contineaco is contrasted with romantic loves 
the tray of renunciation with the myy of affirmation. It to an inept 
1. 
Ibid., p. 81.. 
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little poem and one in which the reador-is strongly aware of that gap- 
between the poet's intention and his powers of actualiaation, 
i but buried 
in the pallid, conventional imagery are three closely connected themes 
that become central preoccupations in Williams's later work. The first, 
and the most important, is suggested in the closing lines by the words 
'dream' and 'amorous'. Hero is a fumbling attempt to come to tors 
with the reality and the importance of the romantic vision (for the word 
'dream' Is intended here to suggest a visionary experence)s to discover 
the true meaning of earthly, bum*i, sexual love. These few tentative 
phrases of 1912 culminate thirty years later iniwbat is possibly 
Williams's most profound and original work The Figure of Beeatr rice 
(published in 1943). The second theme is the more obvious, and lose 
successful, attempt to convey the Joy of a life of renunciation - in this 
case the deliberate choice of virginity. The third theme exists by 
implication only » in the contrast of these two kinds of surrender. 
This is the delicate relation in ordinary human life between the practice 
of the so-called 'two ways' of mystical theology-negation and 
affirmation. 
In the essay already mentioned, 
~ Dorothy Sayers claims that '... the 
whole of Williams's work may be soon, from one aspect, as a reconciliation 
of the two Ways'. The reconciliation is neither as explicit nor as 
ubiquitous as Dorothy Sayers suggests, but it is true that behind all 
1 
The attempted tone of melancholic regret is forced and unconvincing. 
2 
Introduotioa to James L Eaforrod to on p. 5. 
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his attempts at mapping the way of Affirmation (one of his prime concerns) 
there is the, assumption that another way exists, and from timo to time 
the relationship botwoen the two ways is directly referred to and 
discussed. In the Arthurian poems, for instance, the complementary 
figures of Bore and Galahad clearly operate as sy bolic representations 
of affirmation and negation. Both knights axe vouchsafed a vision of 
the IIoly Grail, but each perceives its splendour, and pursues his goal, 
after his own manner. 
It could be argued that thoro, ie anothert purely literary, link 
botvoen this sonnet and the Arthurian cycles; that, in the second and 
third lines we are given the first reference to Sarras; the mythical 
land which 'stretches beyond the sear of Brocoliando`t' - the abode of the 
Blessod Trinity. The nzmo, 5arras, Itself does not appear, but, five 
years later in his second volume of poetry Pouf Conformity, VilliOzO 
uses it in three of the poems` and a fourth carries a reference to, LoCrea 
and Carbonek. 
' Tbo pow s themselves are of little eignificaace but they 
do Indicate that the Artimrian and Grail legends vcro already beginning 
to exorciso a fascination over Williamo+e imagination. 
Pooms of Confoxýity, published in 19179 is dedicatod to tho poot'n 
vita '1Lichal' with a quotation fron Trio iion,; r r. wý.. ý. of ý irr Sonjs, 
ý 
and much of the te rrýr 
I 
Preface to The Io ion of the Su r 'StarA (1941A). 
2 
, 
QuinaungueVlt, The Aoenra tion, The Wars, 
4 
Inland Trawl. 
'Who in ehe that lookoth forth an the LiorninC, fair as the woon, clear 
as the aun, and terrible an an army with barmora'. 
21 
versa perpetuates both, tho` artistic voaknecooc and thematic pre- 
occupations of the earlier volume. There Is a greater diversity of 
subject =attar, but the dominant motifs aret once again, hwnnu love and 
the relation between the passional experience of earthly love and the 
spiritual experience of God revealing himself in the world. In a cumber 
of poems the two experiences are metaphorically identified - with, 
sometimes, peculiar and ludicrous effect. Eccloota Ilo con, 
i for example, 
is a celebration of earthly love in torus of the Church. Each stanza 
owls with a little jingling refrain. 
In thoe, in thoo revealed fair, 
I end awhile my search, 
Thoe, the One, holy Catholio, 
And Apostolic Church. (y. 5). 
It 18 essentially a silly poem for, apart from one or two phrenesr the 
verse lacks the imaginative power to compel the reader into the poetic 
belief that human love can be apprehended in torme of the church or that 
human passion can be the vehicle for recognising spiritual values. 
Although Williams's EC of con nnication is still trite and 
Imitative, his attitudes carry a greator eenso of conviction in this 
volume than they do in The Silver Stair. The poem entitled Ancenision 
despite its echoes of lynm$ Ancient and Modern and its plodding rhythms 
manages to suggest a little of the ecstasy of love* 
A cloud of days receives him in, 




To his profoundest origin I 
Love manifested yearns. 
Bat now ho vast but now riy Fairy 
Flickered bis presence in your hair. i 
The opening quatrain Is nothing woro than the versification of a 
theological posturo, but the word 'flickered" in the closing couplet 
brings a sudden vitality to the verso, and the concrete iahe of fiery 
movement carries the poet's vision into the imagination of the reador. 
At an Identical point In the seventh stanza there is a similar quickening 
of poetic power, though here the image which boars the weight is not a 
visual ono. 
2 At these moments Williams manages to convey the deeply- 
felt# but scarcely understood, belief that earthly forms do not merely 
reflect, but embody and reveal heavenly glory.. Divinity is seen to be 
penetrating the created order and displaying its presence most vividly 
in the figure of the beloved. So the romantic vision becomes the moans 
by which spiritual reality may be discerned. It is almost impossible 
to exaggerate the Importance of this apprehension in the structure of 
Williams's theology. C. S. Lewis stresses its significance in his 
critical tribute which introduces Boenym nroeentod to Charles Williams. 
The belief that the most serious and ecstatic experiences either of 
Una love or of imaginative literature have such theological 
implications, and that they can be healthy and fruitful only if 
the Implications are diligently thought out and severely lived, 




For In your face tho Holy Ghost 
Kept » bow long siuco2 - his Pentecost; 3 
Tacaym presented to Charles Willitua®, p"vi. ý.. +. rýrrýwa r . rr. ýýrr. rý 
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Williams's apprehension cannot yet be called& doctrine, for in these 
early poems it is the reality and seriousness of the-ipecifically human 
passion that is being emphasised. The working-out of the theological 
implications was to begin a decade later. 
There is, however, one poem in this collection, The Continuin 
Doctrine, which, in the strangeness of its diction, suggests that the germ 
of a distinctive theological vision based on the experience of the lover 
was beginning to form in Williams's imagination. It is, like the others 
we have been considering, a love poem. 
You whose wit in mouth or line 
Of cheek and temple may define 
An exact morality 
Or a world's theology 
Passionately divine., 
The suggestion is slight but unmiistakeable. The peculiar use of the 
words 'define', 'exact', 'theology', and 'morality' in this context 
convoys the belief that erotic love, far from drovning the lover in a 
sea of emotion, quickens his sensibility and sharpens bis awareness of 
the order and precision of the universe he inhabits. Ilia experience to 
that of one to whom a special revelation has been granted, a revelation 
of a coherent and measurable pattern in the fabric of human experience. 
Ten years later Williams was to adumbrate this perception in prose, in 
his first novel Shadow of Etataar. 
The Continuing Doctrine provides a natural link between the love 




poems which occur earlier in the volumes I3al. lade of ATimbers änd The 
Cle k. ' These vorsee. have nothing to say about human lovve# but a great 
deal-to say about exactitude and definitions, theology-and morality. 
They are poor little poems written with a heavy-handed humour and an 
abundance of cliches that almost prevent their being taken seriously, but 
the ideas lying behind them are deeply important for any detailed study 
of Wiliientals development# 
Before the dava of the first of days 
Ere yet in heaven the sun grew bright 
Ere yet the earth was made or the vorlds begun 
The finger of God began to writes 
'Three times three are twenty-one'. (v. i. ) 
The clork gut on his stool 
And another line began= 
The heroes called him a fool 
ait God had called him. men 
110 saidl 'Two fives are ten 
And. carry one alone'., ,, 
The devil shuddered in his don 
And heaven broke forth in song. (v. 2. ) 
At first . eight . 
the the, liner might read liko a versification of one of the 
classical proofs for the existence of God, the 'Argument from Design', 
for both stanzas with their slightly ridiculous image of arithmetical 
calculation "sort both the orderliness of God's activity 'and the 
perceptible design of Creation. But Williams goes beyond the Teleological 
Argument to suggest that the perception of pattern and order to an 
apprehension of the nature of God himeelfI that mathematical pattern is 
not merely part of God's activity in relation to Creation, but part of 
1 
PP-16 & 17. 
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Utz very Being. This is an argument not from the . 
design to the 
Designer but from design to Design; from the earthly . representation to 
the heavenly archetype. 
1 Almost twenty years later in the theological 
essay He came Down from Heaven, Williaaa, extending the argument, spoke 
specifically of heavenly glory as a geometrical pattern and of morality 
as 'the mathematics of power'. The second stanza carries the arg unent 
further. Arithmetical calculation becomes an imago of power - the 
imposition of divine order on chaos, Evil Is seen as the violation of 
the diagram-of God! e"glory and. sian, even in those actions which appear 
to be trivial or aondane, in involved In the conquest of that which 
abhors and fears the diagram# 
Only Three years Olapseü between the publication of Poeia of 
Confer and the appearance of the third collection of poce8, Div_orce. 
The predominant themes of the two earlier yo)=es again show themselves 
but here the weaving together of religion and love, the experience of 
God and the, love for the beloved, In far clgeer than it has been 
previously. In the love-lyric To ltichal e- After a Vial, for example, 
the poet speaks as forcefully of the vender of the Messed Sacrament as 
he does of human love. The Sacrament in seen as the meeting-place of 
lovers and the place at which the moaning of material creation In most 
I. 
Villiacza's Platonism will be discussed in the chapter on the novele. M 
jte_ came Do wn from heaven and The r e, aeesa of 'Sbu (London, 1950), 
pp"33 and 33. 
3 
Divorce carries a prefatory noto, 
(Certain of these poems have appeared in the Now Vitnosu, and 
two in A liiae®llany of Contenporary Pootry, 1919). 
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fully grasped. This latter point is made cleaar by the use of the word 
'dream' as an Image of contrast at the close of each stanza 
In the true Body, 
to, your true face 
Looked to behold me, 
There beyond space; 
0, vas an ending to dream 
Theret whore all perfect 
natter is stored, 
In our true bodies 
Hot wog Adoredl 
ß, but we sink now to dreams 
Williams, for various reasons mich will be discussed later, found it 
natural to regard Eucharistic worship and the Glossed sacrament itself 
as one of the focal points of human existence and references to the holy 
Communion are scattered throughout tim colloction. 
Even the most casual reading of these pow ravoalo the extent to 
which Williams believed in the inter-penetration of the natural and the 
super-natural; tho human and the divine. Dis view of, what might 
loosoly be termed, reality was essentially hierarchical, but the orders 
that constitute the hierarchy are never seen to be in isolation from each 
other. There is a continual inter-action and oven inter-dependence. 
The most humdr= world is part of a grand order with heavenly dimensions, 
and the most trivial actions are linked with unearthly powers. This 
belief is expressed with varying degrees of poetic success in this third 
volume. The short poom Outland Travel makes its point in embarrassingly 
1 
Divorce (London, 1920), 1? P"26-27" 
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jingling rhymes and maw iahly.. expressed sentiments;, in the longer poem 
Commentaries, with pore rhythmic eontrol, and imaginative appeal. 
1 
Possibly the boat poeme dealing with this theme are those in which the 
image of the city plays a significant part, namely, the oonnet sequence 
and Celestial. Citiee. 
2 XU Christianity the. o 
, oil 
the city is at 
least as old as the Apocal se of $t. John (Ww'illiams. actually quotes from 
St. John in the epigraph to Celestial Cities) and has been used as a 
symbol thousands of times in the past nineteen hundred years, but 
Willies extends its meaning In ways that areas original as those of 
St. Augustine, to whom, incidentally, he owes. a great deal In any areas 
of bis thought. 
Tho - sonnets begin with two lines in which the unmistakeable stamp 
of Williams is clearly discernible. 
In the high tom which to otornity, 
The plotted compreh ion of all souls, 
The phrase 'plotted comprehension' contains this distinctiveness. The 
words do not create a concrete visual image, they are a type of 
compressed metaphysical conceits a mathematical symbol extended to convey 
at one stroke unity# diversity, and complex organisation. The life of 
heaven to which all Christians are called possesses these particular 
qualities for Williemaf qualities of a coherent arithmetical pattern 
in which the component parts are, precisely related to, and utterly 
i 




depcmdent Upon, each other. In these oarly ioe the depictioif in, 
perhaps, a little static, but-tvontp-tbrae years later the assay 'The 
Redeemed City' shows W111ieaa fully alive to'the dyuamiä'nature of the 
image. ' Clearly ho wovor intended that it should suggest fixity and 
mobility; the whole sigaificanco of the city image lies in tho tact 
that the lit* of a city is ono of constAnt exchange änd Inter-dopendonco, 
A poet works from the basic material of his ova egiatence and 
expoXienco. 1 illioms's knowledge (md lovö of' London dominates xaucb of, 
his work, - It figures proninontly in all of his novols und in uany of 
tho pooms, and in ich tho'semo way'in both genres. The portrayal'of 
the city in Celestial Cities, for examples is a rough eketch for the 
vision of Lester Furnivall, the min character of the last of the novola 
All hallows the 
When our trausiatod cities 
Are joyous and divinoi 
And through the streets of Laudon 
The etro©to of Sarras shine 
When vhat is his in London 
Doth thon in Sarras chow 
Bero, as in the scene from All Hallows I»e, two kinds of tension are 
being drawn out: the tension between the ordinarily perceived London 
and its occasionally apprehended hidden dimensions (the earthly and the 
heavenly), and the eschatological tension between the city as it to at 
this moment in history and what it is called to be at the and of time. 
Williams depicts the supernatural# eachatalogical city by the name 
Tho Ima o of the City, pp. 102-110. 
i 
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Sarras. Its use, in this poem, is siccosaful only because it is 
adequately definod by the 'coatelt. Zn. l. lado of arr r  
Cotuftry Days on tho rrrr rr. r 
other` hand, a poem Which occurs earlier in the volume, the ayiibo3 fails 
completely. - Each stanzai{including the envoy,, 'ende with the incantation 
If: Sorras, be, if Sarras, hald4th©7Grail. 
What this to moant to, convey is a question that cannot be uawerod" 
Of Apparently Serras io . intended to o: orato as, soma kindAinclnshve irug® r 
but in this poem both it and the imago of the Grail act only at the level 
of private ciphers. 
This raises a question of critical it ortanco in the understanding 
of Williams's poetry. -, All pootei from time to time, . indulge in a 
private vocabulary, but Williams lapsed into a linguistic world of his 
own construction all too ßrequoutly. Consequently even the boat of his 
poetry often gives tho appearance. of tom. olaborato, zlo the key of which 
is buried deep in the poet's mind and is inaccessible to the reader. 
Divorce was published in t1 o third year of tho First Wdrld, War but, 
apart fror the short sequence In Tine of. War thorn im little overt 
indication that the conflict was touching Williams very dogply. It has 
boon suggested, nonotheless# by a close friend und collea e, not only 
that the sufferings of war looiaod large in his life$ but that they are 
directly related to his extensive use-of the imago of the city. 
It wary in meditation on var and his friends that he bogen to 
approach the Idea that his life was involved in the lives of all 
other people and not only of people he had chosen to love and live 
with. He recognised that he benefited from the effort and pains 
endured by others far from him and not at the time concerned with 
or for him., 
1 
A. M. II d. fiold in hor biography, p. 55" 
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And It is probable That the poems published some years 'after the-end of 
the war grew out of that erperionce of suffering, 
' In Windows'of Night, 
(published in i924), Williams shown himself lese mannered as a poet and 
lees self-consciously stylietici lees concerned with metaphysical 
problems and more concerned with personal emotion. - There to still much 
poetic posturing and the poems on specifically religious subjects 
(Christmas, Eaaster, Saint Michael i Saint Ka . EX 
ý gdalene etc. ) are all 
drearily conventional - mediocre verses for a church hymnal, Bat taken 
as a whole the poetry in this volume shows an increased security of tone 
and a greater simplicity and directness. 
Many of'the®e poems indicate an awareness of pain and the 
frustration of b ma, n life that has been missing in earlier volumes. 
The Two Domes, 2 for instance, is a rather bitter, meditation on the 
relation of the justice of 'God and the love of Christ to the chaos and 
sufferings of the world. It is not a particularly striking poem butt 
like so many other early compositions, contains the seeds of profoundly 
original perceptions, in this cases Williams's treatment of the doctrine 
of the Atonement in his contribution to the Symposium 'What the Cross 
moans to mole This essay did not appear until i9e3, but twenty years 
earlier, contemplating the dome of St" Paul's Cathedral and the Old 
Bailey, (both of which wore visible freut hie office window at the Oxford 
1 
Alice Hadfield testifies to a growing awareness of pain and darkness in 




University Press) 0 Williams realised the necessity, not only of cowing 
to torte with the sufferings of human existence,. but of overcoming the 
apparent dichotomy between God's love, and Ills justice, The poem gives 
the first hint of a theology- closely linked with the thinking which lies 
behind, the use of the city imager a theology of pubotitution in which# 
ironically, Love, -by a gracious act of exchange becomes the -victims or 
rather the. -subjectj of Ills own Justice. 
Windows of Ni&ht is also the first collection of poems, in which 
ramaatio love is treated difSe*rently., tae , notices iiret, that the 
subject Is overehadoved by other preoccupations and secondly that when. 
it is introduced it is approached from an-entirely now direction. There 
are $ of course, a few poems which merely extend the ideas of the pPovious 
volumes. To Jtichal t On Bringing her 13reakfant in flodi for Instances 
sees the evoryday chores, oX married life intertwined with the lave and 
servlco of God in a pattern of ilory. 
2 Dat morn froquently lovo 3s Oosn 
against a bacIground of misory, and in two pooas3 Wi11iana refers to tho 
auonioing experience of the loss of the vision of love. 
For tea long years together 
Can a thing be and not boy 
Till it coaseo to be for over, - 
And has this chanced to me? 




Wialiomo manageo to catch and bold a tone which is a mixture of comedy 
and eolcmalty. 
hero I come from the buttery 
In the land of the Trinity. 
3 
Antichrist and Faerio. 
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clearly enough. it is the portrayal of an experience of sudden 
disillusion when the reality of the original, vision is called in question. 
MUMS saw this experience as the cardinal. problem of Shakespeare's 
play Troilus and Cressida, and ©zatinea some literary manifestations of 
the problem at some length in the critical work The Lhglirjh PoeticHinds 
Uherer earlier poems speak primarily of the heavenly dimensions of 
ordinary human actions, Windows of Nittht emphasises the hell which Iioa. 
around everyday situations. The principle is the aana. Hen live at 
k 
the intersection of worlds - the natural world which they accept without 
thinking and the cupcx'natural World, both hellish and heavenly, which is 
revealed only at tzanents of hoihtoned awar esa. In Domesticity the 
ordinary household scene is suddenly revealed as a manic for hidden 
realities of terror and, obscenity. 
Where? for the very wallpaper stares straight ahead, 
Seering neither to whisper nor wick but to speak all the tine 
Iiox benoatu it the mortar in bloodily streaked, and what dead 
It hides. To the nurseries or to tho collars? Where? 2 
Although it mast be admitted that W'illicros has a taste for the Gothick, 
his apprehension of the dark side- of hump life is not always as absurdly 
melodramatic as this. Ile introduces a dream of chaos and fear into the 
lovo lyric A 
, 
Giro of Water by the simple moans of referring to the horror 
of certain identifiable contemporary events' and at least two of the 
1 
2 
Cf. p. 173 in The ilinlish Poeti . 
p"2 . 3 
Flat was the earth, and vestward was Iroland with burning homes and America farthor with burning mon. (p-36). 
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poems, The Purchase and Witchcraft emphasiao the suffocating narrowaoss, 
squalor and naanueaa of sin and its consequences. The treatment of evil 
and hell in this collection prefigures the searching aaalyeie of the 
same subject in the novel The Descent Into hell. 
The poem Theobald's Itoadi demonstrates another way in which Windows 
of Night can be regarded as a forerunner of the novels. The mind of 
the lover waiting at the appointed moeting-place for his beloved wanders 
tentatively over the problem of Time, 
There =at be many Thoobald's Roads in the universes 
Image of images; almost not quite, identical; 
A little above, a little below, slanting across, here but not 
quite here; 
Visible, tangible - but to me invisible, Intangible* 
The idea that the beloved could have entered a different sequence of time 
at first seems out1andiaho but if J. W. Dunno'a book An l criinont vithh 
Time can be taken with anything like seriousness, the idea might not be 
so foolish as it at first appeare. 
2 plan's existence is aeon to take 
place on a plane at tºhich various orders of reality meet and intersect 
and, just as he to capable of experiencing, under certain conditions, the 
dissolution of the conventional barriers between the material and the 
spiritual, so he is capable of experiencing the disappearance of the 
arbitrary divisions of time. The theory in worked out in greater detail 





Dunne postulates a aerial view of time as opposed to a sequential view. Cf# especially the fifth chapter of An rxperiment with Time. 
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Willi 'o early poetry concludes with a volume published by'T e 
Sylvan Press in a sumptuous limited' edition of threes hundred copies'in ' 
1930 under the title heroes and-MM. ' Its significance lies primarily 
in that it is dominated`by a series of seven Arthurian poems. Almost 
all the characters which figure later in Taltessin ThhroMh Leeres and 
The e lau of the Sumer Stars make their first appearance here. In 
'Lancelot's Song to }4orasuee'1 for ertnple, the whole of the legend of 
the Dolorous Blow involving B3aldin, the keeper-]sing, Lanncelot, t? ainivere 
and Nordrod is recounted. luny readers find the later Arthurian cycles 
obscure and difficult. The barrier to understanding and appreciation is 
created not only by Willia s'a style and diction, but also by the lack 
of certainty about what is Coins on, for the poems are undoubtedly, in 
some sense, an epic cycle dependent upon , narrative. Bat Williene'a 
main concern Is meditation on the moaning of the events and not the 
rolating of the events themselves. Yet the events provide a framework 
for the amoditationos a framowork which east be understood if entry into 
the pootla Imagination io to be oftoctod. iteroos and Ki goes a long 
way to provldix that framework. 
It must be strewed that none of those poems in the 1930 volume 
have the intellectual subtlety or imaginative power of the later cycles. 
They are either straiMitforward lyrics on conventionally 'poetic' thomos 
or plain narrative verses. In tlao long poem MI M2 however, there are 
i 
T ho pages of this volaio ore not numbered. M 
Thirteen pa, oa long. 
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stylistic features which link Heroes and King. with, Talicesein Throe? h 
Logres gufPicioatly strongly to give. tho lie to the claim of C. S. Lewis 
that Williams's early poetry gives no promise of what was to come. 
i 
A passage like the, following indicates the peculiar and distinctive 
characteristics of the mature poems. 
beneath, low crouched the lion - material strength leashed to the 
will of its lord t Jerusalem reposed in the king's justice s 
only at hand were heard the toilers in the Temple courts who 
ceased not night or morning, .... 
In subject matter this poem with its references to the legends of With 
and Solomon's ring profigares the novels fan Dimensions ons and Dos cent 
Into Hell), but in diction and rhythm it looks forward to The Calling of 
Ate. It seems that by 1930 Williams was at last beginning to forgo 
a style which he believed could adequately boar the weight of hie 
extraordinarily complex sensibility. 
In the introduction to the Collected Playa of Charles Williams 
John Beath-Stubby comments on Williams's poetic development. 
Charles Williams's style, like that of several other poets of the 
present century, underwent a marked change to his middle years .... 
It is a charge in style rather than in ideas. 2 
The truth of Loath-Stubba'e observation will be demonstrated in the 
following pages. Certain recurrent themes and ruling ideas emerge from 
these early volumesas the intimate relation, almost the interleaving, of 
nature and super-nature, the religious significance of the romantic 
i 
EsspZa trenented to Charles U'illirnis, p. vii. 
2rrii 
. rrr rrr+wr. r" 
p. v 
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vision, the material creation as an embodiment of the divine glory, the 
inter-dependence of all human existences, the intelligible pattern of 
God's being and activity. These are the foundations for the systematic 




1924 - 12_E7 
In 19241 the Oxford university Press moved from its offices at Amen 
Corner into the more spacious quarters of Amen house and Williams 
entered a period of more intense literary activity. Alice Hadfield 
suggests that bis irk at the Press and the friendships he contracted, 
there deeply aßiocted hie endoavoura and woran partly responsible for 
this near spate of activity. 
This group had ear effect on Charles which can hardly be over- 
ehtizantod. It released hire, now rising forty, from the purely 
private world in vhtch bis genius had been concentrated#I 
It is true that the years which follow 1924 murk a turning away from the 
roligioue and personal lyricism of the early poetry to literary forme 
rrhicb presuppose, an audience - drama, the novel and literary criticism. 
The Playo. 
The lighter side of his creative imagination expressed itself in 
the verse and masques he wrote and produced for the staff of the Oxford 
University Press, The verse has never boon published and of the three 
i An introduction to Clanrlos Williams! p. 68. 
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masques only tvo vero'ceor printod. 
t They woro acted b y+ Williams's 
friends in the Press, were rehearsed and produced in the showroom 
(coiled the Library), and were not intended for publication. The ritual 
of the Hacque and the nochanice of theatrical production soeri to have 
appealed strongly to Williams, and by 1931 four plays bad been written. 
But they are of little significance either theologically or aestbaticaily 
(John fleath-Stubbs does not oven include them in his Colleeted plays of 
Charles Williams) and do not warrant examination here. 
A Wh of Shakespeare, published in 1929,2 has already been 
mentioned as the attempt to sketch in drematiö terms the problem around 
which the critical essay, The English Poetic lind, is built. Its 
subject is neither love nor religion but the artistic imagination; 
specifically, the experience in the artist, of the loss and the recovery 
of an imaginative vision, the transmutation of that experience into 
creative energy, and Its embodiment in literary form. The three plays 
which followed immediately upon A Myth of Shakespeare, in spite of the 
repugnant portentousoec¬ of the etylo, serest something of the acme 
darkness and suffering that lie beneath the guarfaco of the Shokespoarian 
play. Their subject Is a familiar one, hwa loves the lose of love 
I Cf. Linden Iluddleatonro Bibliography in Charles Williams by John Beath- 
Stubbs. (Writers sad their 'ork Serioap Landon, 1959)#- 
2 
Tiere is some diaogroozont about the publication date. Anne rddier'a 
bibliography In The üma e oY the City gives it as 1929, but in har introduction to Seed of Ads she says it 'appeared' in 1923. dlooton 
gives it as 19,29 and Alice llad leid as 1928" 
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and the torment involved in the romantic experience. Deepito the fact 
that the character of the Duchess in The Chaste Manton was one of 
Williams's own favourite, there is little to cc and those playa. The 
, 
ideas, thomselyes are not , so original nor potentially so, 
fruitful as 
those in the early poeno, and in any case, they remain moribund in the 
cumbersomo movements of the verse and the inadequately realised dramatic 
situations. 
1 They are little more than a technical exercise In 
preparation for Thomas Cramer of Crunterinuy and The Iiouso of the  I AYMiYYýlIýYraIltpll 
Oottuvue. 
A feature which links these plays with the later drama is the figure 
of Satan in The fite of Passion, This is by no memo a co ventionoi 
portrayal of evils as the nasse might imply. Like the tam of the ßaok 
of J b2 the figure, enigmatically, operates as the instrument of God, 
Ho does not appear as the dramatically personified negation and 
antithesis of the Good (Williams eschews Any suggestion of a dualism in 
which cosmic forces of Good and Evil oppose each other on the battleground 
of man's soul) but as the dramatically personified reminder of Death 
and more subtly of an approach to God through the loss of life. The 
Satan of Thrýee Plays assumes the role of the Skeleton in Thomas Crarnmor 
of Canterbury and is transformed later into the flame in The «r eof 
the OCI. s. 
i 
'... they cannot be called ploys In the ß0u80 that his later dramatic 
work cant they are better suited for reading than for acting. ' (ono 
itidlor. Introd, to Bead of Adam (1ondon, 1940# second impr, 1933) p. v vwftý y 
Job. Che II 
And the Lord said unto Satan, Bohold, he Is in thine hand; bitt 
Savo his life. 
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There is another feature of Three Plane which deserves mention as 
it provides further evidence of the extent to which the Arthurian tales 
were gripping t: illieas's Imagination. Of the five poems that arö 
included in the volume, three take as their subject themes which appear 
later in Taliessin Throw h Ia&; rea and The Region of the Summer Stars. 
The Witch Is prefaced by Taliossin's Song of lagEes+ and The i ite of rnýrrý, r. rr, r+ ýar.. r. rrn nr w ýwrý 
Passion Is enclosed between Taliessin's Song of the Kin 'e Crovnin and 
Taliesein's So of the Setti of Galahad in the King's Bed. The 
significance of the themes upon which Talieosin composes his songs Is not 
fully realised by Williams- at this point of his career. Throe-Plays' 
was published a year after the appearance of Veroes and Ringe and the 
Arthurian verses of the two volumes are similar in the broadly narrative 
presentation, of their , subjects. 
Dir singularly happy chance the friends of Canterbury Cathedral in 
1935 chose to commission Williams to write a play for the Canterbury 
Festival of the following year. When the invitation came he was deeply 
Immersed in the history of sixteenth and seventeenth century T land. 
Two biographies, Dam and Jam, had already been completed for-tho 
publisher Arthur Barker, a third, Roche , was already on the press, 
and the lives of Elizabeth I and hoary VII were imminent» A dramatis 
subject for the Canterbury com*ission lay close at hand, A year earlier 
T. S. Eliot had received the cemisaion and had chosen as the central. 
character of bis drama an archbishop from the twelfth century, Williams 
turned to the century of his current preoccupation and produced another 
' yr-prolate' t Thomas Cranmer. 
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totls tliot and Willis employed a medium of co tcation strange 
to tho contemporary English etae - verge, and both endeavoured to involve 
the spectator in the action' of the dre by eraphasihing the ritualiitio 
elements of theatrical production. There the resetiblance between the 
two plays ends. Behind tho 'arias' und choruses of )äurder in the 
Cathedral lies the tradition of classical Greek drr .' Behind the 
'presentations' and the choruses of Thomas Cranner of Canterbury lies 
the tradition of the English masque. Eliot's play has a stillness at' 
its centre; it has a deliberately static quality relieved only by grand 
and simple gestures. In William 's play there is a sense of constant 
moveiuenti despite the solemnity of the subject, the m: asic and pattern 
of the dance are never far way. A deeper and more important difference 
between those plays lies in the approach to the character around which 
tho droma r¬vo1ves. Williams'o study of Crtu or is morn + oliborat®ly 
psychological than Eliöt'a Io of Docke . Hardor in tho Cathodral to 
frequently referred to as a tragedy. This is a dianomerp for 
psychological conflict is not the substance of the action: the conclusion 
is foreseen long before the Totere enter, and the only development 
which takes place to that in the lives of the people of Canterbury vho are 
forced to vitueos T3cokot `; 's assassination. The significance of the play 
lies in the way in which the archbishop accepts and rocognisos his death. 
I116 _boliness is never really in question and his martyrdom is unambiguous. 
Thong Cranner is radically different: the substance of the play is the 
unresolved spiritual conflict of the hero. Bewilderment and uncertainty 
constantly assail the archbishops his vision is blurred and his courage 
ý2 
wavers" Thero. is an ambiguity about his martyrdom and an equivocation 
about his halineee., The sense of detoruºination created in the 
recantation speech, for instance, is almost Immediately destroyed by the 
Slceloton'a probing cross-omaitnation a few lines later, * . 
Grauer. It the rope had bid so live, I should have nerved Uno 
Asa dra tic. and theatrical prooentation Thome Craamer is far more 
successful than any of,, the other playa Williams vroto for public 
porformance,, and could ho , re arced as 4 conventional psychological drama 
, 
(set within. a religious franework), woro it not for the fact that it 
contains, a thecic which stamps it with the u=istakeable mark of its 
creator and links It with the most profound and original of all Williams's 
books The FiPura of 73oatrico. 
This is the theme, of Imrrgoi r- amouacOde somewhat s ycterioua1y, by 
tho : e1etou in Id first long speech, 
Eiart, the Images go abroadl 
Once in a way, once in an ago, 
t'ben men's spirits rage, I sot the images. free, ' 
Iroty crisisiu tho play iss precti$tatu l by tho quostiun of imagery. 
Tho. roligiouo oonilict Lotvoon tho Church and the T`efori ors to one which 
revolves around iuasjee - the way In which God makes Ilir elf known to, and 
in, tho world. The political and 
_cu 
otional conflict which bringe Cranmcr 
to tho chair of St. Au aatino turaa about a different, though allied, 
coac©pt of wi "o - Henry's We. of We lall ind Mt of Wolf 
i 
Colloctod Plan, p. 59" 
2 
Ibid., p. 11. 
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as king of L3g2and. The spiritual ý conflict of 'T'homas. - is : -caused, by 00- 
ambivalence of his ova attitude to the place images occupy in the lives 
of men and in their search for God. The theme is a complicated one and 
Williams does not always handle it successfully. ý The word 'image' 
occurs with great frequency and convoys different meanings in different 
places. Unfortunately the distinction of meaning is, not, always, clear 
and the result is an, ambiguity which the author cannot have intended, for 
this is not the kind of ambiguity (embodied, for instance in the Skeleton) 
which extends and enriches the meaning; it is one, which confuses the 
reader by its lack of definition. 
Yet, deapito tho opaquo nature of much of the writing, two aepecta 
of the theme emerge with some clarity# Together they farm the substance 
of Williams's belief about Images und, in coneequonco, fors the eeucntial 
c1nurcctoriotico of his doctrine of Creation, 
The Protestant Cramor has denied the 'images turd substitution' of 
tho Catholic Churrch, and there comes a terrible moment tovarde the end 
of the play when the Skeleton points up a hypocrisy In Thomas's attitudes 
by casting bis life's work back in bis tenth. 
Crammer. They will burn me. 
The Skeleton. What is that$ 0 eoul# 
to they and aye? 
To aa, all your life you have sought Christ in Images, 
throu& deflections; bow else can man see?, 
With those wards we are sent back through the play to the first entrance 
I 
Ibid., p. 53. 
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of Thoniaa Cramer -ýrhere his sinaleminded devotion to'tbe perfoctionwoi a 
1itorarq-form is azpbasised. 
"... I would lot go 
a heresyor so for love of a lordly style 
with charging challenge, or one that softens a mile 
to a furlong with a dulcet harmori3r, enlarging 
the haart with delicate diction. i 
More , iiuodiatoly era arc romindod of 
tue scene in which the English Bible, 
is presonted -to the kind with the words 
Maw identities bath the sacred Word 
... -this is Bis typo, 
ripe for an ion, this i$ his '=a$ ... 2 
While Cromer rejects the Catholic notion of the presence of God in the 
Imago of the Eucharist, he fails to realise that his own apprehension of 
the divine is dependent upon the mediation of an image - that of the 
human langaage. The conclusion Williams drawn is unambiguous that it 
to impossible for men to approach God and receive Ills grace without the 
use of the material world which reflects Ute being. Ironically Thomas 
himself makes this point in his admonition to Anne where he sees the 
whole of life as a pattern of images and human knowledge and happiness 
dependant upon the true recognition of the meaning and authority of the 
images. 
r, "" You mast have no scnse$ 
madam, but of this spiritual obedience 
to make you is mind- end feature the rdug's creature, 
no the King Is God's; be you the image of God's irres, 
The second aspect of this theme is symbolised by the presence of 
ibid., p. 4. ' 
2 
Ibid., Pp. 19-20. 
Ibid., p. 10. 
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the Skeleton at all the critical moments of the play's action. The 
'Othor Way', the Via Negative. - that approach to God by the denial of the 
world - might not receive an overtly strong emphasis in the play, but the 
Figura Darum, in its ironical asides, is a constant reminder of it, and 
also of the fact that images are only images. As such they can be 
misunderstood and abused. Anne Boleyn's false image of herself as queen 
drives her to demand the tragic marriage; Henry's false images of both 
Anne and his kingdom cause the ensuing events of Anne's execution and 
the ecclesiastical schism. Thomas, for his gart, misunderstands the 
Catholic Images of the Church and the Eucharist. All fail to recognise 
the essentially paradoxical nature of the Image which, at the same time, 
both is the reality and is not the reality. The aphorism which enshrines 
Williams's belief about :G as and sums up his attitude to the created 
order is 'mss also in Thou; PJoithcr Is This Thou', and it is para- 
phrased in one of the crucial speeches of the Skeleton. 
Anne had an image of the Crown - oho is dead, 
it is speil, the image that the King had of Anne. 
Are words visor than trenn or worship? safer, 
securer, purer, .... 
.... Deckoa your image, 
call and repel it, servo and slay it. 
Till the day when I sound its knell and yours as well, 
have, have, have your will, 
for what it Is worth, precisely for what it is vorth{ 
havo, have, have your prayer. i 
One quotation from Tho - uroern of nootrico will suffice to show the ir. ýw w'a.. wriw 
connection botween the train of thought in this passage and the 
1 
Ibid., p. 10. 
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theological principle vbich informs the attitudes of. the later work, 
Our sacred Lord, in his earthly existence, deigned to use 
both methods .... le commanded his disciples to abandon all 
iffier but himself and promised them, in terms of the satte 
i os a hundred times what they had alandoned#I 
In tho sumo year that Thomas Crater was produced in the Chapter 
1louso at Canterbury, Williams wrote another verge drama - for the 
Chelmsford i1oliCioua Drama Guild* The differences between. the two works 
are too obvious to Hood discussion - Seod of Adam is a Nativity Plays 
and in any case, Thomas Cramer to by far the better drama - but, there 
are some significant aimilaritics. On the technical side it is possible 
to see Williams struggling to rid himself of the sentimental Pro- 
Itapbaelitism. of his earlier diction and developing a distinctive free-- 
verse style which in built up on a flexible system of freer syllabic 
metrical form and internal assonance. This development in a mixed 
blessing in the hands of Someone like, Williams who was preoccupied with 
the sound and texture of words and phrases, the mors open framework 
allows for a particular kind of verbal indulgence. opacity comae to 
replace sentimentality in Williams's poetry, The verse frequently 
clocko the moaning in coromoniouo, and somotlnea pretentious, word-play. 
Liko Thnmac Cragmor, Sood of Actor. also concerns itself with the 
question of ages, but in a more directly theological way. Its subject 
is the Tncaxuation,, and is the central. dialogue between Joseph an4 )! aryr 




... " lie I ae thrust into this matter his pattern of bones, as Eve's 
towers of checks and arrogant torches of eyes 
edify red earth into a pattern of manhood. i 
This is not recognisably great poetry - the typological references are 
confused and the individual images fail to interlock in a way that effects 
a single developing imaginative response in the reader. Yet they are 
lines of the greatest interest for embedded within the dense texture of 
the verse is Williams's approach to interpreting the doctrines of 
Creation and the Incarnation in terms of the operation of the Divine 
Logos. The word Logos is nowhere used in the play, nonetheless the 
nature of God's activity as it is envieatod bore is unmistakeably the 
kind that can be Identified with the concept of the Logos as it came to 
be broadly understood in the two centuries preceding the birth of Christ 
and as it was taken over by the Early Church. A. II. Armstrong and 
fl"A. flarkas in their book Christian Faith and Greek Philosophy claim that, 
in philosophical Greek the basic concept was that of a 'formative 
principle'. 
The Stoics used it of their God as the fiery rational forming 
principle of the universe, a use which they derived from the 
Pro-Socratic philosopher IIeraclitus; they also used it for the 
formative principles of particular things, which are parts of 
God. In Noo-Platonic philosophical language, from Plotinus 
onwards, dos comes to mean frequently 'a 
`war 
which represents 
or expresses a higher principle on a lower4 being', a usage which 
may possibly be connected with allots employment of Logos for the instrumental and revealing principle.,, 
1 





Williams convey this concept of-'formative principle' in the two 
metaphors 'thrust' and 'pattern'. The verb 'thrust', placed carefully 
at the and of the line-for-purposes of emphasis, carries the sodse of 
active (possibly irresistible) power, and the noun pä torn suggests the 
ideas of meaningful form or rational shape, The 'matter' of Creation, 
of whom the Virgin Mary-is the hum a representative end images is 
'informed' by the activity of the Divine. In the context of the Play 
these four lines can be read as a varsification of the climactic 
boy os d', 'P Efy tv czo statement in the Prologue to St. John's Gospels 0 
Oat of the originaü 'pattern of manhood' there comes the transformed 
pattern 'of bones $ that Is Jesus. Arye in this play, is anus the 
Imago of God's glory; the means by which men tiro granted the knowledga 
of IIia love. Strang oly enough, Williams never united the themes of the 
Ingos and the image oo 0108017 in ony of hie later vorka. And tho 
doctrine of Christ » the second person of the Trinity » as the agent Of 
Creation in overshadovod, as we Shall coo, by a stranger approach to the 
Incaraato God, 
This whole dialogue includes that other theme of crucial import=COS 
romantic love. It is Jomojh# coot in the rolo of the romantic lover, 
who most immediately rocognisoo and understands the part Mary plays in 
the economy of God and the kind of image she praaente. The root of the 
world Is by no moans excluded fron experiencing this mods of revelation, 
bat the lover 3e the rocipient of a peculiar gift. In his vinion of hin 
beloved, God's glory is apprehended with an Immediacy of awareness that 
the rest of the world In denied. Rut, as in La Cranmer, ' the inäage 
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Is only the Image and siust be treated as such; even when the in o in 
the Mother of God and the beloved object of Joseph's adoration, The 
worship of the image in the place, of the reality leads quickly (as 
Williams shows in the novel Descent Into Tail) to perdition, and ! miry 
herself issues a severe warning. 
The glory is otertil, not Is 
and I am only one dinggrau of the glory;, 
And to tho speech of the chorus that follow im tediatolp, Willis2s'B 
beloved epigram, 'Thin also is Thous neither is this Thou', occurs as 
a refrain. 
Williams's attitude cannot be mistaken for a pretentious description 
of the effects of sox al passion. Sex is not denied, but what is being 
emphasised und explored is the essentially religious quality of the 
romantic vision. fore we find ourselves on the familiar ground of the 
early poetry and on the jumping-off point for the novels. 
T ho Navels. 
In the three years between 1928 and 1931 William wrote five of his 
seven novelse liar in Heaven was the first to be published (in i930), 
2 
but was the second in order of production. Shadows of Fcotasy was 
completed a year earlier end, in its treatment of romantic love it bears 




Cl. Anno fidler's biblio., rap1xy in the colloation of essays The 
of they, PP. 195-199. 
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Seed of Adam, it is not a specifically religious book; Its theiieo are 
poetry and love; but in the handling, of these subjects Willie= makes 
the religious dimension felt - more clearly and definitely in the case 
of love than in that of poetry. 
T ho lover in the story 19 UO young man Philip Faso 'discovery' of 
his boloved, Rosamond, is co arod explicitly to man's experience of the 
proximity and ubiquity of God. 'God is a circle, whose contra is 
everywhere and Dis circumference nowhere. '' rut falling in love and 
discerning God are not merely parallel cxpcriencce - one to not simply 
like the other. The vay in which the one is described in tcrrls of the 
other posits a closer relation between the two than that of more analoM'. 
Willis mates it clear as the book proceeds that Philip's ezporionco of 
Eooomond to arousing hire to an a raronoss of another roam of existence 
which had previously boon hidden from him, She to the imago of another 
reality, and the toria used to convey the adoration of Philip so resemble 
those of Joseph's adoration in Sood of Admen that it is clear that the We 
experiences are identical. We may note, in passing, that the languazo 
of 'William's 'love poetry' is as unconventional as the lcn uage of 
John Do=es 
I 
W1111=s attributes this saying to Augustine here, but in The Fi ure- 
oi Joatrice he gives Bonaventura as Ito source. ado Is in error both 
occasions. The phrase, thoug .i well-1ºownr baa obscure origins and - 'appears for the first tine in this form in the pseudo-4iormotic Doolcof 
th phjloaonhore, an anonymous compilation of the XIIt century. ' 
(Now York, 1938), p. 279. 
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... now,. suddenly, he und©rstood. Dosamond'e asm *on she leant 
forward to pass a plate to her sister; somehow, that arm 
alw ya made lein think of Downs against the sky. There was a 
line, a curved beauty, a thing that spoke both to mind and 
heart; a thing that was there for ever. And Rosamond? 
Rosamond was like them, she was there for ever .. e and then 
as she stretched out her arm again he cried out that the was 
perfect, and was more than perfect .... Tie had soon the verge 
of a groat conclusion of mortal things and then it bad 
vanished"I 
This waiting is metaphysical in the sauna way that Donne's is Thera is 
no vague maundering about an unidentified eniotioaal eperienco. The 
scene in concrete -a co on-placo middle-class drawing room - and the 
lover's vision to centred upon a particular physical object, and, 
furthermore, the intellectual contoat of the passage demands serious 
consideration. The fleshly reality in indubitably there and of the 
utmost imgortonce, yet the 'object' (Rosamond) does not live to itself, 
nor is it self-explanatory. Williams's use of the curved line of the 
Downs in not merely a rather grandiose metaphor for an inner and 
entirely subjedtive passions in this context the figure of speech 
rol. atea : osamond'o arm in a metaphysical way to the material world. 
Moreover the arm is not merely an object within the material universe, 
nor are the Downs merely a background setting for Rosamond. The arm 
and the Downs are, contohow, explanations of each other. Philip fools 
himself apprehending some kind of meaning in the universe by seeing 
rwssiond strotcktng out her rum. On* irr the image of the other and both 
are Images of Gad. In the Arthurian poems this basic conception Is one 
1 
m ows of Ecstasy ( tiou of 1%%s), p"56, 
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of the keys to both the` imagery ona the theology of tose two cycles. 
In Seed of Adam the speeches of Joseph; thong , =6 denser in 
texture than the meditations of Philipp closely echo this oxsreseion of 
heightened our reneis 
0 Princess 
Your hand in the fact of God's co=pact of licbt, 
Babylonia and Britain are only boroughs of you. 
Your look dimensions the world .... 2 
The resemblance is'a . atakeablc end 
tho repetition of the "geographical' 
metaphor to vorth noting, Both' lovers "see in the existence of their 
beloved-the clue 'to the moaning of the -Role physical universi. The 
beloved both drawn attention to herself and points awa7 fron herself. 
This quality, is, for Williona, th©'cnsential quality of the true image. 
Rosamond's arm, lilrc Diary's band, is a 'diagram' of glory and the 
paradigm of the Divine pattern in the created order. In a more abstract 
tom, Eogcr, the central character of Shadows of Festaa, underlines the 
paint much later in the novel. In theological terms the glory to Godfoi 
everything tu an expression of Ilia natura and everything that has meaning 
and value in human life pointo tö Him as the Originator? 
In the pasaago from The Der cent of the DDove already, quotoa in the 





Love too was its imago, but love and not the beloved u'ns the nocosaitY; 
to love, and only to the beloved as-the sacreduucou$, the hoaourablo toil 
Oven. Si dov of Tcotaoy, 8.157. 
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in operation' - in other words, the plotting of the 'dia ram of glory'. 
It is possible that he conceived of the theologian's task as being, in 
essence, no different from that of the lover. Both the theologian and 
the lover penetrate beneath the, apparently, unconnected events and 
disparate movements of human history and personal life to an apprehension 
of what is essentially glorious - the pattern of Godºa activity. Bat, 
for the theologian the attempt to grasp the wholeness of the diagram is 
a lifelong struggle, for the lover this 'measurement of eternity' can be 
experienced (though not perhaps understood intellectually) in the single, 
luminous moment of romantic vision. The rest of his life, if he Is 
true to that vision, is spent, na was Dante's, in an endeavour, not to 
recapturo that moment of illumination, but to work out its implications 
at the level of everyday activity. 
Closely connected with the vision of the lover and the theologian, is 
that of the post, but Williaý.: os's treatment of the poetic vocation in 
Shadows of Ecstasy (the only novel to examine the subject in depth) is 
ambiguous and, frequently obscure. The clue to the understanding of 
his meaning lies in the eni tic utterances of Nigol Considine: a man 
of great wealth and mysterious power to whom wo are first introduced is 
a benefactor of the University in which Roger Ingram holds the Chair of 
Applied Literature. (Unhappily the navel depends for mach of its 
success on the readiness of the-reader to believe in Considine)* no has 
endowed a lectureship in 'Ritual Transnutationrj of tiorgyr', and at one 
point in the narrative co onts on the suicide of a friend In a way that 
Is clearly connected with the grandiose title of the lectureship he has 
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established. 
I tried to persuade him to live from the depth of his wound 
rather than to pine away in the pain of it= to make the extent 
of his desolation the extent of his kingdom. flit I failed*I 
Taken at their lowest level, these remarks might suggest that some kind 
of 'sublimatory' process is being advised; that-Considüie was advocating 
the re-direction of frustrated energies into innocuous and possibly 
fruitful channels of activity. But the process known to psychologists 
as 'sublimation' to usually defined as an unconscious one; while the 
speech indicates an activity of an intensely conscious find, and of a 
strangeness that could not be adequately explained in the technical terms 
of psychology. lUrthermoro, the subsequent events deal with far more 
than the transmutation of only hi=an energies. Hidden within and behind 
the trivial actions and reactions of ordinary Iowan lives lies energies 
which are more than huren - or at least explicable in human terms. The 
plot revolves around the sudden release of these powers in the world. 
Unfortunately, William ie extraordinarily vague and uncertain about 
both the origin and the nature of theso powere. They are, it is hinted, 
supernatural, but whether Divine or Demonic in character to never really 
explained. The ambiguity is focussed in Considine and the novel fails 
because of the shifting attitudes the author displays towards bis 
creation. Both Isabel Ingram and Sir Bernard Travers refuse the offers 
of Considine, but Philip, as lover, and l'odor as 'poet' are bota, prepared 
Shadows of Ecat, any, p. 28. 
1 
ýý 
to accept that is being offered and see possibilities of real power and 
creative energy. Ia this'sense it is an amoral book. The acceptance 
or rejection carries no coat endation or conde atioa, 
t 
The name of I2 gerIs chair is, connected with the release of enerwr, 
and at one stage he speaks specifically about the t ifeatation of poetic 
power ans he contemplates the. books lining his walls. 
"lt they came alive, " be gyred, "if they are alive - all shut 
up in their cases, all nicely shelved - shelved - shelved. Wo 
put them in their places In our minder don't ire? If they got 
out of their bookcases - not the pretty little frontispieces but 
the things beyond the froontispieces, not the charming lines of 
type but things the typo means. Dare you look for them Isabel? "2 
This rather curious speech seems to be putting forward the view (which is 
the author's own view) that behind the printed pages there exists an 
objective reality of which the words of the writer are norely inagess 
that tho poet's words do not merely serve to project his ovu private and 
peculiar vision but embody na existence of things beyond the reach of 
ordinary hn=ftn life - on existence with which the poet, by reason of his 
vocation, is in contact. Poetry acts, for renders, as the beloved 
object acts for the lover. The imago calls attention to itself but 
points away from itself to a greater reality. All increased sensitivity, 
according to Williams, involves not only a heightened awareness of the 
1 
Three other novels have the some basic plot structures 'War in If a_ven 
-(1930), The Place of the Lion 
(1931), and The Greater Trumps (i9 « They differ from the first novel in that the configuration of the 'super- 





natural world but the', realieetion of another world existing within, , 
beneath", above, and around the world of our sensual perception. The 
inter-relation of different modes of existence was a. oonetont--thene of 
the early poetry, it is also a dozinunt theme in all-the novels and the 
'golden thread' of Williamstn systematic theology. 
' The novels are lnnown, popularly, as 'supernatural thrillers**' and 
the appellation, though appropriate to all seven of theca, most accurately 
describes the seconds War in heaven. The reliance of the narrative on 
the elements of suspense and surprise makes it the most conventionally 
'thrilling'2 and the framework of the plot to explicitly preternatural. 
Fear simpler than Shadows of Ecstasyr, its underlying theme is the eruption r  r ýr +ýrýr. 
into the i orld of 'telegrams and anger' of cosmic forces and the attests 
of men to manipulate these creative and destructive powers to-their own 
ends* -We are supplied with all the trappings of magic and witchcraft, 
and the book Is saved from a charge of cheap sensationalism only by a 
quality of detachment in the tons and the realisation that Williams's 
description of magical practices is both accurate in its detail and 
critical in Its presentation. 
1 
They are described as such on the duet jackets of at least three of Faber's hardback editions Th® Greater Te 1964 edition), Dooccnt 
Into (1961 edition), All HHaliows Lye (1966 edition). i at John lieathStubbs calls deem, more accurately, 'metaphysical thrillers'. 
Anne Ttidlor testifies to Williams's oxajoyxºcnt of the detective stories of John Dickson Carr (The Ima,,,, of. the Cam, p. liv). 
There is even that indispensable element of the modere g¬ eter film, 
a car chase. 
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I It is a ccmwn failure of many who read and admire Williamala novels 
to overlook the dotachrnent of his writing. and to misunderstand, the real 
nature of bis attitudes to occult practices, Hichaei Paternoster, for 
oxample, in bis 
. 
historical, survey of the place of death in the Christian 
tradition, typifies this sundorstanding in his brief comment on 
Williams. 
Villi=s mingled with his profound undorsto, ading of orthodox 
Christianity an almost porvorco Interest in witchcraft and its 
veatoru survivals, which he took very seriously indeed. i 
It Is trao that Villiams investigated occult practices at aono depths 
tbo rcmult, of this investigation va the book Witchcraft, published in 
1941# Dat to call this Interest 'almost perverao # is simply untrue, as 
even the most superficial reading of the study should izd. 1cate. It to 
the caso, as wo have already seen, that ho vas fascinated by the problem 
of the relation between the natural and supernatural as well as by any 
kind of religious ceremonial, but the more sensational aspects of occult 
practices and the apocalyptic elements of religious belief are used' 
sparingly and only in the service of a strictly literary purpose. The 
superstitious reader will find no confirmation of his attitudes in any 
of Williaw, v' a books. 
For a true understanding of his beliefs In those nrcaa it to 
noc©scary to rotembor the highly sceptical cast of his mind. 
3 And in 
I 
Thou art thoro also (London, 1967), p. 11.8. 
2 
Cf. The remarks of lleath-Stubba. Merles Williame, pp+13-14. There 
Is also Willi "-'a Office Ibmn for the Feast Day of St. Thomas Dice, 
Apostle and Sceptic IvO, p. 1O3. 
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this context, a remark, made by Anne Itidler is extremely pertinent. 
Consenting on a childhood production of Longfellow's The Golden Legend 
by, Willi and a friend of his she says 
The conflict between the powers of good and evil, romanticslly 
expressed, was always one of WilUons'a most intense litry e enjoynonts, but oven more deeply felt was the theme of 
substitution in love. 1 ltv Italic 
. 
6-7 
iie, who was always highly entertained by the elements of 'suspense' and 
'colour' in the writings of others, was fully aware of the fictive 
possibilities of a cosmic conflict in his awn efforts to cntcrtain. I 
am not suggesting that he did not take angelic and demonic power seriously, 
but that the picture given is a crude, deliberately romanticised, version 
of the relationship between good and evil which is painstakingly sind 
profoundly explored on later works like The Figure of Beatrice and fo o 
Into Iell, 
It is probable that the elaborate cad esoteric symbolism that 
Williams sosnotimoe uses tends to mislead y 'vho are acquainted vith him 
only through hi's novels and poomf. Undoubtedly much of this symboli 
derives from his experience as a member of the quasi-theosophical society 
known as the Order of the Golden Dawn, Founded by three 12ooicracians 
in 1837 it attracted, despito its distinct oddity, a few minds of 
undoubted calibre. U"ß. Yeats and Evelyn Underhill were tsombere, cad 
the anthropologist A. E. Waite Introduced Williams to the sect in 1917.2 
i 
2 
rho Ina of t ho City, p. adii" 
It must also be mentioned that it attracted the notorious Aleieter 
Crowley, and a description of. oome of its activities a= be found in 
Symons's biography of Crowley, The Great beast (L ndonp 1951). 
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Its ritual seems to have boon extravagant and 'ey cretiatio', hovering 
uneasily between the religious and the magical, and it Is Impossible to 
judge whöther William took arty of the practices seriously or not. In 
W caso, ss©ithor he nor Yeats remained members for lon , though both' 
used their e perience of the Order is venous ways in their work. 
1 It 
to clear that the religious beliefe of the society (in so for they had 
any) had no effect on the structure of Williams's holier, but references 
to the cultic practices dog from time to time# appear in his books. On 
the other hand the erudite anthropological works of Weite, The hidden 
Church of the holy Grail (London, 1909) and The IIolvKabbalah (London, 
1929) did furnish hiin with ideas that were to prove fruitful later in life* 
2 
That more deeply, -felt theme of 'substitution in lovely of which 
Anne (idler speaks, also appears In-War in'heaven, but in a strongly 
ironic and, whatcan only be called an entirely negatives We 'Towards 
the and of the sixth chapter Gregory Persimmons Indulges in a Satanic 
ritual the object of which is the possession of the child Adrian. lie 
causes an image of the boy to float before his mind's eye and concentrates 
his efforts towards control of the boy. In hits own bedroom Adrian tosses 
and turns restlessly in his sleep. Superficially the scone could be 
one taken from almost nay voll-written 'horror' story, except that the 
reader is aware of a seriousness beyond that of the conventional thriller, 
1. 
An obvious example is tbo echo of the Initiation ceremonies in the 
fifteenth chapter of Uar in 71oavon, 
2 
It is unlikely that Willi=30a interest in the A, rthuriaa legends 
originated with Waite, but the image of the human body in the Arthurian 
cycle is possibly the result of reading Waite's books. 
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and has the sense of a complex metaphysical scheme powerfully backing up 
the actual presentation of incident. In the first place there iss the 
way in which Pcrciramons's espousal of evil is described. lie negates 
hl=elf as a sentient and conscious being and Is drained of his own will, 
Us was divorced now fron the universe; he was one with a 
rejection of all courteous and lovely things; by the oblation 
of the child he was made one with that which is beyond childhood 
and age and time M the reflection and negation of the eternity 
of God,; 
The significant words in this passage are 'rejection' and 'negation'* and 
the description sots the key for all Willients'a serious discussions of 
the nature of evil, While being fully alive to the squalor and misery 
of man's experience at the entry into evil he never departs from the 
classical outline of the Catholic doctrine of evil os provided by Thomas 
Aquinas In the first part of the Suva Theolo ica. 
One opposite is Imown through the other, as darimcss is known 
through light. IIonco also what evil is mast be known from the 
nature of good. Nowt as we have said abovo that good is every- 
thing appetible, and tlms, since every nature desires its own 
being and its ova perfection, it mat, be said also that the boing 
and the perfection of any nature is good. Banco it cannot be 
that evil signifies boing, or any fora or naturo. Therefore it 
must be that by the nahe of ovil is signified the absence of good. 
And this is what is meant by saying that evil is neither a bon 
nor a good.,, 
Evil to aeons essentially, to have no reality. it in the negation of 
what is real and pod. In the later essay 1o came Down fron J1©aven 
Williuraa discusses this at somo length and introduces St. Augistino's 
1 
War in Maven (Paperback edition, labor 1 Faber, 19612), p. 76. 
2 
Summa loglea, Pt. I, Q. zlviiii Article I (Traaelation of 1912, 
Vol. IT, p. 2G2. 
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statement from the Confß scions', 'evil is the privation of good*, 
' But 
in a remarkable way this incident is a fictional and dramatic pro 
figuring of that whole discussion. This is also the beginning of what 
cane to be further investigated in tho two last novels$ the vision of 
hell and damnation, for the paragraph describing Persimmon's efforts 
concludes with the simple statonont, 'lie existed supernaturally, and in 
cell.... ' To have reached hell in to have achieved the state of utter 
rejection and negation. 
4 
The whole incident to# in fact, the obvorsa of the coin of, to use 
Anne, Lidlor'a phrase, they doctrine of @substitution in lovo'. ]bit this 
is not immediately apparent, and, probably, does not become apparent until 
War in Heaven is read in the context of all the other novels. Then it 
is seen that a similar sleep/droan sequence occurs in Descent Into HTe21. 
In this later work the young voran Pauline dnstrather poriorris a task 
which to the direct opposite of F'orsimmona'a. Ibr a deliberate act of 
willed Iona"she recalls the image of someone else who is undorgoing 
tormentp and in doing so relieves the suffering of the other by 
voluntarily tak , ng it upon üoraolf, 
2 In War in heaven Persimmons, by a 
deliberate act of viliod hatred recalls the ire of the boy Adrian and 
in so doing causes the fears and pains that trouble the child's sloop. 
3 
1' 
Confessions, Soak III, Cb. 7. 
2 
Descent Into hell, CL. U. 
Cf. A poem by Dylan Tonmau wt o gras a pupil of Williwue, The Conversation 
of Prayer. 
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Underlying both of those, Incidents is the belief in the essential 
'solidarity' of bunaaityj, the concept that at every moment of our 
existence $our life and death are with our neighbour' that all 
separate human beings are involved in the salvation of each other, that 
each boaro a responsibility for others= that all individuab and their 
actions are rotor-related and tutor-depaadent parts of a complex web of 
exchanges The final rejection of this patteru of exchange moans Bell, 
and the complete acceptances heaven. 
Before leaving Tar In Iieavea two further points are wort y of notice. 
Wlllioma suggests that the clue to t1 o understanding of the true relation 
between the natural and the supernatural can be found in a ccntcnc© fron* 
the Atbanasion Greedy 'not by conversion of the Godhead into flesh, but 
by tracing of the mood into God'. In a slightly facetiouo scone he 
z coo one of the control characters, the Archdeacon1 brood on the phrase 
acs he rocalla a particularly irritating conversation with his locum about 
the meci cs of scclesiasticai organisation. 
That the subjects at their conversation should be taken into God 
was normal and proper; what also, the Archdeacon wondered, could 
one do with , parish councils? But his goodwill could not refrain from tools that to Mr. Batosby they were opportunities for 
converting the Godhead rather firmly and finally into flesh. 0 
The witticism cloaks the sorio-us belief that tho most trivial activities 
of ovoxrday Ute are capable of transfiguration; that the whole of the 
natura, order is shot through with the glory of God's "m 13So« The 
1 
Q 
The saying is attributed to St. Anthony of rapt. 
P+56. 
G3 
pattern of God'a glory, hoievor, can only be discerned at_they personal 
level by holiness and love. 
In the figure of the Archdeacon wo are given what aast surely have 
boon Willies ideal of Christian understanding and personal holiness, 
and it is into the mouth of this character that the author, on three 
separate occasions, places the aphorism that roaches into the heart of 
his thoolo gr. 'This also is Thout neither is this Thou'*1 And this 
brings us to the second point which clams attention, It concerns the 
doctrine of images. t'horeas, in Shadows of rc sy, the question was 
treated in the person of I: osanond, the treatiout here revolves around an 
inanimate object - an ancient chalice which may be the holy (Trail. The 
cup reveals itself, startlingly, as a moans by which the divine glory can 
be apprehended. 
No 47ho t. rchdoaco7 come into the inner room where he had 
looked at the chalice before he vent out that morning, and as he 
came in it eecned to meet him is sound, A note of gay and 
happy music seemed to ring for a momont in his oars an he paused 
in the entrance .. r. Carrying it as he- had so often lifted its types and companions, he became again as in all those liturgies 
a part of that he sustained . o.. 
But btillimis is not content to leave the matter there and 4% low momenta 
later, with an abrupt and deft change of tone, he asserts the paradoxical 
corollary of that which he lute been postulating 
i 
In the Preface to The Descent of the Dove he says 
A motto which t have boon sot on the title-pajo but hon boon, 
less ostentatiously, put hero instead, is a phrase which i once 
supposed to come from Au tiro. but I on informed by exports 
that it is not so, and otherwise I an ignorant of its source. 
The phrase lot "Thin also is Thou; neither is this Tlwu". 
As a maxim for living it is invaluable, and it - or its 
reversal -s rizes the history of the Christian Church. 
6' 
"Neither is this Thou, " he said aloud, and, carving to the 
garden door, looked around him- 
The imago, whatever it may be, is never to be confused with its origin - 
God, and although Williams gave nearly all his energies to charting the 
Via Aifirmativa - the discovery of God by the apprehension of Ilis 
presence in created things - ho never forgot that there is always the 
knowledge which comes from the Via Negativa - the denial of the world. 
Do ends the novel in high and colourful style with a Eucharistic scene 
in which heaven and earth are joined and in which God is adored in and 
through the things Be has mado. 
2 
But before the scene to arrived at, 
and in a scene that derives directly from the writings of Dionyeius the 
A, reopagito and John of the Cross, he presents us with a glimpse of a 
dark and terrible way in which God can, and for sosse pcoplo, must, be 
known. 
Steadily and contiuuously that process went one till now, as he 
faced his enemies, be felt the interior loss which had attacked 
bins at other stages of bis pilgrimage grow into a final and 
overwhelming desolation. Ile said to himself again, na iho so 
often said, "This also is Thou", for desolation as voll an 
abundance was but a moans of Zmowin4 That which was All. 3 
No-ono has been able to trace the origin of Wi11i+ +s beloved 




Almost certainly# Williams has that scone frag the Arthurian iogonda 
in mina in which the Grail is uncovorocl to the cazo of the gtioatin 
Imights and Galahad is taken from bim co anions. 
3 
ti'ar in I! cavau, p. 240, 
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In the Preface to The Descent of the Dove, to Augustine as a possible 
source is a careless one and should be treated with an appropriate 
scepticism. 
I It is characteristic of Williams to be careless about 
origins and sources - he did not have the scholar's scrupulous attention 
to detail. Despite the fact that no sure conclusion can be reached 
speculation about the aphorism must be regarded ao legitimate and useful, 
as Williams specifically denies having invented it himself. The two 
phrases of which it 1e composed contain, an the one hand, the positive 
Incaruatioualism of Daante'e attitudes and the Via Affirrantiya, aad, on 
the other, the 'negative' mysticism of Dionysius the Areopagito and the 
Via Negativa. In The Descent of the Dove Williams presents the writings 
of these two men as perfect descriptions of the Two Ways to God. So the 
aphorism, in Willicos's hands, Is thoroughly Christion. But the phrases 
themselves have a disconcertingly close resemblance to certain well-Lnowa 
mystical sayings that are found, not in the documents of the Christian 
Church, but in the sacred writings of Itinduism. In the Cha do a 
Uaeninhad there Is a scene involving the boy ivotukotu and his father. 
A pattern of sentences occurs as a refrain after each of the father's 
lessons. 
An inviaiblo and subtlo oaaonco is do ß4irit of the thole 
universe* That to Reality. That is Truth, THOU , A1T TILAT. (Tat tvam n41). 2 
In a different place, the Bribad-uranyaka Uprwisbad, the as o, speaking 
I 
Preface to The Descent of the Dov©. Already quoted. 
2 
The 1heirhade (pe-a uin translation by Juan Maicaro of 1965): pp. 117.118. 
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of the Soul (Atma) used the phrase 'Nevi,, Neti'. 
---That Soul (At mu) In not this, it is not that (nets, neti), 
It is uneeizablo, for it cannot be seized ... etc., 
It Is not improbable that those famous and striking statements embedded 
themselves in Williams's memory, and that unconsciously he echoed them 
in his aphorism, turning them to his own purpose by a process of 
conflation. 
$ There is no indication in any of the writings that he 
made use of them 'with anything like their original meaning - or even 
that he was aware of their original meaning. They are torn from their 
context and forced together to provide a vehicle for his own interpretation 
of the Christian doctrine of Creation. 
In luny, Dimensions, the novel which followed War In Heaven in 1931, 
the subject of images is little more than a sido-isseie. Williams is 
still, as the title suggests, concerned with the inter-relation of 
different orders of existence, but the framework of a cosmic conflict 
between good and evil has boon replaced by a framework of science-fiction 
and tho ruling theme to that of time. In War in heaven the holy Grail 
wes the object by which the conventional barriers of space and nature are 
trtuitcendcds in Marty Dimensions a stone, inscribed with the Tctragrtxmatoa 
I 
Brihad Upani abed, 3,9,26. 
2 
Curiously enough the translator and editor of the ' Pen uin translation 
also brings the two phrases into close conjunction in n conmient in bis 
introduction. 
Uten asked again to express God in words, he (the sage) soye s' Noti f 
noti', 'Not this, not this; but when pressed for a positive 
explanation be utters the sublimely simple wordas 'UT TVAN A3I', 
'Thou art That. ' (p. 12). 
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and thought to have been part of the crown of Solomou, 
' becomes the focal 
point at which the barriers of peat', present and future can be dissolved. 
2 
The notion of time as a single continuous sequence «a straight line in 
which the past is irrecoverable and the future non-existent - is 
challenged. . The subject bas already been touched on in the early poem 
Tbeobald's Road, bore it is worked out in greater detail. 
J. W. Iünne's book An Experiment with Time has already been 
mentioned. It first appeared in 19279 four years before flny Damenei ons 
was written, and it is probable that Williams, v ho was a voracious reader, 
came across it. This, it must be admitted, to only surmise, for there 
is no external evidence to show that be had read the book, "and although 
a similarity between Dunae'n ideas and those of Williams can positively 
be asserted, it cannot be claimed that any of the incidents in Lkn 
Dimensions took their shape as a direct result of Dunno's conclusions* 
It has, moreover, to be remembered that argumentation about the real 
nature of time (like discussion about the real existence of the external 
world) is a constantly-recurring motif of philosophical exchange, and 
that interest in the problem had been revived by the publication in 1910 
1 
The idea probably came from Waite'e book The Tioly Kabbalah in which a 
miraculous stone, called SCJIE'TIILXA, originally in the throne of God was 
restored by Solomon when he built the Temple, 
We may not know bow to harmonise these references which seem to 
exhaust all that-is said of the stone in the Old Tostament, but its 
connection with other and lose fabulous elements belonging to the 
Zoharic-cyth of creation resides in the fact that this stone was 
inscribed with the Divine Name before it was cast into the abyaoi, (p.:. ^9 
2 
It should be observed that the stone In far more than a magical talisman 
and loss of an imago than was the chalice in War in heaven. Consequently 
Chloe Iarnett's devotion to the atone gives every appearance of a 
psychological unbalance. Williams falls to mate his concepts of 'service' 
and 'power' clear enough to convince the reader of the aesthetic or 
psychological necessity of these attitudes and events. 
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of h enri Bergson's book Time nz d P'roe-Will. " Furthermore, `bpecifically 
scientific aspects of the question wore being raised by the investigations 
of Arthur Eddington and Albert Einstein, and 11.0. Wella had popularised 
the problem in terms of a literary fantasy in The Time i'tnchino. 
Nevertholoss, the ideas expressed in flany Dimensions boar a much closer 
resemblance to the theories of Dunne than they do to those of anyone else. 
In their rejection ofsequential time both Williams and Donn* su est 
that all existence might be simtxltaneoua, so that all actions could be 
performed contemporaneously (though the apprehension of them remains 
sequential) at innumerable levels of a different dimension. Dunne 
erected a complicated (and mathematically improbable) scheme vhich he 
called 'aerial time's Ito maintained that time could only be understood 
an a oorios of interlocking and overlapping 'fields' - sotwthisg in the 
manner of 'Chinese boxoa'. 1 
Williams, naturally, approaches the question from an entirely 
different anglo. Aa a novelist bis primarypurpose to imaginative 
reality and not philosophical consistency, but he does permit one of his 
characters, Lord Arglay, a quasi-philosophical meditation on the powere 
of the remarkable stone. This gently probing inquiry extends over threo 
pages and to too long to quote in full, but certain parts of it will 
demonstrate the correspondence between Williams's imaginative efforts 
and Nane's philosophical propositions. 
i 
An Experiment with Time (Paperback edition, 1958), pp"i58-159" 
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For time was the same thing as space, or rather duration was a 
method of extension - that was elementary. "Lxteneion", he 
thoughts "I e*tend º'seli into - what? IW'otbiugnosßt the past 
is not= it doesn't exist". Tio shook his head= so simple a 
solution had never appealed to him **to Oat of existence? -That. 
was his difficulty; was it out of existence ... the past sight, 
even materially, exist; only man was not aware of it, time being, 
whatever oleo it was, a necessity of his consciousness. "But 
because I can only be sequentially conscious" he argaed, "must "I 
holt that what is not communicated to consciousness does not exist? 
I think in a line - but there is the potentiality of the ploue". 1 
Williams, like LO. Welle, gets a certain amount of fun out of playing 
with the metaphysical possibilities opened up by the notion of another 
dimension. The device of making people appear and disappear has Ate 
jocular as well as its serious. side, Alt In at least one respect 
Williams Is more serious than Wella - he does not create an imaginary 
world into which his characters are projected; the novel to not fantasy. 
hie concern is with the hidden presence of the extraordinary (in other 
novels more clearly the supernatural) in the ordinary events of human 
life, and ManyUime 1 like all the other novels, is an attempt to 
weave these other-worldly experiences into the fabric of everyday 
existence, For this reason the stone presents moral problems in away' 
that Wells's Time 1achina does not. It represents to-some characters 
(Giles qty und Reginald Montague) a means to te pooseosion of power 
and wealth, and to others (Lord Arg] ayº and 4 oe Barnett) a, way of 
understanding and humility A moral choice Is therefore dome ded from 
evory. peroon who cornea into contact with the stone. For two of the 
I 
j . Dimensions (paporback edition, 1963), IV-53-54. 
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characters the choice is ultimate - there is no-retreat once it has been 
madeg for death seals-it. In the case of Giles Taimaty, Williams begins 
to develop his concept of hell and do tion and the influence of`both 
Hilton and Dante can already be seen. Tumulty's attempt to control 
and exploit the power of the atone is like Satan's rebellion in Paradise 
Lost, sheer stupidity. And in the scone of his da Lion we find him 
falling 'from the spirals of time and place' as Satan fell from heaven. 
And, like the characters of Dante's n Ig Tumulty is forced to entere 
the torments of his own perversions. The power of the stone draws him, 
helpless as one of his own specimenel into Itself. 
Ile remembereds he knew what was to happen, for the merciful 
oblivion had been vitbdrawn; he saw himself gathered, a living 
soul, into the centro of the Stone* That which he had been to 
man, that by which he had chosen to deal with others, by that he 
was to be dealt with in his turn .... Above him the light was fall of eyes, curious and pitiless, watching him as he had often 
watched others ... "1 
The whole of this paragraph has on imaginative power that makes it *no 
of the most convincing paSgges in Williams's fictional writing. The 
power into which Tuniulty is irresistibly draws is described in terms of 
light, and the dominating imago throughout the whole passage to that of 
light -a traditional Christian symbol for the presence of the Divine. 
It to possible that here too Willisma is shoving the influence of Dante# 
for the whole of Danto's Paradise to a Journey through space towards that 
Eternal Light which is the source of all creation, Dat for Giles T=ilty, 
i 
pp. 245-24 . 
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who has rejected the light by deliberate choice, the presence of God can 
only be experienced as agony and destruction. 
For at once the light and with it the pain passed through him, 
dividing nerve from nerve, sinew from sinews bone from bone. 
In the later novel Descent Into troll the same conception of hell and 
damnation Is figured even more vividly in the late of Lawrence Wentworth. 
Towards the end of )iany DimonaionA Williams describes a scene which 
harks obliquely back to the question of images as discussed in liar 
ITe aver and points directly forward to one of the most important aspects 
of The Place of the Mon. 
' 
iie (Lord Argisy) saw - even while, rightly vise in his own proper 
generation among there thingo, he refused to believe too easily 
that the Stone no longer rested on the table but that it threw 
out of itself colour shaped into the tables the walls and 
furniture were in themselves reflections of that centre in which 
they secretly existed: they vore, soparatione, forma, and Clouded 
visibilities of its elements, and he also and other mortals who 
moved among them. 2 
stylistically the passage is clumsy and, in the context of the novel, 
unconvincing, but it to interesting for the new slant it gives on 
Williams's approach to the question of Images. The words 'sboped's 
'reflections', 'separations', 'forms' hint of. a philosophical system 
which might be described as Platonic. The same kind of bon round 
attitude flickers briefly in the speech from the earlier 
, 
Shadows of 
Ecstasy that has already been quoted. Bat these two passages throw 
out hints and suggestions only, whereas the sub-etracturo of the plot of 
1 
M 
Published later in the same year. 
! ny Diiao lstonn, p. 230. 
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The Place of the Lion represents a fully developed, though highly 
idiosyncratic Platonist. 
Once again the underlying theme is the inter-relation of the natural 
and supernaturäl, 'but hare, in The Place of the Lion, it is plotted along 
a quasi-Platonic axis of archetypal imagery* Fantastic creaturess, a 
lion, a butterfly, a snakes what might be called 'archetypal beaststj 
suddenly appear in the quiet English countryside and the hero, Anthony 
Iurrant, after a meeting with one of these creatures enters into an 
ardent with a friend whose bewildered imagination refuses to accept 
the real existence of anything beyond the phenomenal world. 
"I can't entirely diebeliovo it without refusing to believe in 
ideas, " Anthony answered, "and I can't do that. I can't go back 
on the notion that all these abstractions do mean something 
important to ue. And mayn't they have a way of existing that I 
didn't know? Uaven't we Wood about the importance of ideas 
often enough? "I 
Later in the story he struggles, in a similar rar, with a similar failure 
of imagination on the part of blo fiancee Danario Tigve. 
".... It's the thing that matteres the truth to in the thing. 
ileart'$ dearest, listen - the things you study are true, and the 
philosophers you read know it. The universals aro abroad in the 
world, and mat are you going to do about it? Dooides write 
about them. "2 
Any passagQ from PlatolsPhaedo or The-Republic dealing with the problem 
of ideas and Reality will de strato the fact that the ultimate-source 
2 
The Place of the Lion (Paperback edition, 1965)ß p. 63. 
Ibid., p. 106. 
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Of Wi113us's expositions here Is the Socratic dialogue, in the 
seventh part. -of The o b1ic, for example, the following -dialogue takes 
place in the course of the-discussion on the requirements of the 
Philosophical puler. -Socrates is the speaker. 
Ueving established these principles, I aball ; return . to our 
friend who denies that there is azW absolute Beauty or any 
eternally unchanging form of Beauty, but believes in the existence 
of many beautiful things, who loves visible beauty but cannot 
bear tobe told that Beauty to really one, and Justice one, and 
so on .... Those, then, who are able to see visible beauty " or 
justice or the like-- in their y nanifestatione, but are 
incapable, even with aaother's holp, of reaching absolute Beauty# 
may be said to believe, but cannot be said to know what they 
believe. 1 
The 'sensible' this of the phenomenal world are seen as ides or 
shadotrs of the Forms or Ideas of the real world. 
In The Place of the Lion the Ideas themsolvee, the univoreule, are 
released, incredibly enough, into the phenomenal world, and each Foxes 
gathers into itself all the images which are the shadowy representations 
of its ideal being. In Phr aedo the relation between the reality and the 
shadow is described in various wags, one of vilich is the way of 
'participation'. The object receives the rormq it is possessed or 
occupied by the Idea. This latter notion is precisely what constitutes 
the plot of the novel. It is clear from the curious scene in which 
11r. Tigho witnesses the subauvption of all the phenomenal butterflies into 
the archetypal butterfly that Williams has at the back of his mind the 
double-edged concept of 'occupations and 'participation" . The universals, 
i 
The Republic (r uin flool a 1955), pp. 242-243. 
7- 
having once entered the material world by some unexplained agency, 
proceed, terrifyingly, ' to #recall' their dependent images by taking 
complete possession-of them. 
Ih~amples of correspondence betwoon the plot-principles of the novel 
and Platonic philosophy can be multiplied, 
i but Plato to the ultimate, 
not the 3muiediate source of these fictional presentations, Viewing the 
novel as a whole and placing ft- in the 'context of the -rest of Williams's 
work, it cau'be stated'vith a lair-degree of certainty that he approached 
Plato by way of the Christian interpretations provided by the scholars 
of the )iedieval Church. -, For example, it is blear from both The Descent 
of the Dove and Triefe of Beatrice that Williams was well acquainted 
with °the work of Thomas-Aquinas, and, while be nearly always singlos out 
the philosopher's Luarnational and Eucharistic doctrines for special 
comcrent, he can hardly have been unaware of the Platonism which underlay 
Thomas's-writing. In the First Part of the Sum a Theologica (Fifteenth 
Question) there are passages in which Thomas expounds a theory of Ideas 
which, because-of a basic assumption about the reality of the physical 
world, is closer in spirit and tone to Williams's attitudes than that of 
the expositions of Plato himsolf. 
2 
1 
Cf. pp. 11 -116, p. 12a. 
2 
On the contrary, Augustine soya, Ideas are principal tome or permanent 
and I==table types of things, they themselves not being forged. Thus 
they are eternal, and existing always in the some manaer# as being 
contained in the Divine Intelligence. W flat, however, they themselves 
neither cane into being nor decay, yet we say that in accordance with 
them everything is forced that can arise or decay, and all that actually 
does so. 
Theologien, Pt. I, Q. xlviii, Arta. (Translation of 1912, Vol. x, 
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It bue_ teen su , pete4. that the Neo-Plataaiem of thinkers like. Philo 
of., Alexandria, (30 is - c. 40 AD), and Dionyeius the Areopagite (c. ý 500) 
Haight also be regarded as,, & source for many of Wil . iams'a ideas in-The, 
Place of the Lion rather-than the writings of Platohtmself, and the 
Bestion has,. much to commend It. Despite nahe fact that Milo was a 
Jaw and. Aionyeine a Christian and that nearly four, centuries separated 
them, it is possible to see& c n. approach. to the=, problem of the 
relation between the physical, world-of sense experience and the world of 
invisible real. Utyj between the Uatgr, (a state of experienced division at 
the level of everyday human experience), +cnd-the one (a state of 
apprehended ainglenera). Both conceive, in the fashion of Plata, ofl - 
a. set of Ideas- ýor. archetypes 9pro-eaieteat to the material vorld, 
residing in the Divine fliad (in the vritinga of lov residing in, what 
be 0410 the Log* )1 ubjch expresses itself by a process of emanation 
(Qoosos ) throw the agency, or these Ideas. The result IS do I- 
bi*raroby of Creation,. the loweet. ato'go of vliich is the 1, orld of matter 
is al its r ltiplicitq«2 Coraopondences with the plotwprincip1ee of 
Williamsta uovol can again be o xatod, yet, none of these ideas is 
1 
'The platonic Ideaa'aro placed in the Logos, so that the Logos is the 
T6-nos or place in which the ideal world 
(J 
tý ýwv %4wv ýöoros ) is 
situated. " 
F. Copleston, A History of Pbiloaophýr (ýllaraýina aeries. ), Vol"I! Ch. XLIV, 
p" ? a59. 
It should be noted that in the eighth chapter of The Place of the Lion 
the Ideas are froquontly referred to in the manor of 11hi o na "Angelic 
Universals'. 
2 
Ct. 5oloations from IJe11eniatic Philosophy. Ed. G. U. Clark, 1940. 
'Philo Judaouß', pp. 159-183. 
Cß. Diom aius the Aroonrv'ito on the Divine _N mes and 
the H ºntical 
. by C. E. 1olt, S. Y. C. K. 1920, Cha. II & IV. 
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used so logically or consistently that the structure of the thought 
could W identified as Noo-Platonic. It Is possible, ßartber, to trace 
the distinct features of Gnosticism in The Place of the Lion, not merely 
because of: the many references to emanations and exhalations, to 
masculine and, feminine principles in creation, but because of the 
emphasis on a way of salvation by 'the possession of secret knowledge a 
theory that Williams seems to repudiate in thO closing stagea of the book. 
It in always necesuery to be aware of the dangers which attend the- 
proctice Ott 'source criticism' in the field of imaginative literature. 
Digging about for theological and philosophical sources in works like 
novels or poems leede easily and quickly into tine realm of, the ridiculouef 
into merely fantastic speculation. The artist does not proceed along 
the path of the scholari laying out his sources for inspection and 
verification, end as big concern is not for this kind of accuracy he 
usually has 'no idea vhother the sources he uses are either what is tormed 
'primary` or 'secondary'. Willi&= to just such an artist - his 
vagueness about the origin of the ubiquitous maxim 'This also is2hout 
neither is this Thout proves-the point. If sources are to be unearthed, 
then more similarity between one set of idaao and nnothor is not 
sufficient. M has already been stated, the general shape of Williams's 
mind, work, and interests rauet be taken into account. lall the evidence 
indicates the 
. 
fact that he was deeply immersed in the literature and , 
theology of the Middle Aden and, I believe that his Nea-Platonism, like 
his Platonism, is dorivedi not from the original documents, but conoa by 
wuy of fledioval. Christian writers. Furthermore in ho Place of the- . ion 
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he provides clues which point in the direction of this conclusion. 
There is, firnt, a great deal of talk about Medieval theology* the 
title of Damaris Tigho's thesis is th orean Influences on Abelard: a 
The Platonism of Aquinas is referred to, and at one point a scholarly- 
paper is delivered under the title "The idola and the"Aneli, 'a 
comparison between the sub-Platonic philosophers on the one side and the 
commentators on Dionysius the Areopagite on the other. '" more important 
than-all these references however is the single sentence which introduces 
a philosopher by the name of John the Scot. Williaa can only moan the 
ninth century scholar, John Scotus, sometimes called Erigena. Again 
whether he had , first-hand'knowledge of the work of this somewhat obscure 
figure or not is a matter for conjecture. Nonetheless there is no 
escaping the fact that the ideas behind the plot of The-Place of the mien 
awe more to the principles of Eridena's Do divisions naturae than they 
do to any other philosophical system. Ewen here ire oust proceed with 
caution. De divisions'naturae, as Copleston is careful to remark, is 
not easy to interpret 'since the author's attempt to express Christian 
teaching and the philosophical doctrine of Augustine on the lines 
suggested bfr the Pmeudo. Dionyaius and the No*-Platonic philosophy leaves 
room for dispute whether John Scotus was an orthodox Christian or very 
nearly, if not quite, a pantheist'$1 and Williams's free, though perfectly 
justifiable, adaptation of the, perhaps only partially understood, system 
of ErIgena, races the task of unravelling the intellectual threads in the 
x 
A jistory of Philosophy (Dellarmine Series, London, 1950), Vol. II, ý IYIYI wYIYýýY Y4Y1ý rMlýi1ýýý A 
Ch. Xli, p. 114. 
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novel particularly difficult* 
The 'divisions' of tihich John Scotus speaks are divisions of 
process, not divisions of essence, for the basis of bis system is a cycle 
of evolution and involution. Doing is seen, to originate in a primeval 
unity and to pass by stages through a world of Ideas (archetypal images) 
and sensible phenomena (things) back to the original unity. 
1 The world 
of things is said to 'participate' in, or rather emanate from, the world 
of Ideas, in an utterly dependent way. SO the sensible objects of the 
created world are Images of the archetypal Imago and are destined to 
return to the archetype, an the archotypos themselves are destined to 
return to the oneness of the Divine. mo full significenco of the 
strange scene in The Place of the Lion in which dir. Tighe witnesses the 
absorption of all the individual butterflies into the one great butterfly 
now becomes apparent. Thin scene$ and the others like it, signifies the 
beginning of a groat Return to Origins. 
2 
. fictional presentation obviously cannot rely on the abstractions 
of philosophy - Justioa, Beasuty, Strang, Love - to make its Impact, 
Some concretisation is noeded, and Williams audaciously concretises his 
Ideas in the shape of beasts "a Lion, a Snake, an ale. Bat he 
engages in a neat acade io joke by pretending to find justification for 
tbeGo animal representations in the writings of a'ci oenth ccntu. rj 
I 
C!. F. Coplooton, Tho History of PhilosonhS o1. II, Ch. XIII and 
A. C. McGiffert, A History of Chria a Thought (Nov York, 195319 Vol-II, 
Cli. VTI. 
2 
the Placo of the Lion, p. 41. 
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Christian gnostic whom he conjures up specially for the occasion. A 
fragmentary manuäcript - the address of one )1arcellus Victorinue of 
Bologna to Pope Leo X In 1514 - turns up unexpectedly in a second-hand 
bookshop, and the novelist produces some passages of delightful pastiche 
as extracts from this 'sub-Scotist' document are translated and read by 
one of the characters. 
}'or by such means the factor in Byzantium ., o expounded to us 
certain of the symbols and shapes whereby the Divine Colestiale 
are expressed, but partly in riddles lest evil men work sorcery 
.... As it to written $ Michael and his angels fonr. ht aaainst the dragon and hie ele and the dra ron was cast out. t icli 
is falsely apprehended by many of the profane vulgar .. 9 for they ... suppose that the said dragon is himself a creation and 
manifest existence, and not rather the power of the Divine Ones 
arrogated to themselves for sinful purposes by violent min. 
Nov this dragon which to the power of the lion is accompanied 
also by a ninefold order of spectres, according to the composed 
, vendors of 
heaven ,... For though these nine sons are divided into a trinity of trinities, yet after another fashion there are 
four without and four within, and between them is the Glory of 
the Eagle. For this is he who knows both himself and the 
others, and is their own knowledge. i 
In this exaggeratedly eclectic excerpt it to possible to detect echoes 
of P1iilo (the Divine Celestial. ) and references to the nine orders of 
angele discussed by Dionystus the dreopagite in his Celestialtiieraroll 
(the ninefold order of apeotroo), but the most significant reference is 
to the last one. This is a ropetition and an elaboration of Erigona's 
own exposition of the activity of the Word of God derived from the 
i 
Ibid., pp. 92-93. 
$o 
expositions of Dionysius and the seventh century philosopher }raximue, 
1 
for the Cagle (nearly always a pictorial imago for the Word) plays the 
same role hero as the Ford does in Erigenas systom, 
2 For lrigena, 
the Ideas, i. os the 'primordial crauses1p come into being by moans of, 
and are contained within1. the Logos, so that 'in creating primordial 
causes or principles of essences, God appears to himself, becomes self- 
consciorsr and creates üimaelf. '3 
At the conclusion of the reading from 1 arcolluo Victorinus's 
manuscript Anthony Durrant. experiences a terrifying sense of the 
dissolution of the known,. established world and a bewildering vision, f 
the Sacred Eagle.. And at this moment Williams extends the theological 
position of John the Scot. Hano according to Erigena, made in the IMP 
of God is the microcosm of creation; the link betucen the material ands 
1 
Gordon Lott in his study! Medieval Thoughts St, &-a, astinc to Ocädlam, 
says 
Donys's doctrines became inseparable from the co3nontary ou thom by 
Maximus the Confessor (580-662), and for the middle ages the two went 
together. finlike Ponyys, Maximus was concerned more with the 
dogmatic and mystical aspects of his outlook; while fully stooped 
in the Dionysian schema he tried to give it a more directly 
Christian contents 
(Penguin edition of 1965, p"65)" 
2 
'The Word, as with the Noo-Platonism of Donys and faxinua, is the 
intermediary from the One to the may. It contains all the immaterial 
archetypes of boing, and those are trans ttod through the Holy Spirit 
into actual things, divided into their genera, species, and indivittuals, 
Creation, strictly speaking, becomes a procession from God through those 
first causes or principles into incorporal and corporeal beings. ' 
Leif, p. 69. 
3 
Copleston, Vol. 11, p. 127. Thora 1s no trace in the novel of that thoo- 
logy of the logos which was suggested in the play Seed of Adam discussed 
earlier. The Logos seems to have no direct connection with the world 
of matter. 
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the spiritual. 'Williams goes beyond this to suggest that be is not. 
merely, a link but a locus of authority over existences in both worlds. 
{e is given mastery over the 
universals, and in an extraordinary scene towards the end of the novel 
Anthony assumes the role of archetypal man - Adam - who restores the 
material world of images to its former pattern by performing again that 
action of dominion and authority exercised by the original Adam " the 
naming of the beasts. 
One cannot demand philosophical consistency of a novelist - it is 
not by these standards that, a work of art in judgedf - but Ttie Place of 
the Lion, like all give of the early novels, has eo many loose ends and 
ill-fitting parts that one can understand and sympathise with the 
impatience of George Orwell who said Williams was '... quite unreadable, 
one of those writers who just go on and on and have no idea of 
selecting, '` The Ideas of The Place of tine Lion are a jumble of 
Platonism, Ueo-Platonism, magic, Gnosticism, and medieval theology, and 
one is left wondering bow seriously the author was affected by those 
systems, Out beneath the intellectual confusion of the surface the 
novel expresses a single unshakeable conviction which is unmistakeably 





Letter to Sir Richard Bees, fl., The Collected tasaye, Journalism 
. 
Letters of Geor o Orwol" (1963),, Vol"IY, p. 5ä4. 
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Love is treated at'twö levels In The Place of the Lion. There Is 
the triendehip-love of Anthony and Quentin, and the romantic love of 
Anthony und Damuris. More, clearly than in any of the earlier navel 
love, however variously expressed and experienced, is soon to possess 
creative and redemptive qualities. At the brink of her destruction, for 
instaaco, Dornarie is rescued by the sudden realisation of her love for 
Anthony and of her need for, and dependence upon, him, And it becomes 
apparent that Anthony's power to assume the character of archetypal man, 
in the closing pages of the book, and 'ro-tamer creation in imitation 
of Adam in the Genesis story lies precisely in his own capacity to love. 
This scene is of particular interest because of its extreme eclecticism. 
The Neo-Platonist's Ideas and Universals, Philo's Cherubim and Seraphim, 
Gnostic theories of the power of divine names, these all make their 
cppearanco, and Anthony stands before the gathering animal kingdom like 
a mighty magician casting a spell. 
' But the scams of the naming is 
concludod in a manner that owes nothing to Plato, Gnosticism or Frigona, 
but is, uniquoly, Williams's own vision of Christian truth. 
All things wcra named - all but ran himself, then the sloop fell 
upon the Aram, and in that first sloop he strove to utter his 
name, and as be strove he was divided and woke to find humnuity 
doubled. The name of mankind was in neither voice but in both; 
i $At each word that he cried, now life gathered, and still the litany 
of invocation and comand went on. By the-names that were the ideas he 
called them, and the Ideas who are the Principles of everlasting creation 
heard hin, the Principles of everlasting creation who are the Cherubim 
and Seraphim of the Eternal. In their animal' manifestations, duly 
obedient to the single animal who was lord of the animals, theyr cne. ' 
p. 202. 
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the knowledge of` the norme and its utterance was- in the perpetual 
interchange of love. i 
The final phrase shove a broadening and deepening of the concept of love. 
The significance of the romantic vision is not being abandoned, the 
experience of a new dimension of love is beiz; added. Approximately a 
year before the publication of The Place of the Lion, Williams wrote to 
Alice Iiadfiold in terms which clearly indicate the way in which his mind 
was moving. The practical poorer of love is being discovered. 
The older I got the more amazed I become at the pure convenience 
of -- what we call love. It to not merely beautiful= it is 
useful. Which, of course, it said it was all along., 
The Place of the Lion sbovs love to be not merely 'convenient' or 
'useful' either. It has authority and actual power and its work is the 
activity of regeneration. In the last two novels Aeacent Into hell 
a a{ývýty 
and All Hallows biro the quality of thisAroceives a full fictional 
investigation. The issues there are shown with startling claritys 
either one learns to love or one dies. From this aspect these two works 
may be considered as meditations on the words from the Collect for the 
Sunday called Quinquagesima which speaks of love as a gift without which 
'whosoever liveth to counted dead before thee'" 
The last of the early batet of novels, The Greater Tran, (1931), 
i 
Ct" The Figure of Beatrice, p. 24, 
love has authority; it communicates and demands charity and 
humility. 
And ITS Came Down frtun Heaven, p, 124. 
That Adam may have been our name na well as our siuglo fatlior'a, 
we in him and he in us in a state other than oa uence. we in 
Rim for wo were 411 he, Wo wore all there. **** 
y italici. 
2 
üaMoid, p. 139. 
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need not detain apt vest' lo»;. It repeats, without devolopnontt: nauy of 
the themes of the works already discu. seed, and the bare bones of the plot 
are virtually identical with those of The Place of the Lion. Once again 
the pattern and order of the everyday sentient world is threatened with 
destruction by the invocation of unearthly forces, and the redemmptive, 
or rather the restorative, action is performed by one who has learned 
the meaning and power of human love. It can be said in Williams's 
favour that the character of Nancy Coningsby, Anthony Durrant's counter- 
part, is more convincingly sketched in that we actually see her growing 
into the realisation of the moaning of her feelings and attitudes towards 
her fiance IIonry. Of all the motifs that go to make up The Greater 
Tom, that of 'images' is the most insistent, and William indulges in 
a nicely ironical knitting together of all the meanings of the word 
'image. 
Firetp at the level of the plot, there are the images painted and 
draws on the cards of the ancient Tarot pack and the carved images which 
are perpetually engaged in the mysterious dance on the table In Aaron 
Lao's secret room. The paintings act as images of the statuettes, and 
the figurines themselves as i =190s of cosmic forces ijing behind the 
actions and occurrcnces of everyday exi tence# Furt Iherraore the dance in 
which these is os are porpetu3lly roving is, iteolf, intended as au 
imc o of a constantly chaaging, but moanixzgfu ly-orderoll, pattern of 
life. This is not the only place in which the ritual movement of the 
dance is used as an imago with this mooning, In the first of his two 
major theological essays lie Came Down from Heaven Williams describes the 
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role of Christ in creation in a way that is almost iIontlcul with the 
way he talks of the Fool in the dance of the Tarot figures. 
... and poised behind Joanna as it ho supported and protected 
her, 
the vivid figure of the Fool. Ho had como from all aides at 
once, yet he vas but one. All-reconciling and perfect, ho was 
there, running dowi, the stairs as he had run down the storm. I 
The 'sweet reasonableness' of Christ in always there, but it to 
always in a dance and its dancing-hall is from the topless 
heavens to the bottomless abyss. 2 
At amothor levol thore are, throughout tho book, the ordinary 
things of the material world which act as images in so far as they glow, 
from time to time, with the invisible presence of a power and a reality 
greater than themsolves. 'It is characteristic of Chorlos Williams' 
says John Heath-Stubbs, 'to coo the eternal in the co=on- place .... +3 
and, in a remarkable scene at the beginning of the fourth chapter, 
Williams demonstrates his vivid perception of the world as a place 
strangor, "more terrifying and more beautiful and wonderful, than 
the 
reader had over imagined it to be. The car convoying the Coningsby 
family out of London is transformed into a chariot= a policeman 
directing traffic to invested with the sacred power and majesty of an 
seror, and a poorly executed village crucifix, caught in the glare 
of the leadlaiups, becomes the living reality of the Eternal hanged Men. 
(Needless to say, the Chariot, the DVoror, the Fanged Ilan are three of 
ýrýruwiýýir irrt nr  
1 
The Grentor Zaust (Now edition, 1950, P. 223. 
2 
Ile Comm Dorm from neavon, p. 53. 
3 
Charles Willicno, p. 30. 
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the Greater Trumps and. -have image8 on the -Garda of, the, Tarot pack). 
And at the deepest level of a12i there is the 'image' of the Flesh. 
Williams's delight in, and celebration of, physical beauty in the early 
poems will be remembered, as will Philip's adoration of the movement of 
his beloved 1 osamond's arte in Shadows of Ecstasy. Here, towards the 
end of the novel, he fastens on the hand of Sybil Coningsby an the 
fleshly imago of aupornatural power cad beauty. 
It lay there, very still, the centre of all things, the power and 
the glory, the palm glowing with a ruddy passion veiled by the 
aureate flesh - the hand of all nartyrs, enduring; of all lovers 
wol coming; of all rulers cuaoning" i 
To sea in the figure of the Pool an imago of Christ and to read this 
passage ae an imaginative extension of a vision of the Incarnation is 
merely to recognise the symbolic structure of he Greater Tnuers. The 
novel is more tightly-wven than any WiUiwas had previously produced, 
and side by side with these concluding passages must be placed the scene 
in which Money1 for the first time in her life, begins to grasp the 
meaning of the obscure phrases of the Athanasian Creed. In church on 
Easter morning she is brought up suddenly by the lino of a cormnonplace 
by= 'Elsa to adore the mystery of love', and her thoughts rush on 
through the course of Morning Prayer to consider the implications of that 
line in the unfamiliar gaicunque Vult" 
But the second part - and it was of course the setting - for one 
verse hold her. It vas of course the setting, the chance that 
sent one boy's voice sounding exquisitely throuZh the church. 
i 
The Greater Truiu. s, p. 22?. 
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But the vords which conveyed that beauty sounded to her lull of 
significance. The mingled voices of men and boys were 
proclaiming the nature of Christ - "God and man is one in Christ"s 
then the boys fell silent, and the men went on. "One, not by 
conversion of the Godhead into flesh, but by taking of the 
Manhood Into God. " On the assertion they ceased, and the boys 
rushed joyously in, "One altogether, not" - they looked at the 
idea and tossed it airily away - "not by confusion of substanco, 
but by unity" - they rose, they danced, they triumphed - "by 
unity, by unity" - they fall silent, all but one, and that fresh 
perfection proclaimed the full eonmauation, each syllable rounded, 
prolonged, exact - "by unity of person". i 
IIuman love Is seen as a symbol of God's wahr with the world and the glory 
of fleshly beauty to a representation of the power of the creative 
activity - to be enjoyed and adored. The fall recognition of these 
facts by the individual Williams cane to call the Deatricean vision, and 
in his full-scale study of Dante's poetry the meaning of this moment of 
realisation to explored at every level. Bat here in The Greater Tru! 
the author is content merely to point out that the clue to the under- 
standing of the bewildering beauty of a fleshly reality In only to be 
found in the Incarnation, and that, in turn, the true approach to the 
moaning of the Incarnation can come only through the recognition that the 
ordinary flesh of human experience can be the locus for the revelation 
of supernatural splendour. 
2 
This 'incu tional' assertion lies at the very contra of Williams's 
1 
Ibid. i pp. 109-l10, We recall the meditations of. the Archdeacon in 
dar in heaven (Ch. V). The Athanasion Creed had peculiar significance 
for Williams, and it is characteristic of him that he should take such 
intense delight in a set of abstract formulae. 
2 




systematic, theology. It, is the referenco point for : every statemeat he 
makes about Grace, Free-Will, Sin and Salvation.. And. it is precisely 
at this point that, for all his interest in forms and images, the 
Platonic-and Gnostic trappings of some of his writings, be-diverges 
radically from Gnostic and Plato. - The- sbeer'Lanese' of the material 
world is always present to his sensibility., The -speech, for example, 
from The Symposium in which Socrates would have his listeners ascend, by 
stages, from the enjoyment of physical beauty to the contemplation of 
absolute, beauty is built on a presupposition which Williams would have 
found utterly unacceptable. 
What may we suppose to be the- felicity of the man wbo sees 
absolute beauty in its essences pure and unalloyed, who, ije 
is able to apprehend divine beauty where it 
one? i 
Lir italic) 
As Williams makes clear In The Fiore of Beatrice the things, of the 
material world may be in+ageg= tue living flesh may point beyond Itself 
to the Eternal glory, but the images possess their own reality and, the 
flesh-. Its own splendour. It might be said that Williams is merely 
stating the orthodox Christian position on the Incarnation (and Williams 
himself would have seen little merit in mere 'originality', still lese in 
heterodoxy) but his emphasis on the beautyi splendour and significance of 
the flesh makes him a distinctive thinker in his ova generations and 
places him in the company of that very small band of Latin Christians who 
have adopted so positive a stand, 
The Symposium (Penguin Translation)@ p. 95. 
i 
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Before passing on to Williams's literary criticism, it might be 
useful to indicate briefly what 110 intended in bis frequent' use of the 
ward 't1®$hl. 
Over the centuries the word Wu suffered no many interpretations 
and become so encrusted with diverse, and sometimes conflicting, 
associations that it is difficult to allow a fresh interpretation to 
speak for itself, especially one essentially so simple as Williama's. 
It trust first be distinguished from the understanding offered by Paul 
the Apostle. In the famous passage from his letter to the Galatians 
Paul enunciates the principles of his interpretation. 
Walk in the Spirit 
, 
(auto r&e. t f- ) and ye shall not fulfil the 
lust of the flesh 
(E7(5u 
'+. v ojpkos ). For the flesh 
lustoth against the Spirit and the Spirit against the flesh* 
and these are contrary to one enothors so that ye cannot do 
the things that ye would. 1 
The Apostle is confronting his readers with two opposing modes of hwnan 
lif , two kinds of existence, he is not drawing a Platonic distinction 
between soul and body,. In listing among his 'sine of the floah'. euch 
things as idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, heresies eto# as well as adultery 
and fornication his intention is made quite plain. It is not to place 
a dichotomy between a non-corporeal essence and a material substance in 
the individual human beink; 9 but to demonstrate the conflict within the 
personality, irhich might, of course, aometimoe manifest' itself in 
physical ways. This is the consistent pattern of Faure thought and it 
1 
Cb, V, vv*16 if. 
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is primarily the interpretation that underlies the use of the word 
'flesh' in the ninth Article of the Thirty Nine Articles of Eeligion, of 
the Book of Common Proyer. 
1 This metaphorical and subtle use of 'flesh' 
Is not Williama'a use. 
At the other extreme his attitudes are sharply, and obviously, 
distinguishable from thoso of the coveral species of lianichoeiwm vhich, 
by various paths, have found their way into much of the moral teaching 
of the Church in the West, The basis of such teaching Is precisely 
that distinction between spirit and matter which Paul refuses. It 
places sin firmly in the lusts of the physical body and evil in the 
matter of creation. 
` Willicw's rejection of this idea of the flesh 
in The Descent of tho Dove as well as essays like 'Sensuality and 
Substance' and 'Natural Goodness' Is unambiguous and total. 
nvstino of Hippo wasp oa we shall seep the source of momy of 
Williams's attitudes, but on the use of the word under discussion his 
writings can take us only some of the way. tie seems to stand halfway 
between the two positions already described, veering sometimes in the 
direction of the Hanichaeans by speaking of concupiscence as a revolt of 
I 
'And this infection of nature (Original Sin) loth remain, yea in t1lem 
that are regenerated; whereby the lust of the flesh, called in the 
Greek, ipP arh 1. -, L O3 *P S which some to expound the wisdom, some 
sensuality, some the affection, some the desire of the flesh Is not 
subject to the Lew of God'. 
2 
'The all-important thing was to withdraw oneself from the contamination 
of the flesh, matter being the fundamental evil. ' 
J. N. D. lolly, Earl Christian Doctrines (19G8 Edition, P"9). 
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the flesh against the spirit and condemning sexual desire with a 
ferocity that has alienated many from his vritings, 
i 
and at other times 
adopting a strictly Pauline position in his stern condemnation of 
Menicheeism. 
What is evil is the will's aversion from the changeless Good 
and its conversion to the goods that are changingI and this 
aversion and conversion, being voluntary and not compellod, is 
followed by the fit and just punishment of misery. 2 
But it is possible to find in Augustine a use of the word 'flesh' which 
leads us in the direction of Willis 'a own. In a meditation on the 
statement from St. John's Gospel 'the flesh profitoth nothing' he has 
the following to says 
So too now, 'the flesh profitoth nothing', but this means of 
itsolf. Let the spirit be aided to the flesh, ne charity Is 
added to knowledge, and it profiteth mush. For it the flesh 
profitoth nothing, the Word had not been made flesh that it 
might dwell in us .... But it is through the flesh that the 
Spirit acted for our acivatioa. The fierte vas the vessel* 
For Augustine here, as for Williams at all times, the word 'flesh' 
simply means the physical body, a material substance of the universe 
which is apprehended by the senses. Bat, as we shall sen, in the 
assays 'Sensuality and Substance' and 'Natural Goodness', as in the 
1 
'.., 'thcro to a certain laudable natural instinct in a man's shame- 
facedness, to abstain from using that lust (though it tend to 
propagation) upon auch aua propinquity has bound him chastely to reespect, 
toeing that blameless wedlock is ashamed of this very act. ' 
City of God, Ijc. Xy, Ch. vi (Everyman Translation). 
'üut I am rather of their mind that hold a resurrection In both sexes, 
for there shall bo none of that lust, which caused man's confusion .... ' City of God, lk. XXII, Ch. xvii. 
2 
Quoted by John Wrnaby in Amor Dot (1933), Ch. VII, p. 183. 
3 
An Au stine Svnthesin, (Arr. by E. Przyvara, 1936), C1 . VII, p. 186. 
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Arthurian poems, Williams to prepared to go a good deal further than 
Augustine (and, of course St. Jobn) in the matter of the 'profit' of the 
flesh. A boliof in a natural holiness and beauty residing in the flesh 
has-already-, been hinted at in the novel The Greater Tranme. 
And in this matter Williams seems prepared to go even beyond the 
position of his mentor, Dante, whose words and ideas can frequently, be 
heard echoing in the very cadences of Williams's awn writin,;. Nonetheless 
Williams owes more to Dante than to any other Christian thirker1 and it 
cannot be doubted that his own doctrinal formaations are inspired by 
the lead that Dante gives in the fourteenth canto of the third part of 
The Divine Comedy. 
Its brightness with our fervour s all keep. pace, 
Fervour with sight, sight co enlarge the mesh 
Of its ova worth an it bath more of grace; 
And when we put completeness on afroshg 
All the more gracious shall our person be, 
&aclothed in the holy and glorious fl esh#1 
Dante, of course, is speaking of the beauty and holiness of the 
resurrected bodys Williams uses these images to describe he mortal 
body in the later poesy and in Tho Yipure of retries. 
fiter Crftici w. 
The first live novels were produced at a remarkable speed - within 
the space of the three pease between 1929 and 1932 -» and, 'despite their 
i 
PLO-Divine Co" Pte. Canto XIV. 11 40-46. (Penguin 
Translation 
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theological intricacies, were intended primarily as entertainments 
for the reader and as a means of making money for the autbor. It is 
plain that Williams could not help being preoccupied with the everyday 
financial difficulties which besot a relatively poorly paid editorial 
assistant. Sha ospeare, he was (quite unjustifiably) convinced, was 
constantly oppressed by financial burdens. It to possiblo that this 
need to earn money was one of the reasons for his being employed by the 
London County Council as a lecturer, in English Literature, to evening 
classes at the City Literary Institute and the ilalhan Commercial 
Institute$1 Thit Williams was not a snob, and the need to earn money in 
no way detracted from the enthusiasm and comaittcdnoss with which he 
pursued his course of lectures. Among the pupils attending those classes 
in the late twenties was a young man who was to become a far more 
prominent figure in the literary world than Williams - Dylan Thomas. 
And Anne lUdler recalls an occasion when after some kind of literary 
party, Thomas remarked to his teacher, 'Why, you come into the room and 
talk about Keats and Make as if they were alive. '2 
T ho first volumo of Williams's literary criticism concerned poets 
who wore alive. It was published by the Oxford Univoraity Press in 
i930 under the title Poetry at Present and was a sot of assays on the 
work of sixteen contemporary poets. It was an inauspicious beginning to 
i 
Hadfield, p. 59. 
2 
Tito I=re of tiro Cit , p. xz. 
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a career as a literary critic, for the volume bears all the marks of a 
run-of-the-mill hack-work. Williams was obviously working to a 
conmuission, and the poets chosen for criticism hardly brought out the 
beat in bim. Ile did not understand F. S. Eliot and barely touched on 
the more recent poems of W. B. Yeats. W. II. Davies and Laccelles 
Abercrombie are treated with more enthusiasm than critical judgment, and 
an elegant obscurity of style hides the essential triteness of bis 
observations on the work of Bridges, Masefield and Gibson. Do in Mare 
seems to have boon the only poet to elicit a genuine response end a more 
than superficial evaluation, and even here, the essay to marred by a 
preciousness and a vague air of condescension. 
No more critical work appeared for two years, thou two volumes, 
united by a preoccupation with similar problems, were published in quick 
successions The Th lish Poetic Hind (1932) and Reason and Beauty in the r ý. w the 
Poetic Hind (1933). Ilia criticism In quite unlike that of any other 
person or school in the twentieth century and the ambivalent attitude 
of most readers to these two volumes is nicely expressed by Basil do 
Selincourt in a review of reason and Beauty in the Poetic Hind that was  i _ rr iir rw rrrý. rw+ý ýr wrr 
printed in The Observer shortly after the book's appearance. 
I confess that Mr" Williams's theories and combinations which I 
only partly understand, leaves no often sceptical and uneasy: and 
while I admire the tempestuous thoughts he utters ant the impetuous 
onset of his attack, as he takes the successive heights by storm, 
I wish be need not fluster in the intervals, that the sea, when it 
is not rough, need not be choppy, that he could more often say the 
straight-forward thing straight-forwardly. No-one can be original 
at every turn. i 
I 
The Observer, December 17,1933" 
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What de`Selincourt says about the eecond'volu, ne applies equally to the 
first, thous the last sentence imputes as attitude which %iilliams 'never 
possessed and for which there in no evidence in these works of criticism. 
They are not the products of a man who was intellectually vain. The 
faults do not Ito in the conceited desire to show originality at every 
turn, but rather in a self-indulgence and a sheer lack of intellectual 
discipline. One tools the pressure of a powerful mind and, at times, 
an almost visionary imagination, but the writing is careless and slip- 
abode Williams has not taken the trouble to make bis vehicle of 
corminication adequate to the weicht it has to bear. Consequently the 
writing wavers unhappily between density and vacuity. The first chapter 
of The Enj , 
lichPoetic Hind, for example, contains one of t ho most 
penetrating passages of general poetic criticism that exists in modern 
letters, but cmny of the rei arkzs on the last plays of Shakespeare seem 
to have very little, or perhaps entirely private, mcaning. 
1 
As the titles of both vo1u os indicate, the books are an attoapt to 
orploro the hidden springe of creative power arising in the imagination 
of the artist. The relevance of this critical activity to Willis 's 
systematic theology aay not be inediately apparent but' careful 
examination reveals a close connection between his aesthetic evaluations 
and his religious vision. Despite its variety, there to sui essential 
unity of thought and belief in all Willia='s work. lach piece, 
x 'Tho olomoutal simplicities of the last plays, the facts of being 
uttering their essential natura, alono remain. ' 
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whatever its. subject, isHeyjdently the product ßaß a ran using every 
aspect of his knowledge as well as his entire sensibility to get to the 
heart of the matter in hand. It is necessary, however, to be aware of 
the complexity of the process by which this unity is achieved. This is 
not a simple case in which a theological system is imposed, willy*-nillyr 
upon critical judgment, (or historical investigation) nor one in which an 
aesthetic theory determines theological perspective; the process is 
reciprocal. On the one band, for example, his immersion in the work of 
great artists provides him with certain insights about human behaviour 
which affect the bias of his theological etatementa, and, on the other 
hand, his personal experience of God in the Church and history forme a 
clear apprehension of life which is then discovered to be confirmod is 
the creative vision of the artists. Evidence for this reciprocity aas 
be aeon in the comparison of statements in The En lick Pootlo Mind vith 
certain passages from the introduction to his edition of the Letters of 
Evelyn Underhill* 
It will bo rememberod that the lost volume of Willi 's early 
poetry showed an increased awareness of the pain and horror of human 
cxisteuco. Tho . English Poetin, Jiind translates this apprehension into rw+rrrrr. rr. ýr rri +r+^r 
new torus - the term of literary criticism. The book is a study of the 
ways in which throe of the greatest English poets, Shakespeare, Milton 
and Wordsworth recognise a particular manifestation of pain and horror 
and use it as a source of creative power"i Towards the end of the volume 
1 
CS. Skýowa of Ec to y, Ch. II. 
Considine paused for a moment .... 'I tried to persuade him to live from the depth of his wound rather than to pine away in the pain of 
itj to make the extent of his desolation the extent of his kingdom. ' (p"28)" 
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Williams aumnariaea his purpose , in the following ways 
In Shakespeare then we have the poetic mind imagining union in 
contradiction, and afterwards contradiction in union; and after 
that finding itself capable of Imagining fact and almost non- 
himan existence. In Hilton we have the poetic mind imagining 
its knowledge of union in contradiction, and afterwards its 
knowledge of contradiction in union. In Wordsworth wo have 
the poetic imagining union in contradiction, and afterwards a 
life which had to be lived under the shadow of that contradiction. i 
The experience under discussion can only be defined as the sudden 
awareness that the world at times reveals itself to be utterly different 
from one's usual perception of it; that there to a contradiction at the 
heart of things; that what has been token securely and lovingly for 
granted suddenly reveals itself as Ito apparently impossible opposite. 
Thirteen years later when Williams cane to edit Ivelyn Underhill's 
letters he discussed the identical experience, not in terms of the 
creative vision of the artist, but in those of the spiritual life of a 
deeply religious, highly sensitive woman. 
One is apparently left to live alone with an Impossibility. It 
is imperative, and in the end possible, to believe that the 
Impossible does its own impossible work; to believe so, in 
whatever form the crisis takes, is of the substance of faith, 
... Dut before the resolution of the crisis, whatever that may be, it is necessary to live with that Impossibility. 
She had, in her earlier days, experienced the impact of the 
Impossible. The only proper result of that, in.. r life, is to 
accept the working of the Impossible alongside such possibilities 
as it condescends to create. 
She never forgot the ono, but she never refused the other. To 




politics, in my love-affair, or whatever wa compromise is to 
underrate in her as in others, both the fidelity and the labour. 
It is necessary to maintain both, as and how the Impossible 
decrees. 1 
The capacity to recognise and accept the darkness and contradictions 
of la= an experience is seen to be, in the artist, a source of immense 
creative powor, and, in the ordinary individual parson, the root of 
wonderful apiritual growth, for however he chooses to delineate the 
experience, Williams clearly sees it as universal. To be fully human 
is to acknowledge the impact of contradiction. The curious words from 
tho first novel Shadows of Ecstasy echo in these passages, '.. o to ice 
the extent of his desolation the extent of bis kingdom ... to live from 
the depth of his wound. '" And In a peculiar little morality play called 
The Death of Good Fortune# written four years beforo the Introduction to 
Evelyn Und®rbill's letters, wo find these same assertions transposed into 
the key of verse»drana. 
3 Ißt the passages quoted are not only about 
artistic power and personal spiritual growth, behind thou lio theological 
Isaacs and doctrinal problems (in this case it particular experience of 
evil which he calls contradiction) and Williams's unceasing attempt to 
find a coherent pattern in the disparate events of human life and the, 
i 
The Lottersof Ivelvn Underhill (London, $943). Introduction, p. 15. 
2 
Boo above, p. 96, 
3 
The Lcvcr. That to it2 That is itl oll luck is good. 
Why did you toll no to be resigned? FoolZ 
Why did no one toll no? - all luck is good. 
The Girl. Dare you say It? 
The Lovor. Dare you not believe it? ups 
bear with no and say that all luck to blessed. 
COZlecto F es p. 192). 
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frequontly puzzling, experience of God. The means at bis disposal were 
various$ poetic, historical, discursive, dramatic, but the same intention 
underlies almost every works the definition of that pattern of thought 
and belief which can, most conveniently be called a systematic theology. 
lie himself vas convinced, as vºe have eoea, that the secret, or more 
properly, one of the secrete, of the pattern lay in the understanding 
of the aphorism 'This also is Thout neither is this Thou', And he 
suggested, somewhat elliptically, that his account of the history of the 
Christian Church might be read in terms of the statement. The Descent 
of the Dove does not lend-itself easily to this interpretation, whereas 
Theme&liah Poetic Mind can hardly be interpreted in any other ways 
its terms are those of literary criticisms but its concern is to show 
how the human personality endures the actual experience which the paradox 
in some measure describes. In the lives of three great creative 
artists - Shakespeare, Milton and Wordsworth . the experience of 
contradiction - loss of vision, emptiness, failure, death - is seen to 
be suffered in the depths of the i inationj is seen to be recognised 
and accepted in euch a way that it becomes a source of power by which the 
original completeness of vision Is not merely recovered, but returns 
transformed by the new knowledge into oomething $rich and otrange'. 
1 
The pivotal paint of Williaua'B study in this examination of what be 
called the 'Troilus-exporicnco'. In Troilus and Cressida Shakospocro 
1 
The use of the quotation Is not accidental. W111i regarded The 
Tempest as a prosentation of this transformation exporienca. 
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objectifies the shattering fact of contradiction and human failure. to 
accept the sudden lose of ,a world which 
has been taken for granted. In 
the scene where Troilus is forced to witness the infidelity of Cressida 
we find an appalling parody of the aphorism 'This also is Thou: neither 
is this Thou'. 
This she? nog this is Diomed's Cressida. 
This is not she* 0 madness of discourse, 
That cause sets up with und against itself; 
... ,. ", thia to and is not, Creaaid. i 
Troilus's incapacity to deal with this abrupt contradiction of his life 
In the source of the tragedy: it drives him to a kind of anity and 
interior destruction. Williams's criticism gives-the Impression that. 
Shakespeare was haunted by this eabjectIp and he sees Hamlet as an 
extension of Troilus. 
He Is throughout in very such the state that Troilue. was to find 
himself in after he had seen Creseid with Diomed; the world to 
executing an appalling outrage on his bein% 
And at the end of . eason and "Deaut r In-the Poetihe returns to the 
problem of hamlet with an extended comment on 'the actual achtem in 
reason's the unbearable endurance of Conflict-and division experienced 
withia the confines of a single personaltty. 
3 
IIio criticism of Tennyson in tho gloving chapter of The EMUS 
Poetic Mind hingen on the foiluro of the Victorian poet to accomplish 
1 
Troilus and Cransid , Act V, So. It. 2 
kF lia h Poetia Hind. p. 68. 
p, i3i. 
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what Sliakeüpeare, Ililton and Wordsworth had all, with varying degrees 
of success, boon capable of; the imaginative reconciliation of the 
experienced contradiction. 
i The poems of the idylls of the King are 
condemned as muddled and afraid. For one brief moment a real insight 
Into the human condition flares iii the verses in Lancelot's speech from 
the section called 'The holy Grail'. But the poet retreats from the 
pain and the difficulty into a stilted formalism. Tennyson's mind 
t. "# could not enter deeply into man's sense of outraged begs it could 
not pursue Lancelot's mind into the dark places, and therefore it could 
not discover reconciliation. 12 It to impossible to overlook the emphasis 
on the word 'therefore' or to consider its use accidontalj the inferences 
are plain. In the first place Williams believed that the greatest art 
was born out of the deep awareness of, what be called contradiction and 
the consequent achievement of reconciliation. For this reason the plays 
of Shakespeare occupy a place of importance in his life. And for this 
reaaon his own imagination is dominated by the poetic achievement of 
Dante. In a way that is deeper and clearer than any other, The Divine 
Corned explores the moaning of the 'actual schism' and the achieved 
reconciliation - the loss of Beatrice, the dark wood, the descent through 
Belli the journey up the mountain of Purgatory, the recovery of Beatrice, 
the vision of Paradise. 




Tt10 Ihgliah Poetic Hind, p. 190. 
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theological apprehensions. It implies a belief in the universality of 
that experience of contradiction. It might not occur in other human 
lives as it occurred in Evelyn Underhill's; and the poetry of Shakespeare 
and Dante present only the identifiable image of it, but the experience 
is not confined to 'religious' or 'creative' people, it to built into 
the structure of existence. In consequence the statements of these 
books of criticism indicate the framework around which Williams van 
constructing his doctrines of the Fall and Redemption. The full 
exposition of these doctrines is presented in the two theological essays 
He Came Down from Heaven and The Forgiveness of Sins, and so the full 
discussion of them will be left for the next chapter, but it should be 
noticed in this context that when Willis s comes to deal in specifically 
theological terms with specifically theological subjects, the sounds of 
these two critical works vibrate in nearly every paragraph. The 
discussion of the Fall, for instance, centres not upon the problem of 
the act of disobedience but on the nature of knowledge; not on the cause 
of the act but on its consequences. 
The nature of the Fall - both while possible and when actual - 
is clearly defined. The 'fruit of the tree' to to bring an 
increase of knowledge. That increase, however, is, aad Is 
desired as being, of a particular kind. It is not merely to 
know tiara, but to know in mother method. I 
Thia is nothing more, nor loss, than a full theological exposition of 
the remark about the why in which range porception to soon to be 'horribly 
I 
lie Came Douu from heaven, p. 19. 
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doubled' in IIamlet; an elaboration of the idea of the 'actual schism 
in reason'. Troilus lives out the consequences of the `all in the 
tragedy; Williams describes the consequences In the terms of the lone 
of his own imaginative power. . 
We seem to have come a long way from the aphorism 'This also is 
Thous neither is this Thou', and yet what else can it be than the 
expression of a recognition of duality in man's awareness of himself, 
the world, and God? Its meaning can be extended to imply all that has 
been discussed. The contradiction which entered the structure of being 
at the Fall cannot be escaped; it has, mysteriously, to be lived, and 
the aphorism points the way to the acceptance and transcendence of 
division. God is to be known both by His presence and Me absence. 
His imago which has been recognised, and affirmed, in fleshly tanne can 
be withdrawn (as in the case of Troilus with Cressida and, in real life, 
of Dante with Beatrice) and the experience of desolation itself be 
affirmed as a means of knowing Cod. The final note, however, to one 
of reconciliation, and the exact outlines of this reconciliation are to 
be found in all the major works of Willioma's last years. 
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aLuyf : III 
1937 - 1228 
The third of the five chronological divisions of Willimm's works 
covers a period of little more than eighteen months, but it merits 
special attention for it can be seen quite clearly as a kind of 'water- 
shod' in bis creative life. With the publication of Descent Into Bell 
in 1937 and T¬ liesein . Through %gres and Ile Came Down from Heaven in 
1938 Williams established his first real claim for serious consideration 
as a major talent in the fields of literature and theology. These books 
may be disliked but they cannot be ignored. To speak of a 'watershed' 
is, probably, to invite the misunderstanding that his work falls neatly 
into two distinct parts and that a break in continuity occurs round 
about 1937. This is not, of course, the case: there in no question of 
sudden change or discontinuity: the question is one of distillation and 
refinement. The dato Is not arbitrarily chosen for, viewed as a whole, 
the work of the last eight or nine years of Williams's life shows 
qualities of coherence and consistency that had previously boon lacking. 
The uncontrolled exuberance of the early years - coupled with the 
urgently-felt need to earn money - had frequently led to 'off-the-cuff' 
work that was superficial, verbose and careless. After the mid-thirties 
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his writing vas to show a more constatently-controlldd intelligence and 
a purposive seriousness, and it is impossible to-dismiss any of the 
substantial pieces of these later years with the same ease and confidence 
with which one passes over, for example, Poems of Conformity-, A) th of 
Shakespeare or Poetry- at Present. Almost every literary activity orýi    wrrwý i irrig+rý 
(reviews, plays, novels, poems, essays) exists for the single purpose of 
acting as a vehicle for the promotion of a unique vision of life. 
In no place to this change more evident than in the poetry. And 
here it to necessary to draw attention, not merely to distillation and 
development, 'but to a pronounced and startling contrast between the early 
volumes and the Arthurian cycles. The first volume Taltessin Throu_h 
I roe, was published in 1938, the second, Tie Ite ion of the ser Stars, 
six years later in 19&, 'but they are, in fact, part of the same sequence 
which Williams had been working on since 1930. The exact chronological 
order of composition to impossible to deterrine, though C. S. Lewis 
suggests that most (perhaps all) of the lyrics that make up the second 
volume were written after aliessin Through to iee. 
' Quite properly, 
Lewis regards the question of compositional chronology as of relatively 
little importance, and arranges the sequence according to a narrative 
order. It is clear that the two volumes cannot be treated in separation 
from one another and so the detailed examination of both will be deferred 
to the final stage of this study. There is a further argument for 
i 
Arthurian Torso, containing the Posthumous Fragment of The Figure of 
Arthur by CCharles Willi=s, and a coi. iontary on the Arthurian Poems of 
Charles Williams by C. S. Levis (1948). Lewis deals with the question 
of chronology in his opening chapter. 
W 
deterring discussions in a remarkable way, the cycles ombody nearly all 
Williaaa's cardinal thoolo; ical principles so that close attention to 
the poetry will provide the most comprehensive picture of his systematic 
theology. 
fie Came Down from heaven. 
It to easy to approach Willfine'e first substantial theological 
work with the wrong preauppositions" The title prepares the reader for 
an essay on the incarnation whereas the book Is primarily concerned with 
reconciliation and redemption - an essay on the Atonement. But 
Willieme's starting-point In considering the doctrine is not the death 
of the historical person Jesus, It is the Word made Flesh, and it is one 
of the strenjthe of his, systematic theology that do never, even for 
purposes of organisational convenience, separates the categories of 
Incarnation and Atonement in his investigation into the life and purpose 
of man. This particular way of approaching the dogmas of Christianity 
is intimately bound up with the fact that bis imagination and mind are- 
rooted in the belief In the Transcendental and its constant penetration 
into the world of everyday experiences Just as$ in The Descent of the 
Dove he describes theology as 'the measurement of eternity in operations 
Co here in Be come Down from ite4voa lie describes religion in a similar 
way= as 'the definition of the relationship between earth and heavenn'. 
i 




popular theology as can be i fined, and beforo the reader is able to 
deal with the difficulties that arise naturally cut of the complexity 
of the thought, a more baffling problem has to be overconet tho'problen 
of 'style'. It is always misleading to interpret style - as most 
people are prone to do - as a kind of top-stressing; an elegant or 
pleasing clothing of a self-sufficient body - called the 'content'. 
Style and content are organically linked with one another rather as 
'substance' and 'accidents' are linked. The distinctiveness of a 
writer's style arises oat of the very nature and structure of his 
apprehension of reality, and #style' Is intended to convoy the particular 
and unique means by which an individual sensibility makes itself known. 
Willimm' o style to that of an artist and, as has already been pointed 
out, his work vill rennin incomprohoneible to those Incapable of 
rocognising the fact. Consequently the prose style of all three of his 
specifically theological works differs from that of most theologians 
(and all his contemporaries) in one vital aspect «- it possesses a quality 
that can only be described as poetic density. His literary techniques 
are not those of discussion, argumentation, or divulgence of informationp 
but those of irony, allusion cad e ; ögtion. None of thoco essays 
presents wW factual information i4iich to not wolleknown, and Williams 
does not construct arguments from theso facts, he re-organisos them, 
presents them in near relationships, arranaos thorn like pootio images and 
mathematical symbols to form tho dosirod 'suggestive' patterns The 
contemporary theologian, like the contemporary philosopher and historian, 
leaves nothing unsaid: he goes hin task os one in which the investigation, 
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argument, point of view, must be presented with as much logic, openness 
and lack of mystery as can be iaustered. Williams's writing deliberately 
leaves things unsaid and depends for its effectiveness on the reader's 
sensitive awareness of what has been omitted. The words on the paper 
are only ciphers - the tip of the iceberg which indicates layers of 
meaning hidden, but present, beneath the surface. Each word counts 
and has to be accepted and responded to in the imagination as well as 
the mind. The reader is required to exercise a different, and more 
difficult because more complex, attention to writing of this kind. 
Perhaps the easiest way is to the understanding. of this problematical 
book to to be found via the back door of the two earlier works of 
literary criticism. I have already tried to abow bow Williams handles 
the theme of contradiction (tue 'Troilus'experionco') in the brat of 
these two books, The Fng1ieh Poetic Lund, and bow it might be related to 
the aphorism 'This also is Thous neither is thin Thou'. It is not no 
central an Issue in Reason and Beaut in the Poetin Mind' but moves like 
a ground-swell beneath the surface preoccupationa" There are, however, 
a few occasions when the theme is treated directly, and these show 
William extending the concept of 'outraged bein' in a theologically 
significant way -a way which leads into his treatment of sin In Ile Came 
Down fror noaven. 
But what Shakespeare is doing from i owlet onwards Is tvo"folds 
he is exploring tine actual schist in reason, f my italic. 1s and 
preening it as zrach farther as he can. The perception of man 
is hereafter horribly doubled. 1 
1 
1: 82aom and Beauty in the poetic Hind, p. 131. 
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The subject under discussion is the creative devolo ºent of an artist, 
the context is the Shakespearian canon and the vocabulary is that of 
literary criticism. Aesthetic evaluations must be soon for what they 
are - it is dangerous, and stupid, to confuse Art with Life, but it is 
equally stupid to pretend that there to not an intimate connection, and 
Shakespeare's presentation of contradiction embodies a real understanding 
of the human condition. What Williams some to have found in Shakespeare, 
Hilton and Wordsworth is confirmation 1 illundnation of his own 
perceptions. The situation already experienced by Williams (as some Of 
the early poems show) to seen to underlie the 'problem plays' and 
tragedies of Shakospoare, 
i Hilton's Paradise Logt, and Wordsworthle-The 
Proms lr ude. The 'actual schism in reason' becomes the starting-point for 
his own theological exposition of the doctrine of original Sin. 
In the second chapter of Re Came hewn from heaven he examines the 
Genes myth of creation and the roll, and here a remarkable fact emorges. 
Williams gras not trained in the fields of either do aatic theology or 
Biblical criticisms he was, on the other hand, an experienced literary 
critic and a devotee of Hilton (ho had alreaLly written one substantial 
essay on Hilton and s to edit the World's Classics edition of Hilton's 
English Foes for the oxford University Press)" and one vould have 
expected him to be, at the least, tainted by the coon I lisp error of 
i 
Especially Measure for Measure, Troilus and Cressida, Othelloo, and Tanlet. 
2 
The first essay appeared in Te London Mercury, July 1937, under the 
title The N'ew Milton. The World's Classics edition was published in 
1910. 
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reading the original story through the opectacleo of Hilton's re-creation 
in Paradise Ixet. This tendency he completely avoids& his attention 
In fixed on the biblical account, and, in his remark on theories of a 
pro-conic Fall at the beginning of the chapter, he shows himself fully 
aware of the extensive influence4lilton's reconstruction has exercised 
over English religious tºensibility since the seventeenth century. 
Our own awareness-of this explanation Lt evi] is generally 
referred to the genius of Milton, who certainly shaped it for 
us in great poetry and made use of it to express ilia own tender 
knowledge of the infinite capacity of roman+s spirit for foolish 
defiance of God. 1 
The main outlines of Milton's version are, of course, traditional to 
Western Cbrietiaaity which, to a large extent$ follows the Augustinian 
elaboration of the ' Gea,, ý, ne 
iee story. 
Bat after that proud and therefore envious angel fell through 
that pride from God unto himself, and chose to rule in a 
tyrannical vainglory rather than be ruled, . "t desiring to creep into man's mind by his ill-persuading subtlety, and envying man's 
constancy in his own fall, he chose the serpent ... a creature 
slippery and pliable, wreathed in knots fit for his work. This 
he chose to speak through, abusing it, as subject unto the greater 
excellency of his angelical natures and, making it the instrument 
of his spiritual wickedness, through it he began to speak 
deceitfully to the woman .... 
Cit of gad,, lk. XIV, Ch. II) 
And Augustine closes the obeptor with the worden 
Though they wore not both eoduood, they wore both taken in sin 
and made the dovij, 'e captives,,,, M 
The quotation of this passage out of the context of the complete 
1 
no Came Dove f rota leaven, p. 18. 
2 
City of Gocto I& XIV, Ch. II (Lberyuaan trans* Vol. II, pp. 14 & 42). 
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discussion of sin and evil in the Ct! J-of God in, to some extent, to 
misrepresent Augustine's position, for the cardinal action of his 
interpretation as a whole Is not the serpentine temptation of the devil, 
but the wilful disobedience of Man and his wife. Nonethel®se it to 
clear that Augustine saw the devil playing a prominent part in =arils 
tragic fall from that state of innocence and beauty known as'Original 
Righteousness, and that the Augustinian reconstruction has passed into 
the mainstream of Western Christendom's belief about the matter. 
1 it, 
to precisely thin role of the devil which Hilton chose to emphasico in 
Paradise Lost, giving to the fallen archangel a position of ambiguous 
centrality in the accounts-and despite the fact that IJillioms is prepared 
to follow Augustine on sö many other matters (he quotes from the 
Confessions in this same chapter), it is precisely the role of Satan, in 
both Augustine's reading and Iii-the iiiltonic augmentation, which Williams 
uncompromisingly rejects. 
The popularity of the legend jthe fall of Satan,? has perhaps been 
assisted by the excuse it has seemed to offer for end, by the 
pseudo-anovor it has appeared to offer to the difficulty of the 
philosophical imagination concerning a revolt in the good against 
the good, ft-he actual schism in rcaso7 and by its provision of 
a figure or figures against whom man can, on the highest principles, 
launch their capacities of Indignant bate and romantic fear. The 
devil, oven if he is a fact, has been an indulgence ...., 
This to a passage of extreme eigiiiiaonce: it sets the tone for Williams's 
i 
The examination of the ancient Passiontide liturgy of the Western Church 
yields abundant evidence of this fact. 
2 
flo Came Down from Heavon, p. 18. 
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own reconstruction of the myth sari places certain aspects of the novels 
and plays in a curious perspective. Williams to freer in his handling 
of the Genesis myth than both Augustine and Milton for, in addition to 
the rigid exclusion of the devil from Eilen, the nearest he comes to the 
mention of the tempter (a 'character' indisputably prominent in the 
original account) is a vague remark about a 'serpentine subtlety's 
1 
The clause 'even if be is a 4actf, to some extent, softens the blow, 
but it is not a decisive enough statement to suggest a theory about the 
origin of evil in which an external demonic power operates as a positive 
agent of corruption in the world of men. Here we are given a 
theological attitude which, at first, seems strangely at ' odds with the 
picture of evil that to presented in, for example, the novels War In 
heaven and All Hallows Eve, or, the play Terror of Light, A note of 
warning is necessary at this point. It is easy to exaggerate the 
dualism in these works and to misunderstand the use to which Williams is 
putting the idea of conflict between cosmic powers of good and evil. 
The centre of gravity to not the conflict itself (even in War in Heaven) 
but the actions and choices of human beings caught up in the conflict. 
It is clear what William intended. Unfortunately, be frequently 
failed to realise his intentions, and the descriptions of conflict are 
more vividly present to the reader's imagination for the simple reason 
that, in his early novels at least, he was incapable of creating 
characters convincing enough to involve the reader in their actions and 
1 
'A serpentine subtlety overwhelmed that statement with a grander 
promise'. p. 20. 
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interior decisions. It must also be admitted that Williams from time 
to time indulged a streak of artistic vulgarity and deliberately -- 
heightened the dualism for the: crude. purpose of increasing the purely 
narrative excitement. We are reminded of Anne Ridlerte co eat that 
Williams derived 'intense literary enjoyment' from the struggle between 
the powere of good and evil 'romantically expressed', Perhaps his 
attitude to evil iu these works should not be taken seriously but should 
be accepted at the level of fairy-tale fantasy only, Unfortunately#-so 
simple and convennient a solution Is prevented by certain disquieting 
remarks that appear at the and of the book Witchcraft (published in 1941). 
After Investigating some of the occult beliefs and practices of Western 
Europe Willi himself raiaca the question of tine origin and power of 
evil and points to a pasOib S inconsistency in his own thoodicy. 
1 
What meet be asserted,. boweverg it that ho . mode e rery effort 
to be 
consistent, in all his specifically theological essays. Throughout 
ne Came Down from Ileavon and The Forgiyenoae of Sine any suggestion that 
'tue struggle between good and evil is immeuor$al and from eternity'3 
is regarded as utterly unacceptable in a Christian theology, and the 
battle against 'principalities and powers; against the hosts of 
wickedness in the heavenly places' is dismissed with a cursoriness that 
is inescapably at variance with the thoodicy of the whole of the Nov 
This problem will be examined further in the section dealing directly 
with Witchcraft. 
2 
Tho phraao in taken from a book by Canon Roger Lloyd, The } antorv of 
E1 1941), p"36 
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TestaMent. 1 
This tliorougbgoing ropudiation of all forma of dualism (hovevor 
moderate) hair, I bolievo, two serious consequences in Williw a's works 
one is literary, the other, theological. The first need not detain us, 
but it cannot go entirely unrenarked. Me theodicy almost certainly 
explains some of the idiosyncratic aspects of his reading of Paradise 
Lost. In the essay for The London iiarcu y of July, 1937, entitled 
The Now Milton (a preparatory study for his introduction to the World's 
Classics edition of 1940) he argues for an element of comedy in the 
portrayal of the figure of Satan: 'Hilton iraa ined Satan as silly', and 
"... it becomes clear that Satan is surely wrongs the facts laugh at 
him. The facts are that he never came anywhere near sinking the throne. '2 
It may indeed be true, in the theological perspective, that Satan's 
power is mocked by God's oumipotence and that Milton, personally, 
believed this. We are however, dealing, not with the brute facts of 
theological truth, nor with Milton's personal faith, but with an 
inescapably ambivalent, and possibly vacillating, translation of these 
facts in an epic-dramatic poem. The picture of the rebel arc ; c1 
simply does not have the clear outlines that Williams would have, us coo. 
I 
This statement is not intended to suggest that the writers of the Nov 
Testament postulated a kind of dualism in which the forces of good (God) 
were soon to be in eternal opposition to those of evil (the devil and his 
angeln), but that they naturally assumed the existence of cosmic forces 
of evil, saw the created order as yet in bondage to themt# and spoke of 
the work of Christ as a victory achieved by Clod. 
Cf. stk. 1.34,39; 3"22ff.; Gal. 1.4; Co]. 2.15; MCor. 15.2&; 
r.. o . 8.35; ; John 5.8 & 5.191 John, 12.31 & 16.8. 2 
7110 Tina® of the City pp. 19 and 23. 
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Doubtless. light has been throva on a neglected dimension of Aiilton's 
Vork by Willienza's interpretation, but it Is by no moans the Only 
dimension, and, as the literary- controversy of the last two hundred 
years has shown, even if }Litton intended this reading to be definitive 
(as Williams argues) he can hardly be said to have achieved his object. 
The second consequence to theological; In essence simply the 
reverse aide of the coin of the literary consequences though more 
relevant to the study to band, The doubt cast on the existence of the 
doyil and the reality of demonic power defines the lines along which 
Williamo was to interpret one of the cardinal doctrines of the Christian 
Faith - the Atonement. 
Although the Church has newer seen fit to advance a dogmatic 
definition of the precise way in which God and the world are reconciled 
in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, it can be seen 
that certain approaches to the question have governed-the thinling of 
writers and teachers since the first century. Among the most prominent 
of the interpretations is the one which rovolvo around the idea of 
Victory. Gustav Aulon, in his critical survey of the history of the 
doctrine, Chriatus Victor, armes persuasively for the centrality of the 
idea, not only in the theology of the Now Testament but also in the 
patriotic expositions of both Eastern and Western Christendom, and claims 
for the approach the stgtns of a 'classic idea'. 
... it may be definitely laid down that it dominates the uholo of 
Greek patristic theology from Irenaeue to Join of Damascus ... + 
.. * the classic idea of the Atonement is the dominant view of the 
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Western an of tho Eastern fathom. We find it in Ambrose, 
pseudo-Ambrose, Augustine, Leo the Great, Caosariua of Arles, 
Faustus of , egiuzn, and Gregory tho Great. 1 
The pervasiveness and ubiquity of the idea is undeniable. It has 
embedded itself not only in the theology, but in the liturgy, the 
devotion, and the art of the Church in the West since the patristic 
period. Yet it is an idea that Williams resolutely excludes from his 
own approach to the doctrine. In this area it might be argued that his 
attitude is only a part of the general tendency of the Church in the 
West since the seventeenth century which has undervalued the importance 
of the, so-called, Christus Victor theory. Anion provides several 
reasons for the decline in popularity of this way of coming to terms with 
the redemptive work of Christ. But only one is, in any way, applicable 
to Williams, and, oven hero, there are sharp contrasts between bis 
theological outlook and that of the men Aulen is concerned with. 
There is also another and deeper reason. Dualism was not popular 
with the Liboral Protestant theology of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries; but the classic idea of the Atonement is 
dualistic and dramatics it depicts the drama of the Atonement 
against a dualistic background. If Dualism is eliminated, it is 
impossible to go on thinking of the existence of powers hostile 
to God, and the basis of the classic view has been dissolved away. 
Nov, the loading theology from the time of the Enlightonment to the 
nineteenth century lay under the influence of an idealistic 
motaphysic, and was definitely monistic and evolutionary. It had 
no place for the dualistic element in Christianity; .... 3 
1 
p. 53 and p. 55 roapectively. (Trans. of A. G. Vobort, 1931). 
2 
Ibid., p. 27. 
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Williams, like the Liberal j'rotcstanto, is an out and out monist. us 
will not admit to bis system the faintest possibility of a world in the 
power of any agency other than God. In the seventh chapter of Ile Came 
Down from Heaven he propounds this belief with startling clarity and 
sublime confidence. 
There is no split second of the unutterable horror and misery of 
the world that he did not foresee (to use the uselessness of that 
language) vutenn he created; no torment of children, no obstinacy 
of social wickedness, no starvation of the innocent, no prolonged 
and deliberate cruelty, which he did not knew ,... The First Cause 
cannot escape being the First Cause .... The pious have been - as 
they allays are - too anxious to excuse him; the prophet was 
wisert 'I form the light and create the darkaosss I ce peace 
and create evils I the Lord do all those things. ' (p"99) 
This uncompromising rejection of dualism is developed further in the 
later essay, Thy ne, which tackles the problem of the saving work of 
Christ from another angle, and we shall ace there that Williams is 
prepared to drive his argteat to its logical conclusions it there in 
evil in the world then, somehow, God rust be held responsible for it. 
Ills apprehension of the Atonement is fixed, not on the idea of a victory 
over sin and death, but on the way in which God's love and Ilia justice 
can be reconciled by the death of Ilse Son. 
The very l pro of the passage just quoted is sufficient evidence 
of the profound difference between the theology of Willig and that of 
Liberal Protestantism which, in its repudiation of dualism, it resemtblea. 
Williams never loses eight of the misery and darkness of human experience 
and never disclaims its reality. It is indisputably there and 
constitutes one of the central probt a for Christian theology. Uig is 
neither an idealist metaphysic nor a confident evolutionary theory. 
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The refusal of dualism has Its roots in his reading of the Genesis 
story -a reading vhich is undeniably eccentric (in the strict sense of 
that word) in the relation it bears to the doctrine of the Fall as it 
has developed in the nineteen hundred years of Christian theology. 
C. S. Lewis, in hic book The Problem of pain, rightly pointy -to the 
curiously ono-sided treatment which the Genesis account has received at 
tho hands of the doctors of the Church, 
The story in Genesis is a story (full of the deepest suggestion) 
about a magic apple of Imovledgc; but in the developed doctrine 
the inherent magic of the apple has quite dropped out of sight, 
and the story to simply one of disobedience. I have the deepest 
respect even for Pagan myths, still more for myths in holy 
Scripture., I therefore do not doubt that the version which 
ciuphasises the magic apple, and brings together the trees of life 
and knovledgo, contains a deeper and subtler truth than-the version 
which makes the apple simply and solely a pledge of obedience. 
Thit I ac o that the holy Spirit would not have alloyed the latter 
to grow up in the Church and via the assent of groat doctors unless 
it alas was truce and useful as far as it went., 
W1111=9'a critique to an ex=plc of the way in which the artistic 
imagination sometimes illun, natos areas that have boon overlooked by the 
theological mind. His is an attempt to grapple with the 'deeper and 
subtler truth' that Levis spooks of. The moral aspect of the story - 
the freely-chosen disobedience to a specific co nd - to not ignored 
entirely, but the interpretation revolves around the question of 
knowledge (symbolised by the troo)p and his discussion sets aside the 
nero act of disobedience in favour of a consideration of the form and 
Tho Problem of Fain, Ch. V (Fong Books), pp. 59-60. 
1 
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structure of the act itself. 
The heading of the second chapter of Ile Como )own fror a heaven 
establishes the key of his approach, and the subatenco of his reading 
is contained in the following sontencoo fron the chapte': 
They bo Ada knew goods they wished to know good and evil. 
Since there was not - mince there never has been and never will 
be - anything but the good to know, they knew good as antagonism. 
All difference consists in the node of knowledge. i 
Willie sees it as a ratter of vital importance that we should not 
overlook the 'details' of the Genesis story. We are not merely to 
observe the Adam eating fruit that is forbidden, but to take not* of the 
kind of tree from which it to plucked. The myth is a story about 
knowledge and ways of knowing, and his way of paraphrasing and commenting 
on the simple Biblical statement 'their eyes were opened' Genester 
Ch. II2, v. 7) is to assort that 'All difference consists in the mode of 
knowledge'. The structure and forms of the world, man and his total 
onviromaent, i. *. the 'facts' of creation, re=in unchanged, but the 
Adam's understanding of those 'facts', himself and, hie environment, 
undergoes a radical reversal. M knowledge of the world Is altered 
and his boing, experiences a violent outrage. The world remains good; 
it remains itself, but man no longer has the capacity for recognising it 
as auch, because be has desired to know something else; he has willingly 
desired to know it as it is not. TWO to tho meaning behind Williama'o 




" IT* Come Down fron ileavrn, p. 22. 
Ct. W. u. maiden's succinct Bumznary of the same position 
'Sin fractures the Vioionj not the Fact .... ' For the Timo ßoinZ, Third Section, Semi-Chorurs. 
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The topeningt of Mats eyes involves, not an increase in knowledgo - 
there can be no more facts to know in Edon, which is why t1il1iams ref era 
to the story as a tale of impossibility - but knowledge in another modes 
knowledge of the complete absence of good, The Eden story is, then, a 
tragic description of destruction through illusion for it depicts the 
attempt to know what cannot be known; what is desired does not exist. 
i 
This definition of evil in entirely negative terms may seen, at 
first sight, to be a far cry fron the crude and melodramatic portrayals 
in earlier works like the poems The Other Side of the Way and A Dream 
from the volume Windows of Night. Bat it can be soon that Williams was 
steadily working towards this concept. For oxample, something of the 
idea of both loss and absurdity is conveyed in the poem The Purchase 
from the same volume, when the narrowness and squalor of sin and bell 
are imagined. 
And the groat Republic clooos to one dull lane, 
One ugly door, and towards that door I Col, 
And five years later in the novel War in Heavon, the idea of the 
negation of the good and a draining away of the human personality into 
nothingness is powerfully suggested by the images of cold and desolation 
in the scone in which Gregory Persimmons surrenders himself to some kind 
of demonic possession. 
3 A more specifically theological adumbration of 
i 
Ci. W. II. Auden. Evil is not an existence but a state of disharmony between existences. Pare evil would be pure passivity, a denial by an 
existence of any relation with ony other existence .... Prom Nov 
r (Footnote to 1.563), a poem which owes, as Auden himself 






the concept occurs in Reason and Beauty in the poetic lind which appeared 
still later, in 1933. 
'Heaven and bell define each other, but heaven can exist`dithout 
hell and bell cannot exist without heaven since heaven's free 
love is its bell. 
This, last quotation ii a highly significant one, for, just as Keats was 
preoccupied with the thought of death, so Williams constantly returns to 
the-ideaaof the possibility of hell« It can hardly be doubted that this 
is partly explained by his own intense awareness of the universal 
experience of loss and futility, but his concern, like Keats's, is not a 
morbid one. Close attention to his work shows that just as, theologically, 
he believed hell to be ! dependent out, and defined by, heaven (and not 
vice versa) so his own conception of hell grows out of a 'clear and deep 
realisation of the possibility of beatitude . the life of heaven. The 
experience of joy and glory to always prior (perhaps not chronologically, 
but certainly metaphysically) to the endurance of desolation and horror. 
And this sense of proportion is scrupulously maintained in all his works. 
In the novel Many Dimensioonal for instance, Williams illustrates tho 
position in a wry and slightly whimsical way. 
6.6 for in matters of pleasure she JChloe 1)urnetg had a high 
sense of duty, and not to cause gaiety appeared to her as a 
failure in marals. 1 
The constant recurrence of the thane of boll and the possibility of 
ration Is evidence, of the seriousness with which Williams viewed the 
fallen condition of man. 
1 
Dimensions, p, J . 
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I have already remarked on the 'eccentricity' of Williams's 
reconstruction of the Eden story. To what extent can It be said that 
biß whole theodicy is similarly eccentric? First, it must be made clear 
that he stands firmly within the tradition of the Western Church on the 
problem of evil - even in those areas of belief where he gives the 
appearance of being most unconventional. (His attitude to the existence 
of the devil is a case in points the turning away from the accepted 
pattern of Western thinking and belief does not involve a turning 
towards any of the Eastern formulations. ) Zn, what has become, one of 
the classical studies of the growth and development of the Fall doctrine 
The Ideas of the Fall and Original Sin the author, N. P. Willis , shows 
that it was a characteristic of patriotic theology in the Last to place 
the accent on a notion of rivatio in the approach to the question of 
Original Sin. The Fall to tost commonly soon as a result of an inherent 
weakness and vulnerability of the original childlike Adamio nature, 
Auguetino'o concept of man living in a state of original glteouanoos, 
endowed with singular gifts of grace and boauty,, 1 is not part of this 
picture of paradisal existence. This interpretation 
... wbilat preserving the essential outlines of the Pauline teaching, veers a bumnno, reasonable, and curiously modern 
complexion ... it gives us a picture of primitive moan as frail, imperfect, and child-like -a picture which Is on the whole unaffected 
I 
In the Western Church it seems that Ambrose was the firnt to teach the 
doctrine of 'Original f3ghteousnesa' in anything like a developed sense. 
But it was Augustine who brought the concept to its fullness. with theories 
about the unassailable health and youth of the Adam, their brilliant 
mental powers and unsurpassed beauty. 
Cß. N. P. Williams, Tice Ideas of the Fall cand. Original Sing Lectures IV 
and Ve Bop* pp. 300 ft. & 360 ft. 
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by the Ibbiüieal figment of Adwa'a 'Original 12ighteonenese', 
.... it exaggerates neither the height from which, nor the depth to which, tue first men are alleged to have fallen. It finds 
in the inherited disorder of our nature rather e we 1n re a 
wcatmese to be pitied rather than an offence to be condemned .,.., 
ilillimms'e apprehension of the doctrine of Original Sin stands in 
marked contrast to this way of approaching the Fall. In addition to his 
preoccupation with the possibility of hell and damnation (which has 
already been remarked), this chapter atone, The Wth of the Alteration 
of Knowlodgo, contains numerous indications of his explicitly Latin bias, 
Far from seeing the Adam's action as an-inevitable result of primitive 
immaturity or child-like frailty, or the world 'of mingled good and 
evil. ' as a kind of school of perfection, Williams views the act of 
disobedience as a d©liborate attempt at defying the Creator's purpose and 
bringing into being a state of affairs in which the world becomes a place 
of conflict and horror for the entire human race. 
A certain k owlet'' o was, by its nature, confined to divine beings. 
Its communication to sma would be, by its nature, disastrous to man. 
(P"19) 
The full result of their determination to now exhibited .... Sorrow and conception; the evil of the ground; the sorrow of 
life= the hardship of toil; all things in antagonism and schism; 
love a distress and labour a , grief; .... 
(p. 22) 
i 
Williams# pp. i99 2OO. In the more recent study by John flick, Evil 
and the God of Love the same point Is made. Rick takes the exposition 
of Irenaeus as representative of the Eastern approach to the problem. 
'Instead of the doctrino that mau was created finitely perfect and 
then incomprehensibly destroyed his ova perfection and plunged into 
sin and misery, Irenaeus suggests that ®an was created as an 
imperfect, immature creature who was to undergo moral development 
and growth and finally, be brought to the perfection intended for him 
by his Maker .... Ircuaeus sees our world of mingled good and evil 
no a divinely appointed environment for man's development towards 
the perfection that represents the fulfilment of God's good p rpose 
for him. 
Part. III. Section &' pp. 220-2.1. 
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Unman relationship has become to man a source of anger and hate, 
and the hatred in its turn brings more desolations (p. 23) 
It Is Augustine's extensive formulations of the doctrine of 
Original Sin that have dominated the thinking of the Church in the West, 
' 
and Williams stands in this tradition, bat ho refuses much that is 
characteristic of developed Augustinianism. We have already noticed 
his complete rejection of the Augustinian reconstruction of the Eden 
story. Williams also treats the idea of supernatural perfection in the 
doctrine of Original Righteousness with a certain degree of scepticism$2 
And he says nothing about the notion of inherited guilt - though ho makes 
it plain both in this essay and in later works that he sees the mole of 
humanity, somehow (specifically not by seminal presence in the loins of 
a historical person, Adam) involved in the Pall. ' Nor does he give 
i 
N. P. Williams, It was shown in our last lecture that the sombre and 
pessimistic version of the Tall-theory ... which received its chief development in the stern and fanatical atmosphere of the North African 
Church, and which was brought Into a rounded and coherent, and classical 
doctrine by the genius of St. Augustine, though victorious all along. the 
line in the field of Western Christendom, yet exercised only a superficial 
influence on the mind of the Christian East. ' (Beginning of lecture 
VI, p. 395). 
2 
There is nothing about intellectual power; in fact, so far as their 
activities in Genesis are concerned, the intelligence of the Man to 
limited to preserving their lives by obtaining food, by a capacity for 
agriculture, and by a clear moral sense, though behind these things lies 
the final incantation of the creations 'Lot us make man in Our t o, 
after Our likeness', and the decision upon that, as upon the earliest 
rift of lights 'behold, it was very good (p. ig) 
3 
In the third chapter of the later essay he says In a footnote. 'I do 
not mean to involve a prenatal existence. ' Although there is no mention 
of guilt here, in The Descent of the Dove Williams does remark of our 
identity With the Adn, $, so core, we sinned in hI* and hie guilt is in 
ua .... ' (p"69) 
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credence to the idea of the infinite malice of the first-sin; nor to the 
virtual abolition of freedom that is the logical conclusion of 
Augustin's position. Bat on the actual nature of evil, Williams 
relies heavily on those philosophical definitions of Augustine that have 
become the substance. of the Catholic theology of evil* flowerer 
pessimistic Auustine's view of the depths to which man has fallout his 
exposition of the real nature of evil never departed from the fundamental 
conception that is an absence of what is goods a loss and not an 
acquisition. Williams quotes from the seventh chapter of the 
Confessions, and in the third and fourth chapters of the Eachiridion 
Augustine elaborates the statement made in the earlier book. 
Evil, then is an actideut, i. e" a privation of that good which is 
called health. Thus, whatever defects there are in a soul are 
privations of a natural good, This leads us to a surprising 
conclusions that, since every being, in so far as it Is a beim,, 
is good, if we then say that a. defective is bad, it would seem to 
nenn that what is evil is good, that only what is good is ever 
evil and that there is no evil apart from something good. This 
is because every actual entity is good (psis natura bonuni eat. ) 
Nothing evil exists In itself, but only as eia evil accident of 
some actual entity. i 
Those definitions have tended to dominate the thinking of the Catholic 
Church ever since they were first aado. 
2 Thom= Aquinas, for eile, 
does little more than ruplity them in his own theodicy, giving more 
I Enchiridion, Chg. III and IV respectively. Tramse by A. C. Outler 
in the Library of Christian Classics series. Vol. VII9 pp. 3&3 and 344 
respectively. 
2 
In L'vil and the God of Love John IIick'a e=zdzatIcn of the philosophical 
tendencies itt, Catholic theodicy ahove the dominating Influence of 
Augustine's propositions. (Cu. in, IV a V). 
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precise outline to the ehapo that is provided-by Auguustine, 
1 As n 
result, it is. impossible to pay 9ractly where Williams derived his-own 
apprehension. $rorn - in, eeeenge. hIo stance- hexe is the traditional 
position- of- the Western Church. Dit be is concerned to quote Augustine 
on this very matter in-his own teat, and it is reasonable to suppose, that, 
he allowed the thought and oven the terminology of the fifth century 
teacher to determine. the shape of his own conception. 
Augustine isµong of the two, philosophors tit, Williams actually 
makes reference to in-this, aectioa, of the book. The other is Thomas 
Aquinas, audit is on the forstlationa of the Summa Theologica that he ` ýIYW ýýII M iýrý 
draws in his examination of the acute. philosophical problem raised by 
postulating on-the one hand that the story of the Fall to a story about 
knowledge, and on the other, by maintaining that there could be no_moro 
facts' for_ the Adern to know. -- If evil in the absence of good, 
essentially non-existent, and in itself unknowable, how can it be, possible 
for man to iisvo knowledge and, what is more puzzlingg experience, of 
something which, by definition, has no real being? What kind of meaning 
lies behind the 
. promise of- the serpent 'Ye 'hall be as gods, knowing good 
and, evil«'? Williams-tries to solve the problem by taking over Aquinas's 
notion of the distinction between the knowledge which is proper to God 
and that-which belongs to =,, . The knowledge possessed by God 
1 
Summa Theolo ica. Trans, Vathers. of the English Dominican Province. (London, 1919), -Pt. It Q. xlix, Art. It 'For evil is the absence of the 
good, which to natural and due to a thing' and 'Bence it is true that 
evil in no way has any but an accidental cause; and thus good is the 
cruise of evil, " Cf. also Q. xlviii. 
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apprehends possibility as well as actuality, and William rofers to the 
Fifteenth Question of the Suma Theolgalea where the Ftedioval theologian 
draws the distinction between knowledge 'by vision' and knowledge by 
'simple intelligente'« It is possible, according to Aquinas, for God 
to know, absence or privation without causing it (bringing it into being). 
t 
It is not possible for man that to the condition of creation. The 
fundamental premise of Aquinas's: Treatiso-on Creation is that all beings 
apart from God tare not their own being, but are beings by participation'* 
And 'in the Third Article of the Forty-fifth Question the promise is 
elaborated in'the following ways 
But in God relation to the creature is not a real relation, but 
a relation of reason; whereas the relation of the creature to 
God is a real relation. 2 
The promise to the Adam that they would be ras gods' tom, quite simply, a 
lie. Man's being and God's are radically different and their modes of 
knowledge differ accordingly. It is impossible for man to possess - 
sheerly 'intellectual' knowledge, i. e. knowledge by 'simple intol. igonce'. 
His knowledge to 'existential' (hie to a 'real' relation): - for him, to', 
know is, inescapably, to experience. 'So to know the absence of good in 
to undergo the deprivation of good at the core of his being. And as 
there is only the good to be known - evil having no -esietence in itself 
man undergoes the experience of discovering the good under another guise. 
1 
Su a Th. eolotica, pt. It Q, xivj Articles IX and X. 
2 
Ibid., Pt. It Q. aly, Art. III. 
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The features of creation change under his gaze and existence itself - 
becomes known as antagonism. 'Ali difference consists in the mode of 
knowledge'. This statement contains the irreducible essence of 
Willims's apprehension of the doctrine of Original Sin. The attention 
is focussed on knowledge and it is this focus which gives his theodicy 
its distinctive shape; a focus that follows logically upon his attempt 
at consistent monism., This ditforenco in knowledge is the 'Troilus 
experience'; the unbearable schism within Reason; the world 'horribly 
doubled'i the experience of 'good as evil'. In consequence we, are _ 
called upon to face the reality of bell M the ultimate stage-of perverted 
knowledge, not the abode of Satan. It only exists because of heaven. 
It is the 'place' where the free love of heaven is known as pain and 
horror because it cannot be seen and recognised for what it is. 
It is possibly a weakness of Williams'& 'scheme' that there to no. 
attempt at coning to grips directly with the problem of 'Nature red in 
tooth and claw', i. e. with the qucation of the possibility of evil 
existing at those levels in the created order which are lower than man's 
golf-conscious lifo. Ills eye is fixed firmly# almost exclusively, upon 
the human condition and no consideration is given to the place of the 
disruptive forces of earrthquake, flood, famine, disease in God's plan 
for the universe. fore an interesting parallel with bin poetry can be 
drawn. 'Williams's verso, despite its conscious imitation of many 
nineteenth century techniques, exists in a world of fooling and seeing 
utterly removed from the I lish Ioznantio tradition. U. is a poet of 
the city, and his rare attempts at producing poems which extol the beauty 
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and terror of man's natural environment are embarrassingly un*ucceeeful. 
1 
Ills interest is always centrod on human beings - their loves, hatreds, 
fears, auff'erings. Similarly, in bis theology he begins and ends with 
the problem-of z ma's existence in relation to God. In the first account 
of creation in Genesis (the later source) tan is created last as the 
crown and glory of the universe. in the second ecoount (the earlier 
source) the Concern of the 'author' is slightly different. There Is 
lees interest in the way, the world was made and more in the nature and 
quality Of hum life. This account contains the traditional story of 
the Fall, and it is this account that Williams taken as his starting- 
point. But he drives bis concern in humanity beyond the point that in 
made by the myth. Man stands at the very centre of orectioa and the 
secret of the doctrine of creation can only be found in the discovery 
of the secret of human life - the doctrine of man. once discover that 
and all also will follows lion Is not merely to be regarded as the croon 
and glory of creation# he is its purpose and its explanation. So, be 
seems to argue, what happens to man automatically happens to the rest 
of the created order. The flays and distortions in the pattern of the 
universe can only be explained by reference to what has taken place in 
the depths of man's nature. 
As iio shall sea later, this loads Williams on to adopt n decidedly 
1 
Cf. Hadfield, p. 2O3. As for Nature, no one can have been more unconscious of the whole 
business. ten now he could not recognize awoot peas in a bowl. 
Ho was notoriously bored with flowers in poetry. 
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unconventional position on the Incarnation. If the secret of creation 
is contained within man, the secret of man to contained in Christ - God 
in man and man in God. In The ForLIveneeg of Sins he postulates that 
the Incarnation to to be regarded as metaphysically prior to the creation, 
and confidently announces, to the third chapter, that 'the Incarnation 
did not'inv6lve-the Creation', But before propounding the elements of 
this belief he turns to examine the consequences of the rail in the 
history of the Jewish people. 
The pain and horror of an existence known as conflict and schism 
La, for Williams# most movingly and realistically expressed in the bitter 
utterances of the book, Ecclesiasteo. 
This is the conclusion of the knowledge of good and evil. Life, 
in that first great myth of origin, was given as good, and non 
thought it would 'be fine and godlike to enjoy it also as evil. 
This is the result - life is no good and death is no good, and 
the most fortunate are those who have not been"i 
He, recogniees that this pessimism is not the dominant, nor even the 
characteristic note of the writings of the Old Testament. Alongside 
its realistic acknowledgement of wickedness and suffering, the Old 
Testament contains a message of hope and joy. In the testimonies of 
the prophets the redeemed and restored life was a life ljved in the 
forgiving love of Tahvehi and entry into that life was gained onlyFby 
the gate of repentance. Williams fastens on to the idea of forgiveness 
and points out that the central imago in the Old Testament idea of 
I 
110 Caine Down from fToaven, p. 4&. 
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forgiveness Is the image of eradications either a 'blotting-out' of sin 
or else a treating of the sinner as though his sin had never been. This 
conception presents a. thorny problems if a thing has been how to it 
possible to say it has not been? Forgiveness as an act of forgetfulness 
on the part of God ion quite simply, unsatisfactory. Williams again 
emphasises the brute facts of creation. If the #Iigb and Boly One is 
prepared to forgot what has boon is he not 'only finding felicity by 
losing fact'. ' Real pardon =at be on action or attitude which ta1cco 
facts Into consideration and turne then to a new purpose. As nass has 
chosen to know good as evil there is the inescapable fact of evil, and 
if the Fall is to be 'reversed', the fact itself must still somehow be 
known, though known in its opposite modo by another moans. For this 
reason Christianity is seen to be utterly distinct from every other 
religion - all things are to be known. The consequences of the Fall 
ca not be undone, they can only be chromed. Evil must be known as good. 
Death must be known as life. Sin must be transfigured. And in the 
fourth chapter 'The Precursor and the Incarnation' Williams introduces 
words fron Julian of Norwich and Augustine to support his interpretation. 
All is most voll; evil is 'pardoned' " it is known after another 
tenor; in an interchange of love, therefore as a means of the 
good. 0 felixcullpa - pardon is no longer an oblivion but an 
increased kaowledgo, a knowledge of all things in a perfection of 
joy'2 






inescapablo it mast be accomplished from within the life of men, and pet 
it cannot be done by man, for his being is in conflict, his reason is in 
schism and his life is one of impotence. The answer is the paradox of 
the Incarnation - God as man, the supreme act of substitution and 
exchange. 
In a book review for the periodical Tixao and Tide entitled 
'Anthropotokos' and published in the some year as Ile Camp Down from 
tiea.,, ven, Villians, in the course of 4 discussion on the meaning of the 
notion of the 'city', summarises his position on the Incarnation stressing 
the importance - morn, the centrality of the idea of exchange. 
What is the fundaiontal fact of men in their natural lives? The 
necessity of exchange. What is the highest level of Christian 
dogma? Exchange between men and God, by virtue of the union of 
Ilan cad God in the Single Person, who is, by virtue again of that 
Manhood, Itself the City, the foundation n ad the enclosure .... 
This office of substitution did not need Christendom to exhibit 
it .... Christendom declared something more; it declared that 
this principle of substitution was at the root of the supernatural, 
of universal life, as voll as of naturul"1 
Exchange is donned as part of the nature of God. It is seen as the 
root principle of all existence, egal the perfect pattern of exchange 
between man and God is seen in the co-inherenco of Divine nature and 
liumon nature in Jesus Christ. Consequently,, because zma and Cod live 
together i. e. exchange lives in the single person of the Incarnate Lord, 
men are given the power of knowing their ova existence as God Snows it. 
The transformation of the facts is accomplished by God. in man. Wo are 
I 
The Icia o of tho City, pp. 112-113. 
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reminded of the importance Williams attached to the clause from the 
Athanasian croon, tone not by conversion of the Godhead into Flesh, but 
by taking of the manhood into God. ' The facts of creation are 'chimed' 
try tho Creator's own entry into them. In IIis enduring of the schism by 
the act of substitution, evil is known, by those for whom tiro substitution 
is made, as an occasion for good - the greatest of all such occasions# 
the motive wer behind this principle of exchange is love. It is love 
which gives men the strength to make individual, personal acts of 
substitution and vicarious suufferind, and it is in the Incarnation that 
the love of God is most clearly manifest. Once again, 'natural' life, 
the life lived by ordinary men und women, can be read as on imago of 
'supernatural' life, the life of God. This is Williams's way of seeing 
the Atoncnenti not as a victory over the forces of evil or over sin and 
death, but as an operation of substitutionary lore. 
Dat he did not aubacribo to the traditional vices that the Incarnation 
was necoEsitatcd by the schism within mon'c being; and he v us drowur 
first by his intense preoccupation with the puroly b=nn aspect of 
creation, and, secondly, by thin notion of the centrality of the principle 
of exchangop, in the direction of that Incarnational theology c aomly 
associated with Duna Scotus and the Franciscans of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth contulri0s. That is, that the idea of the Inc tion was 
clue to the primal and absolute pnrpooo, of love foreshadowed In Creation, 
apart from sin which was contingent. This particular approach to 
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the doctrine may be regarded an unconventional, but, it, io not forbidden 
to Christian belief and is by no means restricted to Dune Scotus and the 
Franciscans. In his essay, The Goal of Creation, the nineteenth 
century scholar, D. F. Weetcott, traces the history of the interpretation 
from its appearance in the work of Rupert of Doutz in the first part of 
the twelfth century through its various guises in the works of Alexander 
of Rabe (c. 1170 - 1245), Albert the Great (c. 1200 . 1280), lonaventura 
(12 1- 1274) and »ans Scotus (1264 - 130$) up to the rather more 
tentative approaches made by Socinus (1539 - 1604) and Calvin (1509 - 1564). 
Dran Thomas Aquinas to prepared to admit that it is possible to maintain 
that the Incarnation was ordained from Eternity and, whether the Fall had 
occurred or not, must have ta' eu place, but is unwilling, him elf, to 
argue that such a position is the most 'suitable' in the light of what 
is to be apprehended in Scripture. 
,.. since everywhere in the Sacred Scripture the sin of the Brot 
man is assigned as the reason of tie Incarnation, it is more in 
accordance with this to say that the work of the Incarnation was 
ordained by God as a remedy for sins so that, had sin not existed, 
the Incarnation would not have been. Although the power of God 
Is not limited to this; - oven had not sin existed, God could 
have become incarnate. 
(Summa Theoloica, Pt. III, Q. i, Art, ITI) 
The Goslnel of Creation Is Wostcott's ova apologia for the validity and 
appropriateness of such view of God's purposes in creation 
The belief that the Incarnation was in 0080400 independent of the Fall hea been hold by men of the most different schools, in 
different ways and on different grounds. All however in the 
main agree in this, that they find in the belief a crowning 
proidso of the unity of the Divine Order; a fulfilment, a 
consw nation, of the original purpose of creation; a more 
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complete and harmonious view of the relation of finite being to 
God than can be gained otherwise. I 
The theory crops up in a number of places, and in a number of ways, 
in Willits ia' a writings. In his history of the Church, The Descent of 
the Dove, it is mentioned as a barn historical fact. In his review of 
two boos by Donis Saurat (Regeneration and The Christ at Chartres) for 
Time and Tide (2 Novenbor, 1940) however, as also in the essay, 'Natural 
Goodness', published in Theme (Ostober, 1941)9 he speaks of it as a 
permissible belief for Christians and clearly loans towards the view 
himself 0 Mao Lidier states categorically that he did hold to the 
theory, an assertion which, as has already boon noted, is borne out in 
the sequol to 1e Cane Down from heaven, tue extended essay The Forjtiveness 
of Sinns. At the beginning of the third chapter of this later work he 
claims that 'the beginning of all this specific creation (tüo universe) 
was the Will of God to Incaruate'. 
2 1! o acknowledges in a fobtnoto to 
this sentence that he is following an 'arrangozieut of doctrine' which 
might be regarded an unusual but which he believes to be Within the 
bounds of orthodoxy. Fie follows up the sentence however with a 
paragraph in which a for more unusuaa position ie advanced. 
It is clear that this Incarrnationt like all his other acts, might 
have boon done to himself alone. It was certainly not necessary 
for hips to create man in order that ho might himself become man. 
The Incarnation did not involve the Creation. flit it was within 
his nature to will to create joy, and be willed to create joy in 
this rummer also. 3 







here Williams is more daring and, perhaps, more foolhardy; more 
imaginative and lese intellectually secure, than Vestcott or any of the 
scholars cited by him in his essay The Gospel of Creation. To pustulate 
that the Incarnation had always been Intended by God as the coal ana 
cons mr tion of His creative activity 10 one thing; to suggest its 
hypothetical independence from creation is quite another. It to 
possible to drew a distinction between, on the one hand the will to 
incarnate and the idea of incarnation, and on the other the circumatancos 
of the act, but the reference of the scholars to circumstances is 
specifically to owls fallen condition. 
... it can be fairly maintained that wo are led by holy Scripture 
to regard the circ °istaaces of the Incarnation an separable from 
the idea of the Incarnation, and to hold that the circuaetancoo 
of the incarnation wore due to ein, while the idea of the 
Incarnation was duo to the primal and absolute purpose of love 
foreshadowed in Creation, apart from which ein was contingent. i 
It is nowhere suggested that creation itself is a circ astunco, a stage- 
setting made necessary by the drea of the flesh-taking, eich is 
precisely Willies's suggestion in this particular passage. Whereas 
WFostcott sees creation as an activity of God which culminates in the union 
of Ilinasolf and ian in Christ, Williams verges on ise1»ing Incarnation a 
necessity of God's being and (quite unambiguously in the later essay 
'Natural Goodness') postulates creation as a by-product of the God's 
primary intention, the union of Divinity with matter. If it were 
possible to establish an order of precedence in the activity of the 
The ERl stl es of St. Jahn, p, 233. 
1 
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Uncreated, Incarnation would take precedence over creation. 
Perhaps the most interesting reference to this theory occurs, not 
in a theological wort:, but in the literary essay, Reason and ßoauty in 
the Poetic Hind. T ho subject under discussion is Hilton, and speaking 
of the peculiar difficulties of portraying Omnipotenco and t iscienco 
in a work of art tMliars says, in a rather impudent Wir, 
... If Christianity were not true, it would have been necessary, 
for the sake of lottere to invent it. It is the only safe moans 
by which poetry can compose the heavens, without leaving earth 
entirely out of the picture. The Incarnation, had it not been 
necessary to man's redemption, would have been necessary to his 
art; the rituals of the Church have oAittod that important fact 
from their paetus. I 
The Incarnation is the means by which heaven and earth are Unitod; the 
paradoxical Point at which Cod and man are joined, and the Absolute 
presents itself in ratable and intimately approhonsiblo terms. There 
would be no moans of portraying it had things been otherwise. The 
validity of this view at the level of aesthetics is open to question; 
the arg ment is, essentially, speciousg but that is not the point at issue 
here. What is worthy of notice to the unity of Williams's sensibility# 
the attempt he made in his work - whatever its genre - to void into a 
coherent whole every facet of his belief and experience. 
Onto the centrality of the principle of exchange Is recognised it 
becomes easier to understand why Williams leaned in the direction of the 
'3cotist' view of the Incarnation. All joy is grounded in the operation 
I 
fleason on Do4 my in the Poetic Hind, p. 119. 
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of exchange. That is simply a definition for Williams; an irreducible 
fact; an assumption basic to big whole theology. God by ilia nature.. - 
wills joy. The highest and the deepest , boy. for men must inevitably 
lie 
in the exchange between their Creator and themselves. The nodal point 
and the source of all joy therefore is the Word made flesh. Williams 
is, developing the medieval interpretation of the doctrine by adding a 
new dimension to Its Albert the Great, Donavgntura, Duas Scotus all. 
speak of the exaltation of the creature by, its union with the Creator in 
the Incarnate Lord. These ideas of exaltation and glory are surely what 
Williams intends by the concept of , joy. But Williams! s word 
is more 
intensely taten, more closely linked with the day-to-day experiences of 
personal love and beauty. The new dimension to that of exchange. This 
notion roosts a more immediate union between God and the creature than 
seems to have been imagined by many of the scholars who preceded bin, 
and the definition is, to to speak, more dynamic than static. The 
referential framework is one of personal relationships rather than one 
of metaphysical categories of being. God and man exchange lives in that 
pattern of co-inherence which is the historical Jo,. tfere in the 
Incarnation is the utmost joy; a joy ordained from Etoz ty. The Fall 
could neither cause nor prevent it. The 'schism in reason; ' simply 
became the circumstance of its occurrence. Because of the disobedience 
of the Adam the exchange was to be known, and the joy experienced, after 
a different maaaor. 
I have already drawn attention to the peculiar difficulties of 1 
Cane Dow: from Iloavens difficulties csuused, to a largo extent, by 
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matters of style and sensibility. I have also stressed the importance 
of rospondin; to those aspects of the work if a proper understanding of 
Williams is to be gained. So before proceeding with the oxeination. of 
the book, it might be useful to take a closer look at the structure of 
the sensibility which makes itself known through the idiosyncratic prose. 
First, a negative approach by comparison with a more famous contemporary, 
Graham Greene. In his moving and perceptive autobiographical account of 
a journey through Mexico entitled The lawless Foals Greene openly displays 
the shape of his own religious attitudes in the Prologue. 
And so faith c =O to one - chapolessly, without dogma, a proeoaco 
above a croquet laste, conetbing associated with violoncet cruelty, 
evil across the way. One bogen to believe in hooves because one 
believed in hell, but for a long white it was only ball one could 
picture Vith a certain intimacy, 
Such an apprehension of God and r: an, thoroughly understandable in, and 
perhaps more attuned to, life in the twentieth century is the exact 
opposite of Williams's. There are two important points of contrast. 
First his belief about heaven and boll is the reverse of Greenole. Big 
awareness of the horror and pain of life is no less direct than Green 's 
but, as he makes clear time after time, boll only exists because men 
have refused the knowledge of heaven. Secondly faith comes to William$ 
not as a dim awareness, a vague fooling, 'shapelessly, without do, &, 
but as an erporionco of clear brilliance, a 'thing' defined and exact. 
Williams's sensibility is probably more cloaoly i. n to that of 
1 
The Lawlone Roads (London, 1939)~ P. 11. 
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Dante than to that of any other writer (pout, saint, scholar) in the' 
history of the world. In two of its most important aspects bis vision 
of heaven and the life of God relies heavily, almost coumpletely, on the 
thirteenth century Italian. The constantly recurring images with which 
he chooses to cor iinicate his apprehension of heavenly glory are the 
Images of human love and nathematical order. Again it is possible to 
see the goren of statements in Be Cane hood from heaven in the earlier 
works. One of the most revealing co=cnts about the connection between 
religion and hu: n love to to be found in reason and-Dept y in the Poetic 
Mind. 
Dat what I's this heaven? It is a state where the exquisite 
paradox of human love at its finest is true of t1: very nature 
of life itself; where what we know but for a moment or two to 
the very definition of existence. I 
The fifth chapter of no Came Doom fron Heaven, entitled 'The Theology of 
L mantic Love', develops this assertion. it is a little co=entary, on 
two of Dante's works, The New Life und The ; euet, and is 
.a 
prolixninaxy 
study for the auch more dotailed investigation of Tho ri e of Bootrice, 
Wo are, in this chapter, dealing with Willians's doctrine of Creation as 
well as with his doctrine of mau and God, and, consequently we arc once 
again back in the world of i goo. There is no need to reiterate what 
has already been said about the function of i altos, only the need to 
concentrate on the way in which this particular i; aago, ro atlc love, in 




romantic love i. e. of $failing in love' (be 19 careful to avoid-defining 
the experience in detail) is more significant than nay other really deep 
experience in hu+ life. Nor does be say that the image of the beloved 
is the only, or the beat, ''ray of apprehending the life and glory of God. 
Bat be does aver that the experiänce is the most imediato in its effects 
and that it is a way which ! been perilously ignored by Christian 
theologians. Be repeats this asseveration in his history of the Church 
The Descent of the Dove. 
in his cna1yeie of Daate's attitudes a low points may be noted as 
having oicniticanco, The first is that the vision of love vhich bostows 
the Paradlsal sense of new life 'ca= of continue, to exist permanently 
vithant faith und labourw. 
i The flaatrician statet an a conscious 
awaroaoas of real signifioanCO, passes, Bat its authority rOmaiXS. 
The vision is granted, the meauiug has to be grasped and understood. In 
this respect the experience of falling in love is exactly the parallel 
of the roan oa experience of God. Some awareness of the kingdom of 
heaven darts into a twos life and then quickly fades leaving an emptiness 
which can only be filled by the effort of the soul in the hard work of 
consolidation. 
" Willi speaks of the Incarnation in a similar gray 
i 
Ito Ces® Dawn from Heavens p. 71. 
Cß. T. S. Eliot, Four Quarta^ta= 'The Dry Salvago8', i't"V. 
.. ". These are only hints and guccsca, 
Hints ßollawed by guesses: and the root 
Is prayer, observance, discipline, thought and action. 
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the Meenieh is received by the bright cloud of Heaven and , passee out of 
the eight of the disciples, They are left with a vision whose meaning 
they have yet to work out in terms of their on lives. 
This leads us directly into the second, points the role the 
intellect must play in romantic love. 'The intellect is always called 
upon to do its part'. 
' That intense awareness of reality and purpose 
which the contemplation of the beloved imparts to the lover has to 'be 
made sense of't investigated and defined by the brain as the centre of 
the human being's powers of perception and organisation. The lover is 
forbidden by the structure of bis own humanity to wander perpetually in 
a haze of emotions. One of Dante's key-phrases is 'the good of the 
intellect', and in the Divine Comady the circles of hell are populated 
with those who have betrayed their intelligence by wilfully refusing to 
distinguish illusion from reality, truth from falsehood, what is passing 
from what is eternal. The lovers, Paolo and Francesca, whirling about 
on the winds of the first circle of bell are most obviously relevant in 
this context. They are pictured as having indulged emotion at the 
expense of intellect, they failed to 'make sense of' the romantic vision 
and exchanged eternal love for the indulgence of a passing passion. In 
the second chapter 'The flystory of Pardon and the Paradox of Vanity' 
Villia comments 
Sin has many forms, but the work of all is the same w the 
preference of an immediately satisfying experience of things to 
the believed pattern of the universe; one may even pay, the 
pattern of glory. 2 
i 




For the romantic lover, one of the greatest dangers (perhaps. the greatest 
because the easiest) is to, imagine that'the beloved is sufficient - to 
confuse the image with the creator of i age$. Once again the intellectual 
activity in the love relationship. is emphasised. 
The effort after the pattern marke the difference. The 
superstitions make heaven and earth in the form of the beloved; 
the theology declares that the beloved is the first preparatory 
force of heaven and earth. 1 
Williams's maxiu which governs his theology of images returns to the 
mind. 'This also is Thous neither is this Thou'. For those who 
imagine the imago is self-exidtant and self-explanatory there can be no 
redemption. The beloved, though adored in and for herself, is, at the 
same time, a moans only -a means of the revelation of the pattern of the 
Divino glory. 
wo come now to the second feature of William 's conception of 
heavens mathematical order. In the opening paragraph of the second 
chapter ho uses the phrase 'the geometry of creation onlargoo'. ` And 
in the third chapter as he traces the course of God's activity in the 
history of the Chosen People# the zathematieal imagery becomes more and 
more insistent. The words which occur over and over again are the words 
'pattern' and 'glory'. Each successive stage of God's revelation is a 
further insight into the shape of heavenly existence, For Willi, 
Yahweh's revelation of Himself and His purposes in history is nothing more 







The introduction of mathematical schemes into the critical study of the 
Old Testament has an audacity equalled only by his determination to make 
Greek philosophy and Hebrew prophecy bed-follows. 
'God always geometrizes' said Plato, and the Hebrew prophets 
thought no leas. i 
Ilia evidence for this assertion is the strange vision of the prophet 
Ezekiel: a vision of God's glory in which wheels and eyes form a living 
geometrical pattern. 
The prophets are sent out from the visible mathematics of the 
glory to proclaim the moral mathematics of the glory. Morality 
is either the mathematics of power or it is nothing.,., 
Even the revelation of God to Hoses and the subsequent Covenant formed 
with the wondering tribes of Israelites is discussed in terms of 
mathematics. 
They She propbot7 are the keepers of the contract; they preserve 
the relations of the I MI with the people. They preserve also 
the glory of the I All. The word glory, to English ears, usually 
means no more than a kind of uazy bright blur. I)i t the maze 
should be, though it generally to not, exact, cad the brightness 
should be that of a geometrical pattern. 3 
Essentially ovary pattern, whatever its individual components, is an 
identifiable set of relationshiips. Williams sees that the religious 
experience is similar in that it involves the perception of an identifiable 
sot of relationships. It to the proper perception of the way in which 








Covenant can be seen as one of the greatest of all patterns for its 
definition of these relationships Is transcended by only one other 
pattern - the Inc tion. 
Wi11ieio'a doctrine of God could almost be summed up in the phrase 
, the mathematics of glory' 0 and be stands at the end of a long line of 
thinkers - Plato, Augustino, Thomas Aquinas, Nicholas of Casa - who have 
found in the forms and processes of mathematics the most accurate and 
far-reaching analoglos of the life of God. no, like them, finds that a 
mathematical system has the power to suggest an existence in which there 
is total harmony and ultimate order. But it is from Dante, and not from 
the great philosophers that William draws his inspiration. The very 
quality of Dante's thoughts and feelings haunts Willir s's vritingse 
Like Dante he binds together the notions of geometrical order and 
heavenly glory. In, for example, the cloning canto of the Divine ComegZ 
there to the momentary and overwhelming sight of the Holy Trinity - 
Dante's vision of God which combines blazing, piercing brightness and 
mathematical order. 
That light BuprO1oq within its fathomless 
Clear substanaö, ahowod to me three ophoros, which bore 
Three hues distinct, and occupied ono spacoii 
This is prccieoly what Williams has in mind when be states, (in the last 
line of the paragraph that ban already been quoted) 'the brightness 
should be that of a geometrical pattern'. It Is in the Divine Corody_ 
too that wo find the two definitive iza; os of heaven, romantic love and 
1 
The Diving Campt , Paradise, Canto miii, 11.115--117 (r in Tranoi. ) 
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mathematical design, moat closely woven together. And Williams, like 
Deante, finds in the eternal life of the Holy Trinity both the consim ation 
of all earthly love und the ultimate satisfaction of man's search for 
perfect order. 
Yet, as a whool moves o ioothly, free from faro, 
! lr will and ciy desire were turned by love, 
The love that woven the sun and the other , stars., 
It is this aspect of his thoologyt his repeated insistence an the 
necessity of the 'intellectual' dimension in religious apprehension, and 
his unshakable conviction that the experience of God and the life of 
heaven not only could be, bat had to be understood as accurate, concrete 
fact, which separated Williams from the religious sensibility of most 
Englishmen of his own ago,. Graham Greene, from within the formal 
structure of his own quasi-Jensenist Eon Catholicism, affords one 
example of a typical modern sensibility at variance with that of Williams. 
Aldous Huxley, an acute observer of t lish mores. In the period between 
the two World Wars, provides a different, though equally alien, example. 
In the novel Antic-Eal he deliberately portrays, with only a slight 
element of caricature, the religious attitudes of the average, liberal, 
twentieth century Fbglishman. His hero, a hulfwoducated, conventional 
upper middle-class young man, having taken a post ¬sa schoolmaster, site 
pondering the Christian verities in the school chapel daring Horning 
Prayer one Sunday. 
Ibid., Canto xsaiii, 11.143-145. 
i 
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No, but ®oriouslye. Gumbril rominded himself, the probler3 was very 
troublesomo indeed. God as a sense of warmth about the heart, 
God as exultation, God as tears in the eyes, God as a rush of 
power or thought - that was all right. Bit God as truth, God 
as 2f2 lot &- that wasn't so clearly all right. Was there º 
chance of their being the s=fl? 1 
Williams never denied the importance of the emotional and intuitive 
apprehension of Divinity, but he would never allow that this was 
sufficiont, that any an could remain and rest in a vague experience of 
the numinous. The intellectual dm =d on the man who lmew God as 
'exultation' was as imperative as the demand on the romantic lover. As 
the lover must pass from the adoration of the beloved to the perception 
of the arithmetic of God's glory, so everyone who experienced the 'rush 
of power' must press on to the recognition of God as 2+2 as 4.2 In a 
contribution to a periodical called Good Speech published in April 1938 
the year of lie Came Down from heaven - he spoke of the necessity for 
dogmatic definition in the Christian faith. 
It is not dogma that creates narrowness; it is the inability to 
ask an infinite number of questions about dogma. That is w ere 
the medievais scored; they were always asking questions., 
I have already mentioned the way in which Williams discusses the 
Covenant and have maintained that he saw its transcension in only one 
i Antic I Tay (First published 1923). Penguin c4., p. 7. 
Cr, The Firr, uro of Beatrice 
... the quality of Beatrice is not only a sensitive (sensuously 
apprehended) bat an intellectual thing. The recollection of her 
roves the rational part, even if she no core effects the sensitive, 
and this rational part can, to a certain extent, still loose her 
iz e on the aenaitive. (r., i) 
3 
The ?. e of the Cit , p. 57. 
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other mathematical pattern - the Inca ation. In the aiztb cIaptor of 
Ile Came Down fron feaven, Tho Practice of Substituted love" be, taetCns, 
on a sentence in Lt. Mattho ' account of the Crucifixion: the taunt 
flung. by. the chief priests, scribes and the elders, 'De saved others) 
himself he cannot save', cad says 
It was an exact definition of the kingdom of heaven in operation, 
and of the great discovery of substitution which was then made 
by earth. I 
The significant wordy here are 'exact' and 'substitution's The 
contractual clauses of the Covenant and the taw in ancient Israel were 
a feeling towards the definition of the proper relation between heaven 
and earth, God and man. It was a stop towards the restoration of the 
Paradisal life which had boon lost in the Fall, but in itself totally 
inadequate; at best a melancholy reuinder of what had once been and a 
shadowy precursor of a contract which was to come. The Incarnation was 
to be an exact definition; exact because it was to be couched in the 
terms of 'substitution'. And the concept of substitution contains the 
distinctive features of Willia s's doctrines of man and salvation. 
Those doctrines are fully developed in fie Came Down from heaven, but 
the place fron which to start a detailed examination is, once again, the 
early poetry. Crude and facile as eo many of the earlier goers are, 
they nonotholeca cannot be ignored. I have already drawn attention to 




unity and diversity in 1rnion life suggested by the line 'the plotted 
comprehension of all souls', In the fourth collection, Windows of ! Nicht, 
%dillionzs elaborates the idea in three stanzas of the poem Domesticity 
and actually uses an imago - that of the web - that figuroo prominently 
in He Came Down fror Heaven, 
rear or more than fear? 0 Earth's body, what pain 
Tightens the whole fine nervous web? what ache 
In the torn bloody past twitches our brain? 
To it in the mind alone that memory lies? (Stanza 2) 
Without and within sloop parts from the world In a mean 
Of universal memory, presences dwelling alive 
In wrathful elements, victims vlwso hurt we condone 




an`., J tuUpoeoa, his past, tty doleful body shares, 
Morning by morning accepting the terrible sun, 
Bathing or lighting a fire or going downstairs 
What old companions around us, soo, in our first need? 
(Stanza 6) 
The individual metaphors lack precision and clarity, but the main line 
of Williams's thought can be discerned. All men belong together, joined 
by an indestructible bond. A man to a cell of a vast complex organica. 
The actions and thoughts of a single individual affect the whole of the 
web, The sorrows, pains and joys of one are actually felt in the lives 
of others - bore, in this poem, - in the very bodies of others. All on 
are not only utterly dependent on each other, they live, in some 
mysterious way, in each other. This concept was later to be defined by 
the term ' co-inherenco' . 
I 
Ifind_©wt3 of Nicht, pp . 22-23. 
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Domesticity is a poem written out of frustration and sufferinge it 
has the ring of a personal statement and suggests an undertone of 
bitterness. The phrase which lives on in the memory of the reader is 
',. " tightens the whole fine nervous web'. This is an apprehension of 
men living out the consequences of Original Sin* The web, the union of 
all men with each other, is a simple fact of creation. Dy- reason of 
the Fall this fact to known under another code - as antagonism. In 
consequence the web is experienced as inescapable pain and sorrow. But 
the sixth chapter of tie Car~io Down fron Heaven speaks of 'the web of glory'. 
This is a description of the kingdom of heaven in which the consequences 
of the Fall have been transformed and creation chinos with a restored 
splendour. 
The courtesies of that life are cocoa enough - to land a boob, 
for example is a smail motion in it, an article of the web of 
glory., 
It is characteristic of Wi1lio s that the grand theological assertion 
should be linked to the co onplace activities of daily life - the 
lending of the book. The sentence is a brief re-affirmation of that 
which was first perceived in the early poem To Miiehal. On bringin her 
breakfast in bed. In the novel Descent Into Hell the intir to relation 
between everyday activities and the gravid designs of heaven cad boll is 
one of the major themes. 





(e are to love each other as he loved us, laying dowse our lives 
as he did, that this love may be perfected, t(e are to love each 
other, that is, by acts of substitution. We are to be substituted 
and to boar substitution. Alt life is to be vicarious - at least, 
all life in the kingdom of heaven is to be vicarious. The 
difference between life in the kingdom and life outside the 
kingdom is to bit this. 1 
It would be reasonable to suppose that Williams's doctrine derives from, 
or is closely connected top the Pauline conception of the Church as the 
Body of Christ. The ideas of human solidarity, of organic unity and 
of interdependence, are not merely common to the thinking of both moat 
but are vital elements in their theologies of salvation. The derivation 
is, however, by an indirect route and the relation, at its closest, is 
oblique. Willir uses the statements of Paul in a highly individual 
way, and his definition of the detailed construction of the web of 
solidarity shown a religious sensibility radically different from that of 
the Apostle. Substitution is the key-word in this area of Williams's 
theology and his use of it separates bionot only from Paul, but rakes 
him unique in the history of Christian thought, Neither baptism nor 
justification by faith, themes central to Pauline writings, are mentioned 
by Williams, and the human body as an analogy for the Church seems hardly 
to have interested hin. Paul is referred to directly, on only two 
occasions" and his advice to the church in Galatia 'Dear ye one another's 





ietle to tl aiat , Cb. VI, v. 2, 
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terms of both literal and mystical substitution. 
Saint Paula injunction in to such acts as 'fulfil the law of 
Christ', that is to acts of substitution. To take over the 
Grieß or the fear or the anxiety of another is precisely that; 
and precisely that is legs practised than praised. 1 
Throughout this chapter there is the emphatic repetition of the vicarious 
nature of real bitten existence. Substitution is the, definition, not 
merely an element, of the redeemed life. 'Living for others' is a 
phrase that has to be understood In absolutely literal terms. It is not 
merely a pious way of describing the search for holiness or salvation. 
The word 'for' entails actual substitution. Men are to substitute 
themselves for each other, to take over and endure suffering and 
difficulty instead of, i. e. in the place of, others, This is. the inter- 
dependence which Williams was to investigate more deeply in his writings 
on 'co-inherence'. For him it was sheer impossibility that cry aua 
could save himself, What wan, true of Christ's action on the cross must 
be true of all non's actions everywhere and at all times. '1® saved 
others# himself he cannot save', Our salvation is wrought by others, 
and to practise substitution is the only means of general salvation. 
The law of cacbaago Is the only law of the kingdom of boavca. Eight 
years before tao publication of Ile Came Down from Heaven Williams wrote 
a letter to Alice Hadfield in which the doctrine of substitution is 




I have a point to discuss with yous which has made me wonder 
whether the New Testament may not be merely true in some of its 
advice. All about "bearing one another's burdens",,, I have an 
awful (fall of awe) feeling that one can. The older I got the 
more amazed I become at the pure convenience of - what we call 
Loveai 
, 
At the heart of Williams's belief lies the unalterable conviction of the 
'practicality' of the motaphysical formulae. The novels, Percent Into 
Bell and All Hallows Ere, Mauifost this conviction, for they are, among 
other things, his attempt at portraying the operation of 'substituted 
love' at the level of everyday existence. 
Decent Into hell. 
John Reath-Stubby places Williams's last two novels in a category 
apart from the root and says that they are 'dark and difficult books, in 
which the sense of evil has become oppressive, and the characters pass 
across the frontiers which separate the living and the dead. '2 it could 
never be argued that either of them is a great novel, but it is equally 
impossible to regard them merely in the light of 'supernatural thrillers' 
or to dismiss them lightly as 'entertainments'. All of Williams's novels 
have a serious purpose but none of the five earlier ones engagestho 
reader's imagination in the way that those last two do. There are 
gents in these books when Williams, as novelist and not merely as 
expositor of peculiar ideas$ achieves his purpose brilliantly. These 
are moments in which the reader is made to feel that the familiar outlines 
Iladtiold, pp. 139-140. 
I 
2 
Charles Williams, p. 31. 
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of his normal-existence in the material world are really capable of 
diaeolying into new shapes which hold elements of wonder and horror. 
These novels are in a gatogory apart, not becauee they are 'dark and 
difficult' or because Williams introduces now themes, but because his 
ability to persuade the reader of tue. 'oricusneea of hie, themes seems to 
Ego and have intensified in the years which separated The Greater T 
Descent Into Teil. This intensification makes itself felt in two areas 
in particular, 
The-firat, ia that of character. In the figure of Pauline Miatruthor, 
upon whoa the whole novel deponda, W1111 has monagod to createn 
character which begins to fulfil E, }1. Forsterle rcquiremeut for successful 
characterisation -" that of being soon 'in the ; ound', 
i The characters 
of the earlier novela are, nearly all of them, etock. figurea, or, possibly 
worse still, ciphers. Intimations of Williams's ability to create 
'living' people can be found earlier than in Descent Into-Pell - Isabel 
in Shadows of icataey1 Lord Ardlay in Lk-w_p1monsiong and Nancy in Tile 
GreaterTrune are examples - but none of these reaches that stage of 
development at which the reader in able to respond imaginatively and 
immediately to the predicament of the character. This response occurs 
in Peecent Into Bell, and, in a more remarkable way, in All Hallos Ihre 
where the reader finds himself entering, into the experience of Lester 
Furnivale a person who is dead. 
I 
Aopeoto of the Novel (1922, Pocket edition, 19'49), Ch. IV. 
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The second area Is that of the relation between the two orders of 
reality, natural and supernatural. As has already been said, this theme 
is basic to every novel and the success of its presentation, to a large 
extent, governs the success of the novel as a whole. What is noticeable 
about ]Descent Into Pell is the case, sureness and 'quietness' with which 
unearthly occurrences are introduced into the realistic settin,;. There 
is no obvious heightening of excitement, as can be found In War 
Heaven; it to the least shrill of all the novels in its tone. We are 
given a picture of a world in which spiritual and material, earthly and 
heavenly,, past and present are in constant contact. 'There is barely a 
reorient when the reader is not aware that the whole 'natural' world of 
Battle hill (the location of the action) is surroundad b, and contained 
within, a supernatural sphere. 
It to possible to trace a growing sense of the co-inhoroncc of the 
two worlds through Williams's novels. At first, as in War in 'heaven 
and The Place of the Idos, the unearthly erupts with a violent suddenness 
into human life. Dat in The Greater Trumsy although the predominant 
sense is still that of terrifying cosmic forces unleashed 
in the ordinary 
world, there is a further underlying suggostion that within tend behind 
the everyday phenomenna, co-inhering, in fact, the supernatural lies 
hidden. In All hallo Dye the idea of co-inherent existences reaches 
its perfect expression as the author snitches backwards and forwards 
from Lester Furnival's world of the dead to her husband's world of the 
living without exciting the slightest fooling of incongruity. Further- 
more the more spectacular aspects of occult events, so dash to the fore 
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in the earlier novels, are absent (apart. fron one bad slip) from the. 
later ones. This does not mean that heaven and bell have been 
donesticated, it means that everyday life has been more closely inter- 
twined with the unearthly order. The presence of the supernatural 'in 
the maddest' emphasises the capacity of all hupen beings to experience 
the joys and terrors of heaven and boll even in the performance . of 
trivial daily tasks. 
As the title Descent Into hell indicates, the novel is concerned to 
eine those two states of being known in the Christian tradition as 
heaven and Hell. It is a book about salvation and, damnation and revolves 
around the two characters Pauline , Anstruther and Lawrence Wentworth. 
They hardly come into contact with each other to the course of the book, 
but their lives form an exact counter-point in the development of the 
theme. Earlier novels had also broached these subjects, but, nearly 
always, the presentation of salvation is loos vivid than that of damnation. 
It is relevant to recall the two sketches of a descent into bell in the 
figures of Gregory Persimmons in Ear in hTeaven and Giles Nulty In 
Dimensions. Bat if one is to look for a blueprint for Lawrence 
Wentworth's motion one crust return to the book of literary criticism 
The flieh Poetic ! Hind and to the discussion of Paradise Isst, Of the 
revolt and exile of Satan Williams says, 
It is a state weil known to-Man. The skies and the abysses, tho 
archangels and the chaotic powers, of this poem are not necessary 
to our recognition of it; nor by than is our capacity for a 
similar choice awakened. The corner of a suburban roardl a 
notropoliton doorway, are equally adequate surroundings; worn 
those other necessary paradise Lost would be more spectacular and 
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less essential poetry. Hilton stresses the moral choice of the 
contradiction, the choice which so many men have made, the 
preference for the existence of their own will as the final and 
absolute thing an against the knowledge (whatever that may be) of 
come 'great commanded good'., i 
Like all Williams's vritings on Hilton, this passage at one and the same 
time illuminates and over-simplifies. The idea of the moral choice is, 
as W1111=n says, essential to the poem, but so is the spectacularity 
'the skies and the abysses'. This is what makes Paradise Lost the 
difficult and disturbing poem it is. Williamals concept of hell is, I 
believe, more clearly expressed than11iltouss, and closer to the 
definitions of orthodox Christianity. It is, moreover, a more terrible 
vision than 1Hilton's for like Daate's it is not bound up with 
epectacularitya it lies close to the, beart of trivial# mundane existence, 
'The corner of a suburban road, a metropolitan doorway' are precisely 
and literally the location of hell in Descent Into Riell. In the second 
novel, War in Heaven, it vill be remembered, Gregory Pcrsiraons managed 
to moot the Lord of hell only by the elaborate preparations of a black 
magic ritual. In Descent Into Hell Adele Hunt discovers that the door 
of an innocuous-looking shed in a dusty yard opens directly on to the 
path of the damned; Pauline Anatruther sees her own terrifying iffier 
the Doppolgangor, advancing quietly along the pavement of her ova street; 
Lawrence Wentworth is visited by a succubus, but it in a creature be has 
himself formed out of his ova perverted imagination and is horribly 
1 
The English Poetic Mind, p. 123. 
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congruous in the familiar surroundings of his ova garden. 
Faber & Faber's standard edition of Williams's novels carries a 
blurb on the dust cover of Descent Into ße11 which misleadingly states 
that 'the theme of all his novels to the struggle between good and evil'. 
The suggestion is one of metaphysical, and possibly extra-terrestrial, 
conflict. But the novel provides no justification for this attribution 
of dualism. There is, of course, conflict, and conflict of a terrible 
kind, but it is a conflict which takes place within the characters and 
not beyond therm it is the individual spiritual conflict of the human 
soul in its effort to choose and perform those thoughts and actions which 
lead to human fulfilment and ultimate salvation, and to reject those 
thoughts and actions which stultify and distort and eventually bring 
chaos and damnation. In Descent Into Bell Williams remains true to those 
theological principles he outlines in He Came Down from heavens evil has 
no real existence, heaven defines bell, all perfected life in the 
kingdom of God is vicarious. An examination of the way in which Williams 
traces Lawrence Wentworth's movement towards that state of utter 
hopelessness, called hell, will demonstrate the consistency of his 
religious outlook. 
At the beginning of the book Wentworth is pictured as a pleasant 
resident of tattle Bill, remarkable in the community for his scholarship; 
kindly for the most part and veil-disposed towards his neighbours and 
acquaintances; self-indulgent, perhaps, even selfish, but by no moans 
depraved or corrupt. In conmion with all men he is subject to temptation 
and possesses weaknesses which are sometimes overcome and sometimes 
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submitted-to., fly temporament he is a Jealous pad possessive man and he 
is vulnerable tq, two , 
kinds of attack » sexuni ; and professional, 
Emotionally aroused by the provocative young woman Adola 14mt, he.. 
resents her-association with the young man Thigh Prescott whom be senses, 
quite correctly, as a, rivat for Adela' a#iectioasr - 
One evening he lies 
in wait for tbeat. as they return froI. the railway station, 
Wentworth stood there Lot his windo7 now for some seconds, 
exorcising a no more conscious but a still more deliberate choice. 
Es also yielded - to the chaos within rather than the chaos without 
.... A remnant of intelligence cried to him that this was the road 
of mania, and self-iadulgenco leading to mania. Self-preservation 
itself urged him to remain: lucidity urged hin; if not love. 
11e stood and looked and listened r,.. lie would not go to spy he 
would Co for a walk. ho went out of the room, down the soft, 
swift stairs of his mind, into the streets of hip mind, to find 
the phantoms of his mind. He desired hell, 1 
This passago, Wentvorth'a first yielding to the tomptation# Gets the 
pattern for his whole descent. First there is the stress on the self- 
enclosure of the situation and the stifling narrowness of the action. 
No external force prompts him to his decision, he fights the battle 
within the limits of his own personality. Williams underlines this 
point by giving the scene a sudden surrealistic twist; the soft, swift 
stairs of his mind'. Throughout the novel this surrealistic device crops 
up in the story of Wentworth, and in the and the reader is forced to coo 
the whole of the natural world through the distorting, self-reflecting 
Ions of Wentworth. 's interior eye. He goes out to meot the images he has 
himself created. This scene is the beginning of his refusal to meet 
Descent Into lloll, pp. 49-50. 
I 
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the demands of the real world and shows the start of that process by 
which the imagination is perverted. Secondly, there is the author's 
emphasis on the freedom and deliberateness of the choice. This does not 
mean that Williams lapses into a kind of Pelagianism in which the issues 
of morality can be clearly apprehended and calmly decided upon. ilia 
writing convoys not only the confusion of mind and the painful 
frustration of the character but also, in the use of the image of hunger 
a few lines previously, the force and attraction of the perverted desire. 
Nonetheless, in the last analysis, the choice remains a responsible, 
freely-willed one. tut as the novel progresses it is possible to 
observe the tray in which each wrong choice increases the blindnass in 
the mind and heart of Ucntvortz until the process of perversion is 
complete and the ability to recognise choice has been lost altogether. 
Thirdly, there is the emphasis on the sheer foolishness of Wentworth's 
decision. Again and again in his critique of Paradise lost Williams 
harks back to the idea that Satan was simply vropZt that the proposed 
defiance of the Omnipotence was nothing more than stupidity. In a 
similar manger, in his interpretation of the Divine Comedy he draws 
attention to the fact that the souls of the doted are the souls of those 
who have 'lost the good of intellect', who, through their consistent 
refusal to recognise the facts of life have become incapable of seeing a 
difference between good and evil, and are thus condemned to eternal 
blindness and perversion. In this passage from Descent into flail 
Williaza shows in Wentworth one standing at the beginning of the long 
process of self-delusion " 'lucidity urged him, if not love'. 
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The, ßecond of UentwortU'c temptations - to professional jealousy - 
proments : itself in the shape of the honour- accorded to ,& rivnl ? ixe, his own 
field of scholarshiip$ military history: 040 xw rnl Wontwortl4 opens 
his newspaper to find that ,a biigüthood has been bestowal on the historian 
Aston, Moffatt, and a terrible choice once again faces him. 
There waa proeonted to him at once and ý clearly- an opportunity for 
joy - casual, accidental joy, but joy. If he could not manage 
joy, at least he might have managed, the-intoUtion of joy. The 
infinity of grace could have been contented and invoked by a more 
mental refusal of cny#ling but auch an effort, I 
The real nature of the oiu ai jealousy : is outlined in these iew word. 
As distinct fron envy, Win not rooted- iu the desire to possess wuat 
another has. It in a more insidious vice and more destructive -in Its 
Gonsoquencoo. -It, -Is the hatred of another's happiness, and the desire 
to destroy it. If one kannot, oneself, possess tho happiness, ißt. . 
jealousy one fixes-one+o will upon the prevention of another possessing 
it. This passage contains also a d©op. eouso of the love and mercy of 
God ('the Infinity'), in that- areaof his being where =a is, of 
necessity, responsible for his on salvation it is not the acbiov ut 
of a moral perfection and personal holiness that saves bin. Williams's 
doctrine of salvation is as for fra: a a' Ja9tifieatio4 by 'Wrlk4l, was 
6to raulos. The morn effort towards jay will save a i. But braving 
said that, one ºt also say that Williams saw the effort to joy as a 
moral and motapbyaical obligation for all .= boinga1 and one rcm born 
1 Ibid., p"80, 
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the character of Chloe Burnett in F Dimensions Who regarded the 
failure to cause gaiety as a 'failure in morals'. 
i The effort to joy 
is quite simply an effort to love, so that it at catch-phrase could be 
used to describe the doctrine of salvation, it would be 'justification 
by love', love described in the most precise terms. 
The pages which follow Wentvorth's refusal to make an effort towards 
joy demonstrate the penetration of Williems's psychological insight. 
Burning with resentment cad disappointment, Wentworth seeks immediate 
consolation of another kind in the creatures of his own imagination. 
The theme of sexual jealousy is woven into that of professional jealousy 
at this point, for the minute he refuses the offered joy in Noflatt's 
happiness, a spectro appears a woman with the features and sensuality 
of Adela Bunt. Williams calls her Lilitii, echoing the flabbinic legend 
of Adam's first wife who turned into a demon. But Wentworth's succubus 
is of his own creation and no demon. Williams stresses the point of this 
fantastic perversion of the work of the human imagination by Introducing, 
in a rather confused passage, an initially puzzling quotation from the 
Divine Comedy. At the top of the mountain of Purgatory Dante reaches 
the place where he is re-united with the girl whom he first adored in the 
streets of Florence many years before, and he is greeted by her with the 
words 'ben sea, ben corn, Beatricol - we are, wo are Doatrico. (Canto xxx) 
Tho recognition of the authority of the beloved is crucial to the scenes 
}iony ni . p. 50. 
i 
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her first words are words of rebuke. She is, in Williams's terminology, 
an inescapable fact which the lover has to acknowledge. No love 
relationship can exist unless each lover recognises the independent 
reality of the other partner. Lilith operates as the anti-type of 
Beatrice. Where Beatrice upbraids Dante and reduces him to tears, Lilith 
is utterly compliant to Wentworth's demands. In. the Divine Comedy 
Beatrice is an agent of salvation, in Descent Into hell the succubus is 
the symbol of damnation. Nothing exists for Wentworth other than the 
self-created image in the self-indulgent world of his own mind. Be 
becomes so obsessed with his fantasy that he fails, in the end, to notice 
even the real Adels when she turns to him. His imagination copulates 
incestuously with its own offspring. But his descent is not complete 
until everything has been rejected: Including the figures upon which his 
imagination has been feeding. 11011 is the place of complete self- 
absorption, and even Lilith is cast away finally. 
lie sat down and his creature crept up to him and took and nuzzled 
his hand. As she did so he became aware for the first time that 
he did not altogether want her .... Even she was a betrayal, she 
was a thing outside. i 
As a portrayal of damnation Descent Into Fell succeeds in a way that 
no other work in English literature has been able to. It to, I believe, 
more accurate in its spiritual insight and more convincing about the real 
existence of hell than, for ez=ple, either Paradise Lost or Dr. Faustus. 




for both Satan'and Fauatus'retain-elements of, nobility in their ; descent'. 
Williýüe&Iio' agei-to -convince us` of ý"the lnexorsbilityý'of the" process 
without ever -suggesting ""a doctrine of 
predestination. "° `'"oral choice 
isst' offered to Wentworth at each stage of the deicent and the `elightest 
gesture could have"=saved, hiu tram the final . horror and madness. } 'At`the 
close of 'the 'first part of The Pil rimon Progrees, when 'Chilstinn arrive$ 
at the khinIn City, '-Runyan t®1ls us that at the very'gate of "heaven 
there, lea gray too ' hell. -` 'In, Descent Into Tell `Williams "describes the" 
coaplenentary' experiencet at "thelvory`mouth of 'hell a path''cen be found 
which loadsFto heaven. 
1If; 1o, ientworth7had over bated Sirr. Aston because of a passion 
for austere truth, he might even then have laid hold on the thing 
that was abroad in the world and been`saved" If he had been 
hopelessly wrong in his facts and yet believed than oo# and 
" , believed they were Important in themselves, be night have felt a 
touch of the fire in which the Marian martyr had gone to his 
glory, and still have been saved *. o#* , 17o looked at Sir Aston cad thought, not, "Ho vaavrong in his facts', but "I've been chaated". i 
Dat the path is ignored and the irrevocable choice is made, Wentworth 
facing the choice cocoon to all academics, artists, performers and even 
lavers turns away from his love of the thin (history) itself to a 
concern with himself as historian and himself as rejected. The absolute 
concentration on self brings the ultimate isolation of hell. And in 
the closing pages of the novel damnation to known, not as the vindictive 
judgnont of a God, but as the inexorable outcome of the continual, freely,, - 




It $s, perhaps# because Williams ends his novel on a note of utter 
desolation, that the Immediate impression left on the roecler ; is that .. of 
prevailing darkness, but, in facts in the novel as a whole the sense of 
joy and liberation is as vividly present as that of hopelessness and 
imprisonment. This brings us to the character of Pauline Anstruther 
whose development forms the exact counterpart of Wentworth'e. And it is 
in the presentation of Pauline's progress to salvation that Williams 
concretely depicts those doctrines adumbrated theologically in Be Came 
Down from heavens, Her life is the precise, deffnition of love in action. 
At the contra of the book stands a chapter yhose heading is almost 
identical vita the sixth chapter of the oasay$ '! ho Doctrine of 
Substituted Love'. The substance of the chapter to a conversation 
between Pauline and the poet Peter Stanbope, 
i 
a conversation which begins 
vith Stanhope's observation that the girl is living under a severe etrainl 
a strain moreover that is not accounted for rioroly by the fact that she 
is miraing a dying grandmother. liar distress has the delineation of 
fear and turns out to have a ctrengo causes she In haunted by a gbastly 
vision of hereolf# her own mirror-image, a Doppelganger. why Williams 
chose this melodramatic notion, beloved by many of the Romantics as a 
symbol of fear, is inexplicable, but it to not unsuccessful. lie makes 
no attempt at giving a psychological explanation an to why the terror 
should manifest itself in this particular form, he allows the image to 
operate at the purply literary level of a 'conventional' symbol. It 
I 
Peter Stanhope had been an early not do Plume of Williams üimaolf. 
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accords well with the world of Battle Bill in which the frontiers of 
normal, material existence dissolve easily and without warning to reveal 
the presence of both the preternaturally horrible and the preternaturally 
beautiful. Moreover, late in the story Williams puts the ghostly figure 
to good use. Stanhope, understanding the girl's bewilder ent and dread, 
offers a way of release. The starting-point is, once again, the 
injunction of the Apostle Paul in his Epistle to the Galatians, 'Bear 
ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ'. Stanhope, 
and Williams through Stanhope, interprets this literally 
Iit I think when Christ or St. Paul, or whoever said bear ... 
he meant something much more like carrying a parcel instead of 
someone also. To bear a burden to precisely to carry it 
instead of. 1 
The law of Christ is, of course, love, and wo are reminded of Williams's 
remark in the letter to Alico IIadfield, which has already been quoted, 
that love is not merely beautiful but useful. In operation It has the 
power to relieve distress and bring freedom and joy at the level of 
ordinary hum life. Williams scoop in the words of the Apostle, love 
defining its method of operation, and that method is the method of 
substitution. Stanhope insists not only on the possibility of one human 
being suffering for (instead of) another, but on the necessity of doing 
so if salvation is to be achieved. 'fill life in the kingdom to to be 
n 




Ida Came Down from Heaven, p. 86. 
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exchango. It is not possible to take another's burden byeforce, it 
maust be, freely given. ' - Stanhope cannot endure. the. fear and bewilderment 
of Pauline if she will not allow bim to, but the rejection-. of, hix after 
could be the first step towards that self-. enclosed independence which, `°. 1 
finally, to hell. Pauline in the acceptance of his love is made aware 
of the web of creation whose pattern is substitution and exchange. In 
the same way that she uses him she must be prepared to bosused byothers. - 
And later in the novel she is used'by, others in-strange°and terrible ways. 
Pauline, in this conversation, naturally questions Stanhope's 
doctri4c, asking hoer it is possible that-an actual. suffering .a , pain, 
a betrayals a loss, or in her case, the Lear of the Doppelgaager -can 
be given away. Stanhope denies that he is offering to remove . 
the fact. - 
"And if I sea it after all? " she asked. "Bit not 'after all', " 
he said. "The fact remains - but see how different a fact, if 
It can't be dreadedl .... "$ 
Stanhope's offer =tat be road in the light of Williams's interpretation 
of the Fall in lie Came Down from heaven. - The key-phrase of the 
interpretation is 'All difference consists in the mode of knowleds!. 
0` 
The action of substituted love can be soon as & , reversal of. Original Sin 
for, again, all difference is in the way of knowing. The fact . the 
diseases the loss, the Doppelganger - romain*, but the way in which it 
is endured and known can be transformed by the action of substitution. 
In a delicately expressed and deeply perceptive paragraph-Williams 
i 
Descent Into IIallp p. 100. 
2 
Ise Came Down from IIQayen, p. 21. 
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describes the difference in the suffering between those who endure the 
fact and those who have made tho substitutionary act. v 
The body of his flesh received her, alien terror, bis mind. carried 
the burden of her world. The burden was inevitably lighter for 
him than for borg for the rage of a personal resentment was lacking. 
Ile endured her sensitiveness, but not her eins the substitution 
there, if indeed there is a substitution, is bidden in the central 
mystery of Christendom which Christendom itself has never 
understood, nor can. 1 
With the slightly rhetorical flourish 'the ccutral mystery of Christendom' 
Williaaa introduces his doctrine of the Atoneiaent. In the froely- 
willed suffering, of Stenhopo for Paulino we are given an image of the 
atoning death of Christ. All acts of substitution are types of, and 
are con ated by, His act on the Cross. Individual uen have the 
power, and the necessity to exercise that power is laid upon them by the 
condition of their creation, to assist in the redemption of others, QflLIp 
in turn, they dopend upon the loving activity of others for their own 
salvation. IAit only Christ has the power to bear the burden of the 
whole of hm=ity and redeem the whole web of creation. 
It is clear fron The descent o the Dove and The Christian Year 
that Williams was familiar with the letters of the martyr-bishop of the 
primitive church, Ignatius. It might be that it In from these letters, 
with their intense devotion to Christ's passion, that Willis received 
the idea of Atonement as a substitutionary action performed to perfection 
by Christ but, strangely and paradoxically, imitated and completed in the 
liven of individual human beings. Furthermore it can be shown that 
1 
Descent Into 1011, p. 101. 
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Ignatiwa 'tame not alone in his belief that ho could, act `asp substitute for 
his others by his own suffering and death. U. E. U. Turnar in hie study 
of the Early Clurcli The, Patristic Doctrine' of, Redemption claims 
That this. the, idea of bstitutio7 is no personal' idiosyncraay, 
born of the teeming brain of the martyr-bishop of Antioch, is 
proved by tho fact that the same theory underlies the claim of 
the confessors, 'the spoilt children of the Early Church', during 
the periods of general persecution to act as an alternative 
channol of reconciliation beside the developing penitential 
system. Their suffering for Christ, like ilia for theca, could 
avail to atone for sin. 1 
It is impossible$ however, to be dogmatic about Williams's sources, and, 
in any case, uhat is of real importance is the wag he develops his 
theory, and presents it, with his distinctive sensibility# in terns of 
the everyday lines of man and women. 
At the conclusion of the conversation, Stanhope Is left meditativ( 
on the words that have been epoken and the offer he has mado" The 
Aoditation enün in a curious way, with ecboos of Thomas Aquinas's 
definition of God as 'actna pures' and his discussion on the L"ternity of 
God in the Summ Theolorica, ` 
The act o substitution was fully made; and if it had been 
necessarily delayed for years (could that have=-been), but' not by 
his fault, still its result would have preceded it. In the place 
of the Cleeaipotonco there is neither before nor after; there is 
only fact. 3 
The historical process of cause and effect in the time sequence of the 
material world has no meaning in the world of love, Love belongs to the 
i 
The Patriotic Doctrine of I. cde: grtion (London, 1952)9 pp"29-30, 
2 
Samna Theoloaica, Pt. I, Question x, Article I. 
3 
Descent Into Hall, p. 102. 
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eternal life of God, (the Omnipotence), and the exercise of love meats 
participation in that life. As William points out in The Descent of 
the i in Eternity there can be no duration, so in the Christian life 
there is a real sense in Erbich it can be said that there is neither past. 
nor future but only nov, the immediacy of Etornity. 
i The dissolution of 
the conventional time sequence Which was portrayed rather crudely in the 
earlier novel Ltmy Dimensions is here more subtly and convincingly 
conveyed. The framework of the novel is clearer and the supernatural 
core consistently present, so that one is always aware of Eternity 
surrounding and containing the personal and co anal histories of battle 
Hill and its inbahitsats. s 
The climactic point of the navel and the demonstration of the unity 
of all time in the life of the Cwuipotence is Poullne'o meeting with her 
ancestor, a martyr in the Marien persecutions of four centuries before. 
The reader is prepared for this meeting at the close of the eighth 
chapter when a power contained within the verse of $taahopo'a play helps 
Pauline herself to recognise the co-inherence of all exietenco. 
... perhaps even now he burned, and she and her friends donned, 
and her grandmother died and lived, and Peter Stanhope wrote his 
verse, and all the past of the Rill van one with its present, 
It lived; it Intermingled; not among those living alone did 
the doctrine of substituted love bear rule. 
Once the limitations of the time sequence have been destroyed there is no 
reason why cause and effect should operate sequentially. It would have 




been possible for Stanhope to bear Pauline'e burden of 'fear ' long uftör 
the girl herself had ceased to be afraid. In fact. this turns out to be 
the pattern of her ovu effort of substitution, and Stanbope's cmeditation$ 
like Paulinots sudden realisation of co-inherenco at the dross rehearsal, 
prepares the reader for the extraordinary scene in which r uiline takes 
over the pain and fear of her dying ancestor. 
In M Camo Down from Heaven Williams discusses the way in which, 
in the Incarnation and Atonement, all things can be known as occasions 
of joy and evil itself can be transfigured and experienced au good. 
(0 folix culntt) In the chapter The Tryst of the Worlds' be depicts this" 
doctrine dramatically. The horror and pain of Pauline's life symbolised 
by the Doppolganger becomes an occasion of joy. Fortified by the love 
of Stanhope she is able to taco the terrifying figure na it approaches 
her down the dark street. When it reaches her she realises that it is 
not her own mirror-image after all, but the figure of her ancestor'John 
Strntiior burning with fear and despair at the thought of blis impending 
death. She knows what she must do and, offering to bear his pain, she 
gives hin release. 
Pauline sighed deeply with her joy. This than, aftor so long, 
was their znoetin, and their reconciliation; their perfect 
reconciliation, for this other had done that she had desired, and` 
yet not the other, but oho, for it was she who had all her life 
carried a fear which was not her four but another',, until in the 
end it had become for her in turn not hers but another' o. 1 
Stanhope and Pauline are not the only characters in the novel who 




simple as those performed by the poet awl the girls line's grandmother 
dying. peacefully and hopefully acts In her last hours for the soul of a 
dead 
, man who, years 
beforo during the building of the Battle H li estate, 
had hanged himself in frustration and despair and now wanders in a cold, 
lonely 
. world seeking 
the release which only the love of another can give 
him. We are not supplied with the details of kiargaret Anstruther'e 
action but are merely shown the way her acceptance of death procures his 
liberation. 
. 
All salvation is to be achieved vicariously... The life of 
the kingdom Is, a pattern of exchange, and the person -yho , refuses 
t4 o 
operation, as does Lawrence Wentworth, excludes himself from the kiugmdom. 
Williams rotors to this pattern of life by various names In his 
writings. fare it is presented under the image of the city, 
' 
a symbol 
intended to convoy, primarily, the inter-dependence of all separate 
existences. Williams mskcs it quite clear that inter-dependence. is not 
a condition created by faith, but in simply a fact of creation. And the 
way to salvation is no more then to recognise and accept the fact. 
Wentworth, like the condemned souls of Dante'a t%, in refusing the city 
refuses the fact. There is a scene in which b'entworth, hiding himself 
in the dark lane near the railway station jealously waiting the return 
of Adels and Iiugh from London, allows Uillicam to introduce the image of 
the heavenly city into hie resentful cogitations on the earthly city. 
«. # he would have a world in which no one went to the City, because there was no City unless ho - but no, he wouldn't have 
a City. Adele ....,, 
1 





Throughout his work Williams omphasisos factuality. lie depicts 
human life as a striving after reality and salvation as the achievement 
of the knowledge of reality. Christianity is the great religion of 
facts, not merely (though certainly) because it takes historical 
occurrences seriously, but because its doter deal with things as they 
are; the actual structures of hum= life. It speaks of love and it 
speaks of it in mathematical terms, and according to Williams both 
geometry and the romantic vision are indestructible facts of hº 
existence., There is no better, vay of concluding this discussion of: 
Descent Into Bell than by quoting a passage dii+ h demonstrates leis unique 
religious sensibility. Hargaret Anstruther epproaching her death 
od$tateo on love $a a way that exactly parallels the theology of lie 
C-400 Down from Heaven. . wir r ti Miwr rrý 
The approach by love vas the approach to facts to love anything 
but fact was not love. Love was oven more mathematical than 
poetry; it was the pure mathematics of the spirits It was 
applied also and active; it was the means as it was the end. 
The end lived everlastingly in the moans; the means eternally, 







1939 - 1942 
The declaration of var on the third of September 1939 brought about 
a radical change in the pattern of Charles Williüms'e'private life. ` As 
the plans for the 'evacuation' of the Oxford Univcrsity Press took" effect, 
Williac3a, who had spent all the years of his adult life in'the city'of 
London, suddenly found himself in the quiet provincial atmosphere of a 
small university town. The establishment at Amen House was broken up, 
and the" headquarters of the Press moved to Southfield House in cast 
Oxford. On the fourth of September Williams left'Londcn . permanently 
as 'It happens, for the frass' remained in 'evacuation' throughout the war 
and Williams died only eight days after the German surrender at Melms 
on the seventh of flay, 1943. This sudden change of environment made 
little 'difference to his work. It to trtiie that" by 1939 his mind and 
sensibility bad reached the Otago of full maturity, but it also seems as 
though he was a man who was hardly affected by his i taodisto physical 
curroundingst if'he vras, it made no impression on hie vork. file 
literary output in those last five, years continued to be prodigious. 
Besides the lectures and tutorials he gave iii the University, be 
contributed articles and reviews at regular, and frequent, intervals to 
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a number of periodicals, 
i' he wrote another biography, six more plays, 
one 'more novel, five substantial theological assays, and the second part 
of-the Arthurian sequence, The ile Bien of the teuer Stars. The fourth 
division of his work (i939-19'2) includes the history of the'Church, 
The`Descent of"the Dove; his study in witchcraft= the sequel to tied 
Downfroni iUoaven, entitled The Porgivoneýf'SinS and all but one of 
the most important contributions to periodicals and journals. 
These are the major works of the period, but tbmrc are a few minor 
ones which are not without interest - If only for the further evidence 
they ®upsl: y of the 'essential unity' of all Willimae's creative activity. 
They are the playa, three of which, Jurgemonttaatt Chelmsford, TheTio 
ba the Stable, and The Death of Good Fortune were written in 1939, and 
one, Grab and Grace which was completed two years earlier. I have 
already ventured the opinion that one of the dominant influences on 
Williams's dramatic Meriting was the tradition of the liah masque. I 
find this view confirmed, though in an indirect way, by John Reath-Stubbs 
in his claim that Williams's later development 
may be better understood if we think of it as parallel to,, though 
independent of, that achieved by Yeats in his later playa, rather 
than following the line of dir. Eli6t's verse drama. 2 
It to eure that Willjana'e playa boar little resemblance to Eliot's, he 
had neither Eliot's poetic genius nor his sense, limited as it was, of the 
1 
The periodical Time and Tide, for example, received huhdroda of 
contributions from hing at approximately fortnightly intervals. 
2 
Collected Play!, pp*vi-vii" 
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modern theatre, But the dramas of Yeats and Williams closely resemble 
each other in their fundamental ceremoniousness; and ceremony is the 
essence of the masque. Both non seemed incapable of convincing 
characterisation, and their plays frequently have the appearance of a 
series of poetically intory-related operatic arias set in a loose frame- 
work of dramatic action. The literary critic T, U. Benn in hic detailed 
study-of Yeats's poetry describes the theatrical ideals of the Irish 
goat in a way that would be entirely appropriate in a discussion of 
Williams'a dramatic efforts, 
ills theatre was first Intended to be one of beautiful speech, of 
romadco, of extravagence# that should at the same time stir into 
life the Imagination of the peoples "., Yeats desired a theatre 
of great speech, elimination of unnecessary action, and the 
. stylization of ghat remained; 
in which dramatic tension is 
built up by the resonances of image and symbols. 1 
Williams, unlike Eliot, nowhere outlined his own intentions for the 
theatre, but in an article on religious drama for a periodical called 
Good Speech (1938) be trenchantly attacked modern religious plays on the 
grounds that they lacked 'style'. The affinity with Yeats can clearly 
be soen. 
I would not go quite so far as to say that our present business 
is to invent a 'de ition horrid' outline, and fill it with grace 
and beauty of a style, but that, I fool, is, at least a fairly 
out* intention. 2 
It in the kind- of intention which operates in bis own plays, and when wo 
remomber,, in this context, that Williams nearly always associated courtesy, 
graces and foruLatity with the word 'style', it is poooibio to recognise 
rY Yrr MM ý1wrrrrrwýýý- rr - wnwýw+reý" i+w+M 
i 
Vie Lon®1v_Tower (Landon, 1950), pp"213-211i. 
2 
The Imair o of the City, p. 58. 
in 
the accuracy 'of John 1ioath-Stu4bole observation, 
Jud º, ement at Chelmsford, commissioned for the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of the creation of the diocese of Chelmsford is, by far, the 
most ambitious play of this period, and can be called ambitious by any 
standard of theatrical production. It log in fact, not a play at all, 
bat a large-scale dramatic pageant, divided not into Acts but Episodes 
involving dozens of characters, singing; parts, and choruses. 
Consequently, it is, of necosaity, static and ritualistic with interest 
focussed on allegorical representation in the text and on dignified 
physical (almost dance) movement is the actual performance. Inevitably, 
much of the script is now dated, and all the attempts at realistic 
characterisation have the stilted, artificial quality of Eliot'* attonpto 
at naturalistiam in the prose dialogue of his own pageant The k. And, 
as in the case of The Pow, the most effective moments of Ju! Lae sent at 
Chelmsford occur in the 'operatic' speeches of the chorus. It is, at 
best, a work adequate to the occasion for which it was commissioned, 
though from time to time Williams's distinctive religious vision infuses 
the language with a power that coca unicates the message vividly. The, 
dry comment of the See of Canterbury 'sense iss one great defence against 
the Fall' - when wo are reminded, of the novel Descent Into Boll and 
Wentworth's sabuission, against the lucidity of hip intellect, to 
temptation - is an instance of this. A more significant, example is 
contained in the long speech of the Sec of Constantinople from the same 
scene. 
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Wt. in. comme exchange between the Oo nipotence 
and man, In some such ravishing hour as this, 
when our inoernata and most courteous lord 
exhibits the actual unveiled beauty of the flesh 
to eyes of loves making the love and the loving, 
the lover and the beloved, the beloved and the lover, 
into a glorious mystery of himself " 
u. tght not that bo obscure reason in God?, 
The speech develops and clarifies the implications of that scone in the 
novel The Greater Trumps when, PNancy, is shocked into a spiritual and 
emotional awareness by the line from the hymn 'Rise to adore the mystery 
of love'. Tho precise meaning of the phrase 'the mystery of love' is 
loft only partly explained in the novel, here in the play It to spelled 
out' the t`terq is Christ hinself9 and the speech is a verse exposition 
of the Christological definition of the Atbanasian Creed{ 'One altogether, 
not by confusion of substance: but by unity of Persons. Williams once 
again starts from the cxporiouco of love and sees the absolute perfection 
of the human experience In the figure of the Incarnate Lord« The union 
of Godhead and Manhood in Christ Is defined as a union of the perfect 
exchange of love. 
The three plays vhich followed 4` ikoment at Chelmsford conform to 
the sa o basic patterns they are intended to be modern morality plays 
constructed after the ºnncr of tho late Medieval play ire nan. All the 
characters are allegorical (apart from. Mary and Joseph in oJlouse ! )the 
Stable) and there is no attempt, except for the colloquialisms In 
some of the dialogue, at naturalistic reproecutation. The Uouea by'-the ýIr YIYY ýYNi/YY Mý YYIYP 
StjMo and Grab and Grace are, and were intended to be (as Willie 's 
1 
Collected Plc q, j. 137. 
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title-page to the second play shows) complementary, The first to a 
Nativity-play, but the action itself revolves ingeniously around the 
traditional folk-tale of the Devil and man engaging in a game of dice 
for the possession of man's soul. In the second, Williams shows a nice 
inventiveness and freshness of theological attitude by representing Faith 
as a smartly-dressed and sophisticated young woran, and Grace as an 
impudent boy. flat neither of the plays repays close examination; the 
dialogue is artificial and banal - even for allegorical representations 
and the theological points, with one exception, are made crudely. 
The single exception occurs at the very and of each play. Mary to 
given the closing speech in The house by the stablef an4 she , 
ends with 
the following Wordss 
Take ua, 0 excl ;o of boartot this vo Lmow - substance in love, love substance. Lot us go. i 
The character of Fait, has the last major speech of 't rab . und Grace and 
she ends by echoing the closing line of the earlier play. 
Therefore God shall make all things voll - 
0a onyi 0 bounteous and fall jud *ent$ - . g.. When you want mot it you want map I ahh1l come 
quicker than you can think. The Peace be with you, 
and Love which is the substance is all things zn do. 2 
Tho quotation from Julian of Norwich which begins this speech to not 
fortuitous, und the two lines vh1ch brine the words Clove' and''eubstauco' 
into such close proximity are, in effect, concentrated glossas on certain 
passages from Julion's Revelations of Divine Love. In the course of 
I 
Ibid., p. 2i5. 
2 
Ibid.. p. 243. 
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describing the fourteenth 'spewing' of God's'l'övo"sae'speaks at soma 
length about the relation of manta 'substantiality' to the life and the 
love t the Trinity. 
For ore that Be made us Ile loved us, and when we were 
made we loved Him. And this is a Loves that is m ado, 
(to our Kindly Substance), (by virtue) of the luridly 
Substantial Goodness of the llaly Ghost ... ý... «.... 
. ýr... " ... ".... and the fullest Substance and the 
highest Virtue is the blessed soya. of Christ .. * and an higher understanding It tag inwardly to see and to 
know that our soul, that is mado, dweJ. leth in God's 
Substances of which Substance, God, we are that wo ar®. ' 
And I saw no difference between God and our 
Substances but as it were all God .. *. i 
Wildamis does not accurately rerroduco the pßycbolog r of i? a se' 4üliaor 
and his brief discussion of her terra 'iennualitd' ntid raubiatance' in 
T h6 Descent of the Dove` seems to indicate, by its crudity, that be had 
not really understood the kind of distinction she attempted to draw 
between'their meanings, but the general pattern of her thought is 
followed, and slightly extended, in these few lines. lie reproduces her 
vigorous unti41enicheoism ' For both of than God to most profoundly 
experienced when the plesh is taken most seriously= In the depths of 
physical pain und the heights of physical love God reveals Himself. riy 
quoting the' , famous remark 'All things shall be wall', Williams alludes 
to his own doctrine of the Pall and Redemiption in which all things 
(including min) are to be known as occasions of joy. Vvil is to be 
known as good and sin is to be transformed into a weans of salvation. 
i 





Julian claims that the soul was made to bo, God$s dwollizg-placo, 
Williams that Love to the pribciple'of being=in all things that are made. 
Christ stands at the very centre of the pictures of both writers, for' 
Be, in'the flesh, Is substantial God and substantial Haan; sein film the- 
soul is knit, tone'd1, into God, and through Him the groat exchange of 
love is made. The extension of one Julian's thought is to be found 
is the way Williams, perhaps unconsciously, reminds us of Dante in his 
use of the word love, It is identified, not only as a profound-emotion 
towards a desirable object (the erotic or romantic sense), nor as the 
overflowing grace of God in the willed suffering of Jesus Christ (tho' 
agapatic sense), but as the principle, creative and directive, by which 
the whole of the universe iss governed. - The idea is not foreign to the 
thought of Dame Julian, as the closing' sentences of the Beyelations show, 
but it'is impossible in this context not to-be reminded of Dante; and 
especially of the final cantos of the Divine eCComedy 
in which the poet 
describes himself being possessed at-the very centre of his being by 
the sate power - love - that controls the-life and movement of the whole 
of creation. 
The fourth of the plays, The Death of Good Fortune, begins precisely 
where The House by the Stable , leaves offs with a speed by the Virgin 
Mary and the aphorina 'substance in love, love substance'1 and the 
experience of romantic love Is a burning issue in this play, which 
attempts to explicate and demonstrate the truth of the maxis that Nary 
Collected Plitya, p. 179" 
I 
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ernanciatee''towarde the end of her first speech. 
All chance to heavenly, all luck is good. 
The play sounds strangely to twentieth century cars unaccustomed to the 
traditional forms of morality drama, but the plot could hardly be simpler. 
The allegorical figure Good Fortune, who to regarded as the source of 
security and happiness in the lives of the throe central characters, 
dies. As a result, the Lover, the Old Woman, and the ring suffer the 
destruction and the deprivation of their desire and hopesi the Lover 
loses the love of his beloved, the Old Woman is robbed of the money she 
has saved to ensure her independence, and the securitylof the King's rule 
to threatened. 
The play, at one level, is yet another expression of the 'Troilus 
experience's the sudden reversal of an apparently stable pattern of 
existence; the experience of the Inexplicable contradiction at the basis 
of life, and the 'actual schism in reasons. In outlining the sufferings 
of the lover Williams seems to be attempting a dramatic imago of the 
situation of Dante which he discusses at some length in The Fi ure_ of 
Beatrice. Dante, having. fallen deeply in love, is suddenly bereft of' 
bis beloved Beatrice, (she actually dien, though the fact, of death is of 
no great importance) and the vision is, as it were, withdrawn; or,, ' ccoro 
accurately that which inspired the vision is withdrawn. The question 
which follows Is not 'Why did Beatrice dis? ', but 'What is Dante to do in 
this unbearable situation? ', And, in The Death of Good Fortwto, what is 
the Lovor, und, by extension, what are the Old Wow and the King to do 
now that the hope of happiness has been taken Away? The lUn, g counnols 
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a sober and stoical. resignation 
If indeed Good Fortune Ia now dead, 
our god, our only hope, behaves all 
to put away our loves, and what may fall 
take nobly, to rho a nucleus of hearts 
resigned with one mind against rate 
to share what we havel, and in the natural honour bravo 
all oleo. Resign yolnsolvoss be strong. i 
To the Lover this advice of ', making the best of things', and couched in 
these terms Is repu, nth it seems to deny the reality of his experience 
of love and the validity of his 'vision,. L© fight& to discover away 
out of the dil®mua. 
... it is all untme, this content, this resignations love must live, 
and if o yemsn coils Up in another's heart 
and spoils love's accidents, love's substance =st gather head. 
I do not see bow, but somehow, love must live., 
Willi su ostsf in these fay lines, u solution to the problemwhich, 
strangely enough, ho does not develop in the rast of the play. An 
apparently inexplicable distinction botwoon the 'substance' and 'accidonta' 
of love is 4rm a. It is soon no an absolute quality or value which 
assumes 'accidental' form in the person of the beloved. It is to the 
'substance' of love that the lover oubmito, not to the 'accidents', the 
beloved - though normally they are not perceived in separation. Iit the 
argument to that the withdrawal or destruction of the $accidents' does 
not necessarily involve the dissolution of the 'substaaao' - the aeons 
by which its reality has boon conivoyod boa disappeared only. An Williams 
Ibid., p. 188. 
i 
2 M 
Ibid", p, t89. 
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make-9-clear, in his. Athweion. poses,, Dove does not e4 at for the, sake ot, 
Grp, J his same problani the Lovers the Lover exista, ",, a, yebicle for, 
aud,. a similar solution is proposed and aaalyae4, in th . preae . oß hThe- 
F iga® of Beatrice., ... 1111ý111ýýYýyYIýwY. rl IM 
The. featriacon quality has dieappoarod.,, Thit those things rhicb 
have boon said and done in the light of that quality rennin; 
vows, if they have been serious vows, remain*, If under the 
influence of the centre vhoro Love is, wo have visited to be at 
the centre with Lava# then we have to get to the centre. 1. 
The serious vows$_ according to Williams. (aaä- to Duzte), are vows made 
not to tho beloved so nucU as to the power. of which- sho Is the 
'accidental' mediator , The aa4logy$, boweyer,.. In thjo quotation 
If not 
the philosophical one.. ot 'substance' and ! acc . donta', but }pante! a. o»n- 
mathematical imago of the, circle and Its centre. , In-the 
twelfth oection 
of The Now Life Love d, scriboa hiussoif c 'tho contra of a circle, from 
which all parts of tiro, cir forenco are equally diotont ". "*', 
Killia 's ai ent is that any vision of lovo, however tr itory, it 
taken with full aeriousneaa, in as valid as any'othor# The more removal 
of, the object on tlo, circw ioronca doeq,, not alter the fugt that the 
individual has , already 
turned his faces his hopes and b1a desires towards 
the centre where love himself stands bolding each point cz the 





The Now Life, Section XII. (Penguin Translation 1964)9 p. al. 
3 
The influence of Dante is apparent in another place too. As Hry 
resuscitates the figure of Good Fortune ho cries out that Christ '... has 
taken cy heart from my side, and to twisting it in his hawU' 
The scene is a reminder (perhaps an imitation) of the vision iü. Tl New 
14ßo in which the 'lord of terrible aspect' - Love - tales Dante'o heart 
and compels the sleeping woman to eat it. 
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The Death of Good Fortune closes in a singularly unsatisfactory way, 
and we are fobbed off with a purely formal solution to the Lover's 
diler o. It is impossible to believe that even an allegorical figure 
could be persuaded of too resolution of his problem by the more 
enunciation of the phrase 'All luck is , rood'. And yet this is precisely 
what happens. D t, as in so much of the poetry, one foals that William's 
intended far more than he was able to express, or, possibly, took the 
trouble to express. So, in the context of the play alone wo remain 
unconvinced by the dictum and unmoved by the Lover0s acceptance of his 
situation. But, in the context of the whole of Willisns's work the 
phrase does take on real significance. Echoing far in the background 
to the passage fro;; the first novel, 51rß Ecstasy, when the motif 
of suffering to first introduced, 
I tried to persuade him to live from the depth of his wound rather 
than to pine away in tue pain of it; to make the extent of bis 
desolation the extent of his kingdom.; 
And undergirding the dictum is the whole of lie Came, flown from Tieaven 
his theology of the Fall and Redemption. 
Superficially perhaps these two statements from the novel and the 
play acorn to bear very little relation to the Christian faith, But 
although there In no overt reference to reli ion, they or® both 
manifestations of Williams's deep understanding und sure grasp of a belief 




life from within. Aa ho. aaya eloowbexo 'nothing to to bo forgotten'. 
JýVery experience, even the 'Troilus experiences is to be known, from 
withinf as good, All ways are ways to God. ,, 
The loss of vision, the 
loss of. security, the loss-of , 
peace, the, 3oss of life itself, are capable 
of, being transmuted by the way in -which they, are known, In constantly 
rctirning to this theme Williams, in fact, is drawing out now implications 
of ore of the profoundest insights of the Fourth Gospel. At the heart 
of St, John's vision we find the transformation of the horror of death 
on the Cross into a pattern of unsurpassed glory. The Gross itself, is 
seen as the perfection of God's purpose in, tbo Incarnation. 
i Sir Edwyn 
Uoskyns commenting on the opening of the thirteenth chapter of the gospel 
makes this point with the utmost force and economy. 
The Father Who has been glorified an earth in the life o$ the 
Son is to be particularly and supremely glorified in Ilia death 
. ".. It is this, and not any assurance of future vindication or 
reward, that makes the Death no scandal but the supreme 
manifestation of glory, and the purposeful departure of the 
traitor - That thou doset= do Quickly - the occasion of triumphant 
assurance., 
In the only place where Williams talks directly about the Fourth Gospel 
and its theology3 no mention is made of this aspect of St. Jobufo, tbqught 
(but the-article is a reviov, and Williams seems to be properly limiting 
himself to the issues that are germane to tho author! . 
intgntiona), but 
1 
The GoRpei aecord1ni try St. Jam, Che. 12 (vv. 25*33) &c 17 (T"1 ßiß ) 
2 
The Fourth Go of (First published 1940) Revised edition ß. 9A7, Plp"W&9- 
450" 
3 
The essay entitled 'St. John' in The Tnaa o of tho Cit ,a Time and Tide 
review of Chriotianit Accordin to St. John by W. P«° toward, ande 
Chriatiun Failures by Charles Singer, 1943* 
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It can hardly be doubted that the special' insights of the Jobaz in© 
approach to the life and death of Christ had oomehov pernoated the 
thought and belief of W lliuuo. 'Evil', an was said in Ito Caine Down 
from Heaven, can be known in Christ as good: There is, therefore, in 
terns of the play, no such thing as good luck - all luck to good. 
The Descent of' the Dove. 
Wi1liaas'a eub-title to the took readsi { 'A Short Uistory of the 
holy Spirit in the Church= a simple enough atatenent'on the surface, 
but his interpretation of the term 'history' as demonstrated in The 
Descent of the Dove is idiosyncratic. This to not to imply that it in 
invalid, but it tends to Luico the book a confusing one because txio reader 
in never quite sure, nor does Williams always rake it plain, exactly what 
his purpose is. In some respects this work to similar to the biographies. 
If the reader to seeking Information he will find only the bare mini 
of 'factual reportage' in those books. There to no suggestion that 
'Williams was not possessed of the facto, 'but tue cataloguing of them "In 
not his interest and the vorka'tako their shape according to the dictates 
of certain ruling ideas. in the biographies one Is conscious of his 
attempt to discover the essence of the subject's psychological and 
emotional life, and in the history his attention is focussed on the 
spiritual and theological meaning within, or behind, the observable 
sequence of events. The presupposition of The Descent of the Dove is 
that the historical process follows a discernible pattern - oven if all 
the parts are not icmodiatoly identifiable - and that a divine purpose 
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informs the movement of the whole sequence. - The- book- It as -much as ý- 
treatise on providence as it is a history., All events are interpreted 
and evaluated in terms of certain theological maximal &principle of 
composition Williams announces with a flourish in. the Preface. - 
"This also is Thou; neither in this Thou". ' Aa a maxim for 
living it in invaluable, and it - or its reversal e rues 
the history of the Christian Church., 
It In in the Preface too that he draws attention to the connection 
between The Descent of the Dove and those works of prose and poetry which 
immediately preceded its publication: " Desoentjnto kielt., -Tai 
TbrouSh Logree, and lie Came Down from heaven, -We , therefore expect the 
ruling ideas of those books to be presented-and discussed-again in The 
Descent of the Uovet and the present. intention is the investigation of 
the degree to which Williams succeeds- in communicating his distinctive 
theological insights by yet another literary means -a history. 
The undergirding principle of the whole work Is the principle of-, 
Co-inherence. The book is dedicated to 'The Companions of the Co- 
Inherence', and the frontispiece is a reproduction cf LodoYicoi3xea's 
Paradloot a painting taken by the author to demonstrate , the oo-inheranco 
of 'the aholo redeemed City#. 
2 It could. ýbe raid, with Justification, 
that The Descent of the skive is a hintorical Bey in which tho 
Significance of every event Is judged according to the extent to which it 






the universe with God and demonstrates the actuality of the principles of 
exchange and substitution, It mast be remembered that in Ile Came Down 
from 'leaven Williams asserts categorically that Christianity was not 
responsible for the co-herence of all things; that inter-dependence is 
an inescapable fact of creation. But in Christendom man finds the 
redemption and transformation to a heavenly glory of that pattern of 
creation. The, I)eegent, of the move is an account of the historical 
operation of that redemption. 
go begins precisely where one would expect a historian to begin - 
with the earliest documentary, evidence of the Christian community, the, 
letters of Paul* Williams sees the apostle as a«great exponent-of the 
doctrine of co-inherence, though he makes no attempt to examine the 
Variety of ways iii which Paul developed the-doctrine. It will be 
remembered that the precept from the epistle to the Galatisuw Vizor" ye 
one another's bu rdene t was used as a kind of proof-text for the practice 
of 'substituted love' in both Descent Into Bell and lie Came Down from 
H ven. A similar procedure Is followed hei phrases Cron the letters 
are quoted and interspersed with only the tersest of comments. 
In such words there was defined the now stato of being, a state 
of redemption, of co-inherence, made by that divine substitution, 
"Ila in us and we in Mm"., 
It cannot bo denied that Williams s deliberate brevity throughout The 
Descent of the Dove provost on occasions, to be self-defeating. Not 




the letters of i'aul are left ! hanging in the air', - Frccluently- Via 
readcr'ß expectation to disappointed by this lack of conuentary. 
Williams's treatment is not superficial. trait it is often opaquet and it 
is not merely obtuaonoss on the part of the reader that causes him to 
wonder about the exact content. of the phrases Mixich seem pregnant with, 
si¬ ßicance. 
..., Tbo"principle of co-inherenco is. carried into the, examination of 
that, pervasive movement ofýthe early years of Ghriotendaan known as 
Gnosticism, For Williams the Gnostica', inability to pea the, untvcrao as 
a co-inherent entity is a failure to, deal adequately with the real nature 
of h=at life, and, con orsely, the CInrch'o ultimate rejection of 
Gnostic theories in the definitions other councils represents the 
preservation of the vision of creation's interdependent natural the, 
recognition of what simply is the case. It cannot be, said that Ito found 
the plain idea of Gnoaioi mysteries and iditiationa (one remembers his 
membership of the Order of the Golden Dawn) completely abhorrent, Nor, 
as the discussion of the novel The Place of the Lion should have made 
cloar, were Gnostic conceptions of 'emauatjonal oncl effulgGncos'$ graded 
orders of existence proceeding from a supreme cad ineffable Source a 
stretching is their n ia4 kiorarcbieo betvoen heaven and earth, citire1y 
foreign to his cast of zdnd, 
i Consequontly1 Jiio Uacu0a1ou of those 
aspects, of the movement! - though manly tactual,: in slightly ambi us in 
Cif. Gnosticism. An Antho1o y, Ed. fl. 1. Grant. Esp. Chi# ß", 13 'Y, for 
a description of tbeso systems of boliof. 
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tone 'Bat he vas bitterlj'oppoeeä `to the inherent daaliem'ot all" Gaostic 
systems. Irenaeus (c. 160) pinpoints the dualism of Harcion's thought. 
And then he says that salvation will be of our souls only, of 
those souls which have learned his teaching; the body, because 
forsooth it is taken from the earth, cannot partake In salvation. 
f'r'othing could be further removed iron the sensibility of one who believed 
in the authority of the ra xtic vision, the power of human love and the 
rode ption of 'la came gloriosa eanta', and who saw the physical world 
as en imago of heavenly glory, than a system like Gnosticism which, 
whatever its fora - and there were many varioties2 - divided soul freu 
body, and spirit from =attar, which regarded the material world as evil 
,, 
tcd to be and which either debased the flesh in licentiousneso or attenn 
rid of its deoands by wild and perverse austerities. 
The stones they offered fitted the corners of ciany temples only 
not of the City of Christendom ".. The 'soul and the body 
too 
to 
divide them formally) wore not responsible for each other, lien 
wore not responsible for 'each other. The Gordis knot of unity 
was cut0 and the bits fell radically apart. Toothache, cancers 
I 
My, hner, If zxvii, 2.3. Quotod in-Dooumente of the Christian C1urcho 
Selacted and edited by A. L3ottonoon. Second edition. O. U. P. Paperback, 
19671 p. 37. 
2 
Cf i"J. H. D, Kelly, Purl Christian Doctrines. 
To speak of Gnosticism as a iuovczaont is misleading for that term 
suggests a concrete organization or church, There were, as we have 
soon, plenty of Gnostic teachers, each with his coterie of adherents, 
but there was no single Gnostic Church. On the other hand, it is 
clear that behind all the variegated Gnostic . recta there lay a common stock of ideas which could fgaten upon, adapt themselves to 
and eventually transform any religious noveaea1 concerne4 tQ, find 
an answer to the problems of existence, evil and salvation. (pp. 25 -2G) 
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women's periods, frustrated sen-love, these and other ills were 
without relation to the activity of the heavenly spheres. i 
And as Williams demonstrates in the later essay, The Index of the Dod 
(published in 1942)o and as we have already seen in his beliefs on the 
Incarnation, it to his profound conviction - and one which be tends to 
identify with the doctrine of Christendom -f that the physical occurrences 
of human life are intimately connected with the 'activity of the 
heavenly spheres'. 
In the second chapter the originality of Williams's interpretation 
and reconstruction of Christendom's history becomes apparent. Amidst 
the brief survey of the personalities and events of the second and third 
centuries - personalities which included Justin Martyr, Irenaeus and 
Polycarp, and events which included sane of the most spectacular 
martyrdoms as weil as the writing of documents counted onion the classics 
of sacred literature » attention is focussed on the relatively unknown 
figure of an African slave-girl imprisoned for her profession of the 
Christian faith in Carthage - Felicitas. She has no foast-day of her 
own in the Calendar of the Western Church, but is remembered with her 
mistress Porpetua, whose diary. of personal sufferings (possibly edited 
by Tertullian) bao been preserved. Yet Willis s sees her suffering and 
1 
p. 26i. 
Cf. 1l. A. Norris, God and the World in earl Christian Theolo . (oadon, 1966). 
The Gnostic tended to think of matter ae a positive principle of 
evil and error. He could conceive of no natural relation between 
matter and spirit save that of mutual exclusion ... his world ... 
consisted of distinct and contrary substances d1ich should, ideally, 
be totally segregated from each other. The fact that matter 
exists and that matter, soul, and spirit are somehow "mixed" in the 
visible world-order are carefully explained as the result of two 
cosmic faux pan. (p"63) 
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death as one of the most significant events in the history of the Church, 
not because she shoved particular nobility or graciousness in her 
acceptance of pain and death, but because her single utterance 'Another 
will be in no who will suffer for no as I shall suffer for him' epitomisos 
what is meant by Christian co-inherence, and reaches more deeply into 
the : mystery of creation and redemption than millions of vorde uttered 
by thousands of others. Sbo is discussed in the company of one of the 
groat teachers of the early Church, Clement of Alaxaadria. 
The two African cities proclaimed the universal web of exchange, 
and It the slave-girl's cry is more piercing than the philosopher's 
doctrine, yet it was to Cleaent that we ovo the beginning of that 
philosophical thought mich hindere, if it cannot by itself 
prevent, apostasy., 
Tho'rotort of Folicitas to the mocking inquiries of her gaoloro embraces 
both the mystical sense of co-inhoroncot p©roonal union and oxchango 
with Christ, and that 'corporate' sense felt by so veiny ctyro in the 
early Church which led thorn to the conviction of the atoning value and 
reconciling power of their ova sufferings and deaths in the lives of 
I) 
others.. 
1putius of Antioch (a. 35 - 107 A. D. ) vas one euch martyr, and 




Cß. U. E. W. Turner, jhe Patri atic Doctrine of Rede ttion (London, 1952), 
pp. 29.30. 
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Felicitaa, but bis method of handling it ia a- little confusing. having 
introduced the great sayings of Felicitas and Anthony ('Your life and 
death are witu your neighbour') somewhat portentously, he then claim 
that the greatest of all the epigrams of the Christian Church is to be 
found in 'a more ambiguous phrase', and quotes Ignatiua'a exclamation 
11y Eros is txvcitied' (ö t»e' g? ws 
äc: +Upwi+'c) from the bishop's 
letter to the Fosans. 1 Williama'a elucidation of the epigr proves to 
be almost as ambiguous as the cry itself and he conclu o bis abort 
discussion in tho following cryptic ways 
uHr" Eros is crucified incredible as yet, the great doctrines 
of interchange, of the City, approached. "Another is in iiso"i 
"your life and death are in your neighbour"; "they in Ho and 
I in then". 2 
Obviously he reads Ignatius's utterances as a 'saying of co-inhercnco', 
but the ensuing paragraphs fail to make clear the exact nature of the 
co-inhorcnco that is being envisaged. Willies coutuaion is not 
entirely surprising. The famous adage has been the subject of 
controversy among icy patriotic scholars. J. D. Lightfoot in his edition 
of the Apostoloic Fathers (2 vols. 1885) translates the relevant 
sentences lily lust is crucified, and there is no fire of material longing 
1 
'For though I am alive at the writing this, yet t desire Is to die. 
! fir love Is crueitiodi (and the tiro that to within me does not desire 
any water; but being alive and springing with inc. mayo), Como to the 
Father. " 
The Epistle to the i'. ommane, ]Par. Vii. The Apostolic Fathro, Vol. 119 
Trans. by W. Burton in the Ancient and Modern Library of Theological 
Literature. Undated, 
2 
The Descent of the Dove, p, &6. 
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in ma', and invites the reader, in his commentary on the passage, to moko 
the comparison between Ignatius and Fault between ö ipoS LQWs 'ow 
ýTr"13 earthly passion, and -rnv v4p-cl to La taw olV", t 
%OLI RdOý}ºdO W L44 
iüýVcJýt. 1. IS. 
(Gal. v. 2&). 
x Burton, as vo have soon, adopts a neutral approach to 
the word Eros, Origen, in bis rendition of the phrase used the Latin 
word euaor and is aevoroly rebuked by Lightfoot for his interpsrotation. 
The word evW= ' so frequent in classical Greek, is found only 
twice in the LXX and in both passages it denotes strong sensual 
passion, as a terzi of reproach; s... In the Now Testament it does 
not occur at all .... Ignatius therefore would necessarily use 'Yaws in a bad sense to denote the passions of his former 
unregenerate life. His : cy'-- .i we seht eayp was perfected when 
his cpws was crucified. 
his meaning therefore being clear, it is strange that Origon 
should have given a wholly different interpretation to the words. 2 
C. Rigg, in his Upton lectures for 1886, takes exception to %igbtfoot's 
strictures and, in a spirited defence of Origen's interpretation, points- 
to: the meaning of the word lePW4 in both Platonic and No*-Platonic 
writings and to a $coufusion' of the concepts of eP"ýý and äv@L'nR In 
philosophical circles by the time of tho Early Church Fathers as well as 
to a certain fluidity in the Wbole question of the relation between 
human end divine love. mid, positively rejects the notion of a possible 
correspondence with the thought of Paul. 
Like our lave' of which it j%t"P ws 
J is almoat an exact 
equivalent, it may be applied to base us®e# but it is r3at, like, Eº-, to vrA 1.. ia base word. From the time of Pa=onldos It-bad boon capable of the most exalted signification; ...., 
II 
Cf. E. Dultmann, I rnatius & Pant (contained in I istenoo and Faith, 
Shorter writings of Iidolf Pultiuann, London, 1961) for a discussion on 
the similarity and differences of Paul's and Ignatius's concopto of 
'flesh' and 'spirit'. 
2A 
stolic Fathers, Vol. II9 Sect, ii. Ed* and trans. J. 13. Lightfoot (188 r PP"`'.. 2: -223. 
Co Diggs Tlie ar ian la oo o lernndr (1886) Preface, p. x. 
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Baring made this'point, lie go10s3 o11 to mako a° oacoad ono'-- perhaps, as 'ho 
Bays, mors trivial, but one which is mors go=ano to the present 
discussion. IIo argues an apostrophe content in Ignatius's cry. Eros 
takes on the meaning of 'the Beloved', Christ. 
What is Ignatius Baying? .... Why is he in love with death? 
Because Christ, his Beloved, is crucified, and perfect union 
with Hin will be attained by death .... If we translate as 
proposed by Dr. Zaba and the Bishop of Durham` wo not only do 
great violence to the word IPw -, , but lose an impassioned phrase 
quite in harmony with the general colour of, this highly 
figurative and enthusiastic passage., 
'Love' (Eros) as an apostrophe for Christ is a substantial element 
in Willi 's own interpretation of the epigran, but he goes further than 
ßigg in stressing the intimacy of the union between Christ and the 
individual suggested in Ignatiun's cry. Whereas üigg sees Ignatius 
attaining 'perfect union' with Christ in his own death, Williams suggests 
that perfect union has already been attained in the flesh-taking of the 
Son of God and to only ratified by his martyrdom. Ignatius (and if for 
Ignatius, then for the whole of mankind) has already suffered and died 
in and with Christ in Itis passion and crucifixion. It is as though 
the epigram presents us with a paraphrase of Paul's utterance in hic 
epistle to the Galatians, 'I am crucified with Christi nevertheless I 
live, yet not I, Christ livoth in mo'. (Gal. ii, 20). The incarnation 
has made every soul present in every action of Jesus« For Williams 
the cry demonstrates the martyr's perception of this ultimate co-inherence 




Ile aho `is Theol is Anthroüos t iii e11 rý2ýo' izn ý®ý' of asýthrýpo t 
are in biai. 1 
At the sane time he is concerned to emphasise that Eros is, 4 matter of 
the body as well as the spirit and is not prepared to surrender the 
connotations of passionate longing and intense physical desire which had 
been part of the original moaning of the word, The love and desire of 
humans for each other is seen to be linked toi or rather soon to be part 
ofj and an image of, the love and desire of Manaus for God. So Williams 
reads into the utterance the idea of union vith God apprehended by the 
passionate vision of romantic love. Inatius becomes a Dante of the 
second century. 
Tho Eros of five hundred years of Greece and Pone was to live 
after a new styles unexpected is yet, the Great P zntic 
vision approached"2 
Curiously enough, at the beginning of his discussion of the 
Atbanasian Creed ('tbo great humanist Ode') a few pagcs'lator Williams 
introduces vhat might be called a negative approach, indeed a contradictory 
interpretation of the ambiguous Ignation utterance. And, perversely, 
be sees this second interpretation as complimentary and not contradictory, 
and 011y Eros to crucified' thus becomes a statement of co-faboronco 
precisely because of its ambiguity; it to seen to embrace both the 
classical We of union with God: the ViaMfirmuý und the Vý 
NQ,,,,. ýativn. Hie cleverness has the air of a conjuring trick, but what Is 
1 
The Descent of the Dave, p, 6. 
2 
Ibid., p. 46. 
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of importance to the` fact that be. musts on- both ways being necessary , 
in the Cbristioa life; and recognises their dependence on one another*_, 
No' Affirmation 'could be -ao 'Complete as not , to need definition, 
discipline, and refusal; no Rejection so absolute as not to 
-leave necessary 
(literally and metaphorically) beaue, and a 
wild beast's skin and a little water. 1 
The aphorism of the Preface 'This also is Thoul neither is this Thou' 
perfectly describes the interdependence of the two ways, and hence itself 
becomes an epigram of co-inherence. 
When Willi&ms reaches Augustine he finds the writings of the North 
African bishop bursting with evidence of his belief in the principle of 
co-inherence. Prom the aw strands of Augustine'a thought Williams 
ooparateo one which be regards as a particularly tine example of the 
thoologian+s attitude. It is one which has troubled *say commentators 
on An uetine+g work -- the involvement of all humanity, in the sin and 
guilt of Ademby their physical, seminal presence in his loins, and it 
is possible that Willio 'a iittorprotation of Ad+amic identification 
dier®prosonta the mind of the fifth century bishop. It would seem (arid. 
the exposition of Original Ein in 110 Came Down from IIeav'e would support 
this supposition) that he rejects the idea of the existence of the 
historical f gura Adam together with the Tre4ucian. ieu which Augustine 





Cß, ß Uiljias #o footnote on the hundred and twenty-fourth e of 
The For ivenoas of Sins in which a pra»nAtal existence Is opocifically 
denied. 
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But the rejection is not stated in so many words, for the writing hovers 
between paraphrase and comnontary. What is clear is Willi=g's intention 
to stress the belief that mean live in each other and are involved in the 
sin and guilt of each other's lives, and that no better way of describing 
this web of misery and responsibility can be found than the image of 
Adam and the Fall. And if he sees Augustine's 'Wm a ills unus' as 
an i of co-inherence, it is an image of extraordinary potency, and 
Williams's own elaboration verges on the literal: a description of 
physical union. 
Whatever ages of time lay botween us and Adern, yet we wore in 
him and wo were be; mors, wo sinned In him and his guilt is in 
us .... Exchange, substitution# co-inherence are a natural fact 
as well as a supernatural truth. i 
And so tho process of seeking out the historical expressions of the 
'natural fact' and the 'cupornatural truth, continues, and there is no 
need for a close ox=(nation of every instance Williams brings to the 
reader's notice. The rule of Ste nedict and the creation of the 
cow monastic life demonstrator the principle after its ova manner. 
The Great Schism of the eleventh century between i astern and Western 
Christendom Is cited as violation of the co-inherence of the Church, and 
the twelfth century hianirheoia of Lan doc, as well as the nineteenth 
century Christian Science of Mary taker Lci+ , aas a violation of the 
personal, human co-inherence of flesh and spirit. 
i 
The Teecent of the Dove, p. 69. 
2 
ibid., p. 113. 
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mit one 'iaetäuce `-'the sacrament of the 'h oly tucharist' -nerds to 
be einaled out because it seems to epitodiso for Williams the concroto 
operation of the principle. It is pertinent at this point to draw 
attention to `the place 'that` the ' Eucharist 'and the holy , Comcunion 'occupied 
in ftr Williams'e own life. Its wonder is a recurring theme-'of the 
early `poetry and his choice of the holy Grail as one of the dominant' 
motifs of the Arthurian cycles constantly draws the reader towards a 
contemplation of ones of the 'central mysteries of the Christian Church. 
Alico'Iladtield-recalls bis devotion to the Blessed Sacrament in har 
biography, and'also his unwillingness to"plunge too deeply into a 
theological `investigation of the means ' by ich Christ may be said to 
be present in the Sacrament. 
lie vent ivory Sundap`to the Dacharist. It was the centro of 
his drought and eo of his life. He never tired of rteditatlnd 
on it. $I think the Sacrament In more than images; host, and 
after what mode Is another matter. I think the olenanto are 
drain into him at the moment of the flesh-doath-reaurrection. 
The method of the union is obscure enough, and I'm a little 
Inclined to agree that if there is nothing but Ile there f there 
Is hardly a sacrament .... I will genuflect and adore the 
presences because it seems to we consistent with the general 
movement that he should no have withdrawn creation into him. 
On the other hand I an shy of the arr, =enta; the Räte %1iich 
culminates in an adorable f eteryr of co-inherr nce will servo 
for moot 1 
As be points out In The Dacent of the Brave, the steries Of tha 
co-Inherent Goc3boad had boon, aß far an possible, do, attcb11y doßined 
in the Trinitariaa for iao of Nicaca, and the tyateriea of the co-inheront 
1. 
Hadfield, p. 181. 
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Godhead and Manhood in the Christological clauses of C'haicodon, but the 
extension of those mysteries loot the continuing presence of Christ in 
the rites of the Church had been 'accepted rather than discussed' for 
the first sloven hundred years of the Church's history, and certainly 
not defined. The decrees of the fourth Lateran Council called by 
Innocent III in 1215, with their use of the category of 'Transubstantiation' 
was a decided advance in the direction of definition, and the ritual of 
Western Christendom was enriched in 1264 by the creation of a new 
festival. in honour of the Holy Sacrament, Corpus Christi. True to his 
inherited Anglican tradition Williams does not espouse the definitions 
of the Church of Fomo, nor any other dogmatic formulation of -the presence 
of Christ in the Holy Lichariat, but he is prepared to recognise in the 
Medieval doctrine of Transubstantiation and the institution of the feast 
of Corpus Christi a courageous attempt at understanding and displaying 
the reality of the Presence existing within and transforming, however 
uystoriously, the elements of broad and vine, 
The co-inherence of matter and Deity as a presence became as 
liturgically glorious as it was intellectually splendid, and 
the performance of the dramatic Mysteries and Miracles 
celebrated in many places through a long =er's day the Act 
in the present sacrament as well as in history. and in the soul. i 
Despite the fact of his unwillingness to enter into a theological 
investigation of the nature of the Leal Presence Williams nonetheless 
leaves us in no doubt that Lo regarded the holy Cucharist is a rite which 
accomplished far more than the mere co=omoration of an event (either the 
The Descent of the Dove, p. 119 
I 
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Lost Supper or: ihc Crucifixion), and the consecrated el ents, of bread 
and vine na much more than iaterial symbols of the individual Christian's 
spiritual union with bis Lord. lie ctoooee to describe the aystery of 
tlie, Eachorietic presence In terms of 'image' and 'co--Laberence1, And 
ble-use of the word 'image' in this conte: ct iss, : of courso, similar-to 
his use of it in other places. The imago, at one and the - acne time p 
points away fron itself to the reality, --and contains, in its own 
distinctive waye the reality itself, 
The last bundred years of , the Church's life bas seen the growth 
and flowering of, a renewed interest in the theology of-.. the sacraacnts -º 
especially the 1uchaa'istic eacranont -+ in the Wormed traditions as well 
as the Catholic. It Is Bad that Wiliiaafr writing on the charist is 
so brief and sparse, - for I believe that had he addressed himself to A 
systematic exposition of the problems bis place in the development of 
Western Eucharistic theology would have 1! eon as important as that of 
de la Taille, Spans, or the Abbot llnskar Vanier whose approach Williams's 
few suggestive remarks in some measure rosembleVonier's key-word 
is 'sign', and his use of it is closely allied to Willies's use of the 
word 'image'. For Venter the Eucharist is the kind of sign which effects 
what it signifies, vizo the presence of Christ in a real and special kind 
of way. 
i 
Fora brief examination of recent developments in Eucharistic theology 
oleo L. L. Mascal1$ Corpna Christi (London, 1953). 
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Signification and causation of the spiritual thing, of tile iyrstery 
of faitho are indissolubly united in the Christian sacrament .... 
The sacrament rust be cause in such visa as actually to represent 
the past, the present, aad the future; and it mast be a sign in 
such wise as actually to effect the thing which it proclaims. 1 
Williams's corämente are less clear and precise than Vonier's, bat the' 
similarity can be seer. The sacranant is the image of t hrist# Us 
representation, and also the means by which lie makes 11im olf known and 
ca=anicatos Rig i-cry life to tho Värshipper. Christ' aaad creation come 
together in this sacrr nt; the life of God and the life of man co-inhere 
in this point of time. Some notion of co-bnheronco is also to be found 
in Vonior. Couonting on a passage from the Surma Theolo ice (S. 2. Me 
Question Ix, Article 3) ho says 
Every sacrament thou has something to `declarot it recalls the 
past, it is the voice of the present, it reveals the future too* 
It can embrace heaven and earth, time and eternity, because it 
is a sign{ wore it only 
'a 
grace it would be no more than the 
gift of the present hour: but being a sign the whole history 
of tho spiritual world is reflected on it. d 
Williams would uzheettatin4ly bavo endorsed such an approach, but might, 
I thinks have been slightly unhappy with the word 'reflected', and would 
have preferred one which went beyond the idea of a mirror to suggest that 
the 'whole history of the spiritual world' could somehow be soon to be 
contained and conveyed in it. The sacrament is the locus of co, - 
inherence. 
It to Important to notices in the words recorded by Alice Padfield, 
the stress placed on the notion of the elements being, 'taken into Christ' 
I 
A Ke to the Doctrine of the Eucharist. The Collected Works of Abbot 
Vo nier, Vol. , U, pp. 21.3-2'* I ndoa, 1952) r 2 
Ibid., p. 233. 
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rather than. the, idea of Christ becoming present in the elements. 
Williams's emphasis in different from that. of the developed doctrine of 
Transubstantiation, but entirely congruous with the general train of his 
thought and is part of that unified religious sensibility which places 
such value on the incarnational clause of the Athanazian Creed,. 'One not 
by conversion of the Godhead into flesh, but by taking of the Manhood 
into Gods' The movement of his thought might be described as 
consistently anagogic: it is a way of seeing the life-of man and, indeed 
the whole of the created order, flowing surely and steadily into the life 
of God. 
It is strange to obacrve, in this contort, that when +'illi 
embarks on his discussion of the Divine Co rodv lb the sixth chapter, he 
does not draw attention to the Similarity between the triumphal procession 
Which Dante witnesses at the top of the mountain purgatory. and the 
processions of the Blessed Sacrament which, since the inception of the 
Feast of Corpus Christi, wore becoming a regular feature of the life of 
the Italian city. That there is a close connection between the themes 
of Banta's poetry and the upsurge of devotion to the blessed Sacrament 
can be soon clearly enough, but Williams loaves the examination of this 
connection to The Fit o of 23eatrica, and in The Descent- of the luve 
focusses bis attention on the poet in another role «º as the greatest 
representative of the Way of Affirmation; a theological principle 
embodied in the first half of that aphorism be places opigraprhicalty at 
the beginning of the book. 
Inevitably the discussion revolves around the question of ro do 
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love and, tiiliams is--Barely correct in his presentation of Dante, ý, who, 
&dmittedlyp never uses the term 'romantic love', 'as one who saw in the. 
experience of the lover the cost easily discernible esaaple of that way 
of-salvation and- illumination known as the°Way of A. #iirmation. 41"° Williams 
remarks ! it was the face of the girl in Florence , which: first startled him 
into looking' into the Wintery of the Divine lüoi-and the reader finds 
himself in thexßsmiliar territory of as exposition of the doctrine of 
Images. Substantial and real as they are, the girl. Beatrice and the 
emotional-upheaval of the experience of love are not &sit. snßticient; 
they have a function to perform in Dcnte's life; they startle hin into 
a now awareness of God" The physical Beatrice points to the Divine 
source of her being and Dante's experience of falling in love in the 
earnest of that life of heaves where 'the exqtisite paradox of human lava 
at its finest'ie"true of the vary nature of life itseli4. ° Williams, like 
haste, is, at pains to point out the insidious dangers of this way, of 
affirmation. To affirm the love experience is to . take a , groat risks 
intellectual effort is required to distinguish between true and false 
trailer and the greatest danger of all In that into which Dante1a Paolo 
and Francesca fall '. the indulgence of `the experience Loo , the indulgence 
of the"imago; for its ova sake and the failuro to perceive Its function 
in painting the way- to God. Love to the master of the lover and not his 
slave or possession. The lover has a function to porfornj he exists 
to love$ an the beautiful exists to function for Beauty and the artist 




of the portrayal of the archetypal principles in the novel 
The Place of the Lion. in can be read in terms of the betrayal of the 
function by It11o oosiaadod eseencol. Behind all such arguments lies a 
quasi-Platonic concept of universals in which individual acts of love 
have their being by participation in the archetype. And Williame, 
repeating Dante's modification of the principles of philosophical 
Realism which undergird the theology of Thomas Aquinas, points to an 
important aspect of Dante's apprehension of the Affirmative, Way, 
.. " "the essence is created for the sake of the function and 
not the function for the essence". The soul, that is, exists 
to know God, but not God to be known by the soul, and so 
throughout. The whole work of Dante to an exhibition of a 
process - the process of the preparation of the essence for its 
function .... It is a process according to the Affirmative 
Way 6 6662 
Speaking of the way in which Williams develops the principal themes 
of his later works$ Alice I3adfiald states that all his thought 'goeo 
back to the Trinity and the Incarnation and the Crucifixion of Christ'. 
Some justification for the assertion can be found in the fact that 
Williams begins the section on )auto ii: The Descent of the Dove by 
making it plain that his own theology of romantic love which could easily 
have been little more than the exaltation of an erotic experience, to 
Intimately bound up with bis interpretation of the Incarnation, because 
of the perfect exchange found in the life of Jesus Christ - the 'place' 
i The Descent of the Dove, p. 131" 
3 
Ibid., p. 132. 
3 
Iladfiold, p. 136. 
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of ultimata oo. inberenaa of- man and God; tbo ßlseb becomes Capable r0ß 
bearing,, the weight of-divine glory and shining with a beavenlp eplcudour: 
Individual lives-become the means by which the Divine life - ie perceived 
and begun to be enjoged. 
1 It is clear from -the- poetic Imagery` of both 
the ter 'Eile and the'Divine Come4y that Dante intended the figure of ý. "rýýrr-ý rr "" "r w. " 
Boatrico to - operate as 6 type or symbol, of, `Christ j an aspect - of his 
poetry which 'see U, 7 have shocked 'and eurprieoa ma of bis cos tatore. 
Williams-is quick to seize ou this-intention and emphasiee'its 
topQrtanoo, In the vision of'romantic love the 31aly Spirit 'has deignod 
to reveal, as it vere, the Christ-hood of 'two individuals each'to 
other' (p. 131). ý;, 
It 18 one of the, iý aurksble icyex erste of all bis writing' an 
the subject of wee , that it' nagen to hold the image and the reality-" 
la-perfect, balancer. Although one ' is, so to speak, conduotöd, throw 
the Image to the reality of which it in the concrete ezprossion, the ire 
itself is n r'-destroyed or allowed to lose its value and importanco, 
Williams convinces one that the lover does not love his beloved loss when 
he sees her ne an image o£ God and proceeds to love Christ in her» The 
1. 
rroi time to time Williams is ambiguous in his use of the terms 
'natural' and 'supernatural'.. This section is ono ouch occasion,, In 
the following statement about reconciliation, for oxamplo, is the 
contrast betwoou natural and supernatural to be soon as-a. contrast between 
matter and spirit f between Duman life and Divine life, between two kinds 
of experience? 
Dut this to possible only because of the Incarnation, because 
"matter is capable of salvation, " because the. ants, o in, 
united with the tl, and because the natural and the super- 
natural are one Christ. 
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integrity of the Imago remains utterly unimpaired. Donte# of course, 
demonstrateoLevan more forcibly the same perfect balance. It was 
Beatrices the girl in ylorenco, whom he passionately adored, and yet it 
was featrice as a vehicle of Gods glory that was ultimately important, 
and. Christ-in-Beatrice who was the goal of his hopes and desires. 
Williams seen the principle of co-inherence enunciated in the 
utterances of Ignatius and 'oiieitae. 11o has his own way of expressing 
its in the Image of . 
the City -'.. a . word which appears with some 
frequency 
in The Descent of the Dove* Its use as a symbol of human inter-- 
dependence and mutual exchange in the earlier. worse has already boon 
mentioned. . Tlio most mature development of the Idea 
Is to be found in 
the essay The Redeemed Chit printed in, The Dablin Zeviewq Octobers 191+1` 
but one feature of its use In this book Is worth noticing. In the first 
chapter a distinction Is drawn between the Kingdom, the Church, und the 
City,, 
The first division between the Church and ºt has been called 
the Kingdom began to exist. The Kingdom - or, apocalyptically, 
the City w is the state into which Christendom in caned; but 
except in vision, she is not yet the city, The City is the 
state which the Church is to become. 1 
The distinction between the Church and the City is not always as ßße 
cut as this In 11111i Wals work, but even in tboso places where the image 
1z, voguor, tbo noto of eßckatoior acco , pries tlio nontion of 
the City. 
It Is always, at its lowest level, a symbol of co-inherence. liatual 




natural state of bnmaa living. ' The fact, however, ' 3aß constantly being 
denied by sin and its resulting separation, so the City tºocomoe en 
apocalyptic vision of 'perfect exchange. ' The Church In the' instrument 
by hicb the saving aid healing wörkk of Christ is carried but and the 
"Whole pattern of the co-inherent life Is rodeened. In effect, 'the City, 
for Nilliane, operates as a symbol of the Clawch trit, phant. The City 
In time, in' some ce e, always the Redeemed City' 
_, It 'le surprising, und disappointing, that 'in T1, ý Descent of the Dove 
no attoapt' ie cade at iutegratin; the two , motifs which are woven together 
is Dante's thought, ana are dominant to tttlliana' o ovu thoologyº, viz. 
romantic love +and the image of the city. weit when it co ea to tho' close 
*xcamination of Dante's works in 1'h ro of Beatrice Williemo's 
exploration of the relation between the figure of tho girl and the idea 
of Florence is loss than satisfactory, though he is concorned to stress 
its importance for a true understanding of the Italienpoet. The early 
poems load us to expect that Willi= would develop a concept of the 
love relationship as a city within a city, but no auch development comes, 
though the su=ostion remains implicit, and the question of the relation 
between the personal and the individual and the social and couzun1 is 
loft hanging in the air. 
a. 
Cf. The closing stanza of the poem Celestial Cities from the early 
volume Dim (pp"30-32). 
When our translated citios 
Are joyous and divine# 
And through the streets of London 
The streets of Sarras shine, 
When what is bid in London 
nath then in Sarrae ehotw. 
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Perhaps the most surprising, and certainly one of the most 
interesting aspects of The Deocont of the Rove Is the space Williams 
devotem to the nineteenth century philosopher Seren Kiorkegard. Almost 
as many pace are given to the exposition of his life and thought as are 
given. to Dante'a. Both fary Shidd er and Alice Iladfield talk of the 
importance of iierkegaard in the development of Wiiliazns'a ova outlooks 
and it is not Improbable that he could have been influenced by the Dew. 
The 'external evidence' taken by itself would lead us to suppose, that this 
was the ease. Apart from the disproportionately Long-passage in The 
Descent of the Wove, It Trist be romembered that it was G'illics idie 
espoused the cacao of Iaorkcgaard In the uinotoen-thirtieso and by his 
efforts persuaded the Oxford University Tress to publish the first English 
translation of Kierkegaard in 1936. " Alice Mulfiald recalls a lecture 
he delivered at the City L, itora ry In3tituto Which ehe bolievice to h a'70 
been the first public lecturo in England on this philosopher. 
1 thcr- 
nore, Willianses anthology of spiritual 'epigr=s' entitled Tho New 
Christian Year includes as many quotations from the works of' CierkaZaard 
an it does from the works of Augustine and D= toe r1'evertbeless x find 
all attempts to draw parallels between the thought of Kierkegaard and 
that of Williams strained and false, 
That Williams had lzmonso admiration for tho writings of i erköga ard, 
and was excited and disturbed by them, to uadenLub1o, but admiration and 
excitement do not, of tberaselvee, constitute Argumente for influence, end 
I 
Hadfield, p. 126, 
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the case for similarity comes to rest upon tine. conaection betvoon 
Kierkegaard'o conception of y et' owl Willians1e idea of 'tiro actual 
schism In reason' » the dark side of their vision of life. In a 
statement like the following from ihr Shidelor's book The Theology of 
Romantic Love 
The negative ro ntio moment begro m my uamos. Kierkegaard 
called it "angst" - droad, Tillich "the abyss", psychiatrists 
"anxiety", Williams "outrage". i 
the identification of 'outrogo' with 'angst' (said with 'the, abyss', - for 
that natter) is too easy and glib. Then is a connootion, but it to 
not one of identity. Alice RoAfio]4'a biographical 'e planation' has 
a more authentic sound to it. She writes of Willi+ 's growing awucanes s 
of pain and despair in the early nineteen thirties, 
It was then that he heard a now voice .... It spoke of faith 
and paradox and dread. It cried that God is love and therefore 
man lured in terror and anguish .... The voico was Soron 
Kierkogaard's. 2 
Obviously I sau make no assertions about Willis sit private beliefs, but 
from the religious sensibility that to revealed in the writings it is 
possible to conclude that ghat drew him to Kierkegaard was the latter's 
profoundly serious approach to the experience of personal suffering and 
his attempt to 'make sense' of it by the paradoxical assertion of the 
co-existence (almost the co-inherence) of despair and joy. Both non 




IIadfleld, p. 1259 
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dread and transforming it from the inside. When, however, it comes to 
the detailed examination of mants condition of 'outrace' - separation 
from self$ the world and God .. and the proposed transconsion of this 
condition totally different sensibilities are revealed. Kierkegaard 
and Williams aro atone in their recognition of the condition, but poles 
apart in their delineation of it. 
KierkegaardIs system, in so far as it can be called a system, is 
built up, An true Lutheran fashion, upon the basic categories of Sint 
Guilt, faith and Justification. It is true that he personalised those 
categories and rejected the theological treatment of there by the 
contemporary Church in Denmark, but they remain essential to the pattern 
of, bis thought. Walter Lorry's definitive biography, as voll as 
Kierkegaard's own journals, sie it clear that guilt, or rather a deep- 
seated personal sense of guilt, - whether derived from the terrifying, 
experience of his childhood or from soots other cause' - was a dominating 
factor of his life and thought. From this condition springs that , 
asseveration which Williams in The Descent of the Dove quotes as one of 
Kierkegaard's key-phrases, 'before God all are in the wrong'. ` Such a 
phrase, with Kierkogaard's meaning, could never have formed an integral 
part of Williams's own apprehensions precisely because it Is understood 
in terms of guilt and justification. For all his talk about Justice, 
i In early youth Soren was witness to a scone in which his father cursed 




the concept of Justification, in the Lutheran sense -¬ nd perhaps 'also 
in the Pauline sense - never appears, and he speaks of guilt only in 
terms of uutual responsibility, linking its as we have seen, with the 
image of the Adam where the emphasis falls not upon the wrong-doing, but 
upon the involvement of every individual in the life and action of rann&s 
first parente. 
i Williams never looks for Justification and righteousness, 
but for transfiguration and glory. 
I? u rthormoro, when it comes to the ro ti6'erperiencer Williams- 
takes Lis cuo from Dante not from TCiorko ; acrd. Tn, fact, the vholo 
curious affair of lcgino Olson, so importrot in the life and attitudes 
of Morkogaard, to never mentioned by Uillia a. Baute is no stranger to 
pain and Iiopolossnoss in love but sees in Beatrice a moans of approaching 
the reality and the glory of Cod2. Kierkogna rd, despite his fooling # 
sees in Regina a figure which would eventually 'undendno hier courage, 
depress his resolve, and bocono the worst lunar obstacle to the eaerciso 
of his strange vocation. '" For Dante, as Willies understands him, the 
very vocation is recognised because of the appearance of the girl in the 
otraots of rlorenco* Add to this Willioms1s inoistonoo on the power of 
ILoason in plu: abin4j the mysteries of God, his doctrine of Y ; co, and his 
firm belief in the ultimate pattern, order and intelligibility of the 
i 
Ct. 7'he 'ar, ivouoaa of Sine, p. 124. 
Denis do Uaugemont a ºlyaoa the lave of e rkoCaard in ao o detail in 
Tho Mythe a# Loo (pubiiabect in I land in 1963) Oh, III 'Two Daniab 
Prinoaa', pp, 79-98. 
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universe, and it will be soon bow differennt, the two men 'vero. Te 
difference lies in a quality of thought and fooling - boat described as 
'sensibility'. They would almost certainly have 'agreed on the`uecessity 
of accepting the clauses of the'Athanasian Creed but they would just as 
certainly have disagreed about their interpretation. iicrkepard could 
probably have accepted and understood all that Williams had to say about 
the 'Troilus exporienco', but it to doubtful , whether he could have ' 
understood and accepted Williams's profound satisfaction in the strange, 
unearthly serenity of Shakespeare's last' plays", plays which, for 
WWilliem s, had some of the quality of heaven. 
A little morn, and all our Wu=nu world would undergo that almost 
terrifying alchemy, our joys would be pearls, our griefs coral. 
The olemontal simplicities of the last ploys, the facts of 
being uttering their essential natuure, alone resain. 1 
Witchcraft. 
Villiama'a study in witchcraft to a difficult book to 'place'. 
Like He Came Down from Heaven and The Descent of the Dove and, as we 
shall sae later, The 'i uro of Beatrice, it daps not submit easily to 
classification. It is a pot-pourri of mythologyy, anthropology, theology, 
and history, and contains, as in nearly all of Willie 'a prose work, an 
sdmizture of slightly pretentious rhetoric. Yet It to a successful 
book, demonstrating not only his intellectual grasp of the subject, but 
a consistency of outlook which binds the diversity of the constituent 
1 
The tn%Iish P. uitic }llnd, pj. 107 anti 103. 
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elements, Into a comprehensible, unity* -. It is a boot. which is very 
little 
read, even emong, those who profess more than a passing acquaintance with 
the.. vork of Williams. This Is a, pity, as its breadth of knowledge, .. its 
scepticism, and its cheer cou onsenso jud cents would give the lie, to 
tho A. 
boliof r largely gathered from a ^aperficial reading of lie novels, 
that Williams was a man morbidly concerned with the supernatural 
manifestations of evil and suspiciously, well-. yersod in the Mack . Arts* 
Perhaps his membership of the Order of the Goldau Dawn has added fuel to 
the fire of this . mpres3lon, but a etatemo t from the Preface to 
Uitcherait puts the whole matter in its proper, perspective and sets the 
tone for the rest of the book. 
No-ono 411 dorive ruby knowlo o of initiation from this book; 
it ho wishes to moot #the tall black aas' or to find the propor 
method of using the rversed Fentr ran, he moat rely on his own 
haart, which will, no doubt be one way or-other sufficient., 
The book thou vi11 provide no supernatural $thrills' for the roader with 
a vulgar curiosityt it is principally an. investigation into certain 
manifestations of ein and evil and not a izan i ook.. in -tecbaiquo, Though 
perfectly prepared to use the trappings of magic&l rites for purposes of 
suspense, in the telling of a story, Willis regard, thou, basically, as 
trivial and a little ridiculous, and is uninterested in them for their 
own eake# 
In 1943 he wrote to Alice Iladfield i,. * a darkness has aiwe ä''haunted 




llmdfield, p. 181. 
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early poetry, the novels, - and the literary criticisms - at or e level 
Witchcraft can be read as yet another expression of this oxperience of 
darkness. It is, of course, an objective critical , survey, 
but it has 
the distinctly personal tons of one who is trying to make somo sense of 
an almost subconscious experience by means of a rational Luvostigation of 
external phononona. The following Iona quotation perfectly demonstrates 
this point and provides a further insight into the quality of Willis 
sensibility. It occurs at the beginning of a discussion on the 
psychological origins of the practice of witchcraft. 
The predisposition towards the idea of ragic might to said to begin 
with a moment which seems to be of fairly cocoon experience - the 
moment when it seems that anything might turn into anything olso. 
Wo have grown used -- and properly used - to regarding this sensation 
as invalid bocauso, on the whole, things do not turn into other 
things except by processes which wo realise, or else no frequently 
that we appreciate the probability. But the Occasional sensation 
remains. A room, a street, a field, becomes unsure. The edge of 
a possibility of utter alteration intrudes. A door untouched might 
close ., " an animal tight not be an animal ;a man might not be a 
maw. One may be with a friend, and a terror will take one oven 
while his adniroblo voice to speaking; one Viii be with a lover 
and the band will become a different and terrifying thing, .... All this may be no to racial memories or any of heri cause; the 
point is that it exists. It exists and can be co=lnicatod; it 
can even be shared. There is, in our human contra, a heart- 
gripping fear of irrational change, of perilous and malevolent 
chlu e. 
Secondly, there to the buzaa body, ana the movements of the 
human body. Even now, uten as a general rule, the bu t body is 
not Supposed to morn anything there are moments when it seems, in 
spite of ouroolves, packed with significance. This sensation is 
almost exactly the opposite of the last. There one was aware 
that any phenomenon might alter into another and truor salt. 
ticro,, two is awes that a phenomenon, being wholly itself, is 
laden with universal meaning. A hand lighting a cigarette is the 
explanation of everything; a foot stepping from a train is the 
rock of all existence. If the firnt Croup of ocn cations are duo 
to racial fear, I do not know to erbat the second group are chic 
unless to the Mercy of God .... Wt intolloctualiy they are both 
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as valid--Or invalid as each other ... and. they justify each-other,,. 
at least to this extent, that (though the first suggests 
irrationality and the second rationality) they both at first 
overthrow a simple truth that phenomena are what phenomena seem. i 
Two of the most important themes which have been running through the 
earlier works are taken up in this passage and sunr risod. The first is 
the theme of 'outrage'= the experience of 'the actual schism in reason'. 
This is the hellish side of the coin of illusory phenomena. In early 
poems like Outland Travel and Domesticity the sudden realisation that 
'phenomena are not vhat phenomena seo& is expressed crudely and 
sensationally in terms of a terror and malevolence lying behind tho 
sights and sounds of everyday existence. Both The Dýglish Poetic Mind 
and reason and Beauty in the Poetic Hind contain a more subtle and 
penetrating eacziination of this experience. Under the cover of 
literary analysis Williams outlines the 'Troilus experience' in which 
horror and pain are endured as the 'thing perceived' - in this case the 
beloved object - reveals itself in an utterly different and contradictory 
node. That Williams sees these changes as possibly hellish is 
indicated by the fact that he uses the words 'irrational' and 
'irrationality' to doscrib® them. Throughout his work be never deviates 
from the conception of bell as the place, or rather the state, in which 
there is neither pattern nor- order, and in which, because of.. the absence 
of reason, there In only meaninglessness and absardity. In the 




the phrase 'fell i alv ys`inaccuraio''to deacribä'Satän'e rebellion änd 
ßa11. Itis ö°mild''enougb oxprousion'antil ono'reäliecm ihat for 
Williams, as the section on geometrical images in Ito came Down from 
Items shows, accuracy and order ore eosentiai to reality. 
This raises the important question of the reality of evil and 
Williams's attitude to it in Witchcraft. It'bas to be admitted that be 
to equivocal on the existence of Satan and the demonic forces. Essentially, 
I believe, his stand is consistent with that defined in Tie Came IMF' from 
Heaven. When hell'is experienced it is a schism aitbin reason that 
takes place. 'All difference consists-in the mode of Imovled o', and the 
experience of contradiction is an euporience'irithin the por onality. 
This does not moan that the darkness and horror are umreal y but that they 
are the result, not of slavery to an external power, but of a 
contradiction that lies embedded in, human nature. In the conclusion to 
the book he expiaina the couuation of the witch-hunts in Mgland and 
conents with approval on the definition of +iLprovided by the Caroline 
Divine, William Law, that 'the darkness of he11 Is but the Divine Nature 
falsely invoked by the salt', ' and live Mao later buttresses Law's 
definition with the x kas 
i u11y supernatural, it 5ho Cbura7 dwwunced the hideous srupon- 
natural, and denounced it as an indulgence of the mind and of 
the fancy an such as of the act itself. . 
In , that sense ao in all it instructed its members to 'tktnk no evil' { do not lmagfne 






Bat be seems . 
to . be unhappy 
in the. stance bo haeadopted; tbero., soems to 
be a disjunction between his metaphysical conception of evil and the 
historical facts he-is committed to. deacribina, So be concludes the 
book. with" A statement that Is faintly reminiscent of tine + 1escription of 
evil and hell wbich. appears im War in Heaven . and Descent 
lit hell, It 
would bo, convenient, to dismiss the passage -as. rhetoric,, but Wi111a3s'a 
statements are clear enough tg-forbid such an easy way put. lio 
deliberately leaves the reader with a paradox - In fact, a contradiction 
and isnunwilling,, here1 to . resolve it. 
Underneath ail the tales there does lie something different from 
the tales. 1Tov' diftoront? In this - that the thing which is invoked in a thing of a different. natures however it may., put on a 
human appearance or in Its servants their hirimn appetites. It in 
cold, it is hungry, It in violent it to illusory *... it wants . 'souls', and yet it pines for matter. It never was, and yet it 
always is, 
Some such absurd contradiction In perhaps the nearest one can 
come to describing the impression loft by the ''hole history .... Opinions have differed and will (hu anly cpcaidng) always differ 
about its reality., 
We come now to the second theme of the long passage previously quotods 
the sensation which Williams identifies as almost 'exactly the oppositoI 
of that which we have been discussing. The paragraph to, in reality, 
concerned with the doctrine of Im gou, and attsapts" to convey the nature 
of the experience which leads to a constructing of the doctrine. There 
are echoes here of early pooms like tcclesta 13ocens and The Continuing 
Doctrine in which 'the body of the beloved-seems to possess and ooH 1nicato 




aware that, in some' strango way, the hand and am of his beloved ioaamoad 
are connected with the shape of the Downs and the`uovoments'of Wind and 
water. The secrete of the universe seen to be contained in the'plTsicol 
being 'of the beloved. There is, however, an Important difference between 
the feeling of the early poems and novels end the attitudes of t'ittheraft. 
Whereas in Shadows, of Eastaey and The Conti= qg Doctrine the experience ýwý irr +r wwrý. 
Is limited to the'romontio lover, here it is suggested that 'the experience 
is universal and that anybody can perform the function that the beloved'o 
bode more inmiodiately and directly performs for the lover. The romantic 
vision still hovers behind the stateu*ente, but the idea is the same as 
that expressed in the play ýSee_ d of Adam whaa the Virgin Mary's band is 
seen so 'the fact of God's compact of 'light' 'and 2-lacy describes herself 
as 'only one diagram of the dloryt. i The belief contained within this 
dense, paragraph Is that mau to both part off and the consummation, oft ' 
the irholo created order. - lie is intimately, physically, linked with the 
movements of that order and is also its microcosm so that the dtscovory 
of hie beauty and purpose automatically entails the discovery of tho 
meaning of the universe. Iit there Is another strand of thought wovon 
into this. ' Be is soon also as the supromo imago of God in the creation 
which, itself, is a lesser imago of Dim. This Is vtoro the concept of 
rationality has relevance. When the Image is most Intensely Itself 0 it 
most vitally embodies the qualities of its source, When man embodies 
the nature of God he convoys the essentially rational quality of Ulu being 
the pattern and order; the Divine geometry of the life of the Trinity. 
i 
The Seed of Adam, pia and p. 12. 
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TherForgivenoas of Sins. rrr, r rrr r w. wr. nri 
The third book of the period under discussion (1933-19412) vas 
published in 19112 and ban, since its publication, been treated as a sequel 
to, and a development of, the onrlior assay Uo Camo Down fron Heaven. 
This is quite proper, as it is, clearly, an attest to work out in Greater, 
practical detail some of the inaallcationa of the doctrine of the Atonement 
which had been outlined in the earlier book. Williams himself a° imsieca 
the connection between the two works by quoting extensively from ßo-C=o 
liovn from Heaven in the third chapter. 
Alico Hadfield re rks of T ho _r-ors 
ivoneas of Sine that it is the 
only one which is 'pure arg cut', and oozr; , plains of 
Its difficulty. 
'There is mach in it, but it is a tired book',, In some wapo her 
judgment to true: the writing lacks the energetic elegance of The Descant 
of the Dove and the exuberance of y of his short essays, There is a 
sonne, also# in which the work can be called repetitive, not merely by 
reason of the fact of the direct quotation from 1o Coame Down frown Bowen 
but because, many of the ideas and beliefs of the earlier vorks are 
reproduced entirely unchanged - even by their now contest, The raadcr 
at there moments Inevitably tools that this is ground idiich has been 
covered before, and therefore receives that impression of tiredness that 
Alice Iiadficld speaks of.. Once those faults have been reco4uisod 
however, the virtues of the book stand out more clearly. It is more, 
carefully constructed than anything else Williams produced, the rhetorical 
flourishes are cut dawn to a nittuzz, and there are occasional moments 
ladfiold, p. 17¬3. 
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when l'bo proboa more deeply and thoughtfully into the problc ns of 
the 
Chriititii life than ho does anyvhoro olso in his published work. 
The introduction announces the thema of the essay in a way that might 
be regarded as ourprinin in view of Williomato previous insistence on 
the pricy of love in the life of oxob e. 
... it forgiveno88 Is part of the intercbaxcd life of iuoa, then 
we must know it in order to live to and o oug than. Porgivenooo, 
if it is at all a principle of that interchanged life, to certainly 
the deepest of all; it it to hot, then the whole principle of intorchunged life is false., 
The meaning is quite unniotokeable, but the nov cnphaz is on the cardinal 
importance of forgivenoss does not, fundamentally represent a charged 
position in regard to the essential nature and place of love in the 
Divine Economy. The book may, as Alice Hadfield says, be 'pure ar8uMont', 
but it is not an abstract, theoretical ar ont, it is a work of zoral 
theology in viiieh Williazz is concerned with the application of the high 
doctrines of the Incarnation and the Atonement at the mundane levels of 
dislocated and bewildering tamn existence. The questions before the 
author's mind are 'flow can those beliefs (outlined in Ito Came Davao from 
Peen) c2 © the lives of men and women? '; 'what does it mean to believe 
in the Incarnation, Death and Resurrection of Love? t. The conclusion is 
that forgiveness in part of9 and$ in ono diroction, the suprono operation 
oto love. The Incarnation of love is the practice of forgiveness. 




men operating idthin eroation" Williams' ie enlarging°lilu ovnj and- our, 
conception of the vay`. love works. ' 
... not legs of love but expanding 
Of love boyond desire, .... 
The love which 3o exchanged between the Persons of t ho ßloosod 
Trinity has no need of this pattern of operation. That lava should need 
to express Itself in the mode of forgiveness implies the misery and 
falsity of life lived in the consequences of the Fall. And that 
forgiveness should be even, not merely as an element in the life of love 
but as Its primary mode of action indicates the seriousness of Williaia'e 
apprehension of Original Sin and its consequences. Not oven romantic 
lovers escape the anguish and incoherence of the human, conditions and a 
vital element of the romantic lover-relationship is precisely the power 
which lies in the exorcise of pardon. No tau relationship can exist 
without the recognition of the necessity to forgive and be forgiven. 
This is a law of redeemed nature and the centrality of the plea for 
forgiveness in the Lord's Prayer proclaims the fact. The discussion of 
the lovers' need to forgive each other is contained in the second chapter; 
Williams's tennder, witty, but, from the literary point of view, slightly 
off-control critical analysis of the theme of forgiveness in Shakespeare's 
plays. «hat to true in Shakespeare Is true also of the Christian 
conception of the world, and Williams admits that Shakespeare's 'high 
realisation of pardon' in the final plays 'many have derived from the 
1 
T. S. Eliot, Four quartets. Little Giddin , t. III, li" . 9. 2 
The Porjiyones of Sins, p"157" 
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Christian religion'. 
1 In `one of hie goat felicitous nucl penetrotinZ 
phrases b'illiaae describes perdoh'ass 'lave renewinj itself in a mutual 
and exchanged ]ailed, e'. It occurs in the context of the Shakespearian 
discussion, but it becomes a kind of lynch-pin for the whole study. 
Pardon to 'love renewing itself in a mutual and exchanged knowledge'. 
The operative herd is knowledge, and if we are to reach the core of the- 
meaning of this statement we rat be aware of all that Williams har avid 
about knowledge in U. Come )own from feaven. it will be remembered that 
in the chapter 'The tiyetery of Pardon and the Paradox of Vanity' he 
discussed the relation between fordivonees and forgetting and reached the 
conclusion that a definition of pardon in terms of the 'putting-away'ýof 
the memory of sin was ultimately=acceptable; it misunderstood the 
nature of the Pall and the quality of God1a love. 
2 All things are to 
be known, nothing to to be forgotten or lost. As man had desired to know 
good in Its contradictory mode - evil i Co redeoption means the ' knowle o 
of evil as good. There can be no restoration to a state of inºocouceo 
only the transformation of the existing state in which sin and its 
consequences are facts. Those assertions are repoated in the chapters 
'The Sin of Adam' and 'The Ufferinj of Mood, in The Foraivgneeo oi'. Sinn" 
So the exercise of torgivoneae cannot be the activity by iob God 
chooses to-treat , mou as though they had not rejected the aouxce of their 




Tie Come Dorn from ! Davon r p. 39. 
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and ultimately trcn figurod into a nev pattarn of cxcbazWcd love. 
Tho quoation roiainss how to it possible for trod to know and 
transforni the 'actual schism in reason'; the outrage in manes being that 
was caused by his perverse desire to know good as evil? flow is it 
possible for the incoherence of Original Sin to be changed into the co- 
inherence of the heavenly life? The answer live in the acts of God known, 
in , artificial, trat convenient, separations as the Incarnation and the 
Atonement# and in The Forr; iveness of Sing Williams elaborates those 
arguments already outlined in the earlier work in the chapter 'The 
Precursor and the Incarnation of the Kingdom'. The Atonement to by for 
the more prominent theme in the later work and, though Williams is still 
concerned to maintain the position that the Incarnation would have taken 
place whether men had sinned or not, the Incarnation Is discussed through- 
out to torus of pardont 'Do became Forgiveness in the Flesh; he lived 
the life of Forgiveness' « Nov that the condition of Sin exists, men 
is not simply united to God by a flesh-'ta*i. ng of the Word, but by a flesh- 
taking which involves a necessary action - redemption. 
Tho Inanition bocoma3 thus the cuprma act of pardon, and tbo 
stress falle on the word act. Willie is approach Is unambiguously 
objective. The life and death of Jesus Christ is not merely the ultimate 
demonstration of God's love and ucroy, samethi is actually accomplished 
'objectively' on the Croee and in the Resurrection; the old pattern Of', 
sin and death is trenaforxnod, and, if the 'outrage' in man's boing In to 
be trt forcied, it must be known by Gad in ouch a way that the act must 
be performed in to flesh, in the vary being of , sinn. The principle of 
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all exictenco is, -, as we have sonny exo1inn o; in col sequQnae this, tho 
most significant of all activitioa, Is an activity of exchange, -and the 
theory of Atonement that Williams propounds is, one might almost say, 
flagrantly substitutionary. In doing this ho separates himself from 
mach that is traditional to CatUolic and 1 lican views of the saving 
work of Christ« ß. C. gck, for ex le, finds any literal approach to 
the idea of substitution incomprehensible. 
The language, of substitution then is but an imperfect attempt to 
express the truth that in the crucifixion the divine love showed 
itself willing to endure to the uttermost for awn the terrible 
consequences of sin which in justico should have fallen on the 
sinner. Christ, we truly soy, endured for u3 and on our 
behalf, though not strictly 3nstoad of us, What wo could never 
have endured for ourselvos. 1 
It is precisely the literal approach vhic1 WWiili s ex&Astsoo, The 
words linstcad of', so feared by , c, Ik, are the words around which 
William constructs his Loctrina, 
Ile mabstituted than his knOw4odgo for tUaic i. gnoraico; his full 
consciousness for their partial; his reason for their unrroazon. 
The forgivoma bocxio the Sacriticos,, 
Arc wa then driven to placLz , tWi1iia in Ehe counjwiy ai the 
of aical thinkers o the Deformation? For to $pe i of a cubstitutioa ry 
theory at the Aton ont, in this way is, inevitably, to call up the shades 
of Iuthor and anbaequont t ini ors who devolopoa the + octriao of Penal 
Substitution, The strap fact ergos that there is much in cc oza 
between the approach of Luther end that of Willi, # Willians'n theory, 
i 
drin®s at the Creed (London, 1938), P. « , 2 
Tlia__Far iveneia of Sins, p. 154. 
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as will bo seen from the later essay On T1o Croong like Luther's, O V1078 
juridical catogorico. 1lni, c gin like Luther, Willies eeca the focal 
point of Christ's rocl , tive activity In the events of tie au Ucriug gad 
death. Be never turne his attention to a consideration of the life . Of 
Christ as eucbs the obedience of the Son to the will of the rather (an 
approach auch In favour i ong Anglica theologians) iouowhero. mentioned. 
It is not the obedient offering by Christ at himself that acconpiieheo 
the re-union of mau in God: it is the act jn, 'kioh the Incaraatp Word 
substitutes himself for rasa. Veatli, for WiZli , as for Luther, is the 
final ratification of that state of separation, of schien both between 
God cad man and also within man, weich is the result of the Admic fall 
from grace, and so it is in death that Christ jum to o the tot of 
substitution, 
Wt although Williams adopts the forensic Dötnphor in hte approach, 
neither the turd 'justification' nor the concomitant idea of the 
imputation of ri toousnoss, both ofwhich ore os iontial to luther's 
belief and an integral part of his doctrine of the Ato ontj are' wrthare 
to be found in Williams's writiu, " a. This to because he excludes any 
notion of punishment for sins. Iutbcr+a thcoxy - and both Molauchthou 
and Calvin follow the pattern of Iuutber'a tlio 'b '.. hero trine upon the 
idea of guilt and an inevitable penalty. The lavýof God to euch that it 
deans death for sin, and the death of Christ is seen us the endurance 
of a puni nt that ought properly to have been borne by i Erz. 
Sin laving been laid upon nim the law conath cad Baitis 
Lot every ginner die. So if thou wilt, 0 Christ, be curoty, 
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be guilty and bear the penalty, bear also the sin and curso. i` 
The key-ward to the ward penalty, cud in extreme forms of this 
interprotation, like Plelnnclitbon'o, there to almost no room for the lov©` 
of God. 'All that romaina is the thought of on angry Cod, wino demands 
and receives the pity that indi .t justice c1 '. 
2 
For all the juridicism of his language Williams begins =d orale Frith 
the idea of love, and the later assay on the Cross is a direct attempt to 
deal with the problematical contradiction which the notions of love and 
justice scor to present. Bit although his approach is governed by love 
1 
From Luther's commentary on Gail o (1533). quoted by L. t . Grensted iii his Short History-of tiro Doctrine of the Atonement (Landon, 1920). 
I realise that such a brief account of Luther's position does lose than 
justice to the complexity and subtlety, as well as the inconsistency, of 
his thought, A quotation from his catechism (the Shorter Catechism 
of 1529) for instance, reveals a belief about the saving work of Christ. 
which includes ideas of victory and sacrifice as well as that of penal 
substitution. 
I believe that Jesus Christ, very God, born of the rather in 
eternity, and also very maan, born of the Virgin )lary, is my 
Lord, who has redeemed no, a lost and dunned man, and has won 
and delivered no from all my sins, from death, and from the power 
of the devil, not with gold and silver, but with his holy and 
precious blood and with Ilia innocent passion and death, so that 
I Might be 113s ova .... (Documents of the Christian Church.. Fd6 by Us- Bett on). 
Ißt penal substitution lies at the heart both of his theology and his 
devotion, and his work became the fountain head of all the developed. 
theories of the Deformation. 
Ct. II. Rashdall, The Idea of the Atonement In Christian Theolo 
(London, 1919), Lecture VII" 
R . S. Franks, The Work of Christ (London, 1962), , Pt. IiU, 2 
L, W. Gronstod, A Short Histo of the Doctrine of the Atoneaaeent, 
p. 205. 
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and deliberately excludes the ideas , 
of wrath und punis =ent f this does 
not place it in the company of those works which suggest that the death 
of. Christ is best interpreted in exemplary terms, i. e. that in Rio death 
the world is presented with the greatest manifestation of God's 
willingness to Identify himself with the sufferings of Me creation and 
by thus displaying Ills love call forth a similar response in men. Dove, 
for Williams, is a creative power which accomplishes its object not by 
offering itself as an example but by the concrete act of substitution. 
It-cannot work in any other way, for exchange is the root principle of 
all existonco. Ilan's estranged condition demands that love be shown i4 
death, so it 3s in death on the Cross that God makes Ills, act of 
substitution in tha person of Christ. The fallennosa of mane and its 
consequence, death, did not create the necessity of substitution (which 
would be the classical protestant position)* it all life is to be lived 
vicariously thou the 'actual schism in reason' means that only the death 
of the Incarnate Lord can work the atonement. In consotluonco, the only 
way of salvation for individual men is a way of substitutive love in which 
each must willingly endure the misery and pain of others. It is, 
literally# impossible for any m= to save himsolfr love himself, forgive 
himself, live to himself. All must be done by others for bim, and he 
saint0 in turn, save, forgive, love them. Azad the entire pattern of this 
exchanged life is redeemed by the supreme act of substitution when God's 
being co-inheres with mauls, and so exchanging with an, God forgivoo 
as 2Aaa, lives as raun and dion as man. 
In the last three chaptoro of The Forgavoneae of Sine both the 
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strengths and weaknesses of Williams's mind are clearly e bited" The 
took, as I have already indicated, is primarily an attempt to demonstrate 
the -Ways in which the abstract theology of Ile Came Don fran, 1 eaven can 
determine the shape and texture of everyday hurra life. One aspect of 
this attempt oucoeods brilliantly; the second, complementary eepoot, 
fails. In applying the principles at the level of jntimato personal 
exchange his'ino, rination probes as deeply into the secrets of the low= 
heart hero, in those chapters, as anywhere else in his work., 'In the' 
sixth chapter, for example, The -Teehniriuo of Pardon,, wo are given can 
exposition that is, at the same time, restrained and passionate, witty and 
profound, of the way in which the Christian im to #carry' himself in 
performing his task of pardoning love towards all with whom he comes 
into contact. 
Tigere Is a tendency among some Ckristions to rye a burden of 
things which non-Christians would pans over lightly. They overdo 
forgiveness as they overdo patience and other virtues.... 
Courtesy Is our whole business towards our noighboura; it iss 
indeed spiritual golf-preservation: well, but then so is love. 
love, wo have been told, is sloe to anger; it is, as a result 
slow to forgive, for it will not be in a hurry to aoseo that 
there is anything to forgive; and if there is, it will not be 
in a hurry to rake a business of forgiving., 
The pitfalls of eolf-concern and priggishness that surround tue lives of 
those attempting the practice of the Christian virtues are exposed with 
a sureness of touch that comes from the close observance of the way human 
beings really behave and not from a theoretical preconception about 
I 
TheForriyeneae of Sins, p. 161. 
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personal relationships. Here, possibly, the imaginative 4ye'oi the 
artist has come to the assistance of the theologian. The complazittis 
and difficulties of living the life of forgiveness are never* for a 
moment, underestimated. 
The first moment of forgiveness is nearly always confused with 
other things - with affection, with delight, with honour, with 
pride, with love of power= some good, some bad, all distracting,, 
In returning to a subject which preoccupied him in no Cana Down from 
h eavens the relation between forgiving and forgetting, Willtomal 
surprisingly, in view of the position be was at pains to uphold in that 
work, allows that 'oblivion' i. e. the forgetting of injuries, might be 
the boat, and certainly the s4fest, way of practising forgiveness for 
iiUXXn beings in ordinary everyday affairs. The deliberate recollection 
and acceptance of hurts and the incorporation of this 'knowledge' into 
a new pattern of love is an operation, it seems, that may safely be loft 
to Grod, though there is some ouggestion that this way of forgiveness 
might be attempted by come Christians whose maturity in love and bolincas 
would prevent the recollection of injury from turning to bitterness or 
resentment. 
There are two methods of rcconciiiation: that which remembers 
the injury in love and that which forgets the injury in lave. 
It is a delicate technique of pardon which can distinguish and (without self-consciousness) use either. Either may be desirable 
hare and nowg thou :h there can, of coures, # be no question which In finally desirable and oven necessary to the existence of the 
Blessed City. There (its architect-told us änd', all its 
architecture naintains) all things are to be known. We had 
1 Ibid., p. 167. 
... _ .. W::. ý: . ý.,,.. e.....:,.. 
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batter' not forget it; but even eo, rho trat beliovotl ` Oball not 
make haste' Oblivion - perfect seclusion of the injury 
in God - is often here the safer moans. It is often likely that 
to remember the injury would load only to soso opposite injury. 
Even the boot-intentioned Christians are not always at ease in 
these sublime States. 1 
The mention of tho 'City' tringo us to tho socond, and the 
unsuccessful, aspect of Willi=91a 'practical' theology in thic chapters 
his attempt to work out sono of the implications of his rioctrincs at the 
level of the 'polio', the organised life of the co. ýtp. Tho problem 
is the exact relationohip botwcen the private life of Christian love and 
the public life of social orrenication. As ho turns to conoidor the 
city an it actually exists; that is, as he can see it embodied in the 
modern European state, bis touch becomes less sure and his Judgments lack 
confidence. The writing in this section is shot through with the 
painful awareness of the Second World liar and the horror of the Nazi 
tyranny, and in this situation the ancient dilemma emerges with an 
appalling clarity. It is a dilem as old as society itself, and one 
which lay behind the trick question put by the Pharisees and the liorodiano 
to Christ, 'ls it lawful to givo tributo to ar, or not? #. 110V to the 
reconciliation between the frequently conflicting duties of citizen and 
believer to be achieved. 
lugt io, for exwuplo, consent that ße. ß, other uroa, shall be killed 
and maimed? The answer to that is simple . we suet. Wo may do it by ourselvoa inflicting death and tort nt on others (by . bombs or however), or wo may do it by abandoning others. to death , sa4 
i 
thid., p. 168. 
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torment (in. concentration camps or, wherever), but one way; or the, 
other we have to consent by our mare acts .... Such in the dilate in which we find ourselves; and then what happens to, 
forgiveness? 1 
Ilia attempt to face the problem to some extent follows the lines oug osted 
in Christ's ova answer, 'Vender therefore unto Caesar the things that 
are Caesar's, and unto Goa the things that are God'a. ' It in an answert 
which, in its deliberate ambiguity, operates at a ==bar of levels. 
First, there is the recognition of the individual's social responsibility 
in the commanity to which he is comitted (however ironically the 
statement may be interpreted, the utterance cannot be taken no a kind' of 
carto blanche for opting out of responsibility as a member of society). 
Secondly, there is the refusal to provide a doctrine of the state, or map 
out a detailed progr o for political behuwiour. s Thirdly, in the 
context of the 3eß, the proclaiation of the kingdom of Cod, the 
question of the Fhorlseos and Christie retort display the extent to which 
they havo mi, understood tho roal nature and purpoao of Jesum and Ilia 
ministry. 
i 
Ibid., pp. 17ý173. 
2 
Evan C. E. B. Cranficld'a moderately conservative commentary on ! Sark's 
Gospel argues against attaching a definitely political significance to these wordar 
flora Jesus is not saying that there are two -quit' so separate independent sphoroa, that of Caesar and that of God for Caesar 
and all that it his belong to God) but heda'indicating that 
there are obligations to Caesar which do not infringe the rights 
of God but are indeed ordained bfr God. The " answer of Jew is of 
far-reaching importance; but is not by itself capable of being 
the basis for a Christian doctrine of the state or of the Church's 
obligation to the state. 
The Gospel aceordin to St tpark, p. 372. 
Ißt of. 1LD. Swoto'a coiiontary on the same passage from Hiark's gospel 
whore the political implications are Boca to be more definite. 
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Williams,, as can be rican from the passao cited, clearly rcco ses 
the social and political responsibilities each citizen must shoulder. 
It is precisely the realisation of this responsibility that makes the 
Christian's position in a state which is at rear almost intolerable. 
Williams too refuses to supply a detailed programme for political activity, 
but be does cast a glance at the idea of a tb®ooracy knowing full well 
not only the dangers inherent in the attempt of setting up a Christian 
state, but also the virtual impossibility of ever succeeding. It should 
be noticed in passing that his theocracy Would differ radically from any 
that have ever been conceived. Apart fron his suggestion that #the 
courts operate in a parallel order to the confessionals', he sees built 
into his state the most extraordinary judicial system over devised; a 
system of vicarious punishment, a system in which the innocent might 
willingly suffer the penalties of the guilty. It is intended to be a 
political society built upon the foundation of a belief in the efficacy 
of substitution in love. 
Whether in a profoundly Christian Statu it would be possible 
for the Church to produco a Guild of those who would vicariously 
boar the legal penalties of the confessed criminals, even perhaps 
to the death penalty itself, it that wer© still irapoood, is but 
a dream"i 
And boing a drot it is cot aside " uufortu tely, in the circuatencsa, 
for it would have been instructive to ace rat connection Williwna would 
have made bctvoon this syctet of vicarious suffering end the Passion and 
Death of Christ; it aaenaa, on the surface, that there might be a serious 
The Forjiveness of Sins, p. 173" 
1 
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disjunction between the two. The language of penal substitution, so 
carefully avoidcd in his discussion of the Atonement, canwt escape 
prominence in'these practical political considerations. Could it be,, 
one is tempted to arguo; that his doctrine of the atoning work of Christ 
to really a form of the Penal Substitutionary theory?, Such a temptation 
should be avoided for two reasons. The first is that the ardent 
distorts the shape and character of the essay as 4 whole by attaching too 
soh importance to something 'w'ich comes is a ao what bizarre footnote 
to the'tain purpose. This short section, however provocative, is an 
instance of the author 'trailing his coat', and although it met , b© taken 
seriously, it cannot properly be usod as o üacis for the kind of ar at 
which has been supposed. Secondly, there is no Justification for saying 
that the judicial system of the otato must be taken as the proper` 
analogy of the operation of God's justice in. fin creation* A94in it 
must be pointed out that Williams's emphasis falls on the idea of 
substitution. Consequently, given a systoss in which guilt and pucnishmcnt 
have become inescapable elements of the political process, the loving 
act of substitution automatically operates in this area as in oll others, 
And this situation, the apparent impossibility of roconciling the justice 
of God and the judicial processes of non, to perhaps the most point 
aspect of the dilo , and one from which Williams toads to retreat. 
In answer to the question 'that happens to forgiveness? ' he returns to the 
world of literature and to a further examination of that forgiveness 
means in Shakespeare* hit this refusal to proceed further may be a 
tacit adoption of the implications of the words of Christ already referred 
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to. Individual =on are to concentrate on the practice of forgiveness 
in every moment of their ordinary lives - there is no other spy Into the 
kingdon of God. The state can never be the thaurch# the dile a romaine, 
but paradoxically, it is still the duty of the individual Christian to 
hope for, and work towards, the Blessed City snowing that its walla can 
never be built on earth. 
In the second to last chapter, The For ivoncee and Reconciliation, 
Williams returns to the Jtivalationa of Divine Love by Julian of Norwich 
and the supremely confident assertion that 'All shall be woll'. As 
forgiveness involves not the forgetting of the actions of the past but 
the incorporation of them into a now pattern of lenoulo &a, co the supreme 
act of pardon involves the acceptance and transformation of n'o sin. 
All shall be voll - oven sin, paradoxically,, '*. * the acts, the sin 
Itself exists in him, as all things oust in him'. 1 And %(illio drives 
this belief through to its inexorable conclusion; if all things, 
including sin, exist in Ulm, boll nest also, after cone z nor, exist in 
Dim. Expressed as baldly as this it coema a strange notion, yet, 
fnt entally some such position is not on unorthodox view of boll and 
damnation. Williams's perception, however, is so keen and bis stylo so 
vivid that the paradoxical nature of the belief stands out with unusual 
clarity. 
The Atonement is the name given to an operation; an operation 
beyond our comprehension, but not beyond our attention; on 
operation by which everything - even hell - was made part of the final Glory. 2 
i 
2 
ibid., p. 186. 
Ibid., p. 183. 
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Eagavoo, 
Between 1938 and 1943 Williams produced nearly all of bi. most 
Important eßaaya, and If one wore to be left with only these occasional 
pieces - reviiews, introductions, feature articles - one would, nonetheless, 
be In possession of the core of his theology. As one might expect, tt 
there are close connections between the ideas and attitudes of t6 oeecys 
and those of the longer aorke which belong to the etw period. In, for 
oaampie, the essay on Make and 1tordsimrth,, written for The Dublin Review 
of April, 19t1t there is a paragraph that could serve as a blueprint-for 
the sixth chapter of The Porrivenoes of , Sins, enting on certain 
passages fron Blake's long poem Jerre; he tritest 
From this point the them-of the Forgiveneoa of Einar advances, 
a vision of Heaven and Earth .... It is the operation of 'offering oneself for another, ' .., there can be only two 
attitudes towards the ein of another towards oneself; one is 
to entertain a grudge, the other is not to entertain a grudge. 
To entertain it is precisely to prefer the selfhood to that 
other, that Is precisely not to offer oneself= and in 
consequence ..,, to prevent one properly apprehending how another 
is offered instead of oneself. It is as necessary to accept 
the sacrifice as to make its and as necessary to live from it. i 
} 
One of the most easily observable connections is that between The 
Descent of the Dove and the fourteen *&says grouped together by Anne 
Biller in her collection Tho Taco of the City under the two general 
titles The e City and 1c an a, 
2 Their oam on'factor is the the of ca- 
inherence. The essays approach the subject from a vo riet3º of angles= 
s 
The Imago of the'Citp, p. 66. 
2 
PP42-130 und pp, V 17463 , reapectivoly. 
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more than halt of thorn were book reviews for the peribdioal Time-and ' 
Tide, one to a froo-ranging, personal essay on current affairog1 and one, 
'The Inane of the City in Iish Vorse', is its title implics, is as 
exercise, idiosyncratic and provocativa, in literary criticioar. The 
most substantial of the omsayo, and also the most central to our present 
concerns, are the two specifically theological ones "The Uodeemod City' 
and 'The Way of Exchazi o'. 
i3otb assays wore vritten in 1941 and, not wmaturallys show marked 
similarities to one another* The first correspondence lies in the area 
of tiilliansts doctrine of Creation: the innistonco,, which has boon noted 
before, that to-inherence and subotitution Is an inescapable fact earl 
condition of all existence: whether Christian or not, redeemed or 
unredeemed, and that the Incarnation to both the demonstration of the 
fact that it is a principle of Divine life as well as of humaa life, and 
the transformation of the pattern of lumen exchange into the pattern of 
Divine exchange. In those two compositions tillit peeks to prove the 
co-inherence of all life at the natural level by singling out so=al 
activity and the operations of childbirth. 'The Redeemed City' states 
the case briefly. 
The name of the City to union . a.. The process of that union is 
by the method of freu crchc ; e. The t othods of that exct: a 
range troaa childbirth to the Eucharist - the two primal detivities 
of the earth and the Church.,, 
I 
'Antichrist and tho Citys Lava'. 
2 
The Imago of tho - 
City, p. 103. 
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This slightly rhetorical and vaguely suggestive statement is amplified 
in 'The Way of Exchange' where he Is far more explicit about his reasons 
for choosing sexual intercourse, and childbirth as evidence for the 
principle of co-inherence. 
There is one great natural fact -a fact at the very root of 
all human facts - which involves a relation very much of the 
nature of exchanges or of something more than exchange. It is 
the fact of childbirth .... The man to utte helpless to produce 
a child unless lie surrenders the means 
Lhie 
aoo f to someone 
eloef the woman to as helpless unless she receives the means 
from oomoone else .... They do something together, but they do 
it by an not (as regards the child) of eubstitution. i 
The whole of the animate world can bo seen to be built up on this 
structure of exehaný; o - the living in and creation by moans of another 
creature. The principle can be denied and distorted, but only by the 
wilful refusal in the heart of man; the flesh, like the lover orders of 
creation, must, by nature, submit to the processes of co-inherence. For 
this reason Williams's doctrine of Ilan lays particular emphasis on the 
perversion of the mind and the will and on the innocence of the body, or 
rather (and more accurately) on the body's involvement in the whole web 
of sin only as a result of its unbreakable union with the mind. (This 
interpretation will be discussed at greater length later). Using the 
operations of eeänal intercourse and childbirth as an imago of co-inherenco 
at the natural level Williams, in 'The Redeemed City' tentatively 
construots a definition of the sacrament of baptism in terms of$ what be 




The new. -born` child- es &erge® from its 'natural co-inherence in its 
mother into a supernatural co-inherence with the saints. It line 
received the communication of the evil of a fallen world; its 
blood to tainted from its soul - or from a world of souls r- with 
the Infouy, and it will soon begin disastrously to pay back what 
it has disastrously received, in the exchanges (unless redeemed) 
of infernal conflict. At that went it is caught by others and 
lifted into an exchange of grace - into others by others, into 
Another by Another* 1 
The passage has a number of noteworthy features. Pirots this In the 
closest Williams comes to placing 'natural' and 'supernatural' in an 
antithetical relationship. It might shoot be said that hero pro are, 
given an argument thich resembles the Pauline opposition of Flesh and 
Spirit. The supernatural life is the life of-the Spirit, the life of 
Grace as a member of the Boci3r of Christ. mit$ of course, the antithesis 
between natural and supernatural to not nearly so tborougoina os' Paul'a 
opposition - one to not at Urar with other. And the phrase Unto 
Another by Another' carrion associations of the 'deification' of man, that 
are not usually present in the phrase 'the life of Grace'* Villiar$'o 
occasional ambiguity in the use of the tern 'oupornaturral' has already 
boon referred to; sometimes it produces-vagueness, on this occasion it 
to richly significant. In baptism man to incorporated into the C arch 
and by this incorporation to actually *ade part of the life of God, `taken 
up, by Christ and in Christ, into the exchanged love of the Trinity, 
Sccondly# tho, C2u rch stands at the vex contra of f approach, 




the Church, -but the concapt of cleansit - it vashing' awwa7 of ein` End 
guilt eymbolisea by the actual use of water" in the ädiinistration of the 
sacrament -º to not mentioned. Nor is the death of Christ, together 
with tbe' Pauline " concert of the individual le raying and rising, a 
significant element in Williams$e approach's Yet he to not untrue to 
the spirit of the Prayer S3ook rite of baptism as can be` aeon from an 
examination Of the prayer which follotts immediately upon the act -of 
'lm reion'. 
i Williams certainly does not speak of the cracifiion of 
the told man' nor of the abolition of the whole #bodyº of sin$, but his 
attention, like those of the authors of the prayer, Is focussed upon the 
rescuing of the individual personality from an old organlau j vbicl ý can be 
experienced only as pain and death (tue 'natural' co-inherence), and its 
incorporation Into a new organie which to the Body of Christ (the tamper- 
natural' co-inlºorence). And, for all its mrAusje' on the notion of 
incorporation cad the absence of the idea of cleonsin;, Williaza'a 
apprehension of the fallonnese of man's nature could hardly be more 
serious. In Its ova way this posea; o describes the corruption and 
distortion of the human soul (including that of the newly born child) 
with as much vigour as the writings of Augustine and trio ' Ninth Article 
I 
'We yield thee hearty thanks, most merciful Father, that it bath pleased they to regenerate this infant with thy Holy Spirit, to receive him for 
thine own Child by adoption, and to incorporate him into thy holy Church. 
And humbly we beseech then to grant that be boing-dead unto sin, and living unto righteousness, and being buried with Christ in his death, may 
crucify the old man, and utterly abolish the whole body of eia; and that, 
as he is made partaker of the death of thy Sony he may also be partaker 
of his resurrection; so that finally, with the residue of thy holy 
Church, he may be an inheritor of thine everlasting kingdom; through 
Jesus Christ our Lord. P 
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of the Thirty Nine Axticles. Mt it -does outliüo te doctrine ih an 
idiosyncratic way and, thin idiosyAcrasy loads to a further obs, rvation. 
Willieme, quite in accordance with orthodox Christian teaching on the 
Fall$ locates the origin of sin in the soul and not in the body. The 
body cannot escape involvement in corruption because i of its inseparable 
union with the soul - the 'blood is tainted' - but the aril it possesses 
and ondnros to by derivation only. Consequently (though there is no 
specific mention of the idea here) Williams argues that the true pattern 
of creation is more easily discernible in the physical body than in the 
operations of the spirit. With his ton uo in his cheek he plays a little 
linguistic Come by using a Platonic phrase, In world of souls 's for anti- 
Platonic purposes. 
1 
Finally an observation about the concluding sentence. It contains 
an sch o of the cry of Folicitas recorded in Tiro Descent of the I! * 
'notbar shall be in me' and ou arises Willians's whole conception of 
substitution and co-inherence. From the uoment of the child's baptism 
he is sustained' and Willis moans this literally, not only by the lives 
of the members of the body which has received him, but by Christ who 
lives in him and for him. There is expressed here the actual substitution 
of bu man beings for each other - the activity of love portrayed in the 
1 
ills oujoymont in tbo manipulation of words leads occasionally to verbal 
flatulence as well. For in3t3nc0, it Is difficult to ooe'v at precisely 
he intends by the words 'infernal conflict' In this very paosago. They 
cannot rotor to on engagement between oztrae-torrostrinl. powere. Perhaps 
they are intended to rotor to forces locolisod within hums beings, but 
the whole o1auso is opaque,. and Io wt conclude that his love for 
rhetorical display betrayed him into a high-sounding but empty assertion. 
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novel. Descent Into Hell - and the substitution of Christ for all men 
investigated and defined in He Came I own from Heaven cad The- Forgiveness 
ofd. This sentence is 'caught up' in 'The Way of i cchangol where 
it Is expanded into a more technically theological exposition. 
The doctrine of the Christian Church has declared that the 
mystery of the Christion religion is a doctrine of co-inherence 
and substitution. The Divine Word co-inheres tu God the Father 
..,, but also He has substituted Ills fanhood for ours in the 
secrets of the incarnation and the Atonement. The principle of 
the Passion is that lie gave Isis life 'for' - that is, instead 
of and on behalf of - ours. In that sense Do lives in us and 
wo in Dim, go and we co-Inhere. 
once again it to necessary to draw attention to the etateaent 'instead 
of and on behalf of' i. e. to Williams's insistence that a direct and 
actual substitution was made on Calvary, that Jesus Christ aas not merely 
the representative of mankind, but the substitute for it. 
Some notion of exchange must be present in all orthodox approaches 
to the doctrines of the Incarnation and the Atonouont, but, no far as 
can be ascertained, no theologian has emphasised its importance in the 
way Williams does. In this relentless insistence on Boeing exchange as 
the cardinal principle of all life, God's as voll as man's, and the 
literal actuality und practicality of the operation, he seems to be unique. 
There have, of course, been writers in Urhora we can find the centrality of 
the belief being oapressods two theologians who approach Williams's own 
apprehension are the anonymous author of the second century document 
known as The Epistle to Dio ietue and, not surprisingly, Augustine. A 
x The ror; iyeness of Sine, p. 152. 
2ý 
passage from the second century doc=out reads as follawst 
Ile Cava up Ilia own Son a ransom for us, the holy for the 14uloeo, 
the sinless for the sinners, tim just for the unjust, the 
'Incorruptible for the corrupt, the %. ortal for mortals. For 
what also but His righteousness could cover our sins? Whorein 
could wo lawless and impious onon be justified, bat in the Son . -, 
of God alone? 0 sweet ezciaan,; o, 0 inscrutable working, 0 
unhoped-for blessings. That the iniquity of ma. V should be in 
Ono righteous man, cad that the righteousness of Ono should 
justify mauy la, 1ccs ones+ 
The similarity between those words and the passage frog ' ii®, Forzivonooa 
of -Sine `beginning 11: o substituted then his knowledge for our ignorance 
... «f (already quoted) to easily diecornods there ores howovor+, iaport+ýwt 
differences* The intensity of fooling behind the phrases of The 3Pietlo 
to fiognetne prevents the outpourings from being merely a rhetorical 
display, but at the same time this very passion makes the doctrinal, 
significance difficult to eneecs. To teat oxtont can it be a. serious 
theological exposition of the saving work of Christ (it was not intended 
its such) and to what extent an effective poetic expression of a deoply-. 
felt, but nub jective, knoviedgo of personal union with Christ? 
Az uatine is prepared to bo more definitoly theological In bis 
approacht and a passe from the öightioth so=on do script, H . T,, ) shov 
him advocating the idea strongly. 
God died, that a kind of celestial e cage might be lo, that 
uzen night not see death ... Foror ch AS no is both God oni rwn# 
wishing that we should live by that which was Mop Ile died by that 
which was aura . ".. So than neither could Ile, have death by that 
1 
Tb L'i tle to Uio nots, Paar, 9. Ti 
nttoli 
thcra, Vol. IX". 
Trias. W. ibrton Ancioat & Modem T Bolo ical. Libr ary)s 
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'hich was BIis, nor we life by that which was ours; but we have 
life by that which is IIis, and he death by what is ours. What 
an exchangeli 
We have already neon that Williams found Ja uatino's doctrine of 
Original Sin a wonderful, though terrible, exposition of co-inhoronco, 
and it is possibly Augustine g in this passage, who comes closest to 
expressing what Williams understood by exchange. Yet even bore we 
cannot be sure that Augustine is intending to construct a precise and 
systematic doctrine of incarnation and Atonement based, deliberately# 
on the idea of exchange. The context is a aor on, the tone is polesilcal, 
and the intention is less that of instruction than that of arousing a 
devotional response in the ? warte of the liotcuoro« i'urthevatoro he does 
not go on in his aspooitOry essays to use the principle as the lynch-pin 
of his approach to those operations of God. Willi does precisely 
this, and his distinctiveness lies in that fact. IIo is, fro= time to 
tine, just as passionate on the anonymous second century author and 
Augustine, but his passion arises out of his utter certainty that the 
whole of existence Is built up on the principle and that the whole secret 
of life is contained in the grasping of its neaning" L'xchongo Is simply 
and indisputably there, it con be ighored, it can bo accepted, it cannot 
be altered. 
In May 1939 the periodical. ºeolo published an article . 
by Wi11io 
1 
Quoted in An Auiia, tino Synthesio, errr* by E. Przywara (London, 1936) 
p. 190. 
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in which he -. offorod . tlxo opinion 
that tiro Church owcd for morn to heretics 
than she Bras. ever prepared to reco nieooi The article iteoxt in +a 
appraisal of the work of +a man ho calls 'a convinced and rhetorical 
heretic' üoZ the twentieth century; David-Uerbert I ireaco. It ist be 
remembered that ten years after Fence's death (the data of this essay) 
defendants of his work and-life were still few in numbers a'state, of 
affairs that makes Williamsts article a remarkable utterance to ,a 
WW. sWian literary critic. There are occasional voalueeseei espc sally 
in the negative judgments, but it shove a sensitive awareness, not only 
of.. the artistic power, but of a moral authority lying behind oven the 
most ridiculous and oxtravugent of Iawrenco'a poses and gesturce# TUB 
s athetic response to the writings of a man aeo outlook and 
temperament differed so considerably from his oqu 3cß puzzling until one 
recalls the seriousness with hick Willia a1waya approached questions 
of the physical and material side of human life. Co-inhorance is tho 
first of the two principal connections boo aa t4 o essays and the books 
of this period (1938-194-0)1 the second. is Was the preoccupation with 
the significance of the bum* bocdy. 
The beauty of the flesh agil Ito possible scuaing In the pattern of 
God's croutivo activity has been a recurrent motif in -! 4u VgrL. 0 and 
throughout this etUAJ att+rntio 1 baea. drawn to his atu J. ar approacü 
to the subject. What ihrs , bean hinted at in the poems , 
fit novels, or 
dealt with briefly in the plays and historical boats now aase a position 
aha Ima e ai t eüC tyi p. ý9. 
I 
27 
of central importance. Four canays trCat the uattör diroctlys the 
articlo on Lawrcnco already raontiouod, entitled "Senouality and Subutancoti 
an article frogs tlao soar periodical Theology. published ttao years later, 
in May, 1941, unier the titlo `lzaturall (; oadnoßs'; a Contribution to 
Tile Dublin ]Reviow of July 1944. called 'Tho Index of the Boay'; and the 
introduction to the World's Classics edition of John lUilton's poc3, 
published in 1940. And in 194,02 Williams procoodod to Incorporate the 
main outlinos of the arg routs of thos o 'ouooýro in Tire rori'lvoneis of Sins" 
First there is the question, referred to earlier, of the relation 
between the soul and the body. tiara Wiiliour tondo to diverge from the 
traditional attitudes of Vostern Christondoºo. This is one of the few 
instances, for ox=plo, when we find him at variance with the forimmüationa 
of Thomas Aquinas. In the Seventy Sixth Question of the }'irrt Part of 
the S ao eolo±dca (Of the Union of the Body and the Soul )l Thomas 
asserts of the soul that 'to be united to the body bolo e to the, Gaul 
by reason of itself'$ and further, that 'tae iu ai soul retains Its ova 
proper existence when eoparatod fron the body, having an a, titudo and a 
natural inclination to be uuitod to the body'. In some n o, thorofore, 
the soul 3s seen to be the essence of the lain aä personality which 
expresses itself by the moans of the instr r ont of the body. The 
doctrine does, fundamentally, reduce the body to a position of secondary, 
though, of course, necessary in portanco. The dissolution of they body 
on death does not necessarily entail the destruction of the soul. In 
tact, the soul awaits the Resurrection when it will again, in come sense, 
be rejoined to a born. This definition is Dante's doctrinal foundation 
2 43 
in The Divine Co ray. The 'shades' wham the poet meets on his journey 
through Hail and Purgatory are souls - in one case lost, in the other 
saved - awaiting the Resurrection and the Consuttion of all things. 
Even no, Willinas eschews this doctrine. For him the union of body and 
soul to a far more intimate one and cannot be adequately described in 
Thomas's terms of reason and inclination, but only in terms bf 
metaphysical necessity in which there is 'neither before nor after'. 
The soul does not have a 'natural inclination' to be united . to express 
its-elf by means of - the body= it has no possibility of existence without 
the body. It van only the Fall which introduced the possibility of 
knowing them in oeparation. In Poralvonoss of osSine ho postulated 
that body and col originally created in unbreakable union - ho uses the 
word 'ce iahero' for this union - could be knoi, though not endured, in 
opposition to one another. 
... the broach betucen body ird caul, the breach in the inlivisiblo, 
was fully cntablished. Tbc groat physical ratification of that 
breach was Death .... It to an outrage; it in a n®ccs ary outrage. 
It is a ocbisa botwoon those two groat categories of physical and 
spiritual vbich fornod the declaration in unity of one identity. 1 
In view of this ph io on the absolut© t itp of caul and body it 
conies as eoz: othint of a surprise to find that in his interpretation of 
the orthodox Catholic teaching on the origin of ein he not only allows 
the distinction between the two by specifically locating the origin of 
sin in the will of man, but carries the interpretation to the cxtrcmo of 
postulating that the flesh, because Original Sin to an alteration in 
Tho Poraiyoneso of Sinop p . 127-128. 
1 
29 
knowledee1 can be regarded as 'less fallen' than the soul. This curious 
position is unambiguously presented in two of the essays of thin periods 
'The Way of Affirmation' and 'The Index of the Body'. The following 
extract is taken fron the latter. 
The body was holily created, is holily redeemed, and is to 
be bolily raised from the dead. It is, in fach for all 
our difficulties, less fallen, merely In itself, than the 
soul in which the quality of the will is hold to residef 
for it was a sin of the will vhich degraded use IL 
It might be, argued that Wiiliaas is doing nothing more in. this passage 
thsa, paraphrase a familiar position in Christian , moral 
theology that all 
sins ariso , 
in the will of the individual and that thoso.. sins which find 
physical expression are frequentlyless serious than those which have no 
outward manifestation. This, I believe, would be a false rending; 
Williams is, quite specifically and intentionally, talking. metaphysics 
here and not morale, and moreover, the same conception can be goon to be 
expressed, more obliquely, elsewhere, e. g. in the essay 'Natural Goodness' 
and in The Porrivanoae of £ins. It is perhaps some such apprehension 
as this that underlies the many occasions in earlier works when the body 
is aeon as an imago of the pattern of God's glory and a vehicle for the 
I 
The Thai o of the City' pp. 84-85. 
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revelation of nisi splendouur. 
i 
In the extract just quoted, Willimmg does, to some extent, 'covor' 
himself by adding the clause 'merely in itself' to his most surprising 
statemeat, but it does not seriously affect the main outlines of his 
argument. Ilia is a position, it should be added, which contrasts 
strongly with that of the theologian for whom he had the highest regard 
and from whom he gained so much that became part of his own theological 
apprehension » Augustine. The fifth century theologian is an concerned 
as anyone else to stress the fact that sin, lies in the wilfuul, spiritual 
rebellion of man, but in his psychology, the spirit, the 'rational 
creature' is intended to be motor of the body. The result of Adam's 
t 
It is perhaps worth recalling that the question of the location of the 
seat of sin in im man nature became one of the cardinal issues in the 
Apollinarion controversy of the fourth century. Apollinarius'n 
determined opposition to, what later came to be called, the 'diopbiyaite' 
strain in Antiocheno Christology, led him to repeated insistence that if 
the divine nature and the Inman nature did not exist in an absolute, 
metaphysical unity in the parson of Jesus Christ, then the salvation of 
all men was in danger. In au'attenpt to define the nature of this union 
he had recourse to 'an extreme version of the Word-flesh C1, riotology' 
(of. J. N. D. Kelly, Earl Christian Doctrines), It was not sufficient 
that Godhead and manhood be seen as dwo ling together in Jesus{ the Word 
of God - the Divine Logos - becomes the life-giving and formative 
principle of His Being. In effect, the rational soul, the vital force 
of bin nature, is supplanted by the Logos. In consequcnco, the 
metaphysical union is achieved only, as Apollinariua's opponents were 
quick to point out, by robbing the God man of a real humanity. In their 
attack on the heretic the Cappadocian fathers, among other thins, 
emphasised that it was precisely in the rational soul, the mind and will 
of man - the Adam - that sin is to be located. If therefore this part 
of man's being van not united with Divinity in Christ, how was it possible 
for man to be saved? 
It will be noticed that both Apollinarius and his opponents stressed the 
sinlessness of the body i. e. considered in itself. 
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disobedience.. is the loss of spiritual control, and tho, cousequonce of 
this is a wild disorder of the sexual passions.. It is probably 
Augustine's emphasis, rather than the logic of his position which to 
disquieting, but even sot froci time to ti it ooomsýae it he was 
actually prepared to denounce the desires of the flesh as inherently 
evil. 
i AuVstiraets theories fitted well.. and, indoed f, bol Cored the 
growing tendency of the Catholic Church to value virginity for its ova 
sake and to regard continence more highly than marriage. 
In The Forgiveness of Sine Uilliarae castigates the church for 
precisely Was a tendency towards a kind of 
, 
P, iouicbeejn in its attitude 
to the material creation and especially the human flash. Iwo have, 
except for the poets, rather lost this sense of the body; we hw o not 
only despised it too much, but we have not admired it enough'. 
2 And, ho 
cites klilton, Words rth, Patmore, and Lawrence as poets who demonstrate 
ways in which the body can properly be understood And admired. In: hla 
introduction to Hilton's poems there is a brief djscueeion,, ceutring on, 
the masque Cam, in which the virtue of chastity is uphold as the 
cardinal principle of, not only social, but religions-behaviours, Tue 
practice of the virtue Is important, not because the body needs to be 
restrained from the exercise of its natural-impulses - which any £ora, of 
2ionicbeeiem regards as inherently evil " but bocause-nothing, other tan 
1 






chastity serves it with the reverence that Is duo to its glory. 
CLaatity is a®oa: a3 a gaalitp of life whirs imiuortalioeo the'already 
adorable fleab. The point ®ade in this introduction is re-iterated 
and developed in The Forgiveness of Sins. 
2 It is interesting to place 
these assertions alongside one of the classical statements of 
clwlstianity on the same subjecti St. Paulre exposition in the sixth 
chapter of his that letter to the Corinthi+ , end/note the eimilaritiee. 
3 
In this particular passere the Apostle's ideas pour out in a thick 
stream, and there is no space here to expiicato one of the most densoly- 
packed pieces of his writing; only a tow features can be singled out for 
brief comment. first, there is no trace of that harsh Puritaaiei*, 
almost Hanicbean in its expression, which is frequently associated with 
Paul. The stress on the necessity for chastity (not abstinence) does 
not have its roots in a suspicion of the flesh, but, quite simply, in a 
reverence for it as something precious, fragile and holy. The material 
i 
D. I. Lawrence's abhorrence of sew promiscuity to based largely upon 
the soca kind of belief. Cf* the essay The Stato of Funk in Phoenix IU 
(1968). 
2 
w The body was =ado as the physical formula of the Virtues .... Chastity 
is the obedience to and relation with the adorable central body. (p«125) 
3 
Now the body is not for fornication, but for the Lard; and the Lord 
for the body .... Iuov yo not that your bodies are members of Christ? 
Shall I then take the members of Christ, and make them the members of an 
harlot? God forbid. Dut he that 1s joined unto the Lord is one Spirit 
.... What? know ye not that your body to the temple of the holy Ghost 
which is in you, which yo have of God, and ye are not your own? For ye 
are bought wit a prices therefore glorify God in your body, and in your 
spirit, which are God's. 
(I Core vi. 13-20) 
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part of` our uituro°`to goen` to be joined vlthw Geedin a porticilorýr. 
'in all `of *h1 ä"Vdlie º resimblos Paul. lit "atý* the' Centro of the "Pauline 
picture stands -tbo Church, 'the Spirit=Billed" c ity, thä "i d` of 
Christ- of which ill' baptised Cbrietiono' are members There "ie nc'direct 
referonco lo- the Church' in Willi' e app oech, and whore Paul tsu äe ich 
of:. tho üolirieig 'äf the body by mason' b the' indwolt1I pios'euco of "the 
floly Spirit, tome avoids all n"tiän ` of*-tho `"ik a "the Spirit. ' 
Pox' ' tilliaai`the sanctity of the b 'wt'fleiliis 'not thä`ýreeult , of -abivino- 
`Spiritual gift, it, Is' holy by reason of thb Inca rnht i` Lt rd; 'men 
i1oee not' luvt) and God are, joined "'the fleshly body of Josus. '', Piul' 
tbis aspect 'out of account w the ' hr n., body', for , exj=ple, iecapable of 
reuurrectiön -boeouse of' thö glorified ' ana-'roes rrectodbody of hhiict '- 
but he interprets it differently. It to primarily because 'äf t'hi 
process of sanctification 'that'tho flo of 'man has" come'nbio toI betirr 
the glory of 'its Creators end the church is-'the place in vhsch this 
sanctification Is bogun. V4 sense, ' one can soy that Villit had a 
lower doctrine of too Lurch than Paul gad a higher doctrine of Creation. 
For him every body, who per part of the Clnaurch or not, vas an imago of 
God's life and splendour and holy because of this. The work of the 
Spirit is a work of revolution and lcanaolatian' of giving men the 
Imawlsc o of the facts of their existence cad ,, owering them to live 
by this Lnowlodge. 
In the essay 'The Index of the Body' Williams states his doctrine of 
Tian bäet oxplicitb', and we find ourselves being led back in the direction 
of that axgaaition at the Incarnation which was discussed oarliars that 
25 
the flesh-taking was not caused. by the rail of man aadl metaphysically, 
must be regarded as preceding creation. In short, the burden of the 
essay is that the body is not merely one of the most important vehicles 
for the eo=amnicatioa of heavenly splendour but also is the microcosm of 
the whole created order. The word 'index' is important for Williams 
takes as the starting-point of his exposition the lines of Wordsworth 
from the seventh book of The Prelude, '"fs the human form/ To me b9came 
an index of delight'. (11.279-231) The body is seen as the indes to the 
universes it holds in itself (and Williams meun. ss quite specifically, 
its physical organisation) the meaning of the organisation of the universe. 
By consulting the index one can discover one's place in the text; the 
understanding of the movements and the life of the body gives the cluo 
to the understanding of the movements and the life of all creation. Be 
makes his point plain by reference to the ancient science of. astrology. 
Astrology .. " hoverer we may reject that ancient study ... had at least this philosophic principle mixed up with it - that each man, being unique, was a unique imago of the 
universe ... +ý i 
The sacio point is made in an entirely ditferont$ and utterly startling, 
way in the two cycles of Arthurian poems whore the tuage of the body is 
used as the primary imago of the 'Dnpire', itself' an i ;e of the whole 
universe. The allegory is thoroughgoing and systematic. Lach part of 
the human body to made to oorrospond to a different region of the Dnpire, 
1 
The Isere of the City, p. 82. 
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and the intimate conaoctipnt between the vcrkings of the, body "nahe 
woveseuta of Ubo, stare is , tom underlying tbeo of eve y gaga. 
-Tide pia on the solid rity oft not only il enity,, but the whole 
of creation is entirely different from that of the nature -poets of, the 
eteenth: century* , Williems`"vas note Rommtic- thia.. senser an. 
their quasi. pentbeistic attitudes to Nature are as foreign to hie mind as 
they wore to that of, his- contemporary,, +-ß, tl. Lawrence.. _>. Both of, these 
sera saw-human beings, as as, integral,. part of the natural order, intimately 
joined to it, affected by its movements and; in - soma , sense, bath 
explaining it and being explained by it. The principles governing the 
life of man are those Bich run through the strwcture -of 
tue universe. 
Lavrenco's remark. In -his - essay, U propos of Lady Cbatterl. ey's Lover!, 
that we '.., º are bleeding' at the rootsv because wo are cut ofd' from the 
earth and the sua cad the stars ý. r+ýý could. have been uttered by'Villiwis 
in a meat of despair. But Wi1li0ms, despite his intense awareness of 
the darker side, of life, ' cad 'wt' giro himself over, to despair as 
Lexrence occaslow lly did. lieu might distort the structure of their ova 
existence and corrupt its forces, but they yore ultimately poverlosa to 
destroy is pattern that has been decreed, by God and embodied in its 
perfection by Wia mo to Son. 
The Saerad., Body is the plan upon rich physical hm : croatiou 
was built, for it is the centre of physical Yuman croation. 
2 
Apropo s at Lach Chattorle a laverp (Penguin Dooka, 1961), p. 110. 
The I arLo of the City, p. 86. 
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And, an this essay is at pains to demonstrate, not merely physical 'human' 
creation. The Sacred Body - so to describe the Person of Jesus - is the 
centre of the entire physical order, the 'natural vorld', as he called 
it. It is the explanation of, and the reason for the whole of creation. 
Incarnation being intended, God purposes the creation of matter as well. 
The question of time i. e. that the birth of Jesus occurs at a particular 
mouent of the world's history aeons after the Initial act of creation is 
not regarded as relevant by Williams. 
In this essay 'Natural Goodness' he returns to Duns Scotus and the 
incarnational theories he associated with him, driving his own 
interpretation of the theories to an extreme never conceived of by the 
Medieval scholar or any others mentioned by Weatcott in his historical 
survey of that strand of theology. At the close of his essay '1eGospel 
of Creation Westcott states the essentials of this approach with admirable 
clarity. 
... it cannot be said that a belief in the absolute %7 italics 
purpose of the Incarnation in at variance with Ser pture. Nor 
does it in any way derogate from the Infinite love of God .... 
It adds to every motive of devout gratitude which to suggested 
by the circumstances of the Incarnation, a further motive of 
gratitude in the contemplation of that primal love dmtch the 
self-mill of man could not thwart .... i 
In just the same way Williama argues that the Fall and Original Sin are 
to bo regarded as incidental to God's Incaruational activity, inescapable 
facts which have to be dealt with, but not facts which are actually the 
1 
The. iatlos of St. John, pß. 327-328. r ýr r rrýr_ 
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cause of the flesh-taking of the Words though the Incarnation, because 
of than, takes on a certain shape and can be spoken of only in terms of 
reconciliation and atonement. But be is not content to leave 
the matter of the relation between Creation and Incarnation there. The 
difference between bis position and that of testcott (as well as the 
scholars Wostcott cites) can be seen clearly in the folloving, extract F 
from 'Natural Goodness': 
. s. the incarnation Is the point of creation, and the divine 
'reason" for it. It pleased God In Ilse self-willed activity 
to be incarnate. Iäit obviously this union of ltimeolf with 
matter in flesh did not necessarily involve the creation of 
other flach. It would have been sufficient to himself to 
be Himself united with matter, and that 'united with' moans 
a union very much beyond our powers to conceive; more than 
a union, a unity . «.. his act could have been to Himself alone. Ile decreed that it should not ho; lie determiiied creation ... ýý 
This Is Willi=is strongest and clearest statement of hic position. 
Creation is cugircnoly an act of grace flowing fron the desire of God to 
be incarnate. Metaphysically then, Incarnation precedes Creation, but 
God 'deigned to create Joy after this manner also. , gain, it might be 
pointed out that this does not constitute, what might- be called, a Logos 
doctrine. Nowhoro in his work do wo find a developed interpretation of 
Creation by means of the Second Person of the Trinity, the agency of the 
Divine 'Ford. Us attention is always fixed on the Word-already-wide-flesh. 
The Image of the City, p. 76. 
I 
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Towards the end of 'The Index of the Body' Williams uses a phrase 
that leads us in the direction of discovering, the psychological reasons 
for his distinctive, not to say eccentric, interpretation of these 
doctrines of Creation and Incarnations 'the imperial structure of the 
body carries its own high doctrines'. It could be a line from one os 
his early verses, but it is not tierely a piece of high-flown rhetoric, 
it reveals his sensibility cad gives the starting point for his 
theological approach. His theology Is rooted in his experience of human 
love and beauty. So intense in his awareness of the force of 1a=an 
emotion and the splendour and mystery of the flesh that he is content 
to read the ubolo of God's activity in to s of the experience. In the 
real flo hly existence of the beloved is contained the whole wonder of 
the universe for the lover. tdilliuma's ospoucal of the theories outlined 
does not arise out of a careful und detached consideration of the 
doctrines of the creed or the writings of the Old and New Tootaaents, 
but out of a poetic awareness of certain facets, frightening in their 
power and bo uty, of human experience. By the strange alchemy of his 
own creative powers this personal vision is translated into the 'rich and 
strange' structures of a theological system. 
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1 IM V 
124 3 i9 
The spate of reviews and articles began to abate after -19 
2,, and 
in the two years which preceded Williams's death only, three cssays 
relcvant to our present purpose appeared. One was the literary essay,, 
'1Ialory and the Grail Legend' printed in TheDublin Review, April $ 1914. 
The other two ware 'A Dialogue onTüerarchy' obliquely tboological 
printed in Timo and Tido in ©ctober#, 194'3i, and 'The Cross's a,, 
contribution in the same year to a symposium headed What the Cross means 
to Ile , 
In this last essay Willi= turns a; ain to an exploration of. tho 
darker aide of human 
-life. 
It is one . of the strengths of his theology 
that the prQbtom of pain is never evaded or dealt with only in abstract 
philosophical tgrmsp but investigated and understood at the most intimate 
hum n levels, 'Tho, Cross' explores thq. problem of evil in, tho light of 
the suffering and death of Christ. The tone of the ossey i$ severe und 
restrainedw almost meted, and its thought and fooling to the closest 
Williams over came to an attitude of stoical resignation. 
The argument revolves around the notion of justioep and there In 
a kind of quiet defiance behind the assertion which is used as the starting' 
point for the discussion. 
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. +. it to not credible that a finite choice 
(the rebellion of 
the Adam) ought to result in an infinite distress; or rather 
lot it be said that, though credible, it is not tolerable (to 
us) that the Creator should deliberately maintain and sustain 
His created universe in a state of infinite distress as a result 
of that choice. No doubt it to possible to Him, 
The essay poses, with the subtlety and compassion of the poet's insight, 
the age-old problem of humanity: how is it possible to reconcile the 
concept of a just and loving God with the everyday world of misery and 
death. It is not, of course, a now theme in Williams's work. Previously 
be has found the problem being posed most sharply in the Biblical book 
of Job and in Shakespeare's tragedy King . Both works hinge on the 
idea of justice is the universe. In Job the resolution of the problem 
(in so far as there is a resolution) to a theophanys God's answer is to 
make the question irrelevant. In Lear the final picture is one of bitter 
resignation tempered only by human pity and tenderness. It is easy 
enough for man to believe in a malicious God or an indifferent Creator, 
but the universe becomes, in that case, exporientially, intolerable, and 
human existence pointless. All that Williams asks in this essay is that 
one's experience of the world should be tolerable and that Inn= life 
should be soon to possess meaning. The sense of glory at the heart of 
things and the belief in the wonderful transformation of existence which 
is at the core of Ile Came ion from heaven and The For iyeness of Sins 
seems, almost deliberately, to have been excluded from 'The Cross* in 
the light of these two works, as of almost everything else he wrote, 
1 
Tho -o of the Cit i p. 131. 
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"The Cress' presents, at - first; a bewrilderin volts dace ýon'the question 
of the- Sinel -r sting of, -man. .... =. °ý. 9 
«.. tx . oaanat layI. - lind the ldla of a=i orta23ty, ` even ,a, joyouo " ira ortality, much more attractive. than the idea of aaalhilrtion]ý 
p; fI aduiit,. of ý course, ' that- this Is a°1ailuro of Intelligence; " if ° 
joy is joy, an infinite joy cannot be undesirable.: 
The essay does not extend beyond a search for, at might be called, 
'meaning'; for a way of enabling men "to use the word 'justice' wit out 
ehamelP. " And Williams postulates that it is only, the Craw - the 
sufferings and death of Jesus Christ «. which enables to do just that. 
The line of thought that Is pvreued in this essay can be traced 
back a long vra' inWilliams1s thought - to & , poem that has already been 
mentioned, one of the bitter and dark verses of the 1924, volum4i Windows 
of " 'The Tin, Dome&'.. 4s, the poet : contemplates the domes of St. 
Paul ta cathedral and the Old l3ailep 'he 'muses upozi the apparent conflict 
be$xeen love and justice in a -vorid that is vracked by fear, dissension, 
pain and hatred. 
If ex some day having uttered, their Sud ont &reec , 
And them elves in the doomed man's stead were drawn to the 
'bitter 
Torcent of prison or death -" would that curd the woos 
We tuuffer# and quench-the unquenchable 'fiery-rang? 
Not for love'* sake " leave , that to a gods Not for love only but only to bring the irrational ins 
Madness night vender whoro comity never trod 
And find the eocrot and striko the irony dmabi3 
i 
ibid. " p. 135. 2 
Ibid. j p. 133" 
Windows of XILLt, p"« .,: ; 
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These linen are the seeds of this disconcertingly 'off-control 
investigation of the doctrine of the Atonement. 
He announces at an early point in the essay that God musts in some 
sense, be regarded as respansibie for the evil in the world. Referring 
to the sentence passed (the franework of the essay is a legal one) on 
Janus he says! 
our justice condomad the innocent, but the innocent it condemn 
was one wIo was fundamentally responsible for the existence of 
all injustice -3 st existence in the more, but nocossary, 
sense 
italic] of time, which Rio will created and prolonged. 1 1-. 17 
Thor* is, probably, no other passage in Williams's writings which so 
firmly sets its face against the dualistic tendencies in Christian 
theology. ht, even if one cxciees the figure of the devil in the story 
of mane Fall, the assertion that God is responsible for evil in His 
creation and for the agony of mankind cannot, without qualification, be 
regarded as a tenable Christian position. Williams clearly realises 
this, and he does make qualifications, but his argument º impossible to 
paraphrase because so much depends on nuance and allusion - is not easily 
intelligible. 2 It seems that a distinction is drawn between the 
category of responsibility and that of guilt. Whilo God, as Creator, 
mast be regarded as ultimately responsible for every fact of Die creation 
(and the 'actual schism in reason' is, In this context aeon as a tact), 
it is man who Is guilty of the performance of the not which incurred the 
1 
Tho Imago of the CjtýZ y, FP. 133-13'i. r. r 2 
Alice Hadfield's 'discussion' of the essay in her biograpby consists 
almost cntircly of quotations from the text. 
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resulting outrage and agony in his being. Guilt entails consequences, 
whereas responsibility does not. The ironical situation thus exists 
in which man is guilty but not responsible and God is responsible but not, 
guilty. 
' The irony is intolerable. God cannot, by the couditioue of 
ills creative activity, remove, by Divine fiat, the consequences of the 
Fall without impairing the free-will of Ilia creatures and eng noneenso 
of the nature of justices The consequences remain but they-con be 
transfigured into tolerability by the One who was responsible for them, 
The irony of the situation froe thgt 'life, experience suggests, is a good 
thing, and somehow unendurable', 
2 is transcended by another irony; that 
of the Cross. A hideous irony exchanged for a glorious one. 
Ifs obscurely, lie would not cease to preserve us in the full 
horror of existence, at least lie shared it. Ile became as 
helpless as wo under the will which Is Iio. This is the first 
approach to a sense of justice ... alone among the gods, no 
deigned to endure the justice Ile decreed"5 
In this action the love and the justice of God are reconoilod and the 
burden of man becomes bearable. 
Iit more tolerability its not enough end, even in his most peas iatic 
mood, Williams is not content to leave the matter there. Atonement lies 
at the contra of the Christian life and faith, and a more death of God, 
however 'just'; ,-a more suffering and identification will not work the 
operation of redemption6 
4 Ile therefore completes the study by introducing 
i 
Whether such a distinction is valid in law is a moot points but it is 
without doubt come such distinction that Williams has in mind. 
2 
The Ze of the Cit , NMI. 
3 Ibid., p. 132. 
4 , Williams would have violently opposed those modern thooloUians (e. g. 
T. J. Altizer in The Gospel of Christian Atheism, 1966) whose claim it seems 
to be that the death of God is enough. 
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the concept which linke this essay with the rest'of his work and 
especially with the doctrine of Atonement as it is outlined in fie Came 
Down from Heaven and -Tbe For, ivoness of Sins. The concept is, of course, 
substitution. In aulnitting Himself to the decrees of We own justice 
God, in Christ, does not only identify Himself with an to, show the 
profoundest sympathy by suffering and dying, He re-creates man, acting 
decisively by dying for, and instead of, him. And the meaning of the 
words 'instead off is hero, as everywhere else, quite wm-Abiguous, Ilan 
no longer dies because Christ has died in His place. 
Ile submitted iii our stead to the full results of the Law which 
to Be .... Dy that central substitution, which was the thing 
added by the Cross to the Incarnation, He becaie everywhere the 
centre of, and everywhere Be energized and re-aftirnod, all our 
substitutions and exchanges. 1 
The implications of this essay are developed and worked out at the level 
of ordinary human experience in the last and best of his novels: Al. l 
Hallows E vet Bat two years stretched between tme Cross' and All 
IIallowo Eve, and in the same your that the essay was printed there 
appeared what nnay regard as the greatest of Villie a's prose achievements, 
The Figure of Beatrice. 
, The Figure of Beatrice. rr 
In the opening chapter of bis study in Shakespearian tragedy, The 
Wheel of Fire, the distinguished critic G, Wilson Knight makes a useful 
1 
The Image of the City, p. 137. 
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distinction between..! Critiaiaý+ ýot<a. l torarg work), and ! Interpretation'. 
The fo; ner prvicees nyolyes, objectifying - the vork: and -the pronouncing of 
formal- jud eats about ortiettozgrit and<-la$tifg validity, , The., latter 
process is one-which siswirs, without question, worth and idity, and .. 
works. outward. from the iuterpreter! s sympathetic idenWiaatiozt with the 




The, Wheel of Fire is iitt9nded 40 aýý esea ; In , ý_- -- 
i: 1tez'preta Uon4 la-so far-aq. this diptjnctio ca be accap ®El -ý and 
obviously there are e. eaa . 
in wb, icb the two, -. acttvitiea cannot, help over--, 
lapping...., WLUiaza'a ! study in Date' . 
falle into the same . category as 
Th Wheel of Fire.. Throughout the book the, reader is. ; aware , 
first that 
Williams! s attitude to Dame's Petry end prose,, like that of , Wilson 
Kaight! a 0-Shakeapearo'e plays, finds.. the work 'of so , resplendent. a 
quality, so , massive 
_a 
solidity of Imagination, that adverse criticism 
beats against it -idly . qs 
the 1u4 that flings : its ineftecf, ual. force. - 
against a nountain rock' And second p be realises that, ilie FaiMura of 
Beatrice ' ergee into the. work _it a alyseß' to a degree that i. e : never 
achioyed by -wl, 
b e.,, Wh, eel at. Fire - line as that interpretative book is. 
Williams manages to enter into the imaination of -thirteenth 'Century 
Italian and to expound, elucidate and develop his themes from, a point at 
the_ very heart, of that, poetic vision. 'Yet the book Is for oro thaa a 
I The wi, ee1 of Fire (University Paperbacks, London, 1960), p. 1. 2 
Ibid. ý, p. 2. 
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profound and sensitive commentary` on Dente, for,. Williaae perform$ the 
feat of presenting bis own apprehension of the world by increasing our 
understanding of Dante'e. I4terary criticism and theology find a 
perfect union in The Figure of Beatrice. With each successive revelation 
of the treasures of Dante the reader to led further into the mind of 
Villiame. 
In an important way this book must be considered as a continuation 
and development of the first serious book of literary Criticism, The 
ft1lish Poetic Mind, and its title Th e of Beatrice 14 of the utmost 
significance. At its deepest level The English Poetic liin& was a 
tentative exmination of 'the hidden springs of imaginative power'. The 
questions underlying the essays on Shakespeare, hSilton, Wordsworth, 
Tennyson werei where-and how does power arise in°the life and mind of 
the poet? ý In &aillmninating paragraph tram the introduction to The 
Figure of Beatrice Williams offers a comparison of Dsnto and Wordsworth 
claiming that the source-of poetic power in each of then began with, 
and in, --n definite and passionate personal experienca+. 
' Bj no means 
does all poetic activity begin in this way, but some undoubtedly does, 
and Wordsworth and Dante have this in common. The experience of 
Wordsworth is identified as, to put it crudely, the experience of Naturos 
the experience of Dante 3o a woman -4 passionate experience of personal, 
romantic love. The Prelude Is Wordsworth's attee t to identity and 
explore the moaning of his experiences it in only partially successful. 
I 
The Figure of Beatrice, p. 13. 
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All ofDante's works are, according to Williams, a similar attempt at 
identification and exploration =and they arty all, each In' , Ito ow way, 
yrf 
brilliantly successful. At the centre of T'I guet as well as The New 
Life, of the tell as well as the Paradise Is the figure of Beatrice. 
Williams is as adamant as the French scholar, Etienne Gilson, on 
the real existence of a Florentine girl called (or whom Dante chose to 
call) Beatrice, and on the fact that a Florentine man called hornto 
Alighieri saw her one day in the streets of the city and fell in love 
with har. Williams's attitude, like iUlooa'e, to adopted in opposition 
to those readers of Dante who would distort Tie'! ev Life and The Divine 
Comed by their rigid ollegorieation-ernd detenilnod efforts at 
'epiritualising' the events and characters described. -` They do not' 
object that Beatrice be allegorised as Theology or Divine Grace, 'or that 
she be regarded as the poetic symbol . of the apprehension of God, so long 
as what Dante actually said is taken seriously -'that Beatrice Vag a 
flesh-and-blood reality and that be fell deeply in love with her*' There 
is no intention, on Williams's part, merely to-rend the frone as a rather 
peculiar biography, but he insists oil their being rooted in the material, 
fleshly world, and to insist on the veracity, of the biographical details 
is to safeguard Dante's doctrine of Creation, Incarnation and Greco. 
In dealing with Williams's early poetry the frequency with wUch the 
themes of religion and love are wovon togethdr was pointed out. In Danto 
the perfect interweaving of the experience is discovered. The romantic 
vision to an intimation and an image of the eight of Cod; the flesh of 
the beloved becomes an Image and a vehicle for the beauty and glory of 
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its Creator. 
A kind of dreadful perfection has appeared in the atroeta of 
Florence; something like the glory of God is walking down tho 
atroota towards hinc. 1 
and 
The imago of an awful Origin came down tho roads it aoeucd to 
hint at a saying of that True Light of which it Brae a- 
aimilitudo? 2 
'J'i111omms cakes it perfectly clear that be does not regard those passages 
dealing with the romantic vision as hyperbolic; deliberately 'heightened' 
poetic attempts to engage the attention of the reader and, in so doing, 
persuade him of the force of the poet's emotion. The emotion Is 
certainly real and present, but Danto is doing more than trying to 
persuade us of the reality of a subjective state of mind and heart, he 
is enunciating an exact theology. Strange as it may sound to modern 
ears, both The Now We and The Divine Coznody are as nach theological 
treatises as they are love poems. This 18 their glory - religion and 
love are not to be separated, they explain each other in the total human 
experience; the love of Deatrico and the love of God belong together. 
The romantic vision (falling in love) for Dante in responsible for opening 
the eyes of the lover to the religious truth that the beauty and splendour 
of God maifest themselves in ways of which the individual iss ordinarily 
oblivious. W111io quotes a famous passage from The Now Lit as 
1. 
Ibid., p. 20. 
2 
Ibid., p. 68. 
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Dice -I tell you when she appeared from any direction, the hope 
of her aclnirable greeting abolished in no all enmity, and I was 
possessed by a flame of charity which compelled no to forgive 
anyone who had done no an offence; and if any had asked no a 
question about anything, I should have said only Level with a 
countenance full of humility., 
Charity, forgivenese, humility - those are the moral effects of the 
romantic vision, and bound up with them are the metaphysical effects of 
being made aware of an order and purpose is ti n life sand the realisation 
that the bounty and splendour of God are to be discovered in the minute 
particulars of the everyday world and the physical objects of the material 
creation. 
Will: L=sfo opposition to the Mnnichaoist tendencies of Chriationity 
is always closest to the surface of his writing in his discussions of 
Dante. The spiritual wonder cannot be communicated without the presence 
of the material vohiclo; in this case Beatrice. Dante starts, in The 
New Ufa , with the glimpse of a girl in tue streets of Florence, and ends, 
in the closing books of The Divine Cornody, with the vision of the Blessed 
Trinity. The beginning of the revolution in at a particular point in 
time with an identifiable sensual experiences the salutation of Beatrice 
leads to the salvation of Dante. Williams takes up the pun on salutation 
and salvation and enphasisos the connection, thereby attributirr, to 
romantic love a value that no other Christian theologian has dared to 
suggest. 
He who does not merit - Eontrico? say, 'salute', salvation -º 
need not hope to find her. But this is to Identify Beatrice 
I 
Ibid. , p. 22. 
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with salvation? Yee, and this is the identity'of tho Image with 
that beyoad the I ce. Beatrice to the Imo end the foretasto 
of oalvatioa. l 
Love-for Beatrice exhibits in her a heavenly glory, the true apprehension 
of which leads inevitably to the true knowledge of God. it to an 
audacious otatemont, but it is far from Idolatry. And this for a very 
special reason. The quotation just cited concludes with the sentences 
'Thi to not proper to say to any but those "eh' avote intollotto 
d'omorelo What then Is We 'intelligence in love' that Williams und 
Dante speak of? It consists of the ability to discern the true 
nature of Images. 
We have noted before the Importance of the concept of the Image in 
Willig 'o theology, 'fluch of what Williams believed about the Way of 
the Affirmation of egos Is taken straight from Dante, and io repeats, 
in greater detail and with firmer emphasis here in The 'ijur fBeatrice, "i wrri 
what he has previously conveyed in poems, playa, novels and essays. 
Neither Dante nor Wilkens allow the cord 'image' to operate merely as a 
oomaatio dovico. It is never, for instance, used aas a convenient mothod 
for moralising about lamann, relations. Both suggost that it is 
insufficient to demand that human beings treat 
, each other 
'as it' (and 
merely 'us if') over other person was Christ IIi oltj they assort that 
in a uVatericus way each individ &al to Christ IIi of fs Zn the fleshly 
existence of the other the actual shape of the Divine life can be soon 
and the presence of (rod actually co mnicato4. All 4U= beings, 
1 
Ibid., p. 28. 
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moreover, are 800U to be capable of porfomdng the sae function*,,. The 
I3eatrtclan moment, too paradoxically,, an experience both u que, and 
Universals it. is unique, to each lover but is capable of being apprehended 
by 
. any, human 
being at my time. Dj reason ott the JuAivictaaaIa capacity 
to operate as pn Image tii111=s is able to speak, quite un aolfConsciouily, 
of the. 'holy . and glorious 
fresh', so that tho reverence which the lbvor 
, feels in- the presence of ý bis beloved, caul. tho adoration ticb ha, - 




dependent and derived , the. poauoai e 
in korsolf tho glory, of the Vncroatod. 
Willy ripes this. doctrine of Iinnee in the Introdactiau. 
Tit rho Treunained Deatrioe right to the cad;. ,- her, derivation w*s 
not to obscure her identity any more than her identity should 
bide her derivation., 
This insistence on both the reality of the ire and the derived nature 
of its being to the esaenoo of the Way of Affirmation, and Is encapsullated, 
3or1 Dillies in the aphorisms-'This also . io Thout neither is thio. Thou'. 
. The true following of the Way, therefore, conoiete in discovering 
and accepting the difference between the image and its source. This 
1 
'it ie every-ouöta or it to no-one's Zt"he, arch-natural e iporioaao of 
the Doatrician momeng; on that there can be no compromise', 
The Fiixnro of floatrico, p. l&8. 
2 In a review of John D. Sinclair's trauelatiou and commentary'Tto Divine 
Comedy. hell. Purgatory, for Time and Tide (June 240 1939) he expresses 
himself more bluntly and comically. 
'There is Beatrice or - who shall ve say - Cohn and there In is 
sad all around Celia a glory, and the young º (not being as 
intellectual or an theological an Dante) says "Oh Celia, I adoro 
you", and Celia in a hiCh gaiety of love sayer "0 yeah? ", or its 
equivalent. They see each other's mortal nature perfectly clearly, 
but also the eternal beauty of each other. ' 
3 
The ziuro 'of Beatrice, Pp"7-8" 
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theme , le the bur4cn' of 
the Parte. »auto may pot reet contont in tue 
re-discovery of Beatrice at, tho top. of the mountain of Iürgatoryt the 
rcmantio vision- is not sufficient. Beatrice mast lead bim to the 
Uncreated= the romantic sight sasst be exchanged for, or rather 
transcended by, the contemplation of God. - There is never the faintest 
suggestion , in Daute's work, or in Williams's, that their doctrine of 
ß; e8, is a subtle tox'm of panthieism. The failure to , distinguish between 
the image and its sources the created and the Uncroatod, to one of the 
greatest eins and, it persisted fns entails the logo of true knowledge 
and. consequent damnation. The ein Is idolatrys the worship of an 
unreality; the preference of a passing thrill for the experience of final 
glory. Both Dante and Williams saw that the situation-of every lover 
eras peculiarly attended by this danger. The story of Paolo and 
Francesca Is one in which the failure to bring intelligence and 
imagination to bear on the ro ratio vision causes the vxporionco to 
degenerate into an expression of lust and the indulgence of sentimentality. 
Closely connected to the question of Imp and source i the matter 
of the relation between eziaicaco and function. The failure of Paolo 
and rrancesca vas # as well as the failure to dictin eich between io and 
source# a failure to realise that love Is not a function which exists for 
the sake of the lover or the beloved, but a function of which the lover 
and the beloved are physical embodiments. *To love in to love and nerve 
the function for which the loved being van created, whatever that may 
moan or iavolvai this is the definition of the way .... 'i It is 
1 
Ibid., p. 51. 
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possible to trace the gradual evolution of this doctrine in Williona'a 
own work. It will be romoubored that moony of the early pooz poroonify 
Love in an almost embarrassingly extreme tray 
Yet If in very truth euch reel there be, 
now shall he not reveal hinsoif to ruo? 
0 Love, 0 love, astalt thyself, 0 Love. I 
Bat what begins as nothing noro than an elaborate, imitativo poetic 
conceit gradually takes on a dimension of reality as William investigates 
the nature of love more deeply in the novels, until that scone is reached 
where Nancy, in The Greater Tr npe$ suddenly realises that to be 'in 
love' means to be contained and hold by love - possibly literally - to 
function as one whose purpose is to love. The meaning of the individual 
existence lies in the function it performs. This principle is'not` 
restricted in its operation to the exercise of love, it runs through the 
entire order of created bcin s. Peery part of the universe exists for 
the fulfilment of the function for which it ties created. Co eating on 
Dente's exposition and use of the principle Willies writes 
I thero ray be quoted home that grout sentence which io ß , ". 
c>f 
governing clause of all his thoughts 'Undo set, quod non operatic 
propria propter eseentiam, ced haoc propter then habet ut sit'. 
'The proper operation (working or function) is not in existence for 
the sake of the being, but the being for the ecke of the operation 
.... ' This In the primal law of all the images, of whatever kinds 
they were created for their working and in order to work. Bell 
is the cessation of work and the leaving of the images to be, 
without aay functions merely themselves. 2 
It would be misleading to call this principle a 'governing clause' 
of Williams's work too, but it to undoubtedly on Important part of his 
i 
The second sonnet of The Silver Stairs p. ti. 
2 
The Figure of Beatrice, p. I&Q. 
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systematic theology; more dominant in certain works than -In others, 
but 
nearly always present. In, for example, the cycle of Arthurian poems 
he refers to it over and over agains Arthur, Talieeein, Lancelot (the 
king, the poet, the lover) are all judged according to the degree to 
vrhicb they recognise and fulfil their function. lordly, however, bis 
use of the idea is less explicit. llis belief, for, instanco, . 
in the 
hierarchical nature of human society depeada, at bottom, on the validity 
of the principle, though it is nowhere discussed in relation to hierarchy. 
Because of the principle it Is possible for Williams to argue that the 
city, that ideal state of inter-dependence and co-inherence, is both 
hierarchical and republican. It can be considered as an equality of 
beings and a hierarchy of functions. The slightly whimsical essay ºA 
Dialogue on Hierarchy' to an attempt to work out the paradox in greater 
detail,, There are countless hierarchies just as there are countless 
functions. 
lie who is a gpoil master of his craft in music may do Ill enough 
in the theatre, and the Prime Minister mast be docile to an export 
scullion, Degree is the inbroathing and outbrcathing of joy, but 
with every breath the joy changes. i 
Needless to say, William finds tho ideal 'metaphor' of this conception 
in Dante's Paradise where the spheres of the redecmod rise above each 
other rank upon rank, and all is a constantly moving pattern of light. 
This particular working out of the principle happily satiation Will1aam's 
conviction of the 'mathematical' nature of God's activity, for there ist 
The Igggr 8 of the Cit. , p. 128. .UX 
1 
1.75 
stone , 8n41 the sigma=time, move ent, sand -f 
izitq, diverei ty =aud ý-Unityp '- 
change - and pattern. 
rag f 
Before leaving= Williams Ie treatment of the` twin subjects of liomantic 
Love- end Images in The Figure' of +atk ice, it ie' worth remarking that 
his-whole ipproach to the 'theaei' can, beyirelated too his' appreh6nsloh'of 
the meaning of the Incarnation "- though the" doctrine Itself, Is, never 
explicitly: diacüssed in the text Ot the-hook; °'' I'havo already tried to 
ahow, "W the examination' of the essays 'Sensuality and, Substance' and 
=1Tho `Index*öf the Body' that` William'alw'ays eaýwcman + the key and 
, explanation, -the pattern and'bltiepriut, öUthe physical `universe, -'not 
kerely ' its crown': and glory. ' And further, thatk i a&4" achi **a s 'hie status 
because, from Eternity, Cod 1zad- erdained to unite iimeelf with matter 
tu` h ºnity` It' was, argued' that the Incarnationswhatever may havo`boen 
seen to1iappen ia'the processes of what wo call Time, 1netaplzysically 
precedes' Creation, that the Incarnation was an &tt, which God could have 
done to lZimaell alonei that tho" Word could have chosen to unite himself 
with-flesh without bringing the rest of the' woorld into being, but that 
because of ills loving desire to'-treato joy brought the universe into 
existence vlthwian as the points aºt which the wholo order is substantially 
joined to its Creator. - 
It Is obly possible to see the mark-of the 
Creätor in the hills und vralieyi, A the rivers and the seas because lIi® 
mark has already been stamped on the, face of man, An the mark on the 
face of man is the- Christa its purpose and 
coücluwion in the InÖaiation,:, 
It`8eema that at the, con rn of Willim%als- it rprototiöu of the 
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meaning of the #i arc of Beatrice is the belief that if an experience 
of love can really amt truthfully be said to grant an insight into the 
meaning of human nature then the experience must be seen as an intimation 
of the Ute of God in. man. The lover who is suddenly granted an 
extraordinary power of perception is, however unconsciously, approaching 
salvation -a true understanding of the Incarnation, for ultimately the 
Incarnation is the only explanation of all human erperiencee. Christ 
is the explanation of Beatrice's life and Beatrice is the explanation of 
Dante's. life, While it. is true that any experience of the world can 
operate an an image of God, only in the personal quality of a bumaa 
image can one become aware of the full possibilities of God's revelation 
because It is only in humanity that God has fully revealed himself. 
This doctrine gives Williams's apprehension of Romantic Love its force 
and theological substances 
Perhaps the most difficult passages In The ?io of Natri are 
those which seek to unity what would normally be considerod as separate, 
though complementary, strands in Dante's work; the idea of the City, and 
the idea of Beatrice. 'Beatrice and the City, are q** Imseparate and 
yet separated .... '0 1 . 4. the girl and he City reflect each othor .... +i 
It is not part of the present purpose to pass critical Jud º©nt on 
Willia ia's z'aadin. of Dante in this mattor oo much as to dj savor the 
reason behind this particular concern for such on intorpretotion. The 
clue lies somewhero - and it is not paeaiblo to be more pzociaa than this 
in the notion of co-inherance. 
divine as well ne of Greeted life. 
Co-inherence to tute principle of 
The City in an image of co4xtheronco. 
1 The Fiore of Beatrico, p. 90. 
rn 
It is also the public expression of an idoal'state of existence 
reflecting eo"inharence'of the Trinity and the exchanged life Of the 
Incarnation and of Ceatrice who is used by-Dente as image of both. 
The lover has to 'make sense' of the Cod-'searing June who has -batored 
his life. For'Dants and for Williams the sense that is made results in 
the effort of constructing the City. In the fifth chapter, entitled 
The-Noble Life, Williams asserts that the Beatrician moment cannot remain 
private, unique as it is to the lover. It challenges' nobility, 'valoro', 
into action. ` The virtues of that'nobility are the substance of the life 
of exchange which is the Cityi courage, temperance, liberality, 
magnificence, magnanimity, love of honour, mansustude, affability, 
truthfulness, pleasantness, justice. 
' There is an analogy between the 
Incarnation and the figure, of Beatrice gare. Just as the co-inherence 
of God and man in Christ instituted the rodeemed city for the vholo of 
creation, so the god-bearer, Beatrice$ institutes the earthly city for 
the lover. The vision of love overflove into the desire for exchange. 
Beatrice and Christ, in their ova spheres (the one in poetry, the other 
in actuality .- so to separate them) reveal the principle of all existence 
natural and supernatural. Of Dantets passage through the second heaven 
in Paradise Williams says 
Between Beatrice and the emperors is a largesse of smiles; thieg 
in heaven, Is the first developed teaching of the Cam; the 
girl and the City refleät each other. 2 
The Fiere of P. eatrico is a study in Dante; it is also a treatise Mrr rrrr r Yr r w+rw' 
I 
Ibid. r p. 75. 
2 
Ibid. # p. 199" 
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on- redowtious, As Alice Hadfield points ogt, in earlier works Williams 
penetrated-the mysteries of, helli ovilx, saul muff eriag bare deeply, and 
non -successfully than -those of heaven$ ýVodnqssý and joy. - Here In The 
VinEe of Beatrice the Idea of heaven dominates, the writing "a the, 
vision of, the transfigured life Is commultated with anuathority that 
Ig second only to Dnatelse The book has two contrei ýwhichp It can be 
saidg, to-inhere,,, The, poetic, cantrs, 'Is, ý the imkgo of Beatrice, - that 
particular apprehension of love vhIch, vas the. bidden spring, of Dante's 
oreative power, - The theological, centre Is, the Inearnation .ý the actual 
union of,, -hearm-, aad earth# Goa and man, otwhich, neatric* 1. the moans of 
Perception and eUtrjr# . 1WAIIIAMS coins the phrase the 'in-Goddinal of 
man* This, traustiguration of maa's life'luto, the life of God is# for 
Williamal the true meaning of redmuption, la this conception he stands 
within the tradition of the doctors of the early Churchg and to read the 
closing pages of The Pi&Eo of Beatrice is to understand Williams's 
entire Christology and his preoccupation with the clause of the 
Ath4aasian, Crooda not by conversion of the Godhoad into Flesh; 
but by taldng of the 11anhood Into God*' The strictly Cbristological 
some to extended howevorp the principle of the Incarnatioa becomes the 
method of redemption. Ilan Is 'In-Goddeds, as Godo In the Incarnation, 
was 'In-fleshedte Uch4nae operates even bare* 
The Final PlSyAf 
r ýa 
`ý-. r 
In the last three years of his life Willig= wrote three plays. 
Thi Txrrao r'eº ptiitinne, , 'play for sound broadcasting, does not warrant 
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discussion hexe r` and the remaining two, Terror of i1&ht and The house of 
the 0, -need not detain us very long. The first of the two, 
completed at about the same time -as the novel All ITallows Eve ,,: is the 
least satisfactory of all , iiillioms s later pieces. - It was substantially 
revised after its first production, and in his Introduction to the 
Collected edition of Williams's plays, John fleath-Stubbs states that 
Williams intended, in time, to versify it. Perhaps only a stop as 
drastic as this could have redeemed it from its present embarrassing 
state. As It stands, the text is little more than a botch-patch of 
empty rodomontade, melodramatic action, and complex theological anent. 
Reath-Stubbs claims that the play 
draws together# indeed, many of the themes vhich most deeply 
preoccupied him, notably in the non-dramatic vorkso 
Harry of the themes are, undoubtedly, present, but it is raioleadinj to soy 
that they are 'drawn together' in the play, for there in no unifying idea 
or organising principle which could force them to work together. They 
are drawn together only in the rudimentary sense that they inhabit the 
same Ktructurot the relation between the roaantio experience and 
Christian love, substitution and exchange, the meaning of daz nation, the 
relation of function to being are all themes which are undeniably prcaouts 
but they are simply heaped on top of each other like the layers of a cake. 
It iog perhaps, necessary to draw attention to two aspects of 
Williams's conception of evil an it is presented in this play. The first 
i 
Collected playa, p. xiii. 
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le, =embodied-in the figure of the necromanco roýSimou gapes ,, Iu all: -his 
conversations with the apootleos in all bis attonjts to bribe them and 
penetrate the secret , pi their power, it is maule quita clear. tb&t 
be is 
not so ich wicked as foolish. We are remindod, once again, of the 
judgment on Satan in Hilton's Paradine Lost. Simon lingua is simply 
blind to the facts of existence= wrong about tho nature of real power 
and his on ability to wield it. The second aspect is centred upon the 
figure of Judas Iscariot when Simon, against his will, has conjured from 
the dead. Judas's speeches are faintly reminiscent of the speeches in 
Banta's hall, and here we are forced to recall Williams's remark in Tina 
Tai ngo of Beatrice that in hell images are left to 'be without any 
function, merely themselves'. A man is made for his functions Judas 
was made to fulfil the function of an apostle; that fact will never cease 
to be. In bell be hangs suspended as a= his apostolate for over 
incapable of fulfilment. 
puzzling lines 
This 18 the znew ug bohind the slightly 
12utov, my own who live, at, the bottom of the-light- ,_- 
among the stones. An apostle of Jesus has authority 
among the stones.. The Devil himself cannot spoak 
the name that I speak because of that authority., 
despite the fact that Judas is spoken of as being in boll, there is 
a suggestion of universalism in the treatment of his ultimate destiny. 
Following the speech of Peter, which lays upon Judas the Juü snt of the 
Church and 'the compulsion of his own act', there is inserted a short 
Ibid. r PP, 348"349. 
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speech by Mary 1Sagdalen is vrhich ehe asks Judine for forgiveness. -, 'His 
reply is evasive and ambiguans. 
I tin returning to doathl if thorn is any life o ya oro and I 
find its I will livo. i 
One cannot imagine any of Dante's condownod soula uttering such words, 
and it iss difficult to kuov exactly how much importanco can bo attached 
to this vague statement at possible salvation for Judas. If this wore 
tho only place in William's works where univercalieui was suggested, this 
speech could be dismissed quite simply as a eentimontal slip of the 
tongue, but thoro is a passage in The FiLuro of Beatrice which forces 
the issue and poses the question: Does a doctrine of co-inherenco, 
pursued to its logical conclusion, necessarily entail a beließ in the 
ultimate salvation of every human soul? 
es. the mysteriea of exchange and substitution are very deep, 
and it might be that in the Mercy, the whole co-inherence of 
mankind will not be broken. The divine reciprocity is 
everywhere in love., 
Daeoont Into 1 1811 ßd 179 Carne Down from Heaven haus provided one answer 
to-the question of damnation; is Tallossin T grau b Lo res one of the 
poems prefferat an-we shall see, the opposite, 
'he douse o! the Octoi ia, producod in the last year of -Willi 'e   rrrrn wr ýrr" ý+s. wrw+ ý. w 
life, has more shape and cohorenco than Thrror of Light and is, thematically 
both less complicated and loss . abittous, Dutt it Is unsatisfactory, in 
1 
Thid., p. 352. 
2 
The Pi ra of 1iocºtrico1 . p. 169. &it of« p. 113. 'It there is a Gad, 
It there is free-will, then ri to able to.: cb*oaa the op»oaito of God, 
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other iiaysj'aid it is'difficult to 4n'4visige, a successful st4go-produotiono 
M6'Uaarly all of 'Williams's 'plays (not perhaps Thomas Crammer of 
Canterbuzy) it Is an uneasy blead of naturallan'and artificiality* The 
location of The'llousie of the Octogas pinpoints the vonknesse The action 
of the dr&= to not 'distanced' enough for the observer to accept'the 
device. We are setting as a purely &rtificialp possibly allegorical# 
proparedt'for exampleg to accept the encLaated vood of Comus because 
RLIton perfoctli adapts his versa style to the acimoviedgod and 
recoguinable c6aveation of tUe masquee Dut The rjouso of the OctoMs is 
sustained by ho such convaution andIVIIIIaMs's style$ by itselft to not 
powerful enough to create a couvoutioa of Its'own Vhich vould enable the 
artificial framovork to be accepted aq an unobtrusive and necessary devicee 
On the other hand, it is equally Impossible to accept the 'tropical 
island' at a naturalistic level*_,, 'ho, nativoa prow to, be . eloquent 
rhetoricians, and Wiiliaue appears to know very little about mission 
atations. A furthor, and perhaps more serious ve& nass, as John Pleat x- 
Stubbs points out, ie the dr tiat'o failure to draw aconviucin; picture 
of the nature and force of 4evil. The representative figure, _te 
flarsbal 
of PI L'u, ; 
is ,a villain in the tradition. of tboso, created by the 
adolescent Imagination of an author like Sapper, and, canacquoutly, is 
incongruous in a work whore theological,, observation In acute and, in ono 
or two placmat profound.. 
Tbo flou, io of tho Octo w bolou with Descant Into Fell and All 
JIallowo Eva in 09 fur, 49 Ito_. central concern in tiºo y mich the doctrine 
of substituted love can be acted out in ordinary human situations. In 
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the play, as in the novels, one is constantly auure, of William's 
conviction that substitution Is somothing to be lived out at 'the grass 
rootst level of lifoi that it is not a nice metaphysical conceit but the 
literal description of an action which can be porformed, and indeed, 
mist be performed by every human being at some point in his life if 
salvation is to be achieved. The missionary priest, Anthony, has to 
accept the strength offered to hies by the island girl, Alayn, whom be baa 
previously pitied and dismissed as apostato. 
The Flame. If - as you may yet - you Come to the 
Octopus, uili you be content that this 
girl shall boar your fear? for (make uq 
mistake) you trill be afraid deadly afraid. 
You prayed for strength; here is the 
aaswcr God sands. Will you take the enswor? 
Anthony. I am to owo her my own salvation from apostasy? 
The F1arno. It =y be. Will you? 1 
Tharp to a divine irony about the operation of substitution and exchange 
which commands humility. In the grab of exchange individuals suddenly 
find themselves needing help from those whom they had proviouoly imagined 
were in need of their help. Every man will find himself indebted to 
those whom he may have pitied or distrusted, disliked or despised. Like 
Descent Into Roll and All Hallows Eve o The Rouse of the Octopus cmphasieon 
the belief that the barriers not up by space and tine which separate 
natural and cupornatural, past and present, the living and the dead, ar© 
made ultimately meaningless and unreal by the activity of love in 
substitution. The web of co-inhorouco stretches across all barriers to 
I 
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includo overythin; that was Bernd i and vill be, l'aulino &i ts'uthor}' 
substitutes kersöif for her dead ancestor iu 1rioeeont Into' itoli; , tho dead 
U star Furnivul for the living Dotty Wallingford in All Itallovs T; 
und the Murdered Al*ryn for the ýmairtyr, Anthony in The nonsre of- t1lo Octopus. 
All TTailows Eve. 
Of all the seven novels this last one that't1illios wrote izediately 
before his death has the greatest claim to be evaluated and jadparvith 
critical seriousness, Tway of the veolmoosos of the' oarlior novels can 
still be founds the air of hurried production which results, '. fror ti 
to time in 'a serious lank of linguistic and imaminative control, the 
tendency` to did acticism, , the unrestrained boightoning of the sensational, 
supernatural eleuents, the lodrazatic presentation of the embodi lent of 
evil, and above all the inability to create a vLoto world of convincing 
characters. Despite these faults the promise of inn matins power vliich 
resent Into full contained to fulfilled in uomo' z aJor' areas of All i 
T3aliaws Ihro. 
The most significant achievement taken i, lace in prcciuely that area 
vhero Williams has alvays shown his greatest weakness .c =actcrisation. 
At mittazüq, a3 hacl airea4 been indicated$ by no iosng all st the 
characters 'ring true' 3 it'18 limpossib1o, for instance, to take, oithor 
Simon the Clerk or Lady Wallingford seriously= the r aro 'stick' figures 
from "bogirudng to end. And ate certaiu wants both Jouatlum, Iw tan , 
Batty Wallingford- are base tIaa oauvinciüg" But tho ; terse central 
figures, Lester ]'urnivail, liiclard 1uruival, and rely, 1iaraer are -deacribod 
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and explored with a clooonesa of observation and depth of Insight which 
in the more re=kablo lu that two of them are dead -a fact 'WhIchs 
after the initial shockv the reader is prepared to accept without a qualm's 
The relationship betvoen the dead Lester and liar living husband Is 
Investigated and developed with a subtlety and restraint that Williams 
achieved nowhere else, In earlier novels one Is always aware of a 
certain crudity attaching tQ his presentation of love relationships. 
(Perhaps the relationship between Isabel aud Roger Ingram in Shadows of 
BestpApy is the single, exceptions but it to left undeveloped)* It is as 
though Willi&-as was incapable ofuriting from within a character he had 
created# but was concerned only with placing hiu or bar in an elaborate 
theoretical structure: a preconceived pattern of human relationships# 
It might be argued that cmV novelists begin with a pattoru and go on to 
create churactcra to fit the scheme - Daniel Defeo wul llo=7 r3oldiag 
could be cited as examples - but somehow the figures smast really live and 
move in the pattern and not merely act as convenient 8yuboig, )Jan; Y of 
Williams's creations in all seven of the novels function only as such 
cipherst Chloe Burnett# The Duke of North JUdingsi Aaron Wol some 
hover uncortainly between signification and roulityl Isobel Ingram, 
Lord Argluyg Nancy Coningsbyl and a tow waaago to achieve a semblance 
of fictional 'flesh and blood' reality for a few pages at a timo4 
lawronce Wentworth and Pauline Anstruthor fall into this last category 
and arep probably# Willians's most successful atteWte at characterisation 
prior to tho appearance of A1111allows 1,1vo, Jut in this final novel we 
aro, given throo figures# Ontirely congruous with their fantastic landscape# 
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who forc'o"üe 'tö "read our own lives in the 13ght of their behaviour eaa 
experiences, their reactions to events, their thoughts and feelings. " 
Three pirsone eilet before the novelist's eye - he watches every movement, 
listens to every word, " and in reproducing tLeuI embodied something of the 
tiAh" sad" coriplexity of all hunt life. 
All fallciws tv soy liko Dante's Far &attoi ,a work both sombre and 
Joyful. An apprehension of pain and misery IS dolicatelpl but 
inextricably, vgveU into a vision of the actual and po`ontial ricbneo+ 
and joy of human relationships* The ruling On to that of purgation: 
the central theme is that, of love. Tüe 
, 
living as well an the 40ad 
inhabit a kind of P=Catoxyl but a otrante kind " one which opons on to 
the possibility of boll an well as heaven, Looter, Dotty, Richard and, 
Evelyn pass through this country which exists at the Sanction of the two 
worlds. Two persons are living, two are deadl throe persons attain, 
by 
's 
process of painful but joyful purification, to a state of fulfilment, 
one refuses the proffered grace. In The Fi ro of Beatrice there is a 
passaCOL in which E 11 ie s, expounding a section from Dantota Do Atonarcbia, 
speaks of 'all the Images . '. moving sweetly and strongly into God', 
1 
_ 
Those words convoy the burden of All fallovo V, s" The sense of a 
journey haunts the novels We are shown the different ways in which 
Looter, Eichard, and Dotty , embark on 
that journey, which, ip the process 
of moving into God.,,, 
1 
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The moat atrikinn feature of tho, book isg uadoubtodly, the iater- 
relation of toe two worlds; the livin; and the dead. The geziesie of. 
this Idea can be soon in a goes that vas discussed. in the second chapters 
Thsobald's I'wad« The lover vatting for his bolovod at a London street, 
corner meditates 
Time has iany turnings, and Time and Space 
tkatiply infinitely between them and this crowded world. 
By were chance she, coming out of the house today, 
Just where two ware co-incident, entered the other. l 
We have traced this idea of the inter-penetration of two, or more worlds 
in the novels W4 y Dimensions and Descent Into hell, but deepito the 
partial success of the latter, in neither of these books does the reader 
so easily accept, or is he so consistently aware of, the close contact 
between these orders of existence is he to in All hTallawe Evo. This is 
W1111=s'a most sure and subtle development of the theme. 
Dorothy Soyere, in an essay which to a short eo arativ© study of 
Dante and Williams, sage in this connections 
Dante to preoccupied by the Inherence, of the metaphysical in the 
pbysicalj Williarae - 14 his noVele eepccially -. by the irruption 
of the motaphyeical into the physical.,, 
it is unusual to find so perceptive a critic of Willians making so oae©pi , 
and co misleoding# a gonoralleation, To say that he is preoccupied with 
the irrantion of the metaphysical into Ilia physical is to misconotruo hie 
dootrinos of Croation and Incarnation. Iii boll©t about the relation 
1 
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of the metaphysical to phyaica3 and supernatural to natural to, -even in 
the novels,, much x pre complex than this, ana turns on the conviction of 
co-Inherence. Viewed as a whole, bis work demonstrated ballotin both 
the irruption of the metaphysical into the physical and the inherence of 
the one in the other. Lis whole doctrine of Images, which is the 
central part of his doctrine of Creations depends upým the notion of 
$nhprencea If the statement 'This also to Thou' In to be take-a-with 
the ser4ousnoso be constantly roco==44s thea a teliel that the, super- 
natural$ after a peculiar sumners to to be fouad leso, inheress iuýthe 
naturalp to Imperatives F%mthermoroo the Incarnations acea by Willims 
jLs the paradigm of Godfs activity L4 the vorlds ts-4iscussed-br him 
almostýoxqlusively in terms, of tho, co-inhereAce, of mataphysical-aad 
physical. It to true that tho n6vels do palut a picture of a disruptions 
ftequenýly sudden and violento of an accepted modo of physical existence 
by the ex4raaco of o power . 
from 4wtber planet But one clot overlook 
the n roue passages, which , 'gout 
that the : ordi y tl$ugs of the world 
possess dimensions which c ob be contained within the bounds of the 
physical universe. 
In-the fourth chapter of All Hallows Eye Wi11iaia convoys his 
conception of the co`4nhoronoo of natural and supernatural by moons of:, 
the dran-like journey the sleeping girl# Betty, otko88 through the city 
which is not the physical London alto normally Inhabits, but which surrounds, 
penetrates and , 'aonoho º, gives meaning to the city of her waking life. 
In the scone on the platform of King's Cross railway station there is a 
direct reminder of the occasion in The Greater Trumoa when Nancy Coningsby 
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porceivoo the dimoz ion "of supernatural, almost divine, power in 'tho figure 
of the policeman directing the traffic. Aare the figure to also giving 
directions. iio is a station portor replying to Dotty's question. 
IIe spoke perhaps from habit, but hero habit Was full of all 
its past and all its patience, and its patience was the thunder 
of the passage of a Cod dominant, miraculoas and yet recurrent. 
Golden-thighed Endurance,, aun-shroudod Justice, were in him, 
and his face was the deep confluence of the Citq. i 
miter in the hovel tillicns gives an even clearer indication of his 
apprehension of the preseaco of the metaphysical In tha phyoical. It 
occurs towards the end of perhaps the moat moving sceno in the novels 
the scone, in'which Lester offers herself as a substitute for Dotty in the 
endurance of pain and fear. recovering from tho terrible experience ehe 
droaiily remaibore har husband's love and the acts of kindness that had 
issued iron it. The plain glass of water had embodiod the fullnosi of 
his care. 
... the fact that he was bringing har his orwn joy to drink ... 
Uraa a dead of such excelling morst on his part that als the 
choirs of heaven and birds of earth could never proporly sing 
its praise ..,., 
The whole passage grow out of the little jocular Boom T 3chai ön 
Brie inn her 13reakfaßt in floc. 3 Graa41 heroic dao , like Geator'a 
subotitutloaary action, aro a31 vor' wood l but tI oy are not necessarily 
more important or significant dams. the aitt, lost u, ii+aa If It a paIcfoz aad 
1 
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In thelna of love. Such actions area seen_to'Dave gteraai significance. 
"I have said that purgation, Is the ruling idea of this novel, At 
the centre-of theTpiot stands the dead girl Lester turnival, and it is 
vith, her purgation that the book is primarily concerned. In life. -She 
had known love-ot a deep and serious kinds her passionate, romantic , 
uttachmut to her husband Richard. Williams places high value on this 
isperionco, but shove that in death , she wast learn to ,. 1mowl ve after a 
differoutp, thovgh not 'uncOaneated, meiert the love which Is the 
possession and power of all the citisens of the eternal ý city# the love 
which ie expressed freely, and 'willingly fa the acts of°substitutioa., At 
one level A11 ltallova T Ewe represents no ºac Tame º on Deaeent -into -läe11. 
At this level of the personal exchange of burdens, tho notionhof Lester 
substituting herself for, Jetty_io. no more devotoped than that of Pauline 
bearing the pain and fear of her dead ancestor, At another level, 
however, All )Iailows `ve', shove-a strikin, de4olapmeut of the doctrine 
of exchange. Between the publication of Descent Into dell and the 
writing of the last novel Williams bad produaad bis assay an the Croon, 
and in the text of All hallows e ve- find , the Insights. of that essay, a 
fully developed ', doctrine'ot., th* Atonement# bajagýjategr4toa into the 
P4ttom of the -plot ankhis- ovu tbool6ayo-j -The ýdoctrlnw-is oaa, wMah 
Includes the'substltutiouary--do4th of, ChrIst., It will, be-remembered 
that ln'the'. essay Will Ims, had, spakerv of ý Christ,, I energizing and re- 
affir®ing all our "substitutions said *e*ohongee'. 1'. ° ýThere is only the :, 
1 
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faintest hint of how this may be done In, Deagent-Into 119111 the 044 of 
substitution appear to be performed by the effort of purely hwma love 
and, courage. But All 11allows Eveja specifically Christian In Its , 
vislow the climactic scene of substitution Is, 4omiuatGA ýy tho IWO Of 
the Cross, Lester$ unlike Paullnes lot Incapable of bearing anotbqrta 
pain (Betty's) without the sustaining grace. of God, , in giving 
herself 
for Betty she findso after the initial shook of agony# that bar owa ý 
suffering In being borne by another age W# In this remarkable scone 
Williams convoys his perception of the way the Atonementacts. decisively 
at the deepest and most Intimate areas of human qxperiences Th4 Passion 
and Death of Christ In not an event of the past-but an sterna act of 
Divine Substitution operating at evor7 poiat, of, the web of exchange . 
throughout historyt where burdens are borne there Is Christ, to boar-ftem. 
She bad been standing# and nov she was no longer, st4adingot She 
vag leaning on somethingo coma from* which from her buttocks to 
her head supported., barl Indeed sho tould hayo belleved, but sho 
vas not surog that her a rms q flung out on each side hold on to a 
part of the frame i as along a beam of vood 4,9 a& vetwon, standing 
and lying, she hold and vas hold #*so Sho pressed herself against 
that sole support6 So those greater than she W, come - saIntal 
martyrs, confessors - but they joyouslyg knovina that this vas 
the first movement of their re -edification, in the City ...., 
The tone of All ia11ows Iv® is unlike that of t+ of Willis 'a other 
novelif even that Of )eecent Into Hell which, in other ways, it most 
closely resembles*, Like Dante on the tw tt is of purl Nilliane in 
this lest work of fiction is deeply aware of the -extreme, frailty of human 
lila, and no other work so finely realises, the co-existence of wookneoa 
1 
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and strengtht agony and joyt w1itch rwiains part of mmog condition until 
beatitude In reached* Although the theae Is'purdation, the, ldea of 
heaven and the achievement of final glory hardly outern into, Ahe story,, 
Lester's ultimate 5OP"atIOU Iran the world In not adooppanied by the 
ezu'berant triumph with wUcbs for Inatancaq the Archdeacon in War in 
Heaven dies. It Is accomimniod by an increasing loneliness in the more 
deeply-felt sense of separation from 111chards Yet, the impropsion left 
on the reader Is not ona of aloom and desolationr, there in sadneag and 
pain in this partinap but undorneathit all there Hes the unshakeable 
conviction that the separation and the loneliness are part, of a pattern 
the meaning of vh1ch will ultimately be revealed wd experienced as joy 
and reconciliation*,, Itjs a parabolic dying into life, The'Mountain. 
of Pargatoryl like life oa eartho-Is governed by the maxim 'This also to 
Thow neither is this Thou*- Uster having loaruedl onýqartho In bar 
love for Richard# the meaning of the first part of the aphorism# learns 
now# In death# the meaning of the second part, Williamson tone in 
darker thaa Dantolep yet his conviction Is the samos Beatrice was not 
the end of Dante's struCgle and journey, He has to surrender Beatrice 
until he Is able to receive her back from God# and In God* Lostor has 
to surrender Richard until he can be received back from God, The cud of 
all creation In the direct experience of the life of God. 
dran Richard's figure thero had lost its i ediato urgencyi 
something once necessary and still Infinitely precious, which had belonged to it, now lay deep, beyond all fathoming deep, in 
the current below, and could be found again only within the 
current or within the flashing rain. i 
I Ibid., p. 226. 
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Christianity being a religi0a which revolves around maul& 
estrangement from God and his reconciliation to JUz in the Person of 
Jesus Christ has the doctrines of Incarnation and Atonement at Its contra. 
In consequence a man's distinctive religious sensibility is determined 
by the ways in which these doctriacil are apprehended and Interpreted. 
At the risic of over-simplifyingl I would suggest that Williams's full 
understanding of the Incarnation can be found in The Fillare of Beatrice 
and that his ptofoundest Intorprotatio'n"of iho Atonement to expressed In 
All Tallows r. *e, ' Taken togothers they'provide the full range and depth 
of his sensibility* The distinction, between the tvo Uoks tal'in a 
sense, an artificial one because Williams# essentially, does not 
seParate the two doctrines. But their =Vhases are differents and read 
as complementarý studies'they demonstrate a, religioug sensibility 
comprehensive in Its understanding and original in its approach, 
29* 
ClAPTI Vi 
' TALIMSIN Ti1FOUGTT LOGT ES I AM I THE REGION 
OF THE SU tIER SI' S' 
The reasons for deforrina discussion of thotwo Art1mr1an cycles 
to this point have already been outlined, In turning to Williams's 
mature poetry It Is necessary to draw attention# not merely to a 
development In stylop but to the pronounced contrast between tho early 
volumon and the two cycles* This revolution prosento, difficult but 
fascinating problems to the literary critics and those few critics who 
have addressed themselves to the question havo failed to find 4, 
satinfacto%7 answer. 
' The contrast, betwoeu the early-and late poetry', 
Is too obvious to warrant a detailed doscriptiout-Ahe simple exercise of 
placing one of the poems from, for example$ Windovii of, Night', (1924) side 
by side with wW extract from Tallosain ThE2W. 1i'Logres (1938) ruakes -the 
point immediatolyo rourteou yearn soparato these tvo'volumos - a,., 
silence broken by only one book of verse neroes and Kinds 
ý 
"1 (1930) *'- - This, 
volume lies midway between the first and second periods of Willismsts 
vork9 but does little to help in solving the'riddle-ot tho-eoutr"ti. - 
Ahne Ridler's attempt to account for the change inter intio&ctlon to 
The IMgge of the CLIX seems to me to be by far the most penetrating 
explanations but she admits to being puzzled by the phenomenon* 
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Clearly, it belon, a with the early vorso, but$ as has already been noted, 
It Introduces Arthurian themes and chaructora, and in a fcw, isolated, 
passages hints faintly at a changing attitude to rhythm and intonation. 
Up to tho iublication of Boroos and ri. n! to b'illioua sooms, almost 
deliberately# to have been ignoring the pootic climate of the twentieth 
century" 11owevor original the themes of the early poems may boo most 
of the poetry remains stuck at the level of dogZorols This Is partly 
Winined by the obtuse archaism of his attitudes# The diction and 
rhythmsp colours and Intonation are$ almost Iuvarlablyg derived from 
nineteenth century modoloi Victorian byrnal refrains of Horrieg 
Swinburne's sonnetal, Chesterton's balladso UvOrY POP't MUsto Of 
necessitys find his OVn 1volcolt cad Williams clearly, had not found his 
then he vroto his first five volumes - the 'voice' of those poems Is a 
tinny Imitation of a host of voices from earlier centuries* 110 was 
fifty years old before he spoke in distinctive tonost'andl oddly onought 
this discovery - the abandonment of the earlier poetio manner and the 
achievement of a personal style - had taxo effect, not of drawing him 
closer to his contem, oraries, but of isolating him completely. Tiro 
oblique, ime ietic techniques of Eliot and Pound are utterly foreign 
to tfillit ` and he shows no affinity to either those writers whose work, 
i umcneely popular is the that tour decades of this century, was labelled 
Gooraian poetry, nor to the younger men clusterins around the figures of 
Auden, Spendorp D4y Lawlel and IlaclVoicee The Arthurian-sequence Is a 
#mavericks; it boars no rolatioa to wW of the Identifiable poetic 
movements of the twentieth century. 
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Fit$g years'earlier a similar position, in relation to tüe, Victorian 
ZsAijoists had beon, ocdupied 'by Gerard Hanley Hopkins. ' 'The Introduction 
of HopkinsInto this discussion IsýuOt'aVatiAtous'for there exists betvaen 
Williams and Hopkins a closer bond thaa, tbAt of a, sijilar Isolation from 
their InAediats, environment. 
U'1930 (the year of Iferoes and KIMs) Williams odltodp with a 
critical introduction$ the Wend edition of Gerard Hanley Hopkins's 
poems., ' By thia date the work of the -Victoriaa poet was still virtually 
unku6vuo Robort Bridges# who had been 4ppointed literary executor on , 
Hopkins's doathp had withhold the publication of his friendfavanuscripts 
for tventy-sight years# and it, vas'not uutil-tho end, of, the Pirst World 
War# In 1918p that he allovedia-complate oditlou to appe, arl, an edition# 
Incidentallyl to which he.,. contritated, a short-sighted tad, somawh4t 
disparaging Pref"et IM"pouts received icant attentiou in literary', 
circles untl1the, imattive, appraisal of LA* Richards appeared In The 
Dial In Septemberg, 1926iýý W11liamals"i-critique in-the Introduction to 
the second edition i*4, curlous and - 
, vigorously written# It, does'not Show Williams at his most perspicacious# 
The concept of C; ontradiction (which van discussod in a previous chapter) 
seems already to have gained a stroag hold on his mind# and he interprets 
much of Hopkins's work In the light of Ito, The result to some seriously 
distorted critical judgments* He likens Uopkinsg for Instance# to 
1111ton: an approach that was treated with justifiable asperity by P., U. 
Ioovis two years later«i The 'error' of Willie &o assertion tar liowovor, 
F. A. Le vis, Naw Mar nwa tot lieh i'ýat , Cti. Y (Peregrine Hooks 1963), p. i37" 
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not our present concern; the fact of the assertion to, That Williams 
could have placed Hopkins so confidently in the company of a poot VhoM 
he so greatly revered reveals a good deal about the esteem In which he 
hold the Victorian. Nore sigaificaat still to the fact that a good 
third of Williams's introduction Is devoted to 4 detailed study of' 
Hopkins's prosodyp and it is in Hopkins's work that, I bolievop a koy to 
the enigma of Williams's development can be found* 
It is illuminating to compare the creative dare of Hopkins and 
Williaxasg foro placed side by side# they sLowq In some areas, remarkable 
similarities, In Hopkins's lifoo as In Willlausts# an abrupt halt in 
poetic output is followed by a silence the outeozo of which is the 
production of a poetry radically different. from vhat had previously 
appeared. Hopkins's early pomu arog at bosts coaventional verses 
echoing the sounds of Pro-Raphaelitleml and, at vorstg doggoral almost 
as uninspired as some of W1111ams'so 
'The Rose In a mrsteryt - vhere is it found? 
Is it anythina trao? men It Crov upon mund? 
It was made of earth's wouldg but it weat from moats eyes, 
And its place to a secret# and shut In tho skies* 
In the Gardeas of Godg In the daylight divina 
rind me a place by theas Nother of mine* 
11 JL 
On his entry Into the Society of Jong in 1863 he stopped vriting poetry 
In the belief that It was incompatible with his vocatioul aadq in an 
excess of misdirected zeal# he destroyed (he thought) cal his work. 
Ilowovort he continued to keep uJouruall and the entries over the years 
1 
'Iosc )Iystica'. Pocmo of Gerard Hanle fl ins (Second edition, Landon, 
1930), PP+50u$2. 
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following 1860 show the steady vrolutioa of an aesthetic that was to 
goyern ble,, creativo efforts for the rest of his life# The pootio 
silence that w4s kopt. for near17 eight years vas. brokon with the 
publication'la 1876 of one of 
' 
the taost remarkable poems in tho-Enalish 
language, The Wrecli of the Deutschland -a work whose form bears no 
resoýtblanco to the pootic movements of the nineteenth eentury aad'v6ry 
little relation to his ova oarlibr croatioas, 
Williems included twenty-two pages, of notes by, Hopkins's first 
editorg Dridgest In his ova edition of-Dopkins to P0023, In'the"noto on 
, 
lTeraclitean r4ro BIWaos qaotes an interesting statonent by 11o&Ins on 
the question of 4influeacoto tTho o ifect of studying maste'rpioces Is 
to wke me admire and do otherwise*' So it rust. to on'every artist to' 
some dograep on me to a muked degree. 12 CUO'18 I, ýd to woudOrp In the 
light of this'quotationo w1iother'Williams van aware of the extbat to ' "' 
which his study of Eopkins wus'affeetln4the formtion of his own style, 
)A'Lagres and The-Regriolof tho_Summ r St wr to Taltqssiý ThrouT, 0 ars 0o to 0 
Eopkins than to any, oth-er, ý po'ets' Willi&-as might have Lad more O"ration 
for tLo masterpieces of., Shai6spe4ro's 111iton auil Vordsvorthg but It was 
the prosody of Uopkins that supplied him with the necessary Instruments 
for the fashioning, of his ova poetry* 
Williamso so far as to knowns did notkeep--a journal, but-Anne Plidler 
possesses a_Comonplace book in which some Indication of the'evolution 




Anno Ilidlor co=ents on tho co=ection botween tho stylo of Uopkias 
and that of Williams in the fallowing ways 
He, took from Dopkinst for one thingg a habit of rhyt1=9 of 
breaking up a statement into short segments linked by rbM 
and by period stressest which 11opkins had adopted from early 
Daallsh poetry*, 
Superficially these remarks may not seem to give strong support to my 
view of the Intimato relation between 11opkins and wIllJ=S1 Is habit of 
rhytbm' bardly soma to suggest a profound influence, Yetp In the, rpalm 
of poetry* this particular feature of stylel rhytlim, can bo, of crucial, 
Importance, It Is necessary In tbJs context to recall the argument, on. 
the subject of metro in the MCEWM& lAtorarta of Coleridge* When 
Coleridge raters to motre as 'the proper form of pooýryl 
2 the vora form, 
must be understood In Its full seriousnessi an somethina givinS shape 
and apprehansibility to an othorwiso worphous and Incomprehensible mass* 
For Coleridge Imotrel In tho ossential murIA ofa poem# and he dovelops 
his arg=eut by sayina that It 
see resembles (if the aptness of the simlls may excuse its 
meanness) yeasts worthless or disagreeable by Iteolts Ixt 
givina vivacity and spirit to the liquor with wbieb it to 
proportionally combined. 3 
It should bo noticed that tho rwarks aro confined to, the subject of 
Imotrol. Rhythm to a more complicatod Idea - possibly a combination of 
Coleridge's concepts of metro and rhymes It'Involvos more than the 
u=bor of O. Yllatles in a line of vorso or Its musical 'beat'# and covero, 
1 
Tho I Me of the Cityt p. lti. 
2 
3 
I3iograpbia Uteraria (I voxymoa edition, 1956): p. 211. 
Ibid.. p. 208. 
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the subtler problems -of the, ju: xta"sitlon of 104tr Aad shortor, vovels; 
of'light, and-darkýsoundsjý the placing of-strosses and aecentuations 
Consequently It Is possible to, find utterly distinct Thytl=s operating 
Vithin any OUtho Conventional Vootio folvat (Itis not merely the 
difference of vocabulary'and, imagery uhich maL-es the heroic couplet of 
Pope different from that of Auden. -it is, also a habit of rh. YtbM)* As 
the poetry of Uopkins so cloarly-demonstratos# the discovM of a 
distinctive rbytb: a Is thus the discovery, of a distinctive, poetic personso 
Ifit"Is true that-Nillinai learned, from liopkiuss-not only the, use 
bf, au'unconventional forsup'but-aAachnique of, rjjytb=jý, It might suggest 
that-he did nothing more thaa, adopt the parsona of, H*pUasý, aad imitate 
bleývolco., ý, -, A, ghort"comwutive Ox4relso mayholp to Illustrate both- 
tho'-dobt that Williams oves, to 11opkins and. also-Aho, qualltyof ble, own 
origtiuaity. tb 6 
_1 
Irst, - Comawton I& not ý tho flue3t of - j1*j*ins Is Mg-1 or $ Fj', 
F 
creationisp, but, it demonstrates the charuteristLa asp6ets of his work 
admirably. The third and, fourth stauzab-rua, as follows& 
Heroýhe kaelt thea in-rogimental red. - 
r, ortli Christ from cupboard fetched, how fain I of feet 
4, , -ýT* his youngstar, Aake his treatj 
Lav-latched In leaf-light housel his too huge godhead* 
Therel And your sweetest soudings, ah divinop 
Dy itl-boaveang befall UW ýaa a licart-Chrietta darling# 
datmtlesel 
Tongue true 0 va=t - Sail tount1eas I 
Breathing bloom_of a chastity in mansex fine* 
The CrovniBa of Arthur log contrariwisal among Williams's finest croatioazi 
Poems of Gerard llanl=- ITo Likinal p. 8G. 
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it lit also a poer vbicb clearly. apprezimAtea to the style of ilopkina, 
Tue f trat - aaa ; second $tanzsa run as follows s 
Th king stood crowned; around in the gate# 
midnight strikingg torches and firos 
'Itassing the Colourt casting the Metali 
fa = co of jubiloop through tize and towng 
IAZres heraldically flaunted the king's statea 
The lords sheathod their swordal they caMed 
by Camelot's va. 111 thick-tossed torchosp 
tall candles flaredg opened deployedl 
betwen. them rooo the beasts of the banneral 
flaring over all the kin's dragon raped. 1 
The stylistic similarities are too obvious 1o, require detailed examination; 
the absence of a regular metrical-Ust (loot a line grrangodl convoutionallyl 
In lost) and the bold'use of homophones and heavily-stressed syllables 
In close proximity U each other (Williamss line in this poem is more 
emphatic than Hopkins's)l the almost ostentatious use of rhetorical 
devioes, 11liq alliterationj half-rhyme and assonan ol the ocoasloaal 
v$olent dislocatiou of grawar and oyntaxl the use of the compound 
opitheti- the flagrant artificiality, of lanLnueo - as If to distinguish 
It as far, as possible-from normal prose and speech patterns* By those 
means both poets achieves to aa extraordinarily high degree, 4 quality of 
looVrossion'#, Yetj despite the evident similaxitioa, the two poem$ 
are strikingly different In the effects they produce# The difference 
grown out of# what can only be called, a difference of imaginative 
se40bility, and-this difference Itsoanises Williams against wiy accusation 




h Lo raa, p. i90 - 
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Whoreas-the-stumas of 11O. Pking contain a r1ohness, &a4 density of 
texture aad 4m urgenev of emotion, Willims's lines glitter with A 
surface-brillimme and convey an impressiout not of deeply-folt emotiou 
but, of tightly-packed thought# Hopkins's poetrv Js. a remarkable blond 
of t4o-lobject! sensuously perceived and the poot'a apprebension of Its 
(hidden) meanitq for himself* The Noy at the co==Joa. rall is vividly 
and concretely present in words and rhyt1=s, vhqsoýpurp** to not primartly 
the recreation of a scene In a church$ bUt the C0=WIC4t104 Of a personal 
religious vision of the vorlds Go-tho boy exists as-an Image In two 
seasons he Is the #object' physically perceived la, vhloh the vision is 
apprehended by the poet# and the poetic conceit by which the vision Is 
comiui. cated to others, 
The Crovalm-of Arthur, Is ous otWIllIa=s! s'wst ileasuously jwedlato 
POWSo-'YOt OVOU hero the PhYSICA1,9xistence of tho events doocribed to not 
conveyed In the way gopkins Invariably convoys it ý-, aor#, perhaps p Ip, 
intended, for Villiants Is an 'intellectual# poet In 4 way that JUop1das 
never tried to bee Vvery croativo effort of theNictoriam, poot vap, 
gove=od by concepts wh1oh, wore4orged during the years of his poetic 
silence - tinscopel, andý, Plustressl* ror Dopkinsovery poom had to embody 
the Inward pattern of, the thing obaery9dj but thw pattern could bo 
discerned only by the close st-oxmiaation, au4 deepest avaronosa of the 
thing Itsolf6 Consoquently hislmagos, havo, & substantiality aads almost# 
a self-generating, vitality that Is raro In &gllsh yorse, For Williams# 
on the other haad# a Poem toads to bo a ritual or e, Camo; an arranmomout 
of 'things observed' In accordance with a preconceived Intolloctual 
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design# The result In that his images frequ6atl: ý, operate" only at the 
level of conventional symbols. Like heraldic devices, however colourful 
and strange their appearancel they Insistently politt""aWay from themOlv0s 
to tho meaning they are Intended to convoys The apenina atiazaG Of ' 
The Crowning of Arthur dd not provide us irith tho"beatl1luStration"of 
this polutp yet even here the sconog vivid In its'ova, pecullurvayols 
remote from physical life 6na movement. Tho'words'embody an idea of' 
triumphant splendour rather than tho splendourItself, The, reiAer Ii 
at two removes from the 'object' s 'the sta=am are, as' It voro# a VOrd- 
picture of a tapestry stone In vhicb the actions and n6vemonto have 
already been frozen into a pattern of ritual gestures 
Willimm is a philosophical poet in the seno sense that Mate aad 
xdaa 1111ton wores the Arthurian cycleso like Tito Divine Comod. "an P radi a 
L. ostq are dominated by certain controllina theological Ideas, Robert 
Conquest and Doger Sale have critialsed thle-Arthurian poeii adiersely 
procisoly for this reason* Conquest's, criticism# tontained'in an article 
vrittea In 1957* to an interosting but perverse piece of arg=entationo 
The author admits Williams's pwor as''d poot tut insista'on finditia a 
similarity between the p6ems an&totalitsvlan thoughtý' 
The characteristic failure of totalitarian thouaht in perhaps that 
the particular Is treated merely. as a representative of the general* 
an aspect of a 'higher' ordained process. In Dantot for Instance - 
who might be Ivat up as a defenco byý, Willlwas . one, does'not tool 
this absolute subordination of detail to themsiq 
i 
Ensaye in Crib im, Vol. 7 (1957)p p"43. 
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An aý describer of, Williamsis poems Conquest, 14. accurato onou&j, but his 
, critical,,, evaluation Is -at fault. , Admittedly,. each particulae (individual 
image) in ý a, poem =at possess, its own lifa'ý and evocative power# but there 
Is, no reason, vhy -it, should not be treated pri zarl ly as a representation 
of Ahe. general'$ and Tho Divine, Comedy exhibits 9 ý, more clearly ti"M any 
other work In European literaturoqý an lxbsqluto subordination of detail 
to, themet, It is not in this area - the intended relation of, parts-toi 
ths, -, vhole --that, Williams I p, failure lIep_j for then- we pight, suppose that 
Dante and 1111tou also failedi It is in the area of imaginative poverl 
at therlevel of the individual Image* Unlike his great predecessors# 
Williams possessed Insufficient, abIlity to give, inqanative, roollsation 
to his intellectual concepts,., Roger Salo's article* written In 19649 
despite Its bvatorical toneg comos closer to the bem-t of the mattcr when 
It refers to Williams's poetic Images ias ticon0-*, 
Williams thong uses -his symbols as"Icons i.. it is-tho-Promiso 
of the imagination to make me understand that a thiqg, is so 
regardless of viiat I. personally believe jUt an, Icen, *, & is not meant to be understood imaginativelyl it Is only a 
rominder'st a truth already- believed in* -, - -1 -1 ý' 1,1 
But, in Iconography the-, finak Justification. roats, not Iul'tho,, 
Imago but In the system of which It Is a part. Tho clarity 
of Williams's Imagory, In really a-sham; only thq system Is 
clears 
In comparison to Williamst T#Ss Mlot 
toaseA his reader In and out of beliefs In and out of times in 
and out of-the stifIlugidlarity of4couagraphyi 
The Ihidson Zyisw, Vol. XVII, pp. 212,213s & 215 rasp. 
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Although, Sale's. distinc#ou b#twveu lexpressivo imagol. and, 11coul Is 
improperly sharps the point he is, waking is simple and juotiflabloo that 
It to Impossible to take an abstract system of Ideasj, deck. lt out In the 
finory--gf zatrq-, and "taphor, and expect-it, to act as poetrys Images 
mat Po-allowed to opo* for themeolves; and tho reader abould not havo to 
be told their moaniugq, Ifononeeds &-koy to unlock their ua=ing they 
Wxo failed as a jaeans of poetic coma; unicatiout The followina extract 
from Lamorack and the 92een NorCause of Orkney romitine opaque until ono 
has learned# from external sourcesp what Willim-us Intends In the I=Zcs 
of thazel's 'continent ahapos' and the VVeror's 11mowledgess 
I remombered bov the archbishop lu Caerloon at a foast 
preached that before the making of man, or beast 
the Emperor kuev all cax-vad coatitq., out shapon 
in torrid marsh temple* or on cold crookt capes. 
These were the sbapes only the Dveror kuov 
unless Coollus VIbonaa and his loathly favs 
squat by their potp by the twisted hazel art 
sou&ht by the imago of thAt Imago vithim their hearts, 
But Salo's article to far from boing, a satisfactory critique* It 
Is an acrimonious and# froquentlys silly attaclt# not only on Williaust 
but on C*S* Lawls aud his Interpretation of the Arthurian poems in the 
book Artimri&n Torsos, It Is true that Iseitiss attempt to defend tho 
poems (a very small part of the book) loavos something to be donirod - 
but this uuz not the prize purposo of the commentary - nonotholoss he 
vu*es the Importaut point (which Conquest, to give bin his duo# also 
i 
Tal... in, p, 391 
I3o6 
A, ckaOwledgqji), tb&t Willi"s istapable of, producing ý powerfully ýmavizka 
jm6djjry, jý, jujd that it ýhas the, pecullar-flavour'of a $romantic 124901- u'BQd 
in w f-ustaphysidal ý, This Is a vethod,, sf JxA9G-OuUuZ, -- & se"uOus 
detweiriptiou, biteuded to sMest 0 complex Intollectual. -patte=- vbitb 
Salo, 'refasom to c6untsuancO- -as Valid* -, IIýIIýI-ý1 11 1 11 -1 . ", 
The-darkaued, glamour of the golden-work, 
took colour from each 21nel 
dimly the gazing postulauts sav 
patterns of multillnear red 
sprinkled and spzeadlngýoverywborej_ 
and 
. 
spaced to one doeigni. 2 
There Is no place in this study of Williams for a close ex=ination of 
the artistry of his poetry, Suffice It to say that a fair ovaluation 
will be achieved only when It Is rocognisad that the poems contain a 
bewildering variety of types of imageryi that thoy are a complicated 
and irritating mixture of Icons$ symbols, expressive I=aes, and sonsuous 
representations* 
Williams's mature poems are undeniably difficult and much of their 
obscurity lies In the choice and prosontation of their controlling myth - 
King Arthur and the Quest for the Holy Gralle The first question to be 
faced to the one v1dcb offers the least satisfactory answer. Why did 
Williams choose a owth as' the framatork and subject, for -the whole of 
Ids 
later poetry? The writing of epio and narrative pootryg lot alone on 
Artimrien Torso# P#198# Cfe Anne lUdler's, romark that Williamele 
Vo7sti-ryscreates Its own sense world'. (The TsMa of the-City, p., lxvi)* 
2 
, Tallesolg iri t'he Schon ,e thö ýo ite's 0, Týiieseine ýo227, 
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mythologicai themes, had passod V- out of 
the mainstroam of the Dialish 
poetic tradition by the beginning of the twentieth tontury, Dat, thent 
of courses Williams's thirty-two lyricat strictly epeakinj& coastituto 
neither an epic nor a narrative poem* There Is no sequence of events 
running through the two volumess nor in there any systematic arrangement 
of the poems themselves. Each poem (as regards its narrative value) can 
be read and understood in complete isolation, To road The Wli!! g of 
Arthur before The roundinZ, of the Conr yM! or The Degarturo of Merlin Is 
to take *events' in the correct ardor# but does little to help the reader 
enter Williams's poetic world. 
' Anae Ridler believes thatit was 
William's original Intention to compose an opic (though the jottings in 
his Commonplace book give no proof of thin)q bat discovered In the years 
he spent labouring over Tallessin Tlipquah lagres that'a tmqbor of sop"ato 
lyrics clustered around the ancient story suited his Impposo-tettoro 
A pointer to the answorizq; of this first 4peatioxx can perhaps be found 
in the# now famousp coment made by TS. Mot In the courso of his review 
of James Joyce's novel Ulysses In 19260 Iu the bands of tho taodorn 
artistj he waiutaluedp zqM could be soon as 
o to a vay of coatrollings of ordaring,, of giving a 811apo aga 
significance to the im-onso panorama of futility and w=eby 
vhich Is contemporary hIstoz7., 
Whothor Villiams regarded loontemporary, blatorys in thig way or. not in 
an opon quostiou aQ doos uot roquiro investlgation here. Tho paiut-Ill 
1 
C, S, Levis makes an 4ttowptj In AElhurian Torsol to arrano the poems 
in a narrative order* 
2 
Quoted by 1-foormau in Arthurian Tripkch, 
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that A zythv'_iU'it8Qlf i'ls a 00hcrcntý literary, mabodimoaVof .a complicated 
Oysten, of belief a9 attitudes and rituali, ac tions, and that p, In, relation., 
to - literature i it can provide, a rcadP*=da i means of achieving, unity -. of 
structure. - oV Imposing comprehensible order aad pattern on diverse 
doxi&-ý and material. , Willi=st 'with his Own- passion, lot lutakrats& 
perceptible orderg reallsed tho, possibility-, of, ýdraving, togother a'u=ber 
of separate, themes and making 1bom cohere by. relating thsu,, to a, binalo-, 
Pattern of mate -a foik-iozona, Moro is, thus, alwaysýaa-iaentlfiablo 
point"of'rofereace In the pycleal the Poems achieve their uft$tyq-not' 
merely by a continuity ofýstylsj but by, the relation such bears to the - 
untoldl bUtzeceptedt series ofýactloas, aad occurrences Vhich coastituto 
the Arthurian saga., ý 'ý I"ý- 
-The second quostion now atigami--thb reason for Williassfarcholos, of 
this Particular myth#, , ClOarl7q, W,,, tWtb can Perform,, the. same, general 
function of imposing, zhapo and achieving unityi but ýgagh logeadvill got 
Its ova limits according to Its ovu latornal structure . tqth to a master 
as well as a serv=t - aadý Williems found tho loZends of Arthur- and, the 
Holy Grail pocullarly-onducive to the forceful prosoatation of his own 
poetic vision* In tho, firzt_placo ha, vas, simply fat"homal'in-th6so 
It nxst be recoploadi --thatJor: &I I -ý his breadth -of learaina he was never 
a tBurorpoual in--tho'w&y,, that, LlIot, wvl Pound wero#ý Ap4rt-froa his intense 
love for, aud understaadindof-4the work,, of -, Dauts-ho, ýsaems, 'to have Oont, 
little time QmOA: the classics of Wropean literature* - Although he 
did not Identify, hi, maglf wit]4 a national, culturo as did 14% Yeats, he 
resembles Yeats in the respect that he drawo strength aud receives 
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Inspiration from the WOO and traditions of his own country# But 
Englandl in comparlson to Irelandq to poorly endowed vith folk-loro and 
the only living and povorful legend in Malish life to the Wtish myth 
of King Arthur, 
It to beyond the scope of this study 'to investigate the sources of 
the Arthurian stories or to calculate precisely, the influence that 
particular documents might have exorclsod ever Williams's ovu-Interprotation 
of the mythq but some general points have to be madob It to evident 
from Tallessin Throughj4pres and The Region of the Sumer Stars - and' 
the posthumous prose fragment The PIMEe of Arthur leaves us In no doubt - 
that Williamsts framowork is the late Medieval narrative In vhich tva 
strands - originally two distinct legends - have boon voven t6gotheto - 
There is first the original British tradition of Arthur raferr6d'to# 
possibly by Gildast (c*504) certainly by Kennius In Histaria Britomw 
(c#800) and mentioned In the Annals of Wales (c#930)# 116S* LOOMIS 
safely coneludes that 
*to tho Hattor of Britain originated in tho-bleading of historic 
reminisconoon of a British battle-leador with a highly fanciful 
mythological tradition going back to Man-timess, 
Thoso scattered references achieve consecutive-narrativo fosw in the 
mendacious ,, Historia ReMLm, Prltannlqo of Geoffroy of llonmouth (o*1150) 
and In the curious pot-pourri of folk-loro and falry, talo knova " tho 
Habinogion stories* It is vorth noting that the bard-UH023in ('bright- 
The DeveloMent of the Arthurian Re! Mgo (London# '1963)o p*21. 
ý, rý 
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forehead$) makes his first appearMOO. In this Welsh 001100tiOu- ITOUO 
of tbeso accounts carries my mention. of the 11oly Grail, 
The origias of the legead of the Grail Gad Its quest are even more 
obscuro than those of Arthur aad. hia kingdom and this study to not the 
place for a compreheasive survey of Its geaosts In history and legend, 
As a religious symbol$ a cultio, object# the sacred vessel sometimes 
Idoatified as a cuVj somotimos a diob, oad, froquently as stone - is to 
be fouad InXbriatlaa aad Man mythologies alike# The ways in whicb 
the symbol In interpreted are us diverse as the cults themsdves, though 
the Idoa of spiritual rogenoratioa Is presont, in nearlv all of thonsi 
As a atory It makes its appearancog similarly, in a variety of forms 
throughout the history of Western Burope, Xu the romances of Chretion 
do Troyes (0-1170) we find the Peainaiuas of a proceas of coaflation of 
sourcesp and a wirrativo framework being providod for the legendoe The 
unfinished narrutiva tilercovall or Conte del Graal Introducce the theme 
of the Imightly quest# This process of conflatioa is furthered In the 
short, prose cycle of Lobert do Dorron (c*i2OQ)$ and flowers magnificently 
In the five prose poems of the thirteenth century that have becowe kuovu 
as the Vulgate cycle# This last collection Is of Importance$ not only 
boc=se it Is dominated by the idea of the Grail p but also becauso It 
Introduces LAntel I Ot as a prLacilml figure in the Arthurian drama#2, 
I 
Cß. R. S. Loomis 
. A. C. L, Darow Jessie L. W 
2 
Cf. W1111=00 ovu dliscussion. in Arthurian Torso# Ms., IV & Ve 
(1963). 
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Howaaces in prose and verse flourished In tho lato 1-liddle Ages - ltS, 
Loomis emuerAtes sixteen vritton. In Middle Buglieb dialects alone - but 
the most ref ined aad orderly accouut came tovards tUe alose of the JIL&Uo 
Ages In the sixteenth century proso cyvle of Sir Thomas lialory. 
I 
Halory's work has dominatod the Mgllsh Imagin4tion sinco tb4t, tiao; It 
provided the inspiration for the m=erous uinetocuth century reconstructions 
of the loacado and it is prhaarily his ro-working of "a stories (though 
not his interpretation of thom) that 111111=a follovs, 
"' 
We should not overlook the fact that Williams could not holy but 
see the stories through the eyes of Horrist Swinburne and To=yson as VOll 
as through those of WOrY- This fact is recoZalsed by U*Wo Darbor in 
his historical m=ey of the grovth of Arthuriaa literature# but Earber 
fails to notloo the extoat to which Williams reacted to the false - 
nedievali= of the nineteenth century and to the 'falsof Interpret4tions 
of the pootso 
3 Consoqueatlyt ho pralgoo Taltessin ThrpuZh Larreik =d 
U, S. 14omist Tho DeveloLgaent, of Arthurian Poiaaneo,, Chs, 10 and 11-b 
cf. Williamg1a essay 'Halory and the Grail Legeadl* 
'Bat it iog of, courset inprose, rather than In verse that the thing 
has remalnea for us in Eaglishi it to in'Maloryl and in Sobastion 
L, v=sI, g translation of a part of Chretions ; Porelval uador the title 
of the Figii Ilistoa, of tho. 11oly Gr! jl* The IR-tor boole to a very 
noble piece of wozi-ce But it iat 4a it were, a detail; the whole 




LM go of the -CI-! Zs P*187- 
'There are a nuwbar of texts# evea without involying thoiso, of the Middle, 
Ages, 7hey'accur mostly in the Victorian pooto - Rawkerv Horrist 
Teupysour SwInburno - =d their Are mostly uasatisfactorys There lot 
however# no need to explain this by dra"Lug, in rolielong It to much 
core easily And truly explainod by sayinZ that noao of those poots had 
the full capacity of the Mythical-imaginationj, ' 
ý, (I)Wory and the Grail LoCcual) Lho -ýf 
via. CitIq pp*186-187- 
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The'Redon of the Sumter Stars in terms which Williams himself would 
h"dlyhavo approTed or considered appropriate. 
Yet In Its obscure and u7stical way this to one of the great works 
of Arthurian literature, It is a h0ightening of Te=yoonlis 
symbolism to the utmostp the spiritual application of Swinbumefs 
Intense study of physical love In the frame of a legend* When we 
are more used to such pootry - for whatever may be claimodg such' 
works# are scarcely accepted and understood as yet - then W1111=9 
. ýVlll 
come into his ownq 
itaiii as williams, *"red Tennyson, his strictures on Tcýnysonls 
presentation-of the Arthuriad are fierm 
.. the Ijvl1s of Up Kin, 
4 are hwvoroa oil through by a lack of 
poetic Intellecto They are muddled and they aro afraid - and both 
In the legend of the Grail as** Laacelot's cry Is ono'of the most 
real thinZe In Tennyson oe.. Bat It Is answered by one of the most formal things In Tannysonts poetry* Arthur simply denies It ****2 
Williams's treatment of botli the Grail theme and ihat'of physical love 
oves nothing, to the Ideas of Tennys6h, or Swinburae, If dobts are to to 
reckoned# then he owes a fov-toýcortaln traditions of-courtly love# but 
most of them to Dantei 
It is perhaps necessary# at this'pointq to say that$ in the 
composItIon, of his ova cycles# It Is the story of Arthur that Is uppermont 
in Williams's mindo the le: onds of the Grail entor the picture because, * 
they form part of the Inherited tradition of Arthurian literatureý, -' Thin 
Arthur of Albion (London# 1961)p p*18. ". 
2 
The- L%glish Poetic )find# ps190. ý 11o'had made a similar point three 
years before this comout4n his Ggsay, ou-Vlatoriau narrative vorsO6 (An introductioa to a selection In 1927) 
The vealmoss tharofo'ro of tho Victorixtu ago, as 'of the Ik-1129 to not Its cOncirU with, cOridýet-but-*its"-failure artistically to 
saj, -, goot an udoq, ýAto significance in coadactj 
Tile 
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does- not mean that be had no Intorest In tho Grail Itself' (the novol 
liar In Ifeaven provides evidence of some kind of Interest) g but as' an 
object In its own right It has no place lu the poem, Throughout tho 
sequence Interest In centred, not on uhat tho vessel to In itselft bat 
upon the achievement of the Grail* ioe& the Imightly quant. The long 
chapter in Arthurian Torso, 'The Coming of the Grailto demonstrates the 
balance of Williams's coacerns* There to no investigation into the 
origins of the Grail In cultic practice. It is a study of tho Grail's 
presence In the Christian West as a poetic centrot aii an artistic rather 
than as a religious symbol* ror his own purpose he Is-couteat'to ncdept'ý 
the Eucharistic connotations the symbol has Unthered, and lowt the 
matter there# 
1 It to part of the fr=oworlc of the narrativet its 
intrinsic meaning to taken for Cranteds 
It Is not vy intention to provide a critical cOMMOntary on the 
thirty-two lyrics uhich Constitute Taliossin_ Throurhý la=, es, und The Redon 
of tho Su., aner Staral C#S* Lowis, has provided an, admirable one in his 
edition of The FiV=o -of. 
Arthur (Ilia study to callod Willfw-aand the 
Arthurind and constitutes tho second half of the volume Arthurian Torso. ) 
Instend I shall try to Indi catO the VSY In Wh1ch'tho dominant theological 
motifs wo huvo already e=aiaed aro Ombodied and presented hero in pootic 
'Something perhaps should be said - and may be said here as vall as 
anywbore - about those fabulous vessolsp uhich froz Celtic or Vh4tovor 
scurcosp emerged Into genoral knoviedgo, There has boon much controversy 
about tham - ves., "OlD of PlOuty Aad cauldrons of Lmaic - and they haVo been supposed by loarned experts to be the origin of theý Grail myth* 
Thatt in the Scriptural and ecoloslasticta souse, they certainly cannot be* Cup or dish or container of vhatevor kind# the Grail in its oriCin 
entered Europe with the Christian and Catholic ]p&ith, l 
Lr. thurianArso, rp#220-23- 
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form, ýI am avare thatp from the point of view of the literary critic# 
this to to start at the vrong endo 4ud that violence can easily be done 
to the, pootry Itself In the employment of this mothodg but the purpose 
of this study, is not literary criticism, it in the exploration of 
Williams's pattern of theological thinking, 
Creation and Incarnation. 
LVor7 volumo of the first edition of Taliessin ThrouQh Igt. Zes was 
printed with a curious sot of and-papers. Suporimposed on a sketch- 
map of Laropo to the rough drawing of a naked %ioman roclinings on her sides 
iler right elbow resto In Spain# her head In Britain# her breasts in Gault 
her hanils clasp one another at Rome; tho circle of her buttocks contains 
Caucasia; her navel to located at Ilyzantiums the genital parts at 
Jerusaleng and her logs disappear off the map into the gulf of Arabia, 
Accordina to Alice Badfield It vas not part of Williams's original 
Intention to accompany the twenty-four poems with a drawing of this kindg 
but he recoguisedg when It vas shown to him, that It might serve a useful 
function In helping to clarify certain obscure allusions aad act as a 
guide through the text. 
2 
The whole sequence Is unitod and controlled In 
tvo vays, Thor* iss first@ the zWthological frameworks the logoad of 
Arthur and the Holy Grail which binda the poo= together by usans. of 
narrativeo There iss secondlyl the synbolic centro, org vhat might be 
i 
2 
All Intor editions vore printed vithout theso end-Vaporso 
uadsicld, p. 1&6. 
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calZedL tlie egntrolliag Image -- the human, bodr . of, vh1ch the: end-papers 
proytdo the,,, diagrami, The Jbp1ro (Diropo)j the Ituidgeope ofý, theso'jxoemss 
with the huuan figwet part -to-part, Just 
s*. thp. pqem, s are bound together by, their narrative framovorks so they are 
vAited by tbo constant presence, of the central image, Dat the'1ody is 
pqro, thaa a, cwonleat alleroryt its use as an Izage is not merely a 
w4y4of giving. ismAginative, coherence to disparate themes, It Introducos, 
the-roaderliato the be4rt, ofNilliams's theology* 
ju, the essay 'The Index. of tho Body' Williams vr6te, 'The Sacrod 
j3ody', is the plan, upon which pbysital hu*m creation, was balit for, -, it in 
the coatre of, physical, humaa -creationj, '" Tho, -, aesay'appear9d'In, Ja1y# 
19,429 buttbree years, -oaxlicr, he ý 
liad, published a poetic smbodllýeat-of 
tbat,, doctrine In tho,, zequenee Taliqag1n; Throu&1 14, xqejý, -ThO Vision of 
the Tallessimpoems is: wIdov. tham-that,, of tho, quotatloal, -,,, Jti, tho, volumo 
the poot, pictuross not meralyhm, -= physical creation built upon the plan 
of tho,. Sacrod, Bodl, - 1rat'_t, he, vhole tof tho, physical vorble '-'-`-ThrouUho4t the 
cycle. the =tom4cal,, 4osignof tha-rocliaing, figare, lexplaiust tbt-vorld 
of -theRapire. The third poem of the collactiou, Tim Vision of the 
Dm, Iraq provides themost, eas1Jy1, -'accoas1bl*# as; w6ll as tile most extendod 
exposition of the dortrinee, -, StawwWnstanza VIIII&W spins the 
allegory outs each 9Oo9r&Pb-ic&1ý'roAioa. of,, th6 identified vith 
Cle 'Notes on the Arthurian Rythl,, 
. Liro 
then Is The D. -m (a) all Creation - with the legothatos and u4tat 
uot as angole and such - (b) Uafallen Mal (c) a propor nocial 
orderr, (d) 'tho-true pbysical body. 
The Imp 
2 ,e of 
the CIjZO P*178# 
The 1inao of the City, p. 86, 
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a specific area of the human body, Reavy stress in laid upon the 
complex organic unity and complete Interdepqadenco of the component parts,, 
Howeverp the more closely one reads the poem# the more one becomes aware 
that It is not merely as a literary device that the anatomy Is 
functioning# In the mind of the post the connection between the Dapiro 
and the body to much closer than that of allegory. The intimate relation 
between the universe and the Imman body exists outsido the realms of Art - 
In real life; It Is an organic and metaphysical connection# This Is 
the aspect in which the two contras of the sequence differ from one 
another, As far as the tWthological framework Is concerned, It is 
conceivable that another narrative might just an easily have fulfilled 
the author's Intentional that choice ins in a real senses arbitrary, 
The choice of the controlling Imago Is not* For Williams no other 
symbol could have replaced the homan body as the mirror of the universe 
and the touchstone of roalitye 
In The Vision of the EMire, there In the. recurring refraino 'The 
organic body san together$# end the# somewhat over-writteut concluding 
stanzas 
0 you shouldorsp elbovet vristst 
bless himg pralso himl magnify him for everl 
you fittings of thumbs cad fingeral 
bless ye the Lord; 
Sockets and balls In knees and ankleog 
bless ye the lardl, 
both of which point forward directly (as do the end-papers) to Williams's 
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co=ento, -(So airteasive as'to mount'almost to aa-oxp6iltlb'a) on'-tho 
cýiciiiii ý idehce 'of Astrology in - 'The rndex of the Dodyf. I, 
th6'81gai ofth6'Zodlac were$ -according to some studontal related 
to the parts of the physical body In one pattorn# the house 
of the Wator-carrier was referred to the eyeal the houtio of the 
Twins to the arms'and handal the house of the Scorpion to the 
privy parts and the 9azaal organal cad the house of the Balances 
ý., 
to the battocks to** It vill bo clear also that In such a poetic (so to call it) i6aginationg we are dealing vith a kind of 
macrocosmic - microcosmic unlon of a more serious kind than the 
zero exposition by a debased astroloMr of chancon in a'z=lo 
porsonal life so* the ' 
houses of the Zodiac to. may be but tho ""'fables of astronomy os&6 Dat 'they are not'unwortby fables* 
They direct attention to the principles at work both la the spatial 
heavens cad-the structure, of man's body., 
Thus every hamin figure to soon aa*a microcosm of"tho"vorldl' it holds 
within Its-complOX organisation. the soir6tai of the untiorso cad'ieveals 
thom'tO those vho regard It'vith"tho"propei degree of seriousness* The 
01 ordinary human body hoveveit 1i but'tho tho'zintatur - 
projocifton# of "'the Sacrod, b6dy, of tho - Incamate lord. 'In that 136dyg tho 
Incarnation# eal'oocrots of 11to aro'storcdj rzor Williams that point 
to tho 'beginuing and, the'-onA - of 'sxistojlcý *-# aad'uhat he expresses- In his 
2 
poetry and speaks'of In his essays Wbut'the logical extension and'a 
different aspect of his"beliof that'iho, Iýiim=tion of Divihity'In the 
historicalo fleshly perion'Joaras Chilat"'uas"necossitat6d, - neither by tho 
Fall of m= nor yit by, tho ait of CrOatlonj'but`byýtheluner naturo'of 
God's ova being"iMeh oraainedthat- joji the ýJok of oxchangag be Imowu 
lafter this manncir Also'* 
The IMao-of the clko P, 83, 
2 
say Ka ural Cf s The 4si I ýto6dnessle Me . go- of tbo CtiXt pp*75-80* 
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In her Introduction to The ImMO of the City Anne llidler, In this 
comections quotes* singularly appropriately, from Kenneth Clark's study 
in art history and criticism The Nades 
we still feel Close to divinity In those flashes of self- 
Identification wheal through our own bodiesl we seem to be 
awaro of a universal order* 1 
Similar as this proposition In to 'Williams's ova beliefsp It is necessary 
to say that williams Uoos further by Insisting that the body does not 
arouse an ewareness 'Of divinity In a vaSuel undefined wayj but In Its 
very shape and life demonstrates somethina of the nature of that divinity* 
Attention has already been drawn to his passion for ritual# orderp 
perceptible patterns the human body in the living representation of those 
attributes, C*S, Lewis describes this conception admirably in the 
sentence fit is an ideal geometry mediated through an actual arrangement 
of living curves'# The emphasis falls on the word which 14111ams 
himself so frequently useds 'geometry#. 
In the poem Taliessin In the School of tho Poets thin particular 
concept to versified- The king's poet# arriving at tbo place in vhicb 
the youngor minstrols of the court arO catherodl launchag into an 
extempore lyric In praiso of the craftsmanghip of the figaro of rhoobuo 
10 , id out in mooalc on the 
floors (The Influeace of Ho&ius can Q1QArlY 
be seen In the use of the compound epithat, allitoration aad half-rhyao)* 
Skeined-be the creamed-with-crimson sphere 
on a guessed and aiven linot 
skoined and swirled on tile head. to-hooll 
I 
The Image of the Cill, p*7=0 
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or radial am's point-to-pointl 
reckoned the rondures of the base 
by the straight absolute spinea 
The mental picture conjured by the images 'given linoll bead-to-hool 
I point-to-point I is Inevitably that of the so-called Vitravian a= . 
drawings from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries showing the =do 
figure of a mon am and logo stretched out to moot the edges of the 
circle which surrounds him -a diagram in which tile connection between 
geometric and organic beauty Is perfectly realloods The geometry of the 
human bodyq as wo, have seong Io# for Williams# as it was for many thinkers 
of the Ancient World and for mwy artists of the Renaissance# the 
foundation of a whole pUlosopLys A dense passage from Tho Departure 
of Dindrunre forcefally demonstrates this conception of the perfectly 
orawlsed pattern of creation contring and focussing on the lama figure. 
The hazel of the cattle-goad, of the meamaingr. -rodp 
of the slaves discipline# or Logreal hIghuay, of Herlin's 
waad of magiep of her lord's line. of vorsop 
of the octavo of sonat of the footpaco under the alturg 
straight and strong, vas in Dindmao's bare am# 
fair measwe in tho, body of tho body'a doods. 2 
Dindrano (Manchotleur) is leavina the court of Arthur for the life of a 
nunt sad Tallossing lookina down on the scene of the departure of his 
belovodp catches eight of Dindmao's am In the ouxai&t* we aro 
Taliesaint P, 28, 
2 
The Region of the Summer StArg* p. 31, 
Cf# the essay 'Sensuality and Substaacat, 
The vouderp the thrillo of a shoulder or a hand awaita its proper 
exploratioue ý-- At present ve have simply nothing to say to anyone In 
a state of exaltatioap vatchina for suouaing's oxcopt something uhich 
, vounds very nuch likol-Nells do4vt look too intently. ' The bun= 
sheop, look up for metaphysical the profound notaphygics of the 
avW and redeeming body# and are given moralas 
The Image of-the Cill, PP*74-75- 
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immediately taken back to Williams's first novel, Shadows-of Ecstasyq and 
the moment of love In 01ch Philip noticas Rosamoad's am across the 
living room. Philip sees the shape of the Dovasp Tallossin (such is 
the freedom and power of poetry) sees in Dindrano's arm the beauty and 
order of the whole world: the world of agriculture and social life, of 
travel and medicinop of artistic and religious approboasiono The 
explanation of tho universe lies in a singlo gesture. 
Bat in comparing Williams with the Dcnalsoance artists it in 
necessary to emphasise that his tphilosopbyl to radically different from 
that humanistic spirit which came to regard man as 'the measure of all 
things'* Ilan is never a colt-sufficient or self-explanatory entity for 
V1111=3: his preoccupation with the human body to the preoccupation 
Vith an image, 11= can only be called the measuro of all things in the 
sense that ho functions as the prime created image of the Divines The 
human body in the living image of the principles of Divine lifel and 
those principles are soon as tgoomotricall in their arratigoment. Ono 
recalls how frequently In Williamste prose the accuracy and order of 
heaven aro contrasted vith the Inaccuracy and disorder of holl, Tho 
reality of which man presents an imago Is to be found In the pattern of 
exchanged love that to the life of the Trinity and the oxcharLaod being 
that Is the Incarnate Lord. It cannot be stressed too stroaaly that at 
the centro of this pbilosop1W in his principle of Incarnationo The 
second to last stanza of the poem that has already boea under discussiont 
Tallossin In the Sebool of tho Poots# can be accounted among his most 
subtle expressions of this complex doctrine, 
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Infinite patterns opene4 
In the sovereign chairig mass; 
bat the crouned torm of tumtomimed'man,, 
bones# nerroop sineva, 
the diagram of tho style of the Legool 
rose In the cri=on bracs, 1, 
The scene is the Emperor's throne room, a Place of shining beauty and 
glorious designs Tallessin has been talking of beauty and design of 
another kinds Artistic order and beauty of whatever kind has Its roots 
In the order and boanty of God, The *style$ of God In ccometrict the 
diagram of that style Is the hmian figure ($anatomized man')s The,, -, 
1g*omotry, P of God to an exchange of loves the diagram of that geometry, 
181be life of A =us Williams Introduces the word 'logos$ Into his 
exposition at this point. The Introduction is# In a iiayi, unfortunates 
It in the only occoxion InAho sequence vhen the word to mentioned and 
the Idea In left hanging. I have alresay conmated on -the, fact that 
Williams had no developed theology of'the 11ACoal In his prose works# and 
the poetic,. cycles make no attempt to providO one. The word carries no 
theological weight in the poem- Its appearance is too sudden and Isolated 
to convey mob to the reader* Its Introduction# In-factg to caused by# 
vhat, might be calle4p motives of prosodic expediencyl it is jrj*t, part of 
& pattern of imaSes nor does, it fulfil theological purposes Dat Its 
sound and shape fit In vith the colour and myvemont of the vorso, It 
f6als Correctly on the earg but It, carrigs 210 9moatangt. 
2 
Taltessint P. 30, 
see Appendix Illo 
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A later, poem In the samo volumOr The Camlyr bf Pala=idem, approachOG 
the question of man as the Image of God from anothor anglet fhat of 
romantic love. 
Messed (I 04M) the Cornish queent 
for until today no eyes have seen 
hev curves of golden life defino 
the straightaess of a perfect linop 
till the queen's blessed am became 
a rigid bar of golden flame 
vhere well might Archimedes prove 
the doctrino of Euclidean lovo, 1 
The stanza Introduces tho vorld of the lover* Paloxidee is Dante seeing 
Beatrice for the first tinel he to the Williams of the early love sonnetal 
Joseph In Seed of Adamt Philip In Sliadowa of__Ccj; tagZ,, The Impact of 
the romantic vision Is Identical for all the lovorss Palomidesp Bors#, 
Tallessing lAncelot. rn the tDoatrician moment' the belovod shinea vith 
a glory and significance that comands "oration and humility,. Of tho 
two words, *significance' to perhaps the more Important to Willl=sla 
vocabulary. The figure and the presence of the beloved seem to hold 
the key to the ma=ing of all existence$ and Williams Is intent on 
describing this meaning In terms of a mathematical orders the romantic 
vision reveals the pattern of Godto lifoo And no the word 'glory'* if 
less Important, to only slightly less so* The experience has a decidedly 
religious quality that commands the ascription* The lovero ve must remind 
ourselves, is forbidden to rest In the tDoatrician =went$. The vision 
is transitory; tho souse of (: Iorv fades aad tho lover Is loft vitb the 
difficult task. of translatina the visions of making sense of the momeutary 
Taltessing pp#34-35. 
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vonder. The experienco of f alling in love, An all the lovers of those 
cycles discoverp Is only the beginning of the vay to tho fulfilment of 
personal joy and Imawledgo, Like Danto each one has to olko the 'effort 
after the pattern'* The romantio visiou is the particular means he ban 
boon granted of perceiving that a pattera and a meaning do really existo 
and that he Is capable of discovering them. The Imago of the reality 
=at not be taken for the reality itself, Tho maxim IThis also Is Thous 
neithar to this Thou' operates moot forceftlly In this nituatious 
Tho Artlarlan soquonco presents four pairs of lovoru and four 
approaches to the ro=atic experionco, In the figures of fAmeelot and 
Gulnivere we are shoum the tragedy vhich results from the failure to 
distinguish between, the image cad the roalityl botween the reprosentation 
of the p4ttera - Waivers - and the p4ttorn Itself - God, In the case 
of PaImAdos we are given the hard and bitter atru=lo of tbo attoVt to 
translate the passionate love for Iseult Into love of another kindt the 
pattern of Christian faith and tratho In the case of Born and Elayno 
the vision is workod out In tho vay vhich Is most familiar to us . the 
area of everyday saarriod life* The figUres of Tallessin and Inanchofleur 
embody the strangest approacli* It Is the Approach$ at one levoll by 
the Via Nogatlva* The vision of romantic love to recognized cad 
acceptod by both of tham as real and importantl but Its translation Into 
the conventional torma of sexual intorcourso Is refused# villtualys by 
both* They chooso to explore the meaning lu aaotLor way# Talleasin, 
is a pootg Blauchefla= baccaeo a nual each vocation to incompatible vith 
the ordinary expression of passionato lova, Each Of them transmutes the 
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power of the vision into creativity of a kind other thaa plWeical love* 
'The pattern of these various loves In the ArtLi riou cycles helps to 
tin-ow iigiit on villiam's rather cryptic romarks about tho soxual habits 
of the Early Christian Church in the first chapter of Doneent of the Doves 
110 sayst 'There grow up9 it seeme in that young and ardent body an 
effort tovards a particular spiritual experiment-cf, gay, the polarization 
of the seasm" In the figures of Dors and Tallessin (Elayuo and 
Manchoflour) one can soo that 'polarization' being worked out. Sexual 
activity Is not to be Identified vith passionate$ romantic love* The 
vision contains the sexual urge but It need not be expressed in terma 
only of pbysical intercourse# It can be recopised and trannated Into 
pover of anotber kind, Es notes that theýoxporiaont of sottina up a 
vholo pattern of Christian, activity based on this deliberate effort at 
'sublimation$ fallede we knov nothing - most unfortunately - of tho 
cases In uhich it did not falls and that there voro such cases seems clear 
I 
polls, The discussion begins bore and coutinuou until Vol4o 
525 
f"m St, Pwala quite simple acceptance of the ldo&#, 
l It to straago 
to see the name of D, 11- tawrence introauced into tb6 discussion on the 
Early Church# but Willims's profound understanding ofg and sympathy 
withs Lavrenee, had been remarked beforog and Willims introduced 
Lavrence to bolster his argmento 
The use of next In this, experiment, mlLht have beau to pass 
belov Itself and release the dark Coda of DeD, lAwreace directly 
Into the kingdom of Hossiaso It failed# and it =at be added 
that Sto Panlis foresight vas justified* nis Church abandoned 
that method In favour of the marriage method$ vUeb he had 
deprocatodg and eventually lost any really active tradition of 
msrriago itself as a VAY of the Goul 62 
I 
Williams Is not prociso about his sources for this Interpretation of 
St* raullis thought, but ho sacma to be referring to tho seventh chapter 
of the first opietle to the church In Corinth* 
Nov coaccraina tLo things whoroof yo, wroto unto mo: 
It to good for a man not to touch a vomaas 
Aovertholeos# to avoid foraicatioup let every m= have big own vita# 
aud lot every vomm', have her am husband * .. I say therefore to tho uu=riod and vidovs# It Is good for them If 
they abide even as L- 
Bat it they canaot contain, lot thou marryt for It is better to 
marry +. ban to burn# 
The commatators all so= to bo In agreezoat with St. J4ýLa CLryaostom that 
the things whereof the Corinthians had written were twhothor It was richt 
to abstaia from one's vita or not'* (1-Immillor; oll I Corinthians# XIX) Und 
sea the question originating in the practices of an ultra-ascotiog possibly 
anostict sect# I have not found ouo comuentator interprating ftulls 
lotter In torma which resemble W1111=sts talk of experiments in marriago 
aud aexaal activity and the ro-diroction of passioualp PLYaiC41 urgoa, 
Such an approach to not# however# forbidden# nad may even be regarded as 
logical In the light of modor4 psychology. 
2 
Cf., An we lives we are traa=ittore ol 
Aud vbeu vo fidl to tranwIt 11fe, 
That to part of, the rWatory of soxg 
lifoo 
lito falls to flov through us. 
It Is a flow oirwardso 
Swaoss peoplo transmit nothing# 
(We aro-Trangmtttorst from Pansies*) D. 11. Lawrencoo 
Cf, also the essay Arropon of lnýZ C%qttprl2Xfs Lmor 
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Bars and Elayne are precisely those who la'vo ro-discoverad marriage and 
ordina 
I 
ryv sexual activity as a way of the aoul. Ilorgo -VitIl Peraeval and 
Galahad, Is present at the ImOhl'Dve-"Ont 411 the Gralle This is the Way 
of Affirmation at the level of everyday life. Tallossin. and Maacheflour 
are representative of those who attompt, vbat I; Illjams calls rather 
obscurely# the texporimontf - the tranglation of sexual taorgy into 
vocational activity, Wag stranaoly, is a 1, -ay of Nogation in vhIch 
the energies that have been denied become powerfully transformed Into 
areative forces, 
It must be admitted that there is a certain ambiguity In Willjoas 
on the subject of romantic love# Oa the Ono haadj there Is the undeniable 
centrality of the romantic exporioace in his pUlosopliy of the human, 'body 
and the consequent doctrine of Incarnation and Creation. And there Is 
always tho suggestion that the lover has been granted a j; pecial grace or 
Imews, of knowing' In hin, visiont On, the other baud$ there are the 
mmorous occasiona when he doclaros that Via romautio exparionoo Is only 
one of the images of the Way of Affirmation* It might be arguad that 
some kind of ambiguity Is Inescapable in & cago ouch as thisl $or the 
nature of the visionary experience proves alvays to be p4radoxical, 6 It 
is felt to be both unique and universal* The paradox Is del$ueatod with 
the utmost precision In The. FiME: a_of. De&trjc9 Vhen Williazw argues that 
every human bolngj by definition, potentially possossou the quality of 
"-atrice., lUrthormorog he Is coacarnod to stroso that romautic love 
p"ý8ý 
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must not be to6 narrowly dofinea* 
nouumtic love between the sexes is but ono kind of ronaatic love$ 
which to bat a particular habit of romanticism ag'a *, holewhich 
is Itself but a. partIcular mothod of the Affirmation of Images 00, *, 
There is no attempt in either Tallessin Throupji Loarom or Tbo r.. e, -, Ion 
, 
of the S=zier Stars. as there is In The FiMEe- of Beatrice to chart In 
detail the vay in vhich the experience of rm=tic love Is related to the 
life of the City* But vhat one can aso In tho poftas to that at the 
contre of the life of the -polls 
stands each individual ln=n boinz 
working out the meaning of his own experience of the romantic vision* 
Villi=s never ooparates the Individual from the community of which he 
is a partl what happens in private life determines the quality and 
events of public existonces The love-relatiouship canaot be isolated 
from the social and political movements of the City* 
2A 
good oxmple 
of thio belief in inter-rolatodness is supplied by the poom E2rn-to 
Blaynes, On thoKigals. Coinse The economic exchange, which the money 
represents is a reflection of the oxchango of lovo botwaou membors of 
the com=ity' Bat this exchango to doomed ualess It can be Informed by 
the same spirit which govorns the loving. oxchaago of the married couple* 
Bors addresses Elaynes 
I have ridden all night from orUanization in JAndong 
ratiou and rulet and the feuU. in r4flon and rulel 
law cod the flaw In lavs to reach to youg 




The City as a pootto imago in j: lot promineut in those Oycles. To nomo 
extent It has boon replaced by the Image *f the jUpire, williums does 
not make it altogethor clear uhathor tho two Imagas are cioaut to be seon 
an inter-ebangeable or noto 
ý$ 
i saw that this was the ý true end wour malckpa; 
mother of childrong redoen the nev lav. I 
The contral characters of tho cycles are all figares concernod with the 
problem of working out thO m84aing Of their love-ral4tiouship in OvOrY"- 
day life, & The various kinds of loves, forn aa intricate web of Inter- 
dependence vUch constitutes the fundamental ý life of tUe, cowmAnityo Ana 
each relationship depends on the others# The whole scheme of romantic 
love vould be Incompletet for Instance# vithout Borst the or4iuary 
m arr led man# or vithout Tallessin, the dedicated celibate vh9a vUile 
recogalaing the authority of the romantic vision cheeses to fulfil Its 
demands In a peculiar mannore And so# by implLeationg the City Is built 
up on the familiar principles of Intor-dependence aW exchanges 
The Fall and-Orialual Sine 
Willims uses tv* Isgands as tutrrative imps for his doctriae of 
original $in in the sequence* The first# aud the less prominent# to the 
death of Balaa at the hands of MlIns his brother$ an4 tbo consequent 
striking of the Dolorous Blow# Frou this action evil sproads#, Ilan 
come into conflict with each other And the Fisher M4,. rt voundedg, lies 
waiting for the bealing and release that will accompany the Coming of the 
Grail, The second iesena in Artuures iuatstuous Intercourse with his 
sister 116rgausoo From thin, physical union Issues Mordrod and the train 




,,. The *Vat-themon are, united in the poem lauorak and thw 99son 
Horgmse of 
Belin sad - Wan $911 by mistaken lapious hate, 
Arthur tossed loves with a woman and split his late# 
Did younot, east by the dolorous blow's mightq 
the contingent knowledge of the RVeror floating into eiahtq 
C@S, Lowio correctly points out# In his comentaryg that In both of these 
actions thero to an $offence azatust the lav of exchansole Mt the 
images are used to convoy more than that, It will bo re = berad that 
In Týq LhZilsh Poetic Hind Williams remarked of the trcqedy of Vandat 
that in it one sav 1cm's vision horribly doubled'. I have already 
explained the co=ection I believe to exist between these co=ents In 
the books of literary criticism and the discussion of the rebellion of 
the Adam In Ile Came Dovn from 118avOne Ndwq In a curious vayq here In 
the Arthurian cycles these Incidents of death and intercourse are In men a, 
of singlo things being soon In a horrible double vision. Balin and 
Dalan are two aides of the same coin; Arthur and Horgauso roprosent a 
single entity. Dit the unity Is fractured and tho sides are not against 
each other,, They are examples of that lactual schism in reasonO vh1ch 
in ai'the basis of all Williams's thinking ab , out sin. In the two cycles 
the position of the theological essays to exactly reproducods Echoes of 
no Came Down from Heaven sound over and over again,, lut for examplep 
this same poem he speaks of the Adam who desired 'to know good as ovillp 




longest exposition, ja the sequence to tko be found In 'The VislOA Of the 
Balm re I Every other Instance in essentially a repetition of this# pi 
The tree, about then died undying, 
the good lusted against the Coodt 
the Acts in conflict *uvenomad the blood 
on the twisted tree Imng their boay wrying. 
Joints cr=podl a double entity 
spewed and jjtr%=l*d, good against Moqdj 
they saw the mind of the Emperor as they could, 
hlQ IsiaginstiOn Of thO vars of ideatityt, 
Horst as olositherej Williams outlines the positioa that was discussed . 19 
the chapter which dealt with Ile Cone Down from Heaven* 094 (the 
ageror) Is capable of knowing both good and its contradiction 1#9* Its 
absonass by intellect Only - here talled 'ImSinationts Mt men Ia 
knowlefte In of a different kinds It to a coadition of creation that 
what he known by intellect he receives also by experioacee Tho Fall Is 
a story of the experience of contradiction in "awledgot good In known, 
experlouttally as evilt, 
A of-Arthux the possible OfIGO-ts of this divisioa in In The Crovain 
stants nature are hinted at In a line which recalls the epigraph WIll$ams 
places at, the beginning of Tallossins 
or, the k1agdom =do for the king'* 
2 
'the kipgýmwdo for the kingdm 
The thquaht to not developed In 
this -poem# but tho question of the relation of tmotion and being havars 
In the background, throughout tho oyclo# In men vhoso reason to In 






lover$ the kiagg the poet - has"in indepeudeni, existence sad does not 
function as a particular representation of a gr6ater' realitYl. Those 
most dangerously -, exposed are lovers sad rulers''for the reason'thatthey 
possess very *Wlowip mattrial privileges and powers* u0colot to 
exposed to the t"Ttation In his relationship vith Guinivero and -fails, 
the testb Valloostui Borst Palomidas undertake to serve loval ifth 
varying degrees of self-awarenesso lmmility# pain and resentments 
Arthure'as kinig remains an enigmatic figure throughout tho'se4aenco and 
seems to dWirresolutelyo Bat at the contreýot tho, scone there Is one 
who, 'perfebtly embodies that self-knowledae and humility uhiob recogaise 
the vital distinction between Image and r6alltyg function tuid beingo 
Gal"s 
The Atonamnt o 
The 41M Of the twO CYCISS Of Artlwiaa poem could learcoly be more 
ambitiouss " ýit is to tellAho, story of mats fall from perfection and 
grace ana his restoration and regeneration. Its subject lol therof6rog 
nothing less than the vhole Christian u6rth. ý Christianity- Is built-upon 
the two pillars of Incumation ana Atonement. We have already soon hov 
Williams presents his boltof'InIhe Inewmatioul ýve turn new to the 
Atonemont - the' return Of- giant In Christ# to, Go4t The narrative 
framework of this story Of restoration Is'Ahe logon4 of the Holy Grail* 
the symbolic centre to the 1M& Princell Waaj&d, What exactly the 
Grail top or was# Iss, 48 I have already maintaineag of little interest 
to Williams* It,, 8 tho qý40st which in significant, The Gro. 11# by 
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Itself j- cannot of f o4t tho regener4tica of Arthurta corrupt au4, , -, -,, 
disintegrating kingdomi in a pecullar manners Galahad's entry Into-Sarras 
can and doest It Is accurate then to rotor to Galahad "a 'Christ- 
figureIg but taro In needed In the uso of the torue,,. Galahad to not 
simply the metaphorical equivalent of Christ* - It Is true. tbat his birth 
Is'aWsteriousl that he to opokau. of (in the tradition of 114ory) as, 
#spotless's that his coming to Logrox brings division to the established 
community of the r4und Table, and that he Is assumed into heaven on the 
Accomplishment of his zission# Wt he Is# quite definitelye not 4 
supernatural figum Th; mgh andowed. with heavenly graces they are not, - 
his by rights they are the gifts of God for the perfection of his own 
nature. Ile Is representative of man as well as the Imago of Christ* 
C, S. lAwls's. estimate of WIMamots Galahad to 111aa -. I%n in bin 
perfection's 
one of the most Puzzling features of the Galahad story# as it has- 
boon received from the Rgests, through Maloryl 
births Ile is begotten by Lancelot gin tho, body of the 4AW11tor of t1jo 
Grail Rooper (Uolape) In the adetaken, bol4of that she Is Odneverot 
In his assay )Wo! X-and the-, Grail - 
LojzeW4 Willima roforg to the creAtio: a 
of GalWmd as the son of Lancelot an 'a superb Invontion of tho very 
2 first I"rtanceft and ho, uooa the alta4tion no the pivotal point for his 
ova conception of the obaracteraud role of the High prince,, In the 
Arthurian Tormoo PAM- 
The Lm-zo'Of the-ClID P*1876 
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first place there is the Irony of the oveat -a symbols for W1111=09' Of 
the way in which the Grace of God operates in the world. The act of 
lovil concupisconcol on the part of Uncolot Is truasfornod Into an 
agency of salvatLous Ulmt happens in a kind of revarsal of the Falls 
where good has become known as ovile Evil bore becomes known as an 
occasion of good. in tho second place# the situation, as a literary 
creation# can be regarded aa an ituigo of the two Waya. Laacoloto the 
prime representative (however failed) of tho Way of Affirmation through 
romantic love; bogots the prime representative of the Way of Nogations 
a son who denies all but the co=on courtesies of life for the achievement 
of the Grail. Thirdly# at an aesthetic lovolt there In a nice balance 
between the cirC=t=coa of Gal"Is birth und tUose of Arthur's son 
Hordred vho Is responsible for tho destruction of the kirg. Ydom* Finallys 
and most Importantlyt thero is Williams's use of the storyas a parable 
of imbstitutioa# The #Invention' is an artistic symbol and vo are not 
concerned vith the morality of the vay Lancelot Is cheated by the magical 
pubstitutiou of Holayno for Guinivoro in the sexual actj vo are oaly 
concerned with the fact of substitution and the artistic use to which it 
Is put, Galabad Is the child of imbstitution and therefore an imazo of 
the way maa Is redeemed# 
The High Prince himaelt performs no aotg of Substitution in uJI11=8ve 
c. jrc 10 . no exists in a way pecullar to himself, arvi artistically# tho 
poem forbids such an action on his Wt. Yet the cyclo is deeply 
occupied with substitution and exchoxgo, aad all the tharactors are judged 
by the way they respond to those laws which govern the co-inhorent life* 
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In the poem 'The Last Voyage' for instancog wO find that togothor with 
Galaadg Bare and Percivale In thjý GhIP VOvagina to the land of the 
TrInityp Sarrust Is tho bOdY of Blaachaflour. 
Before the holm tho ascending - descending aun 
lay in quadrilatorial covers of a saffrou pall 
over the bier and the Vale body of Blaneboflour, 
mother of the nature, of lovergi# creature, of exchangrol 
drained there of blood by the thighed woundq 
she died another's doatho naother lived her life, 
The scho of Felicitas's cry is u=Ietakeable, Dlanchofleur to also a 
Christ-figarog but in the corq)lemeatary *4ay to (; Qlahad, DO to the 
instrment of exchange, The legend tolls of her literally givinS her 
blood In order to sawo another's life, Thlog In the cycle, is the 
supreme example of the vicarious life; of substitutiont tho coacroto 
re-prosentation of the sacrificial death of Christ* And her place to 
vith Galahad and those others who have achieved the Grail in the land of 
the Trinity* 
The Idea of gabstitution Its Introduced in a moro unconventional 
context In an earlior poem entitled Talleasin on the Death of Virgi 
It Is a meditation an UO Ultimate fate of tbose souls uho havo not 
received the dispensation of Chriets Dante and Williams part cowpany* 
jkt the sumit of the mountain of Purptory In Tho IDIvIno'Come4y Virgil Is 
forced to leave hie pupil. and return'to, the auto-ebawber of Bolls 




In that hour they COMOI more and faster$ they aped 
to their dead master; they sought him to save 
from the spectral grave nad tho cruUess falling 
vho had heardq for their own Instructiong the souad of hie 
callina 
There vas interventions suspoasionp the not of their love 
Instead of being confined# as In. The Divine Comedy, to the limbo of the 
unbaptleed and virtuous poCazw# VIrCil Is 'Got In the marble of exchange's 
Ilia redemption is accomplished by the lovo and power of those Vho, have 
admired himp boon Influenced by him and guided by him, Though lessor 
men in the achievements of arto thoy are greater in the life of grace. 
The poem makes at least two points* Firsto that every man to dependent 
upon others for his ova salvation; that all life in the Ungdom of 
heaven is vicarious. Secondly# that In tho web of co-inhorent existence 
it In possible that no part shall be lost utterly and finally* Once 
again vo are faced with the problem of universallaml and# onco againt all 
that can be said with any cortitudo to that Williams seems to be 
deliberately ambiguous In his attitudes# * It Is Important to recogniso 
that it is a quality of ambiguity that he profforso not a kind of 
agnosticism# In his apprehension of ultimate salvation nad damnation# 
Do refusoo to say that he knows nothing about life boyond the aravo. 
He Insists that the Christian faith$ as he interprets Itj allows for the 
possibility of the rojectlo4 of God vhloh mustq In tho end# bo experienced 
as damnation and boll# but that at the same time pro"boa a mossago of 




may include the salvation of Virgil. Tho concluding poea of Tfiý Mlylon 
of - the sm=er siars ''sums up the' =bigalty of the approach In the closing 
prayer of the Pope, 
Thou hasit spoken 'it vord of power in the midst of 110119, 
and well are thine Acts everyubore quAlIfied with otemity, 
That Thou only caast boo Thou only 
vvcz7Whcro artj lot bell aloo, confess thee$ 
bless theet praise thee# and mapily thoo for ever. 
The Eachartat. 
It has been made obvious by those vho know Williams wall that his 
persoualg devotional life revolved around tho 11oly Dacharisto no has 
not vritten at len4th about the doctrine of the W-charjgt in his prose 
vorkel but when he does Introduce the subject he writes with such Intensity 
and cou; idence that tbo t8stIM01W of bix frioude to more than adoquatoly 
borne outo it to eldar from Tho Dencintof tile Dove that the aacrmont, 
of the altar Is the concrete# material rinct at vhIch big wbolo system of 
belief to roallsed, , 
This is the Oternally conto"rW instance of the 
Incarnation and tho, Ato4emýnts the supreme instance of substitution Cmd 
011chan0l the meotlug-PUCO of heaven. and earth In which the natural 
existence of men Is taken Into and transformed by, the supernatural 1110 
of Gqd# It to thus the, greatest of 411 tho Images It leads the whole 
of creation Into God., Bat his deepest and most searching exposition of 
the Buebarist. 1s to'be found# not In The Descent of tbe Dovo# nor la aay 
of the poemog nor In &W of the thooloalcal essays, but In his proso 
CO=Oat4rY 'On thO hiGtOrY Of the Grail logewlso Tbo Piraro of Artimr. 
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Ia two paragraphiag maGnificently characterigtic of big pro,, (, ljtylo, hq 
latrodacea the central themes of all his labours and presents us vith 
the main outlines of his vhole systematic theology* 
only the Act continued everywhere* The phrase of the New Testsisout 
- #lie vu lowwa to them In the breaking of the broad, - remained 
true and became more widely truog elthough the knowledge was not, 
intellectually epigrammatizeds The relation of the elenents to 
the Sacred Body was called sometimes Identity$ sometimes figuro 
or symbol. Bat neither figure nor symbol implied separatioul 
each word implied an Interior closeness which they have perhaps 
Vith us loot* The Act was priestlyt by Christ and for Christ$ 
the rystorious sacrifice was of Christi and Christ In It was the 
food of mane The sacrifice was offered not only on earth but In 
the heights of the heavens., lie offered$ who was the offoringo 
and there was as yet no controversy in the Church, 
Dat as the Naturo of Our Lord vas defined# and as the Church 
bec=o, more and more 4varo of what In fact abo bellovodp so the 
intellectual problems of that Act were more and more discussedo, 
It was stressed now one vay and now another; but no stress 
necessarily denied another* It w" a sym1x)lq but it was Res 
It was the offering of Me passion# and co=uLton vith Me 
ascended life# This vas His very doathl it was also Me vary 
Desurrection; It wasp all vayst Me Incarnation, it was 4 double 
Act; there was a kind Of exchange in it4i The Murch gave Itself# 
and Christ gave Uimsolft and the tvo war* united* 'If you have 
received voll's said Angutinot tyan are that uhich you have 
recoivedto Such a sentoýdcos in some soaso, holds allj It Is 
this whichg In the Luglish words of Maloryl centuries 14torg van 
othe secret of our Lord Jesus Christle I 
Tho Arthurian crycles aro profoundly Mcharigtic though few of them 
are as Mlicit as# for exxVlo, the thirteon poemso on tho sanctigrilmuml 
fro, m the early vol=e 111ndowa of Mpbt, Dat MU at the lowest levol, 
the level of narratives vo find the vorso bustling vith people plag to 
or comlr4 from Hass. The C1112= le 4 14charistic acenot Taliossin at 
Lancolot's I-lasso The Grail# whatever It mW roproseat in anthropoloCy 
Arthurian Torsos yp*14-15, 
I 
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and pagran legend, log qaito simply the chalice, used by Christ In the 
Upper Room at the Last Support and becomes the ultimate symbol of the 
Eucharistic life, At the close of the epic Arthurts world dissolves in 
war and chaos; the day to day organisation and ardor of life Is brokons 
and In the midst of a disintogratiug world tho sacrameatq the Matorial 
proseatutiou of the union of God and man in Christg stands at the contra 
holding creation toggother* Ulatover u= wy do in his atterVto to 
pervert himself and destroy theworldi however atrou4 Isis desire to 
Imw good as evilg the fundwoutal fact of the Incarnation remains 
unaffected, In the doaso imagery end rbytWically packed lines of 
The Praers oftlio Pope Williams depicts a life torn cad bitter# but 
destined to salvation and troasformatioa b7 th* unimaginablo power of 
God# 
The Pope passed to sing the Christmas, Uucharlst. 
Body of the Lacharirjt# the Body of tho total losag 
the uni=ged locs; tho Dody salvaZed the bodies 
in the fair# sweet exchauqo of the 11opo's prayoro 
The oasomout of Oxclum9o led Into CLriat's ajYpoasement 
uudor the heart-Imeaking zmual uots of the ropoo 
; 
o; 
.... con=lo md lord'a within the Dipire, 
all the darkening of the Rapiro and the loss of Logres 
=d tLo biding of the M& Prince, felt the DVIro 
revive in tile hopo of the Sacrecl City#, 
1 
Thollew-Ion of the Sumer Sta., rag p. 61. 
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C014CLWION 
I claimed in the Introdaction to this stadjr that a systematic ý' 
theologian could be described as one who 'seeks to enligbten and Inform 
by demonstrating# according to the pattern of his Intellectual and' 
emotional sonsitivityg the inter-relatiou of the doctrines of the 
Christian religion and their essential un4tyl. In the course of Wý 
examination of Charles Williams's work I have tried to show that Williamaq 
however unconsciously and Unintentionally# fulfilled precisely such a 
rolei that beneath the prodigious. varlety of Me literary activity there 
lay a coherent pattern, of religious thought and belief that, domaads the 
name of a systematic theology# and that every work Is st=Vod with the 
unmistak"ble shape of this pattem, It is both comprehensive *Ad 
cohereatt the traditional doctrines of tho, Creedi the Trinityg Creation# 
the Fail$ the Incarnation# the Atonement, the Clarchl are all cont4inad 
within It. And they are woven together and hold together by motmis of 
certain key%-concepts or governing themen. It Is the existence of those 
which gives to Williams's theology Its distinctiveness, Each doctrine 
to interpreted and related to each other doctrine by moaaa of tho beliefs 
in co-inherencop exchange# substitutions and the ultimato glory and 
heavenly boanty of the pbysical creation of uhich the hum= being Is the 
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representative and crown* Furthermore I have tried to indicate t1jo 
profound originality of his sensibility and big capacity to framo 
traditional do, 7w In such a way that the Inherited doctrine is neither 
lost nor obscured but trauformed and renewed into a force which penetrates 
the hard shell of famlliarity# 
The work has 14oont of aecessityl, largely a matter of vAialyais cad 
commentary -a procedure whichl, quite proporlyl may be viewed with dubiety 
when art Is In question. To analyse Is frequently to destroy# and to 
systanatiso a work of art is frequently to deadoa its impact cad to 
falsity Its Intention* I do not believol howovarg that I have falsified 
the work of Williams by imposing an external system upon Ito but have 
merely tried to indicate the ways In which a uulquo structure of thought 
and feeling expresses Itself In poetrys novel$# drama and critical ossayse 
To counterbalance the impression which might have boon gained of Williams 
as a severely cerebral motapUysiciant It Is worth recalling the remark he 
mado In connection with MHOUP and rocogalso Its appropriateness as a 
description of Williams hiwolfe 
rat he never forgot that see Cood Vas vomebov victorious bocutye 
that romantic love was avondor of grace and authority and delight# 
and that laughter was one of the divinest virtues allowod to ctau. 
-XI. 1 . 47a 
APPMWIX I 
The Blo grMl-deso 
William prodaced oix bloar4phies in all fivo 91 thom b9twilon tj, (j 
years 1933 and 19379 and the sixth# Flecker ol Dean Clooo# 149 year 
before his death la 194% Although they have nothing to add# directly# 
to tho theological outline of his thaa&tj they cannot go entirely 
umentioued# not -only 
because thoy form &, eubsta4tial part of the comploto 
body of works but because they help to revool a further dlaoasloA of the 
character and sensibility of the author# Willims vae never a scholar 
or an lintollectuall despite the obvigua intellectual powor that lay 4 
his co=and* He lacked, tho acholarts patience and meticulous concern 
with detailed information# aad, a closo exaaiuation, ol his texts uneartho 
misleading references# careless faqtual errorqj and fcaso trails. 110 
vaa led 6a-to a kind of impatieuco by a diversity of Intereot, and, 
circinstance and a vivid. urgency of laaginatio4o, , r4ographies bolonj; to 
an area in which accuracyis, of some UVortancol and# frow, tize to time# 
in all of-these. studies one Is aware that-, Williams is olldiug. over 
problems which call for more BOArChIUS lAvestigation and 1poriuZ details 
which ought to be sentloned if a picture of the sOjoct-le to, be presented 
vith anything lika-completeueen. ToAho Peda4tio mina, thess, volv=Qa arop 
doubtlessp Irritating yet OVOU the slightest of them contains shafts of 
VAO- 
,,, night intuit, " perhaps . that Illuminate the person or period under 
discussion far more brilliantlY tha: ' many a painstaking and metICUIOUB 
chronicling of facts, It must be understood that Willia= woo not 
writing historiess he was making an attempt to enter the life and times 
of particular historical porsonageas aad the degree to which he achieved 
his purpose reveals itself in the quality of his prose. Here In 
Involved than more linguistic techniquel there to an authority in his 
writing which convoys the seriousness of his purpose sad convinces the 
reader of the depth of his understandings 
It is perhaps accidental (Williams working to co=ioaion) that five 
of the six biographies deal with figures from the reigns of the Tudors 
and the Stuartat yet when one remembers Williams's devotion tog and 
understanding ofo Shakespeare and Hilton one can hardly imagino a period 
of English history more sympathetic to his mind, Of all the personalities 
crowding these yaoxg Elizabeth I seems to stand out In his imagination 
as, the most fascinatingg and the most puzzling., Strangely enougbp 
however, it to not In his biography of Mizabotho but In that of James I# 
that Willians records his moot penetrating Insights into her character 
and produces those Intuitive shafts of perception which have been 
inontionodt sad which Illuminate the ubolo ago of the Tudors, 
Elitabeth had been an experienceg aloricust terri W ng# sometimes 
enjoyable, soutimes disagreeable# but unique S.. It hjLd been, 
unlikely that she could succeed to the Thronol more ualikoly that 
she could suecood on the Thronel moot unlikely that she could 
vithout a busbanda, She had done all three 00,, Tile Church of Ehgland, incredibly Catholic and impossibly Protestanto in not 
unlike the Queen# who was Incredibly royal and Impossibly vulgar - in the original sense of the words Swathing In tho goalus of 
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our nation combines opposites *** heaven has-created only one 
popl. ko are mystics in irony and maity-re In unbelief .... 1 
Besides convey-Ing a deep uaderstaa4ing of the bewildering porsoaality of 
Elisabeth and throwing light oa the extrAordiuary fact of ita cong-mity 
in tho pattern of Ungliab lifeg the p"'gago expresses, in its antiplIonal 
periods and paradoxical assertions, aa essential aspect of W- illj=sia own 
pernowdity, md holps, inciaentany, to expinii, hi. intonso acivation to 
tho Clmrch of England. 
This devotion vas recognIsod by all those who knev him woll and it 
makes itself felt in works like War in Ileaveng Thomas Creamer of 
yt and especially the last of Us btoaraphiess and the oy Canterbur 
modern one he wroteg Plecker of Dean Closed, William Harman Flockor was 
a great churebman, but one whose evangelical principles and ploty could 
hardly have elicited an immediately sympathetic response from a man of 
Williams's training and temperament. Yet the portrait Is drawn with a 
care and understanding that has roots not only In a personal cAmir4tion 
but in a love for the church of which both managod. to remain loyalg 
though criticalp memberso, And the source of Williams's devotion layg to 
a large extent# In his belief that In au almost miraculous way this c1mrch 
embodied a motif of antimonys contradictioa almostj that no other 
Christian body in the world possessods The understanding, of the 
character of the first Elizabeth provides a cluo to the understanding of 




could be appliedg almost wLthout qualificationg to the churcb. 
It to Impossible to make a reasonable heroine out of tho great 
Qaeenq but then the effort noed not be made, Sbo dwandod 
impossibilities but she herself was an Impossibility* She 
could not beg yet she vast and she went on being; that was 
the Indestructible centre of her renownq 
Here# In the study of Elizabethle personality a theological vision Is 
being translated Into terms of Inumn psychology, and tho Queen becomes, 
for Williamag a historical embodiment of the experience of contradiction 
discovered In the works of Shakespeare# Hilton and Wordsworth* And so 
alsog In a n; ysterious manaerp the Church of England Is viewed as a living 
image of the Inescapable experience of contradiction in the life, of every 
humaa being* 
I 
lbidog V. 90. 
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APPrIMIX 11 
A Note on Williams0e apl! roach to Vlordsworth,. 
One of the most rtuarkablo features of Willi=sla literary criticism 
to the space he gives to examining the poetry of Wordsworth and the extent 
to vhIcb he vas able to poaotrate the f4staoss of the pernormlity lyiqa. 
behind his verses Williams was notp by temporameate drawn to tbo 
Aomantic lmginatloa of tho nineteenth conturye I have already mentioned 
I ý- I" 
his lack of Interest In the countryside and the world of Naturop an 
Interest'which charneterlsed mach of the work of the English representatives 
Of rjazanticlam, rat, more significaatlyt Romantic art failed to provide# 
for'Williamal on the one hand# the intellectual toughness of the 
literary products of earlier couturlesp and, on the otherl that rootodness 
in the physical realitlos of the material world wbich was so prominent 
4 mark of his own sensibility* The religion of the 11, emantics evaporated 
all too qulýkly into the rýalz of the spirit where vaguo generalities 
about feelings replaced the hard facts of dopa, 
His-approub to Wordaworth isp In coaseq4paco, not by the convoutional 
paths of the early and groat rooms (Tintern AbboX, Plagolution and 
Independence, the 14-qy poem3l the 12MEtalitZ Odo)# but by way of certain 
Passages In The Prelude, This long poem is Wordsworthts jueditation on 
the developmout of his own pootic Mrsona - tho storys as ho calla its of 
31*6 
It4e, grovt1t of a poet's mind' t and he given to the olovanth and twelfth 
Ix)okg the sub-title limaginationt InTaired and Restored's Thie themo 
in the tentre of WillIaWs study# for he seen in the lit* of the 
nineteenth century poet the experioace of that crisis In the processes 
of the creative imagination which Is the subject of Us play A IbIh- of 
Shakespeareq and which he made the cardinal problem of the critical essay 
The Eglish Hinds the loss of artistiovisloal the despair and panic 
following upon the sudden dissolution of all sense of purpose and meaning 
in life* 
In the fifth chapter of The DMIIsh Poetic Ifind W1,111=s writes of 
Wordsworthi 
The crisis of Troilus and the crisis of Satan In related to the 
crisis which fell an Wordsvorths at least an ho discovers and 
etprossoo It in tho Prelude 
The suggestion Is that Shakespeareg 1111ton and Wordsworth all endured a 
similar experiences though neither Shakespeare nor, HLIton expressed the 
crisis In the quasi-autobiographical vay that Wordsworthl, vith remarkable 
daringg chose* Dat Williams Is loss sure In his treatment of Wordsworth 
than in his handling of the two earlier poots - partly because of the 
lack of sMatby that I have already pointed out* The impression of 
ambiguity that to conveyed in the long chapter on Wordsworth sooma to 
reflect Us Inability to decide vhothor Wordsworth resolved his 
Imaginative difficulties or not# though at tho end of the study Williams 
makea a statement which Indicates that he believed that Wordsworth, like 
Tennyson some years later# failed to cope #poetically' with the crisis - 
$Vt W 
6rg at least failed to embody the resolution in his art$ 
119 tould not explore his own trials by mosting it in poetry* 
Ho had to deal with his crisis an It had beea resolved by 






A Note on the doctrine- of the-- LoCos. 
It Williams's theological system coa be said to be seriously 
defectivo at any point# It Is In his failure to deal adequately with the 
concept of the Logos# leoo with the nature and place of the Second Person 
of the Trinity within the life of the Godhoad Itself and also His specific 
operation in relation both to Incarnation and Creation. The word# Logos# 
occurs several tines In Williama's work but It seldom carries any real 
theological olgaificanco# In the novolpThe. Placo of the 14on, however, 
a notion of the Word to integral to the Intellectual fr=owrL- of the 
bookp bat it Is doubtful whether it can be called specifically Christian 
In Its content* Williams# it must be admitted, has been Intellectually 
promiscuous hero, and the *system' which underlies the plot lot as we 
havo soon$ a rather confused mixture of various philosophical schozoo 
not all of them compatible, with each other, There Is no attempt to aLow 
the Word bocomina Inc = ate In the world* 
This deficiency in regard to the quostion of tbo Logosl Willi=& 
appears to share with moot modorn thoologiansp lncludin,,,,, those who have 
deliberately attwVted the construction of a comprehensive ayatong and 
It to a doficleacy uhich Karl Rahner In concerned to show up in his 
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recent little study entitled The Trinl! Z (trans*# Js Doncoolt LoadoUt 
1970)9 where he accuses tile Church of Isolating the doctrine of the 
Trinity from that of the Inc = atiOne and Christian writers of spoakina 
too 'generally' about the latter In their references merely to the 
Incarnation of God Instead of to the flesh-taking of the Word, or the union 
of God and man In Jesus Christ Instead of the union of the Son and man 
in the historical life of Jeaust 
Nowadays when we speak of God's Incarnationj the theological 
and religious emphasis lies only on the fact that "God" boc=8 
mang that "one" of the divino, persons (of the Trinity) took the 
fleshq and not on the fact that this person In precisely the 
person of the logos* (Poll) 
This failure to ask fundamental questions about the Incarnation, e. g. 
wbi It to that the tagos is the flesl'ý-taker and not one of the other 
Persons of the Godhead and what this activity of God has to toll us about 
the shapo and Inaer moaning of the earthly life of jesual casts serious 
doubts according to r4merp upon the seriousness vith uhich both 
theologians and believers treat what Is supposed to be vital to their 
faith . the ballot in the Triuno God* 
The "economic" Trinity to the lw=out Trinity, according to the 
statement uhich Intorosts us., In Ono way this statoment is a 
defined doctrine of the faithe. Jesus Is not simply God In 
genoralg but the Son* The socond person, Go4le Logos, Is map 
and only ho is mans (P*23) 
And Williams mist alsoo In some measurep fcjll under the same condemnations 
rn an of his most direct and substantial Christolo4lcal statements 
(lie Came 
_Dovn 
from Heaven Chalvj The ForLiveneqs of Sine, Ch. vj tho ý9 
esuays The Croce, The Way Of 1brSh! n&. q. )# there, to no mention of the 
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Person of the Logos and Me special activityg though I would hesitate to 
call in question the seriousness of his belief in the Trinity. There 
tog for tastancel an Isolated sentence In hia review of G*L* Prostigo's 
book r7atbars-and Heretles (Timo'and Tidel November 16,1940) which to 
not a vagniop 1gonerall statement about the Incarnation and which shown 
Williamso momentarilys'focu. 26irig attention on the distinctive operation 
of the Words 'The divine diagram of Eeason had lived an mans' 
Unfortunately he I=odiataly'blura the affect of this Christological 
statement In order to say, soMothing about tho inner quality of the life 
of the Triuno Gods 'The flesh of cum has boon taken up Into the 
mathematics of Daity0a So tho nature of God's Reasons the 14gong and 
the unique conjunctiva of this rwaspa vith humaa flesh# Coos uaconsidereds 
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